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ABSTRACT 

The Highland Clearances have featured in many historical 

analyses over the past thirty years and have particularly attracted 

the attention of socio-economic historians interested in the study 

of agricultural changes, their causes and multi-faceted impact on 

the Highland region and society. Yet it seems that the 

increasingly refined knowledge that the period now enjoys has 

hardly percolated down to the popular interpretation given of the 

events. 

The present study concerns itself with the popular 

representations of the Highland Clearances which, to a large 

extent, are consensual and are revealing of the collective 

attitudes towards the period, especially in the crofting districts. 

The first part concentrates on the historiographical background of 

the period since the nineteenth century, so as to establish the 

fund of knowledge gradually accumulated on the times, the 

standpoints adopted by the various historical currents and the 

evolution in historical methods and perspective. To convey the 

collective perception on the Clearances, three areas are selected: 

twentieth-century Scottish fiction, political writings and the 

museum world. Through the individual analysis of each, the themes, 

elements and viewpoints which have been given priority, will 

emerge. 

The popular representation of the Clearances yields as much 

information on the way people see their past as on current 

attitudes and concerns since it is, more often than not, recycled 

to fit a particular reading. It is also, because of its 

consistency and its recurrence, a mark of the significance of the 
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period in the collective memory and sense of identity of the 

111 

inhabitants of the crofting districts. 
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PROTACE 

This preface is meant to provide a chronology of the 

Clearances. It is not aimed at presenting another interpretation 

of the period, which it is the purpose of this work to study. 

Hence, it relies entirely on the work of historians, past and 

present, and is based on secondary material only. 

The Clearances describe the process by which the small 

tenantry, who lived in Highland glens, was evicted to make way for 

sheep, for the development of sheepfarming. It was a slow process 

which spanned over almost a century and has become the outstanding 

mark of socio-economic transformation in the Highlands. The 

Clearances cannot be dissociated from the surrounding socio- 

economic climate; their pace and scale were heavily influenced by 

economic factors, such as market pressures and fluctuation of 

prices, or demographic criteria. 

The term "Clearances" is all-embracing and generic and tends 

to erase the disparities which exist between each set of evictions 

and the causes, development and consequences related to the 

physical and economic geography of each case, and also, more 

pragmatically, to the personality and means of the landlords 

involved. It is therefore essential to differentiate between 

Clearances according to their chronology, but also their specific 

circumstances. The Clearances period does not constitute a uniform 

whole, but a succession of individual episodes. 1 Most went 

unrecorded and are hardly mentioned, having left little evidence. 

Others, more sensational, tend to dominate the image, 

representation of the period, particularly in nineteenth century 

polemical writings, 2 for instance the Sutherland Clearances or 

later evictions at Glencalvie or Greenyards. 
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Early clearances went virtually undisturbed; there was no 

reaction on the part of the press, the public and, least of all, 

the government. The government was committed to the philosophy of 

laissez faire which, -in the Highlands of Scotland, meant no legal 

check over landlords' action. 

The process of change in the Highlands was strongly influenced 

by agricultural improvers, who wanted to foster the economic 

development of the region. Eric Cregeen's extensive work on the 

House of Argyll has brought to light the role of the family as 

leaders of socio-economic changes in the Highlands. 3 They 

introduced a new tenurial system on their estate, breaking away 

from the traditional structure, where the tacksmen played a central 

part, as early as the first quarter of the eighteenth century. 

After the '45, the commissioners of the Annexed. estates also acted 

as a stimulus, pressing forward new attitudes to landholding and 

estate management, in the hope of influencing surrounding 

landlords. 

New breeds of sheep were introduced in the Highlands in the 

1760s and very rapidly landlords began to recognise the advantages 

of the sheep economy, and developed an entrepreneurial attitude. 

Yet the conversion to sheepfarming did not go totally unhampered 

and spurred some resistance when it came north of the Great Glen, 

particularly in 1792 in a year known as "the year of the sheep". 4 

The 1792 events were a concerted and organised attempt by the local 

population, some having been dispossessed and their lands turned 

into sheepwalks, to drive the sheep out of the region. Several 

hundred people took part in the attempt and sheep were rounded as 

far north as Lairg in Sutherland. The adventure ended after 

landlords, alarmed by what they saw as an act of sedition, had 

gained the support of the military to break the insurrection. This 
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was a watershed in the history of the Clearances as its quelling 

deterred any such form of obstruction against the advance of the 

Cheviot. In fact, coordinated resistance of this scale was not to 

be seen in the Highlands before the Land War of the 1880s. Those 

events were set against the bleak years of the early 1780s, when 

scarcity had struck. With the advent of commercial sheepfarming 

from which they were excluded and which did not generate any source 

of employment for them, the small tenants saw their position 

jeopardised. 

During the last decade of the eighteenth century, improvers 

were convinced that the expansion of sheepfarming and the parallel 

development of labour intensive activities such as kelp, fishing 

weaving were to foster the development of the region. Fear was 

voiced about the depopulating effects of a sheep economy, as 

emigration had resumed, particularly to Canada. But improvers, 

then, were keen to combine the introduction of sheepfarming with 

the retention of native inhabitants to be employed in the schemes 

they were busy planning. Up to the first quarter of the nineteenth 

century, the economic climate seemed favourable. The price of kelp 

multiplied fivefold between 1760 and 1790; the price of wool 

escalated after 1800; cattle prices also increased. 

There was a general mood of optimism. Landlords were keen to 

reorganise their estates to make them more profitable by converting 

the inland areas into sheepwalks and displacing the native 

inhabitants of those areas to the shores, where they could engage 

in the activities developed. To this were added programmes of 

construction (roads, bridges) and the perennial outlet of 

regimental service. Hence there seemed to be no shortage of work 

during the early years of the nineteenth century. 5 Yet it was 

without acknowledging the Highlanders' reluctance to engage in any 
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other activity but farming and also his tenacious attachment to the 

land, a trait common to members of peasant societies such as Spain 

or France. 6 

It is during this period of high economic expectations that 

the Sutherland Clearances occurred. They are quite unmatched in 

scale, expenditure and in controversy. As early as 1805, plans 

were designed; the people were to be removed from the straths and 

resettled in the new villages built on the east coast: Helmsdale, 

Port Gower. Vast sums of money were planned to be spent on the 

construction of roads, bridges, fishing harbours, inns. Although 

exact figures are impossible to quote, it is assumed that between 

five and ten thousand people were evicted from the straths between 

1807 and 1821. 

The early plans and phases of the Sutherland evictions were 

elaborated and implemented by Patrick Sellar and William Young, two 

Morayshire farmers totally won over to the cause of improvement. 

It is during their factorship that one of the most controversial 

clearance episodes occurred in Strathnaver in 1814 and led to 

Patrick Sellar's trial for arson and culpable homicide in 1816. He 

was acquitted, but both he and William Young were subsequently 

replaced by James Loch in 1816. Under Loch's factorship, 

Clearances continued but with more caution as he was much more 

conscious of the ravages of the press and public opinion. 

In Sutherland, Clearances were designed in parallel with 

population resettlement, as opposed to deliberate expulsion. Many 

tenants, however, chose to emigrate rather than occupy the plots 

offered on the coast. 7 Indeed emigration was often preferred when 

it offered the opportunity of re-creating the life tenants were 

leaving behind, in which land was the centre. The clearances in 

Sutherland and elsewhere in the Highlands destroyed a long 
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established pattern of life. They undermined the faith in kinship 

and chiefs. Emigration was in fact a peaceful form of rejection. $ 

Not all landlords provided their tenants with alternative 

occupations and accommodation. Some did not invest any capital to 

establish new outlets for the evicted tenantry; the tenants' 

alternative was to move to other estates ready to accommodate them 

or, if they had the means to emigrate. 

Emigration was rampant in the eighteenth century, not so much 

because of forced removals, but because of the weakened traditional 

structures - with the disappearance of the tacksmen - and 

population pressure on the region's resources. Indeed between 1755 

and 1801, the population of the west Highlands increased from 

115,000 to 154,000.9 

During the first decades of the nineteenth century, the wave 

of emigrants was constant and on the increase. Yet, emigration and 

clearance for sheep are not strictly correlated. Policies and 

attitudes towards both reorganisation of estates and emigration 

were contingent upon each proprietor's material situation and 

approach to his tenantry. At the turn of the nineteenth century, 

conflicting trends gave rise to the fiercest of controversy around 

the rise of emigration. Some landlords were alarmed at the flow of 

emigrants who embarked on the ships. Within the framework of the 

region's development and particularly the development of new 

alternative industries which could boost their capital, it was the 

depletion of a potential labour force which they feared. Under the 

pressure of emigration opponents, the government, in 1803, passed 

the Passenger Vessel Act, which was presented as a measure 

protecting emigrants. It imposed strict regulations on conditions 

on board emigrant vessels, but mainly acted as a check on 
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emigration, since the fares became prohibitive for many prospective 

emigrants. 10 

Clearances at this time became linked with congestion, 

particularly in the west and on the islands. 11 The inhabitants 

crowded into coastal villages, where the kelp, fishing and spinning 

industries developed. Population continued increasing in the west 

from 154,000 in 1801 to 165,000 in 1811 and 191,000 in 1821.12 

Subdivision of land was rife on the coast. Some pockets relied 

almost entirely on kelp, in particular the southern parts of the 

long island. Evictions there were not common as the population was 

encouraged to stay and grow, to provide a cheap labour force. The 

long island-itself is thought to have represented two third of the 

production of kelp in the west. 13 The fragility of the economic 

structure of the Highlands with a growing population, relying 

increasingly on a single crop for subsistence - the potato - was 

crudely exposed in the middle decades of the nineteenth century. 

The situation changed in the Highlands when the economic 

situation started to deteriorate. From deterioration it went on to 

crisis in the second decade of the nineteenth century. Cattle 

prices slumped after the napoleonic wars; kelp prices started 

declining after 1810 and then literally plummeted after 1827; the 

fishing industry also failed, as price dropped and as shoals 

deserted the coast and finally, wool prices also declined, but less 

so and less dramatically than any of the other staples. All the 

props which supported the Highland economy had collapsed. Besides, 

in 1816-17, there was a shortfall of harvest. As a result, many 

proprietors ran into acute financial difficulties and were 

compelled to sell. It has been noted that between 1800 and 1840, 

74 % of the estates in the north west changed owners. 15 
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The tenantry was in desperate straits, all the more so in the 

Hebrides which suffered from congestion and exposed the evils of 

subdivision as well as the short-sighted, profit-orientated policy 

followed by many landlords. Many tenants lived on tiny holdings, 

insufficient to support a family; many more still, were landless 

cottars who squatted or at best sublet plots of land. They had 

been welcome to stay when manpower was needed, but with the 

disappearance of industrial activity, this increasing redundant 

population turned into a burden. A change of attitude became clear 

on the part of the landowners who, from 1815, actively encouraged 

emigration from their estates. Congestion was now what they feared 

most. The government also took measures to facilitate departure 

from the region. A Select Committee on Emigration was appointed 

and produced a report in 1827, which led to the removal of the 

restrictions on Passenger ships imposed twenty years before. A 

succession of bad years culminated in 1836-37, with a severe 

shortfall of harvest, the region bordered on famine. In 1837, the 

government sponsored a trial experiment in subsidising emigration, 

in response to demands for labour in Australia. The scheme was 

overwhelmed with applications, which shows how desperate the 

population was to leave. 

At the same time clearances increased to reach a peak in the 

forties and fifties. This increase can be attributed to several 

factors. Firstly, sheep prices started rising again from the mid 

forties to the sixties; secondly, a crisis was endemic since the 

thirties and even the landlords who had been resolutely opposed to 

clearances had to resort to them; lastly, the famine which gripped 

the Highlands in 1846-47, exacerbated the trend. 

The 1840s Highland famine was caused by the blight, which 

destroyed the potato crop two years in a row. It left over 100,000 
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people destitute. The misery experienced was quite unprecedented 

and highlights the extent of the dependence on the potato crop, 

particularly amongst the poorest of people: cottars and subtenants. 

The most distressed area was the western maritime fringe, to be 

contrasted with the central and south east areas where the potato 

was not a crucial element of the diet. Migration relieved some of 

the strain, but the destitute depended entirely on relief to avoid 

starvation. 16 

The government was determined to ensure that landlords assumed 

the responsibility of relief in the Highlands and, unwilling 

landlords were made to comply. Some, like MacLeod of MacLeod on 

Skye bankrupted themselves in the process; others yielded, albeit 

very grudgingly like Sir John Gordon of Cluny, who owned Barra, 

South Uist and Benbecula. The bulk of relief help came from 

charities: the Free Church of Scotland, charity from the Lowlands 

and, most of all, the Central Board of Management of Fund for the 

Relief of the Destitute Inhabitants of the Highlands, set up in 

1847, which instituted a programme of public works. 17 

By the 1840s, both landlords and government had moved to 

envisaging the Highland situation in terms of overpopulation. The 

select Committee on Emigration, in 1841, concluded that there was a 

population surplus of 38%. is The clearances of the 1840s and 

1850s were meant to relieve the region of the problem of congestion 

and redundancy and they were closely associated with emigration. 

This association culminated in 1851 with the Emigration Advances 

Act which provided loans for needy families willing to emigrate. 

This particular period is replete with cases of evictions. 

Some are particularly dramatic, remembered for their brutality or 

the state of misery which they unveiled and which came to the 

attention of a wider public, outside the region itself and indeed, 
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at times, outside the country. The role of the press and more 

widely public opinion became essential. Reporters were sent to the 

Highlands by Scottish and English newspapers and wrote accounts of 

what they witnessed and what the situation was. The extremely 

detrimental publicity they often produced, acted as a check on 

landlords' evicting propensities. The press was also influential 

in channelling charitable actions and interest to the Highlands, as 

for the Glencalvie eviction in 1845. Those later clearances are 

connected with cases of resistance and confrontation such as 

Greenyards in 1854, recorded by Donald Ross as the "massacre of the 

Rosses". Greenyards marked the end of mass evictions. After 1854, 

Clearances continued but they took the form of sporadic and small 

scale evictions. 

From the 1860s onward, the price of sheep started falling; 

extensive sheepfarming ceased being as profitable as it used to and 

many estates adopted a new form of land use; increasingly land was 

devoted to deer forests. The Highlands had gained the reputation 

of being an excellent hunting ground. After Queen Victoria 

acquired Balmoral estate in 1848, the Highlands became a 

fashionable holiday resort much favoured by the gentry and the 

aristocracy; proprietors saw in the change a new way of exploiting 

the resources of the region. 

The middle decades of the nineteenth century also marked a 

turning point in the demographic history of the Highlands. After 

reaching a peak in the 1841 census with 314,000 inhabitants, the 

population declined steadily from 1851 onward (311,000 in 1851, 

286,000 in 1881). 19 This decline was primarily linked with the 

impact of outward migration. Most of all, the latter part of the 

nineteenth century saw social and political developments in the 

crofting districts. Gradually crofters emerged as a cohesive 
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community with shared interests and rights and developed a 

political awareness which culminated with the creation of the 

Highland Land Law Reform Association in 1883.20 The agitation 

which characterised the crofting districts in the 1880s is commonly 

referred to as the crofters' war. It intensified in the Highlands 

after the passing of the Irish Land Act of 1881 and took a shape 

which was to recur throughout the period: rent strikes, destruction 

of dykes and occasionally land raiding. The demands of the 

crofters clustered around the recovery of lost rights and, in 1882 

on Skye, when the tenants of the Macdonald estate sought to recover 

the communal grazing that they had lost to a sheepfarmer in 1865, 

this led to a violent confrontation: the Battle of the Braes. 

Agitation in the Highlands gathered momentum and from an 

unorganised form of protest, the movement took on a coordinated 

structure with the establishment of HLLRA. 

In 1882, the government appointed the Royal Commission of 

Enquiry into the Conditions of the Crofters and Cottars in the 

Highlands and Islands of Scotland under the chairmanship of Lord 

Napier. For five months the commissioners toured the Highlands and 

Islands and submitted a report in 1884. Meanwhile the third Reform 

Act of 1884 tipped the balance in favour of the crofters in the 

crofting areas as, at the General election of 1885, the HLLRA won 

four out of five seats in those constituencies. The political 

lobby that they formed in parliament stressed the need for land 

legislation and in 1886 the Crofters' Holding Act was passed. 

Although the Act did not fulfil the demands of the HLLRA since no 

provision was made for the redistribution of land, it did give 

security of tenure and compensation for improvements to crofters; 

it also established a Land Court to fix rents and gave crofters the 

possibility to pass on their holdings to their children by 
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inheritance. The Act restricted enormously the rights and 

possibilities of landlords and, as such, deviated from the policy 

of laisser faire and no interference so long followed by the 

government. Most of all, it put an end to the threat of 

eviction. 21 Because of the legal void in the 1886 Act concerning 

the redistribution of lands, discontent continued to smoulder in 

the Highlands well into the first quarter of the twentieth century. 

Past evictions left mental scars in the population of the 

crofting districts and the clearances are deeply embedded in their 

collective memory. It is on the interpretations of the period in 

the twentieth century that the following study will focus, looking 

at different perspectives: historical, literary, political and 

cultural. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The object of the following study, as its title infers, is not 

to present an interpretation or account of the Clearances but 

rather to examine how they have been represented, construed and 

most of all perceived since the end of the nineteenth century. 

Admittedly the events have a strong emotional charge and are to 

this day the kernel of fierce polemics, often tinged by political 

undertones. They frequently function as an historical landmark and 

are linked with changes of a physical, agricultural, ecological or 

demographic nature; furthermore they constitute a mental landmark, 

particularly for the crofting population and it is on this aspect 

that this study will focus. 

For the crofting districts, the Clearances are a traumatic 

event or experience and they have largely shaped the inhabitants' 

vision of the place, let alone its identity. In local mind maps, 

the Clearances also stand for a rupture - the words dislocation, 

deterioration and decline as well as resistance and new awareness 

will be found time and again applied to Highland and Island 

communities with regard to the Clearances period - and therefore 

are recurrently inserted in discourses on the evolution of the 

crofting districts, their features, their difficulties or their 

cultural distinctiveness. As such, they appear integrated in the 

"collective memory" or "collective psyche"; collective here means 

common to the inhabitants of the crofting districts, not 

necessarily crofters, and those empathising with the place; those 

expressions connote a sum of assumptions underlying representations 

or perceptions of the place and its past, and reflected in current 

attitudes. 
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The Clearances viewed as the tip of the iceberg threatening to 

annihilate Gaeldom, its social structure and spirit is, in a 

nutshell, the substance of the image most commonly conjured up. 

The repeated and consistent character of the representation shows 

the endurance and autonomy of a vision, unaffected by undermining 

considerations of a socio-economic nature which have gradually been 

brought to light and dissected by historians this century. Hence 

the first part of this analysis will concentrate on historical 

writings on the Clearances, showing the evolution in trends from 

nineteenth-century polemic history or early twentieth institutional 

history, to the emergence of economic, social, marxist and oral 

history, each resorting to various techniques and use of archives 

and each with a particular tone and, most importantly, a different 

aim. Through the remainder of the study, the extent of the 

influence of historical production on the perception of the period 

will percolate, as will the type of interpretation or analyses 

which have found pride of place in the different forms of 

representations. 

To trace the image of the period, various fields have been 

selected namely fiction, political writing and the museum world, 

all acting as vehicles for the collective attitudes and mental 

pictures associated with the Clearances. Each individual field is 

obviously contingent upon a context, be it theoretical or 

ideological, giving prominence to dominant issues or trends, yet 

the use, choice or emphasis on the Clearances era, find their 

source in the collective memory, which also gives power, direction 

and impact to the surrounding discourse. This can be best 

metaphorised by the musical method of the counterpoint. A main 

melody is played and on it is superimposed a second one, enhancing 

and complementing the first. More often than not, the Clearances, 
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because of the echoes they awake, serve a main idea which they 

illuminate or intensify. 

The works of the regional novelists selected, concentrate on 

events related to evictions and the Land War in the crofting 

districts exclusively. Regional fiction of this type has appeared 

over the past six decades; serialised novels, published in 

newspapers in the nineteenth century, have not been included as 

they are not directly available to modern readers and their lasting 

influence on the perception of the period is therefore limited. 

That regional fiction on the clearances is part of a wider literary 

trend, which had emerged in the late nineteenth century and was 

concerned with the social crises originating from profound 

agricultural transformations, makes no doubt. The north east of 

Scotland, for instance, was the setting of many a work of fiction 

on the topic starting with William Alexander's serialised novels in 

the nineteenth century and continuing this century with the major 

production of Lewis Grassic Gibbon. However, it is not the purpose 

of this study to investigate a literary genre per se, directed by 

narratorial and thematic concerns, but rather to examine the way a 

specific historical event set in a clearly defined geographical 

area - the Highlands and Islands - has been exploited and adapted 

by novelists. 

Regional fiction on the period is, first and foremost, the 

product of an individual modelled by personal experiences. Thus it 

projects a unique vision attractive for its singularity; yet the 

elements, themes and views of the Clearances prioritised by 

novelists are striking in their recurrence and concordance and, as 

such, bespeak of the force of the event and the longevity of its 

meaning. Novelists using the events gave shape through their 
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writing to the popular representations in which the crofting 

districts recognise themselves. 

Identification is indeed an essential ingredient also 

exploited in political rhetoric or museum narratives. In political 

discourse, to ensure the adhesion of an audience, a point of 

cohesion is often sought and the Clearances fulfil such a function. 

This argument from the past triggers off emotions and convictions, 

which can be channelled and manipulated towards an ideological 

target. External circumstances might orientate the general 

framework imposed, nationalist, socialist, ecologist or 

conservationist, depending on the dominant tune of the times, but 

the core of the representation of the Clearances remains identical 

and is bent to fit a particular reading and act as a propeller. 

Museums, especially local museums, are meant to capture the 

essence of a place and its past, but they do not present images 

totally uncoloured by external stimuli - commercial, contextual or 

linked with the curators' own predilections. Hence the form and 

overall direction adopted in displays rely on elements unrelated to 

the material presented. The Clearances, nevertheless, provide many 

Highland and Island museums with a subject, not too distant from 

the community's immediate position and in which they find the 

matrix of their present: a vicarious experience which nourishes 

current beliefs. 

Veracity in the presentations of the period is seldom grossly 

jettisoned but the image created relies on drastic selection which 

usually means deliberate obfuscation of certain discordant facts, 

combined with magnification of the relevant or appropriate ones. 

The representation which ensues is the fruit of a precariously 

balanced mixture of partiality and accuracy, ironing out 

peculiarities. 
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The Highland Clearances In Scottish History 

CHAPTER I 

EARLY WRITINGS ON THE CLEIRANGTS 

At the beginning of the nineteenth century, the Clearances 

5 

were presented mainly as one part of the policy of improvement 

carried out in England and elsewhere in Scotland and finally 

adopted in the Highlands by landlords concerned with the 

modernisation, rationalisation and profitability of their estates. 

Economists and landowners such as John Knox or Sir John Sinclair 1 

regarded agrarian transformation as the remedy to drag the remote 

Highlands out of their backward agricultural practices and quasi- 

feudal social organisation, based on self-sufficiency and turn them 

into an integral part of the British nation, contributing to its 

economic expansion, for which industrialisation had become the 

governing principle. The Highlands provided the ideal climatic and 

physical condition for the development of sheep farming, which 

required the removal of the native inhabitants from the interior 

lands to be transformed into sheep walks. This was accompanied 

with a programme of promotion of local industries such as fishing 

and kelping in the coastal areas where the displaced population 

could find alternative accommodation and employment. Such schemes 

were devised to put an end to what was considered as the blatant 

inefficiency of the old agricultural system of the region and the 

endemic poverty of its population, vulnerable to climatic and 

agricultural hazards. 

Those Clearances which took place at the end of the eighteenth 

century and at the beginning of the nineteenth century, although 

they sparked off the ire of the evicted tenantry, did not cause as 

much ink'to flow as later evictions - in particular the Sutherland 

Clearances which occurred in the first quarter of-the nineteenth 
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century. Doubtless local bards had much to say about the social 

upheaval which shook their villages 2 and one of the earliest 

indictment of the introduction of sheep rearing, which develops 

many of the points which were to be repeatedly brought forward - 

depopulation and a profit-orientated and short-sighted policy - was 

written in 1804, in English, in the form of a long poem, The 

Grampians Desolate, by Alexander Campbell. Campbell is more 

remembered for his role as music tutor to the Scotts than for his 

writing. The Dictionary of National Biography, in fact, mentions 

that Scott in the obituary he wrote for his former teacher in the 

Edinburgh Weekly Journal praised the extent of Campbell's 

acquirements but adds that 

they did not reach that point of perfection which the 
public demand of those who expect to derive bread from 
the practice of the fine arts. 

Though of a very questionable literary value, The Grampians 

Desolate has a forceful political resonance. The aim of. the poem 

is drawn in its preface: 

to call the attention of good men, wherever dispersed 
throughout our island, to the manifold and great evils 
arising from the introduction of that system which has 
within these last forty years spread among the Grampians 
and the Western Isles, and is the leading cause of a 
Depopulation that threatens to extirpate the ancient race 
of inhabitants of those districts. The system alluded to 
is that of Sheep-Stores, a species of monopoly beneficial 
to a few, but prejudicial to the State, in as much as it 
directly leads to Emigration, and consequently to a train 
of national calamities. 3 

In some respects, Campbell voices the fears of many a landholder 

and improver at the turn of the nineteenth century, who witnessed 

the flow of Highland emigrants with alarm, not so much because of 

the threat of depopulation - which was for them but a pretext - but 

because they saw a potential labour force being depleted. 
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Campbell's poem appears to belong to a tradition of Scottish 

writing which deplored the wave of emigration which seized the 

Highlands during the second half of the eighteenth century and saw 

the roots of the movement in the agrarian changes and in the 

pressure of ever-increasing rents imposed by landlords. William 

Thom, minister of Govan, writing in 1771, and William Ogilvie, 

Professor of Moral Philosophy at the University of Aberdeen, 

writing in 1781, were "both critical of the landed classes and 

their assumptions. " 4 More generally, this poem pertains to a 

genre which stems from Oliver Goldsmith's Deserted Villages, 

published in 1770, -a quotation from Goldsmith's work provides the 

epigraph to Campbell's poem - and which mixes poetic evocations 

with political doctrine, more precisely the denunciation of the 

depopulation of villages, resulting from the management of land, 

run along commercial principles. 

Campbell's reasoning is based on his own agricultural 

experience in Lochaber. From 1794 to 1799, he was in charge of the 

management of family affairs while his son-in-law Captain Alexander 

McDonell was serving abroad with his regiment. He found, on taking 

over the management of the land, which they leased from the Duke of 

Gordon, archaic farming methods, a very low return and an 

impoverished population. Opposed to the idea of eviction for the 

creation of sheep farms, he strongly advocated more modern 

agricultural practices, - use of manure for barley and potatoes and 

of better farming implements (ploughs and harrows) -, and the 

establishment of a system of joint-stock store-farms run by the 

tenantry, which he experimented, with success, on several farms. 

Such a scheme made it possible for the tenants to remain on the 

land and pay their rent punctually, when, the Duke of Gordon, at 

the expiry of McDonell's lease in 1799, increased the rent 
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threefold - alluring offers had been made to him by sheep farmers. 

Although, in Campbell's eyes, this rise verged on "that hateful and 

alarming evil, rack-rent", it also brought to light the 

"possibility, of preserving the population of the Grampians and 

Western Isles, exactly proportionate to the means of 

subsistence, " 5 which the joint-stock store-farm system provided. 

Hence, in The Grampians Desolate, Campbell is all in favour of 

the development of agricultural improvements - drainage and 

enclosure - and of local industries in the region, but provided the 

benefits are reaped by proprietors and tenants alike. He considers 

with suspicion landowners' motives behind their enthusiasm for 

regional improvement and attributes it more to self-interest and 

cupidity than concern for the welfare of their tenantry and for the 

prosperity of the nation. 

When -( wo to greediness !)-a lease expires; 
The landlord's thirst of gold, how soon it fires 
And, lo ! some secret offers tempt the wretch, 
To let his land at rack-rent's utmost stretch 
With joy rapacious sees the gold brought forth. 

- 'Tis thus some Great Ones desolate the North. 6 

He condemns their continuous absence from their estate and 

consequent growing estrangement from their tenantry along with 

their dissipation. Sheep farming as a means of accruing their 

income is also condemned, as well as in regard to its human 

consequences on the dispossessed Gaels. 

Most recent evils, Stranger !I deplore, 
The Gaels are banish'd from their native shore 
Shepherds a sordid few, their lands possess: - 
System accurs'd !- What scenes of dire distress 
Hath this not caused ?- see yon deserted glen, 
Of late the bless'd abode of happy men; 
'tis now a dreary void !7 

Emigration is regarded as one of its direct consequences and the 

Malthusian assumption connected, that the population might outgrow 
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its regional means of subsistence, is dismissed, on the grounds 

that emigration is a poor palliative, when wide expanses of waste 

lands could be reclaimed and local economic resources could be used 

to advantage, both for the natives and the nation. Alexander 

Campbell concludes his poem on suggestions to avert the looming 

disaster: offering native inhabitants prospects of advancement and 

of benefits from their work along with legal guarantees of 

security, preventing exclusive control and oppression; in a 

nutshell, providing at home what they seek through emigration. 

- Behold the glorious aera !- Now , no more 
Shall Emigration desolate our shore; 
No more Depopulation, worst of ills; 
Its gloom shall compass round our isles and hills. 
And when protected by specific laws, 
Mild and appropriate to the glorious cause, 
Then, each content, his property secure, 
Free'd from monopoly - of gain full sure, 
Will. gladly diligence pursue, thus free, 
In arts mechanic, toils by land and sea. 8 

Campbell's proposals seem oddly progressive and radical for his 

time, in view of the crofters' demands - concerning tenurial 

security - during the Land War, which only came to the fore in the 

eighties. The poem itself is corroborated by voluminous and far- 

reaching notes of an agricultural, social, anthropological and 

biological, nature. Run-rig, transhumance, the historical evolution 

of the feudal system in the Highlands, bardic poetry, superstitious 

beliefs, the danger of moor-burning and over-stocking or the flora 

and fauna of the Grampians are but some of the points. which are 

developed, in the mine of information which the notes of the poem 

are. The scope of The Grampians Desolate is therefore much broader 

than the evocation of a region in the throes of a many-faceted 

change and the tone of its content of a political cast prefigures 

that of later writing, belonging to a polemical vein, which 

flourished in the middle of the century. 
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In the 1820s, while the policy of eviction paralleling the 

policy of improvement was in full swing, particularly on the 

Sutherland estate, two books representing diverging opinions were 

published: in 1820, An Account of the Improvements on the Estates 

of the Marquess of Stafford, by his factor James Loch and in 1822, 

Sketches of the Character, Manners and Present State of the 

Highlanders of. Scotland , by General Stewart of Garth. Two visions 

of the natives, their way of life and of the aims and results of 

sheep farming are confronted. James Loch's book was written as a 

justification for the economic and agricultural. transformations 

adopted on his employer's estates, assessing the changes in 

communications, productivity and diversity of economic ventures and 

the general amelioration in the circumstances of the tenantry which 

the improvements brought. Both tenant and landlord are presented 

as having benefited from the new orientations. The book followed 

the trial of Patrick Sellar, former factor of the Sutherland 

family, accused of cruelty and homicide during the course of 

evictions and subsequently acquitted in 1816 in Inverness, and 

stands as an apologia for the policy implemented by the estate, 

which Patrick Sellar's trial could not but have blemished. To 

Loch's presentation of the Highlanders as ignorant, slothful and 

lazy, General Stewart of Garth opposes the portrait of virtuous, 

reliable and brave soldiers who distinguished themselves in 

Highland regiments; to Loch's inclusion of the welfare and 

amelioration of the conditions of the inhabitants amongst the aims 

of the improvement policy, General Stewart of Garth opposes 

comments on the inhumanity of evicting methods, on the wretched 

state of the resettled population, on their being compelled to 

embrace new activities alien to them like fishing and on the prime 
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motive behind such economic changes: the lure of much greater 

profits than the derisory rentals from small tenants. As briefly 

mentioned before, the mid-forties and the fifties saw an upsurge of 

radical writing from victims of evictions and essay-writers who 

developed many of General Stewart of Garth's arguments, such as 

Hugh Miller, Donald Ross and Donald MacLeod. 9 Newspapers started 

to turn their attention to the events occurring in the Highlands 

and to the distress in the region while articles were published on 

the Highlands' agricultural particularities and state in the 

Transactions of the Highland Agricultural Society of Scotland, 

particularly on the potato crop and its diseases. 

Such were the publications which paved the way for Alexander 

Mackenzie's important History of the Highland Clearances, published 

in 1883. Alexander Mackenzie, himself of crofti. ng origins, shows 

great sympathy for the experience of small tenants. His book 

appeared long after the main Clearances had taken place, and in the 

midst of the events of the land agitation and the crofters' 

campaign to see their rights acknowledged after years of 

insecurity. Founder in 1881 of the first Highland Land Law Reform 

Association, Mackenzie appears as a champion of the crofters' cause 

through his political activities as Town Councillor and County 

Coimcillor, his professional life - he established the Celtic 

Magazine in November. 1875 and the Scottish Highlander. - his 

writings, and in the testimony he gave before the Napier Commission 

in 1883. The History of the Highland Clearances's tone is mordant 

and impassioned, in the best tradition of polemical writing on the 

Clearances and is a long indictment against the abuses of Highland 

landholders, accumulating cases of oppression exercised against 

small tenants. His account of the Clearances in various areas of 
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the Highlands mainly pieces together former. writings by witnesses 

of evictions, pamphleteers or outside commentators, some of them of 

international repute. A large portion of it is devoted to the 

Sutherland Clearances with extracts from Donald MacLeod's, General 

Stewart of Garth's and Hugh Miller's works but also Professor 

Blackie's and through their scale, their dramatic character and the 

virulence of their condemnation, they seem to epitomise in an 

exacerbated manner the essential features of the Highland 

experience. Other Clearances throughout the Highlands are 

presented, founded on excerpts from newspapers' articles. - 

Glencalvie, South Uist and Barra, Lochcarron -, on testimonies from 

ministers such as Reverend John Macmillan on Lenkhelm or Reverend 

Norman MacLeod and Reverend Donald MacLeod on Morvern or more 

generally Reverend Dr MacLauchl. an, author of a paper on the 

"Depopulation System of the Highlands". Other well-known figures 

such as Michelet, Samuel Smith MP, M De Lavaleye or Sir Walter 

Scott are quoted expressing their alarm on the state of the 

Highlands or its land system. The section devoted to the Skye 

events is mainly reconstructed from articles published in the 

Celtic Magazine. 

As far as the policy of improvement is concerned, the 

legitimacy of its economic and agricultural principles is not 

disputed; on the other hand, it is on the actions of landlords that 

the author launches an unrelenting attack, on their schemes driven 

by their own rapacity, on their opportunistic attitude - evicting 

tenants for fear of the Poor Law -, on the imposition of despotic 

rules on their tenantry, which was a perversion of the laissez- 

faire policy and on their complete disregard of their welfare. The 

methods with which the policy was implemented are also 

anathematised, through a catalogue including cruel acts during 
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evictions, particularly on the Sutherland estate where the infernal 

presence of Patrick Sellar is all. -pervading - his acquittal far 

from dispelling the feelings of his culpability -, and including 

cases of forcible emigration, on Gordon of Cluny's property for 

instance. Hence the economic rationale behind the Clearances is 

not challenged but the human suffering involved in the process of 

change is focused on. The role of the ministers, giving their 

support to the policy of eviction out of interest and encouraging 

their congregation to submit is recurrently denounced. Finally the 

ruinous impact of the Clearances. is underlined, both on the 

population and on the region. The feeling of betrayal experienced 

by the crofters is defined in relation to the ingratitude displayed 

by landlords who encouraged men to enrol in Highland regiments, on 

the customary understanding that they would be rewarded with a plot 

of land on their return. The Clearances signify the end of 

practices based on tradition: the collapse of an old order. The 

material circumstances of evictees living on the verge of 

destitution and in harrowing conditions - the comparison with 

slaves is recurrently made - are presented in stark contrast with 

their past life, in "fertile glens", evoked with a touch of 

lyricism, enhancing the loss of happiness and the deterioration of 

their situation. The same decline is applied to the region with 

its growing depopulation and the cultural degeneration involved. 

Mackenzie's book stands out amongst histories devoted to the 

Clearances because it was to be the first and only comprehensive 

historical account on the subject for a long time (until John 

Prebble's work in 1963) and as such was resorted to as a basic 

starting point in research on the Clearances by both historians and 

writers of fiction alike. Its emphasis on the atrocities linked to 

the period and the despotic power established by proprietors sets 
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it apart from later studies on the Clearances, devoid of the 

immediacy of the experience and distant from the debate of the Land 

War, which analyse the events in the context of the industrial 

revolution and underline the economics behind it. 

Mackenzie's work called for the recognition of crofters' 

rights and for governmental. intervention to end proprietorial 

hegemonic power in the Highlands. Another historian, William 

Skene, undermined the foundations of the implementation of the 

principle of laissez faire in the Highlands, by asserting the 

historical veracity of the tradition that the legal notion of 

ownership of the land by a chief-cum-proprietor was alien to the 

social organisation of the clan system in the Highlands. An 

important actor of the Celtic revival through his historical 

writing, Skene wrote an influential study of Highland society and 

culture in three volumes: Celtic Scotland: A History of Ancient 

Alban (1876-1880) and was thereafter appointed historiographer 

Royal for Scotland in 1881. His activities extended further than 

his interest in Celtic history. The fate of the Highlands was. a 

major concern in his life and career; he was a member of the 

Highland and Agricultural Society which tackled the problems of 

Highland development and the Dictionary of National Biography 

presents him as "an ardent. but discriminating philanthropist" who 

"acted as secretary for the relief committee in the Highlands, 

rendered necesary by the potato famine, from 1816 to 1850". 

In Celtic Scotland, William Skene traces back the Highlanders' 

conception and relation to the land and their social organisation 

to the tribal societies from which clanshi. p evolved, William Skene 

outlines their characteristic features and shows how they modelled 

the Highlanders' mores. Totally at odds with the Law of the 
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kingdom, for which clanship had no legal status, until the 

eighteenth century Highlanders gave allegiance, in soul and action, 

to their chief. The land itself was communally held by the clan, 

along the principle of kinship or for lesser dependants kindly 

tenure and transmitted from generation to generation. William 

Skene shows that gradually this notion evolved to conform with the 

legal concept of proprietorship - particularly when the land came 

to be assessed in terms of money -, and the social organisation of 

the communities was altered in the eighteenth century by several 

factors such as the extension of sheep farming, the impact of 

emigration, the introduction and expansion of the kelp industry, 

the growing importance of the potato crop and finally the 

establishment of crofting, dividing the arable land, formerly held 

in common and putting an end to the run-rig system. The final 

section of Celtic Scotland is in fact a study of the changes which 

affected Scotland in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 

Crofting provided no tenurial security and no guarantee against 

subdivision. 

A system of general and indiscriminate lotting was 
introduced and carried on, by which seperate lots were 
provided for the population as they pressed still more 
upon the Land., while the employment afforded by the kelp 
and the increased culture of the potato provided a 
resource for their occupants. lo 

The weakness and the unsoundness of the bases of such an 

organisation were acutely exposed with the decli. ne. of kelping and 

the succeeding failures in the potato crop which ended up with the 

famine years in the late forties. 

A considerable portion of the population disclosed the 
appearance of a parasitic class, pressing largely upon 
the means of subsistence and the resources of others. 11 
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Looking for traces of the archaic traditions and pattern, 

Skene finds them in some outer Hebridean communities which display 

social, agricultural and economic features imbued with the spirit 

of an old order. Quoting Alexander. Carmichael at length for this 

passage, Skene presents the characteristic traits of those 

townships. Carmichael worked as an excise officer in the West 

Highlands and Islands. Beyond his contribution on land customs in 

Skene's book, he also contributed papers to the Transactions of the 

Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, Celtic Review, TGSI etc. His 

major work is an outstanding collection of Celtic lore, mainly in 

verse: Carmina Gadelica, gathered between 1855 and 1899. The 

agricultural organisation of the Hebrides, as described by 

Carmichael, includes the practice of run-rig on the arable land, 

the use of common grazing for stock, of summer shielings, and also 

the use of sea-weed - divided evenly between the members - as 

fertiliser. Indeed justice and equality seem to govern those 

communities. Rent is acquitted in kind and days of labour. 

Socially, communal support and solidarity are key principles in 

their organisation as well as solicitude for the needy. According 

to Alexander Carmichael's concluding words, this way of life 

compares rather well with others more recently introduced: 

Whatever be the imperfections, according to modern 
notions, of this very old semi-family system of run-rig 
husbandry, those tenants who have least departed from it 
are the most comfortable in North Uist, and, accordingly, 
in the Outer Hebrides. 12 

This favourable vision of a traditional system was far from 

meeting a consensus amongst writers of Scottish history. H. G. 

Graham contends quite the reverse in his Social Life of Scotland in 

the Eighteenth Century, published in 1899: destitution was markedly 
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more acute in the areas which had retained old practices. The 

salient features of the traditional farming life were summed up by 

inefficiency and unstability. Cereals and stocks were of a 

mediocre quality, the system of cultivation was inappropriate and 

the yield meagre and highly contingent on weather conditions. 

Poverty was always looming close. Beyond the presentation of an 

archaic, insecure way of life, H. G. Graham's interpretation is 

pervaded with racial preconceptions against the "uncivilised" Gaels 

and as such is far from unique in the Victorian era, Trevelyan and 

McNeill sharing a similar view. 13 This vision of the Highlanders 

was emblematic of the Victorian concept that poverty was the 

outward sign of moral and personal inadequacy and largely of the 

individual's own responsibility. 

destitution had been existing for ages, though now 
intensified by the increase of the inhabitants in these 
barren districts; and emigration from the picturesque but 
sterile straths and sea-shores began and continued 
chiefly because the natives were starved from want of 
means, or from want of energy to make a livelihood. 14 

Allusions to the Gaels' indolence and even laziness are 

conspicuously recurrent in H. G. Graham's study, this moral trait 

reflected in their physical uncleanliness and the filth of their 

dwellings where epidemics throve. Their intellectual limitation is 

illustrated through their ancestral mismanagement of the land - 

using turf to erect walls and houses - which concurred to increase 

its sterility: 

The inhabitants had themselves done their utmost to make 
their country waste, and assisted nature by their 
stupidity to make it barren. 15 

Changes, particularly agricultural improvements could only be 

beneficial to the region and its inhabitants, bringing to the 

former efficiency and productivity and instilling in the latter new 
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habits of industriousness. The introduction of sheep farming and 

the Clearances are also interpreted in this light and although lack 

of consideration and rough acts are casually admitted, the author 

rejects the assumption on which earlier polemicists founded their 

accusations: 

It has been usual to attribute the want and destitution 
in the North mainly to the eviction of an industrious 

peasantry from their beloved ancestral homes, in the 
interest of heartless owners who sought scope for 
improvements alike in their properties and in their 
incomes. 16 

Education was deemed to contribute to change the long ingrained 

superstition and ignorance of the Highlanders and was very much 

needed in those "dark, benighted regions". 17 Graham's vision of 

the Highlands and their inhabitants is far removed from Mackenzie's 

empathy with the crofting population, their way of life and 

customs. Unlike Mackenzie, Graham was born in North Berwick and 

much of his position reflects the attitude shared by many an 

outsider to the Highland region in the nineteenth century. 

Furthermore, his view of the Highlanders' religion is coloured by 

his own bias - he was appointed Church of Scotland minister in 

Glasgow in 1884 -, and centers on what seems to him a desperately 

primitive form of worship. 

What religion clung to them in many places was but 
fragments of the half-forgotten, wholly perverted Popery 
of olden days [... ] The ignorance of the Highlanders of 
the rudiments of Protestant faith and observances seemed 
hopeless to the clergy called to minister to them. 18 

Beyond its condescending or ironical tone, Graham's study 

includes detailed information on the Highlanders' everyday life and 

customs, seldom recorded in other works. Poverty and inhospitable 

conditions were the source of many habits peculiar to the region 

such as the "lifting" of cows, which occurred in spring when the 
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starved animals, confined indoors for the winter were carried out 

or the practice of bleeding cattle and mixing the blood with a 

little meal in time of want. The Highlanders' superstition is 

evoked with derision - as yet another proof of their backwardness, 

clinging to pagan beliefs -, but doing so, the author provides an 

interesting list of rituals: the inhabitants' trust in charms, omen 

and incantations, the reputed healing virtues of certain lakes or 

wells, and the belief of the power of fairies. 

A wealth of anthropological, economic, demographic and 

agricultural details are to be found in another - very detailed - 

study of the Highlands and Islands which appeared at the turn of 

the twentieth century: Northern Scotland in the Nineteenth Century 

(1903-1913) by James Barron. This compilation of newspapers' 

articles in three volumes, from the Inverness Journal and Inverness 

Courier, covers the period from 1800 to 1856, and is accompanied 

with authorial introductions to the periods dealt with, including 

summaries of the main regional and national events affecting the 

area, and analyses. Each year is also presented individually, 

certain themes are recurrently treated and this repetition in 

itself is revealing of the main concerns of the time. This multi- 

faceted and exhaustive analysis of a contemporary source makes of 

Northern Scotland a document of great value often resorted to in 

later research on the period. 

The three volumes are overwhelmingly dominated by the rural 

changes which took place during the period under review. The first 

volume covers the expansionary years of 1800 to 1824 when 

industrial enterprises like kelp and fishing were encouraged and, 

when both agricultural improvements and sheep farming were 

developed. The industry was so alluringly lucrative to landowners 
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- as the number of adverts for land to be let as sheep farms 

demonstrates - and increased to such an extent in the Highlands 

that in 1817 the Inverness Sheep and Wool Fair was established. 

This period saw the consolidation of the commercial ethic by then 

governing the relations between landlords and tenants in the 

region; the change from a "patriarchal" to a "commercial system" is 

deemed "sudden and revolutionary" 19 by the author who later 

stresses its short-sightedness. The corollary to the development 

of sheep farming are the Clearances which it entailed. The 

Sutherland Clearances are said to be widely discussed in the issue 

of 29 July 1819 which contains an official statement from the 

Sutherland estate management which appeared in The Times and 

concerned the Kildonan removals. They are presented as a necessary 

move with regard to the number of miserable squatters settled on 

the estate and in view of the amelioration of the conditions of the 

population already resettled and the growth of the fishing 

industry: "a measure as necessary for them [the population] as 

beneficial to the estate and advantageous to the country. " 20 

Later on in 1845, Patrick Sellar comes to the fore in a statement 

where he reiterates his assertion that the 1814 evictions had been 

performed with "due consideration". 21 Volume three, dealing with 

the years 1842-56, includes many reports on different evictions: 

Glencalvie in 1845, Sollas in North Uist in 1849, Stathconan in 

1850, Knoydart in 1853, Greenyards in 1854 and Barra and South Uist 

where inhabitants were coerced to emigrate. By then, newspapers' 

coverage of evictions was more systematic and public opinion was 

becoming more sympathetic to the experience of the natives, 

particularly when cruelty and force surrounded the removals. The 

trauma of these later Clearances was perceived more acutely because 

they took place at a time of severe distress. Volume two already 
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shows the fluctuations of both agriculture and industry between 

1825-41, with the precariousness of the economic bases of the 

islands coming to light. Distress was already reported on Lewis in 

1836 and diseases in potato crops were noted in 1834-35. The 

famine which gripped the Highlands in the late forties is 

prominently recorded in the third volume. 

The social conditions of the Highlands appear as a central 

concern of the time from the thirties onwards judging by the 

numerous references to poverty and subscriptions for relief present 

in the files. The total failure of the potato crop in 1846 proved 

disastrous for a population relying on it as their staple diet. 

Its effects were crushing on the West Highlands and the Islands 

where the population lived already on the verge of poverty, grew 

little else apart from potatoes and had hardly any manufacturing 

industries. Throughout the compilation the crucial role of 

voluntary generosity, be it through religious charities or others 

stands out and even more so during the famine. An ironical 

contrast emerges in the files when, amongst alarming reports of 

distress in the Highlands, other reports expand in 1838 on the 

colossal size and commanding position on Ben Bhraggie of the statue 

in memory of the first Duke of Sutherland and, in 1847 on the 

alterations which will turn Dunrobin into a princely residence, 

thus illustrating the wealth and extravagance of the Stafford 

family. In the meantime, emigration during and after the 

destitution years increased with a vengeance, being encouraged by 

the State and privately assisted by some proprietors or 

organisations, yet it was no unusual occurrence in the Highlands 

where the population had been deterred from emigrating by means of 

warning against the poor economic conditions in America in the 

early years of the century. In fact, Reverend R. Macpherson in 
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1841 giving evidence before the Parliamentary Committee, ascribes 

the destitution in the forties to this early preventive phase. 

Barron reflects on these emigratory waves, how far voluntary, how 

far enforced they were, since circumstances compelled people to 

leave. On a demographic point of view, at the time of the third 

volume , the author notes that Scottish population had trebled 

since the first Parliamentary census in 1801 but that the 

population of the Northern counties had decreased since 1851, as is 

the case for most rural areas. Rural depopulation is regarded as a 

problem which only the extension of small holdings can solve 

together with a policy of industrial promotion and agricultural co- 

operation. The progress of education in the Highlands is followed 

in the course of the three volumes, and the backwardness of its 

state in the Gaelic speaking areas is noted at the beginning of the 

century. 

1843 is an essential year in the religious history of Scotland 

with the Disruption and the emergence of the Free Church. The 

overwhelming support which the free Church gained in the Highlands 
r 

amongst the peasant population is underlined, so is the obstructing 

action of some landowners who refused to grant building sites for 

the construction of Churches. Alongside the mention of 

Highlanders' religion are the repeated articles on the themes of 

their supertitious beliefs such as second sight or the healing 

power of some lochs. 

Finally the compilation emphasises the vast improvements in 

communications which took place in the Highlands over the period 

surveyed with the building of roads, bridges, of the Caledonian 

canal, of railway lines and the parallel increase in public 

transport. 

** 
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The vision of events that writers of nineteenth-century 

Scottish history present is undoubtedly contingent on their 

personal background, contemporary political context and the climate 

or trends which pervaded their time. Their views of the past seem 

to lie under the shadow of their own present, and be warped by 

their own bias and political involvement which the proximity of the 

transformations and their controversial character made unavoidable. 

Their writings, however, constituted the basic sources used by 

later historians before historical methods diversified and became 

more refined. Other nineteenth-century data was made use of, such 

as reminiscences by local ministers - Donald Sage and Norman 

MacLean -, travellers - Archibald Geikie - or people whose personal 

activities brought them in contact with the changes in the region - 

Joseph Mitchell. 22 

But most of all, the evidence of the Napier Commission and the 

Napier Report themselves, published in 1884, form a remarkable 

source of material on the conditions of the Highlands in the 

nineteenth century, on the nature of the changes which transformed 

the region and on their impact on and perception by the crofters. 

Commissioners toured throughout the Highlands and Islands to 

collect testimonies, both in English and Gaelic, and crofters were 

invited for the first time to give vent to their grievances about 

their status, the land and their proprietors. Their past is 

recollected, scenes of evictions, of departure from a township and 

of resettlement come to life, reminisced by old people or told by 

younger ones to whom they had been passed, although memory like a 

sieve lets through selected elements, which impinged on a child's 

mind or have been recounted time and time again; hence some details 

slipped out and others were embroidered. But the daily life of the 

crafting population with its difficulties, seasonal occupations, 
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farming methods and values take a clear shape through their 

descriptions. Unfortunately such a fascinating body of evidence 

was long neglected by historians who used sources of a literary 

nature towards the beginning of the twentieth century. 
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THE CLEARANCES IN HISTORY BEFORE WORLD WAR II 

A Brief Survey 1 
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For the general public interested in the period of the 

Clearances or the scholar involved in the teaching of some aspect 

of Highland history in the nineteenth century, a great dearth of 

analysis on the topic existed at the beginning of the twentieth 

century. 

"The Coming of the Sheep" is one of the epic events of 
Scottish history, though it is one not commonly referred 
to in history books, 

observed Frank Fraser Darling as late as 1947. Anyone willing to 

come to grips with this highly emotional and controversial period 

had to rely on the aforementioned nineteenth-century writings, 

mainly A. Mackenzie, The History of the Highland Clearances (1883) 

or individual propagandist accounts by Hugh Miller, Donald Ross and 

Donald Macleod whose strong anti-landlord leanings led modern 

historians to distrust or disregard them for their one-sidedness. 

In like manner, such testimonies as James Loch's or Thomas 

Sellar's, The Sutherland Evictions of 1814 (1883), reflecting the 

opposite standpoint, are viewed with equal suspicion. Of course, 

official reports and publications - such as the voluminous Napier 

Report - were available, but no study of the economic, demographic, 

agricultural or social impact of the Clearances had yet been 

published. Only after the second world war did comprehensive 

studies on crofting or Highland economy appear 2, correlated to an 

intensification in interest and research printed in the 

Transactions of the Gaelic Society of Inverness, the Scottish 

Historical Review, the Scottish Geographical Magazine or Scottish 
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Studies . But one had to wait until the 1960s for historical books 

devoted to the Highland Clearances specifically. 

However, it would be hasty to conclude that the period of the 

Highland Clearances had not attracted the attention of historians 

before the mid-forties. As Eric Richards points out in a chapter 

entitled "academic beginnings", 

the work of M. I. Adam must count as one of the earliest 
efforts to pursue historical evidence with relatively 
modern methods and with some explicit attempt to balance 
the weight of the contemporary documentation. 3 

She wrote a series of articles published in the Scottish Historical 

Review between 1919 and 1922 4 but previously, in 1918, J. P. Day 

had produced a remarkable study named Public Administration in the 

Highlands and Islands of Scotland, the scope of which extends much 

further than is suggested in the title and includes the earliest 

"dispassionate" evocation of the Clearances period. Both 

historians departed from the rather slanted approach based on 

nineteenth-century polemical accounts to make a methodical and 

thorough use of official publications and newspapers. Here one 

touches on the core of the controversy that surrounds the 

interpretation of the Clearances, namely the sources and methods 

selected by or available to scholars and writers of Scottish 

history. 

The Highland Clearances had nevertheless been dealt with, 

quite early this century, in general histories on Scotland, some 

written by scholars, some by journalists and some by "popular 

historians". The scope and treatment of the Clearances period vary 

as the notion of history evolved, and they came into focus when 

economic and social history began to be acknowledged as a valid 

topic for research. Furthermore, a few historians such as J. P. 

Day, M. I. Adam and in the thirties D. F. Macdonald, provided 
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Date ta. Le Memoirs Polemical Tours Official reports Histories Newspapers 

accounts and publications Periodicals 

1911, J. P. Day 

1919-22 M. I. Ada 

19i7 D. H.!! acdorald / i 

1911 P. H. Brown 

1911 R. Rait 

1916 R. L Mackie 

192? C. S. Terry 

1934 Pryde and Rait i / 

1921 Hackinnnon 

1932 Hamilton 

l93I I. F. Grant 

1936 Marwick 

1920 Jchnston 

1930 Thomson 

19333 E. S. Haldane 

1937 W. C. Hac'. kenzie 

1941 A. H. Hackenzie / / / 

Table 1, Sources (details in notes 11 
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original research and added to the corpus of knowledge, others 

opted for a polemical approach of the subject, thus the angle 

chosen and the aspects emphasised also differ. The treatment of 

the period, its link with wider economic or demographic issues and 

the details retained or deliberately ignored convey enlightening 

images of the time. 

2.1 Original Analyses in Specialised Works 

Before the second world war, three historians stand out for 

the new elements which they brought to the knowledge and 

understanding of the Clearances period: J. P. Day, M. I. Adam and 

later D. F. Macdonald. Although none of them concentrate 

specifically on the Clearances, they all deal with very 

circumscribed periods of time in which the Clearances are either 

elemental - D. F. Macdonald - or contingent - J. P. Day and M. I. 

Adam. They also tended to rely heavily on a variety of 

contemporary sources including non-literary evidence such as 

official reports and publications as well as newspapers. Yet the 

sources they used were all published sources, none of them refer to 

parish registers or estate papers - the same applies to the rest of 

the works surveyed (see table 1). A definite distrust towards 

emotive nineteenth-century accounts emerges with M. I. Adam, who 

points out that 

writers like Colonel Stewart took an impossibly 
sentimental view of the previous situation of the 
crofters, 5 

confirmed two decades later by D. F. Macdonald, who finds 

contemporary accounts 
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strongly prejudiced, either in favour of the landlords or 
of the small tenants, and veracity is too often 
sacrificed to this spirit of partisanship. 6 

The sources used are invariably related to the writer's approach to 

the issue and highlighted or ignored to serve his purpose. J. P. 

Day's focus on the administration of the Highlands, M. I. Adam's on 

the social and economic conditions of the Highlands in the 

eighteenth century and Macdonald's on their demographic 

characteristics obviously conditioned their choice of data. 

J. P. Day: Administration 

The role of the state during the period of the Clearances 

appears fundamental, through J. P. Day's study, in relation with 

poor relief, emigration and land tenure. To begin with, the author 

stresses the inadequacy of the system of poor relief in periods of 

destitution. The Highlanders' extreme poverty and recurrent 

vulnerability to famine are outlined and their dietary practice of 

bleeding their cattle and mixing the blood with oatmeal, in times 

of scarcity, serves as an edifying example. Many details are 

gathered from successive Poor Law Reports or Minutes of Evidence 

from the Select Committee on Emigration (1844). As a palliative, 

it was thought that public works, the kelp and the fishing 

industries would provide work for the population and attempts were 

made to shift the population to the shore. The action of the 

Stafford family is here highlighted and the re-settlement provided 

depicted disparagingly. With the collapse of the kelp industry, 

the withdrawal of the fishing bounties and the cessation of public 
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works, the population found itself again in desperate straits in 

the forties, and Day emphasises the determining role of the state: 

It is of interest to note that though the State was 
largely responsible for the condition of affairs in the 
Highlands and Islands, it had done little or nothing to 
rescue the people from the hopeless position into which 
they had been allowed to drift. 7 

Cases of maladministration, abuse of power and injustice extracted 

from the House of Common Papers (1854-55) are stated, connected 

with poor relief and evictions. 

The connection between destitution, evictions and emigration 

is exemplified by the case of the Sollas Clearance where the 

landlord, "a humane man" had to resort to evictions and encourage 

emigration with the help of the State. Numerous other examples in 

the forties and fifties, taken from A. Mackenzie's book, are 

listed. Faced with such a gloomy situation, Sir John McNeill was 

appointed by the Board of Supervision to assess the situation, 

although J. P. Day comments: 

The Board of Supervision [... ] had determined, to put it 
bluntly, to starve the people into consenting to 
emigrate. 8 

Hence his report, published in 1851, advocates emigration as the 

only solution. 

It is mainly when J. P. Day deals with the policy of the State 

towards the land that the Clearances and their consequences come to 

the fore. The history of the land tenure system in the Highlands 

is summarised and its feudal origin and particularities under the 

clan system are described. The gradual process of disintegration 

of the land system, which culminated with the collapse of the 

Jacobite rebellions and the Clan Acts, was paralleled with the 

emergence of a new conception of the land seen as a source of 

income and a new status for the chiefs considered as landowners. 
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Furthermore, changes in national economic orientations provided new 

openings. 

So it came about that the feudal polity was replaced by 
the commercial [... I Circumstances combined to teach the 
landlords the value of money, to create the desire or 
need for it, and at the same time came the opportunity 
for amassing it. 9 

This opportunity was the breeding of sheep and proprietors evicted 

the population from the land destined to become sheep-walks. No 

description of actual evictions is provided but the author does 

specify the cruelty and the lack of humanity attached to some of 

them. Nor does J. P. Day raise the question of the responsibility 

of landlords for the choice and implementation of the new form of 

land use. His main criticism centres again on the absence of state 

involvement with regard to the problems of land and fixity of 

tenure until 1886. The precariousness of the Highlanders' future, 

with eviction or subdivision of land as likely prospects led 

crofters to adhere massively to the Land agitation of the eighties. 

The passing of the Crofters' Act in 1886 put an end to the laissez- 

faire policy of the State. Most of the information he gathered for 

this part are derived from the Napier Report, the final Report of 

the Crofters' Commission 1911 and the Report of the Congested 

Districts Board 1911. Through his study of State intervention in 

the Highlands, his vision of the Highlanders' life before the 

Clearances transpires, a life based on solidarity and lack of 

oppression. 

Doubtless the life was hard and periods of semi- 
famine must have recurred but hardships and discomfort 
can be borne with cheerfulness if they are ascribed to 
natural causes and not to the injustice of others. 10 

J. P. Day clearly demonstrates that, when the old system ceased to 

exist, the State did not manage to replace the inhabitants' former 
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ties of kinship, which guaranteed by custom their right to the land 

they worked on, by a fair policy of land management. 

M. I. Adam: Emigration; Landlords and the Poverty Problem in 

the Eighteenth Century 

Although M. I. Adam's articles focus on eighteenth-century 

Highlands, her works provide valuable elements on the standard and 

conditions of living of their inhabitants and on the socio-economic 

circumstances which constituted the background of the Clearances. 

Based mainly on the Old Statistical Accounts and tours, her study 

of poverty and emigration clusters around one main point: their 

origins long pre-existed the change of orientation towards sheep 

farming. Although she admits, in her assessment of the link 

between sheep farming and emigration, that the introduction of 

sheep caused some emigration and some displacement of population, 

their extent had been grossly overstated. She contends that they 

were inevitable since the population exceeded the resources 

available. She puts forward as sources of poverty, the 

inhospitable climatic conditions of the region "entirely unsuited 

to tillage" 11, its geographic isolation, far from the main 

manufacturing towns and the ensuing lack of employment 

opportunities it offered apart from agricultural work, and lastly 

the weak and archaic nature of the Highland agricultural system, 

with its backward husbandry. Added to this, the rapid increase of 

the population, attributed to the introduction of potatoes and to 

the spread of inoculation and vaccination, which checked certain 

fatal diseases, put strain on a region whose natural poverty made 

it unable to sustain a growing population in the long term. 
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Certain psychological traits inherent to the Highlanders are also 

pointed out in relation to the precarious economic situation of the 

region, in particular their repugnance towards certain occupations 

such as day-labouring and their reluctance to move away from the 

region due to their "attachment to the soil" and because 

the tie of kinship was sufficiently strong to allow an 
able-bodied man to live for some time on the charity of 
others, without any feeling of shame. 12 

Finally, the conservatism of their nature did not incline them to 

embrace the landlords' agricultural reforms whole-heartedly. 

In her article on the poverty problem and the action of 

landlords, she envisages the Clearances from the angle of land 

reclamation which the population was engaged in, being transferred 

to waste lands. The example of Sutherlandshire is given, where 

sheep farming was developed in the interior and crofting on the 

waste lands by the shore. The process is thus presented as an 

attempt to solve the problem of distress in the Highlands and make 

the most of their potential. Several factors slowing down the 

process of transformation are highlighted, in particular the 

proprietors' absenteeism, which left a great deal of the management 

of estates in the hands of factors and was the cause of 

inefficiency, maladministration and abuse of power, lack of 

tenurial security which did not incite tenants to carry out 

improvements and the position of tacksmen often acting as . 

impediments against progress and encouraging the conservative 

attitude of the tenantry. Although she mentions that instances of 

injustice and oppression occurred in the implementation of the 

enterprise, she underlines first and foremost the effort made at 

diversifying the Highlands' sources of employment and at solving 

their poverty problem. Reacting to different nineteenth-century 
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critics of the crofting system - denouncing its disastrous effects 

on the inhabitants' way of life or its uneconomical character - she 

explains that its success depended on its combination with 

additional sources of livelihood such as fishing and kelp making: 

in the eighteenth century, it worked best in those 
districts where cultivation of the land was not the sole 
resource of the crofter, 13 

but concludes that unfortunately by the nineteenth century these 

sources of employment had decreased, leaving the region in an 

economic quandary. 

D. F. Macdonald: Population Movement (1770-1850) 

Macdonald encompasses the Clearances in his study because of 

the amount of population movement that they implied. To define 

those population changes, the author outlines the economic and 

social transformations which affected the region and resulted in 

demographic variations and echoes M. I. Adam in her assessment of 

the population circumstances in the eighteenth century. Rural 

depopulation is a prominent characteristic of the Highlands and 

Macdonald contends that sheep farming was, almost invariably, 

accompanied by some measure of depopulation. Founding his research 

on a variety of official publications such as Census Returns, the 

Report on Emigration Scotland 1841 or the Reports of the Central 

Board for the Relief of Destitution in the Highlands and Islands 

1847-50, he examines the two key principles of Highland demography: 

migration and emigration and points out that in the eighteenth 

century, they were determined by the people's means. 
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As regards migration, he distinguishes three types: short 

distance migration especially to the coast, triggered off by the 

boom in the kelp industry and the creation of fishing harbours, 

migration to southern industrial centres such as Glasgow with the 

development of manufactures and lastly, seasonal migration to the 

north coast fishing areas or to the south where agricultural 

labour, especially in the eighteenth century, could be obtained. 

The case of the Sutherland Clearances is analysed in relation to 

the population drift towards the coast because of its unparalleled 

scale. The "experiment" is described as a "tragic one" 14 because 

the tenants were unsuited to sea life, having no knowledge of 

fishing, no equipment, no capital to acquire it and little 

inclination for this new imposed activity. Macdonald goes on to 

show the double failure of the scheme at diversifying the people's 

activities who, with the collapse of fishing, reverted "to their 

previous mode of life on an agricultural basis" and at preventing 

congestion: 

the evils which removals of population were professedly 
designed to end were, in fact, perpetuated and even 
intensified in the new settlements, as for example, the 
minute subdivision of holdings. 15 

As to emigration, its fluctuations are surveyed in relation to 

various elements. In the eighteenth century, the eradication of 

the tacksman system contributed to an increase in the number of 

emigrants. The clannish spirit of the inhabitants outlived the 

collapse of the clan system and the tacksmen, who had held a key 

position in this feudal organisation, headed emigration when they 

left the country. D. F. Macdonald also shows that emigration was 

highly contingent upon the landowners' attitude towards it. The 

evolution of their view, from obstruction to promotion, is 

correlated to the economic situation of the region. During the 
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first two decades of the nineteenth century, when sheep farming was 

introduced in the interior and other industries were promoted on 

the coasts, landlords wanted to preserve the population and feared 

loss of rental, depopulation and a shortage of work force. Later, 

towards the middle of the nineteenth century, when those industries 

failed, when famine loomed and destitution affected a large 

proportion of the population, landlords' attitude towards 

emigration changed. Pauperism was widespread and fearing the 

introduction of poor law rates, they started to promote emigration. 

In both cases they exercised their influence on the State whose 

position towards emigration is demonstrated to equate the 

landlords' change of attitude. The Passenger Act of 1803 aimed at 

reducing the number of emigrants - the cost of transport was made 

prohibitive for many - whereas in the 1850s, this was replaced by a 

policy of assisted emigration, with for instance in 1851 the 

Emigration Advances Act. Hence the fluctuation of emigration 

appears closely related to the economic situation of the region: 

slowing down during periods of industrial prosperity and 

accelerating when the economic activity slumped. But its link with 

the introduction and the progress of sheep farming is also 

established. Using Census figures, D. F. Macdonald concludes his 

study of rural depopulation in the Highlands by stating that 

it is a striking coincidence (if it is not more) that the 
order in which they [5 out of the 6 Highland counties] 
registered decreases of population was also the order in 
which they received sheep farming. 16 

The three works surveyed were particularly successful in 

bringing to the fore administrative, social and demographic factors 

which had often been overlooked by their predecessors. Their lack 

of emphasis on the gruesome and emotional content of the evictions 
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is also striking as is their focus on the reclamation of waste 

lands by the resettled population because it is presented more as a 

solution to the problem of poverty in the Highlands than a cold 

calculation at increasing their personal income by proprietors. 

The responsibility of landowners in the adoption of the policy of 

improvement also seems alleviated, because of the presentation of 

critical circumstances inherent to the region and the financial 

contribution of many a landholder in the reclamation works. 

2.2 Overviews on the Clearances 

Many histories of Scotland also provide incidental treatments 

of the Clearances period but the scope, the focus and the 

importance given to them depend on such factors as the proclivity 

of the academics concerned for ecclesiastical, legislative, 

economic or social history, which conditioned the inclusion of or 

the depth of treatment reserved to the Clearances period. Two 

categories of histories can thus be distinguished: general 

histories, which in some cases also appeared before any of the 

specialised analyses surveyed had been written, so that the image 

they present of the Clearances sheds light on the contemporary 

nature and conception of Scottish history as an academic 

discipline, and economic and social histories of which Mackinnon's 

is the forerunner (1921), most of the others being published in the 

thirties. 
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The general histories surveyed devote but very little place to 

the Highland Clearances and one, C. S. Terry's, makes no mention of 

the event but comments on the point that agriculture was 

revolutionised in the eighteenth century. The sources they rely on 

are also extremely limited, ususally of a literary nature (table 

1): R. Halt and R. L. Mackie both quote Johnson in their discussion 

of the Clearances and P. H. Brown adds to his reference to Pennant's 

and Johnson's tours of Scotland, a quotation from Mrs Grant of 

Laggan's memoirs. Pryde and Rait stand apart from the group in 

their use of Census Reports and Statistical Accounts. Four of 

those general histories were written in the early stages of the 

century when research on nineteenth-century Scotland was not even 

dawning so that the angle chosen by those academics is revealing of 

their conception of Scottish history. 

P. H. Brown and R. Ralt, both in 1911, conform to the Whig 

interpretation of Scottish history and the Clearances period is 

inserted in passages on the welcome "transformation" or "progress" 

of the Highlands, results of the salutary influence of England and 

subsequent legislative changes. Both focus on the legislative 

aspect of the event and start by outlining the social change of 

status from chief to landlords, which thus appears to be the origin 

of the agricultural orientations in the Highlands. However, both 

stress the fact that the resulting clearances policy - which they 

castigate - could not be attributed to any new form of legislation. 

The responsibility of the landlords is, in fact, clearly stated, 

through their self-seeking and hasty projects; 
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From almost unanimous testimony it appears that in the 
policy they followed they over-reached themselves and did 
serious wrong to the mass of the people, 18 

observes P. H. Brown (the unanimous testimony remains anonymous) 

while R. Rait declares 

The changes cannot unfortunately, be all ascribed to 
legislation and the widening of intercourse with the 
Lowlands and with England [... ] It is impossible to 
defend the "Clearances" which took place in the early 
nineteenth century, when "sheep became devourers of men, " 
and districts of the Highlands were deliberately 
depopulated for the introduction of sheep farms. 19 

Both also link the introduction of sheep farming with emigration 

and their presentation of the period amounts to an indictment of 

the policy as well as an indictment of the action of landlords in 

the Highlands. P. H. Brown concludes on the powerlessness of 

legislation at improving the situation in the Highlands and also 

adds that, when industries were encouraged, the Highlanders' lack 

of inclination for sedentary work did not improve their situation. 

R. L. Mackie is also very critical of landlords' policy in the 

Highlands. But his study of the region's circumstances hinges upon 

two features: economic ills and depopulation. The author sees 

three sources to the region's economic difficulties: its barrenness 

and geographic limitations, the inhabitants' lack of means which 

prevented them from carrying out any agricultural improvements and 

the profit-orientated and short-sighted policy of the landlords. 

Those economic factors are seen as the causes of the region's 

depopulation leading the population to join the army, migrate to 

Lowland districts or emigrate. Painful scenes of departure 

extracted from Johnson and Boswell's Tour are quoted, illustrating 

the country's disintegration. R. L. Mackie's criticism of the 

landlords is inserted amongst others ills affecting the area and 

does not sound as fierce as his predecessors'. In addition, the 
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two themes that he outlines are topics which became commonplace in 

connection with the Clearances in later studies. 

With Pryde and R. Rait, whose history was published in 1934, 

the tone changes. Their brief economic and social assessment of 

the region recapitulates the former feudal organisation of the area 

and the archaic nature of its husbandry. When dealing with the 

introduction of the policy of improvements in the region, they 

underline the slowness of the process due to resistance to reform 

and former feudalism and affirm that sheep farming was but one 

cause of emigration, whose main origin lay in the inability of the 

region to support a growing population "especially when, as was 

often the case, they were likewise slothful and ignorant". 20 The 

Highlanders' character is here disparagingly simplified and, - 

touches of this appear in M. I. Adam and P. H. Brown -, as opposed to 

the previous histories surveyed, although they admit that evictions 

were often attented with cruelty and the land was badly managed, 

they see the process as a necessary change dictated by 

circumstances. By so doing, they reflect the tone of economic and 

social histories which appeared at the same period. 

Economic and Social Histories 21 

With the emergence of economic and social history, the 

Clearances might have been expected to attract the attention of 

historians studying the effects of the industrial revolution on a 

remote rural area such as northern Scotland. In fact the interest 

they aroused varied a great deal and so did the importance they 

were given. Mackinnon, whose social and industrial history was 

published a good decade before any of the others (1921), provides a 
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fairly comprehensive version of the situation, mainly inspired from 

J. P. Day's presentation. It includes such elements as the social 

and economic situation of the Highlands at the turn of the 

nineteenth century, the coercive nature of the evictions, the 

resettlement on the shores sometimes provided, the failure of 

alternative industries and the consequent increase of destitution 

in the region. The lack of State intervention until the eighties 

made crofting a very precarious activity and Mackinnon concludes 

that 

the occasional crofter raids seem to show that the 
problem of establishing a feasible existence for the 
crofting population is by no means finally settled. 22 

As Mackinnon's study shows, economic and social historians could by 

then resort to the work of their predecessors who had established a 

few basic economic and social facts, and those were added to 

published sources: the Old Statistical Accounts or official reports 

-- the Napier Report, House of Commons Reports, Reports on 

Agricultural Distress or Census Returns (table 1). Hamilton in 

1932, in fact, made wide use of official publications as well as 

the works of former academics and his analysis of the Clearances 

revolves around an economic study of the improving movement on the 

one hand and the link between Clearances and emigration on the 

other. Much more concise is the passage reserved to the topic by 

I. F. Grant (1934), while Marwick's analysis (1936) is very patchy, 

giving no idea of the scale, place and development of the policy. 

With economic histories, an attempt is made at inserting 

Highland agricultural changes in the national trend towards 

economic expansion, at least in the cases of Hamilton and I. F. 

Grant. The latter points out the development of economic 

enterprises: mines, quarries, fisheries and manufactures carried 
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out in the Highlands. However, sheep farming is presented by both 

historians as the most striking example of the Highlands' response 

to national market demands: the needs of the wollen industries in 

the south conditioned the development of sheep rearing in the 

north. They both mention Sinclair who was one of the most 

enthusiastic supporters of the breeding of sheep rather than the 

more traditional cattle husbandry. 

Hamilton starts with a purely economic assessment of the 

progress of the sheep industry, quoting the Sutherland estate in 

relation to the high number of sheep bred there. In fact, it is 

only with regard to the phenomena of depopulation and emigration 

that the social consequences of the Clearances are examined. His 

view that the drain pre-existed the introduction of sheep farming 

reflects M. I. Adam's, in as far as other causes were involved, but 

sheep farming does come out, in his study of nineteenth-century 

emigration, as the predominant one: 

It would obviously be wrong to say that sheepfarming was 
the sole cause of the remarkable exodus from the 
Highlands. That it was one cause and perhaps the main 
one cannot be denied. 23 

I. F. Grant explicitly connects the evictions with population 

movement such as migration to the Lowlands, to the coast - where 

people led a miserable existence - and emigration. She mentions 

the Sutherland region for the high number of emigrants who departed 

from the area. Her short account contains some undercurrent of 

compassion for the fate reserved to the tenantry whereas Hamilton's 

discussion abstains from any emotional considerations, 

concentrating on economic principles. The same attitude is found 

in Marwick's sketchy allusions to the Clearances. He stands apart 

from the group in his mention of the lack of reaction displayed by 
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Highlanders during the evictions, a form of "passivity if not 

servility perhaps also in evidence in industrial disputes". 24 

None of the economic histories surveyed contain a description 

of the actual implementation of the introduction of sheep farming, 

none question the responsibility of the landlords, although 

Mackinnon mentions briefly their lack of foresight and their 

interest in profit. The studies set a high premium on economic 

matters, widen the Highland context to national circumstances but 

do not expand on the social side of the issue beyond the question 

of emigration. Hence they are devoid of any ostensible 

condemnation and tend to eschew the coercive aspect of the policy 

and its psychological and human consequences. Little in their 

content brings anything new to the corpus of knowledge on the 

Clearances. Other writers of Scottish history, belonging to a 

polemical vein, reminiscent of nineteenth-century writers, 

approached the topic differently, with an inflamed tone and 

scathing condemnation of the Clearances. 

Polemical histories 25 

Neutrality and impartiality do not characterise the position 

sought by the journalists and popular historians whose accounts of 

the Clearances are pervaded with a spirit of partisanship. 

Johnston stands out, since he is concerned with a political 

interpretation of the events, under an unequivocal socialist angle 

and presents the Clearances as the result of class conflict. 

Johnston (1920), Thomson (1930) and W. C. Mackenzie (1937) make 

virulent criticism of the Clearances whereas E. S. Haldane's tone 

(1933) is more subdued. She endeavours to put forward the economic 
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factors which motivated the policy, but with little conviction, and 

she lays emphasis on the human element of the problem: the 

suffering incurred. Those authors relied heavily - in the case of 

W. C. Mackenzie exclusively - on the nineteenth-century accounts by 

A. Mackenzie, D. Macleod, General Stewart of Garth and H. Miller, 

but they also resorted to the works of other historians and to many 

government reports and newspapers - especially Johnston and A. M. 

Mackenzie, who provides an extensive bibliography (table 1). 

The crux of their analyses of the Clearances is the notion of 

greed which conditioned the landlords' action. The proprietors' 

complete disregard for the welfare of the inhabitants and their own 

rapacity and dissipation are highlighted. For Johnston, landlords 

"acted with purposeful private greed, defiance of humanitarian 

sentiment and indifference to national welfare" 26 and for W. C. 

Mackenzie: 

Those of the landlords, and unfortunately there were many 
of them, who had little care for the welfare of their 
tenants, and were concerned only with wringing the last 
penny out of their properties, parted with the last shred 
of their self-respect when they accepted the gold of the 
southern graziers. 27 

Johnston and W. C. Mackenzie chose outward condemnation, Thomson 

preferred caustic irony: 

The discovery that their tenants were living in 
conditions of deplorable poverty from which they ought to 
be rescued was made by the Highland landlords at a time 
when, by a fortunate coincidence, it had become 
profitable to breed sheep on the northern hills. 28 

E. S. Haldane's tone is again more restrained though she presents 

sheep rearing as being more lucrative an activity than renting out 

land to crofters and, quoting Southey and D. Wordsworth, she draws 

a laudatory portrait of the Highlanders: "quiet, thoughtful, 
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contented, religious people" 29 and opposes them to the lairds, 

accused of practising rack-renting. 

Introductions to the passages devoted to the Clearances 

usually set the tone of what is to follow. E. S. Haldane introduces 

the Clearances as "the most melancholy part of the Highland 

history" 30 and Thomson as a "peculiarly sinister series of 

events". 31 The scale of the policy of evictions is particularly 

emphasised. A. M. Mackenzie uses the image of an "evil epidemic" to 

describe its rapid progress. Johnston includes an impressive 

tabulated list which, he specifies, is incomplete. It is drawn 

from a multiplicity of sources - which endows his argument with 

impact and meticulousness - amongst which: Mackenzie's, H. Miller's 

and MacLeod's accounts, as well as official reports: the Telford 

Caledonian Canal Report, the Crofters' and Cottars' Commission 

Report, the Report of the Highland Relief Board, the New 

Statistical Accounts for Inverness, Buteshire, Caithness and 

Orkney. Thomson alludes to hundreds of thousands of men and women 

but adds that the exact number is impossible to assess. 

In the presentation of the enforcement of the policy a few 

elements recur which tend to be neglected by other historians. The 

compulsion and oppression involved in the policy are underlined and 

Johnston and A. M. Mackenzie refer to arbitrary rules, which some 

landlords imposed on their tenants to prevent congestion or induce 

departure. As for the evictions, authors dwell on the brutality 

and inhumanity often associated with them. The example of 

Sutherlandshire is used as an illustration by Thomson and by 

Johnston, who had already done so in 1919 in Our Scots Noble 

Families, and ghastly descriptions meant to stir the reader's 

outrage are drawn. Johnston sums up the Sutherland case with the 

following damaging terms: 
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Everything short of actual instantaneous murder was done 
in Sutherlandshire at the beginning of last century to 
exterminate the working class. 32 

The instance of the Sutherland Clearances is unanimously resorted 

to, be it in relation to actual evictions or in relation to coastal 

resettlements and it seems that they are used as a kind of 

archetype, to the extent that the painful details usually attached 

to them - houses burnt, possessions destroyed, women in childbed 

evicted in appalling weather conditions - are applied to the 

Highland Clearances as a whole in A. M. Mackenzie's book. The 

resistance offered by evictees, particularly at Greenyards (Ross- 

shire) is noted, mainly to stress the ruthless repression with 

which the authorities responded (Johnston, Thomson and A. M. 

Mackenzie). However, the overall subservience of the population is 

given emphasis, not attributed to any aspect of the Highlanders' 

temperament, but to external circumstances such as the absence of 

many men enrolled in the army, the utter destitution which 

dispirited the population and the deterring action of the church. 

On this matter, however, E. S. Haldane points out the opposite 

action of the Free Church which many an evictee espoused and which 

met the hostility of many a proprietor. None of the authors give 

sufficient scope to the economic circumstances of the region for 

them to appear as directly responsible for the adoption of the 

policy; rather, they show that the enticement of profit was the 

greatest pressure which led landlords to carry out Clearances. 

Johnston and Thomson do so by drawing a vitriolic portrait of 

landlords' rapacity and callousness. Concerning the implementation 

of the policy, W. C. Mackenzie blames the cases of oppression on the 

absenteeism of landlords, but points out that "their ultimate 

responsibility was none the less real. " 33 A. M. Mackenzie is the 
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only one to hold the factors as "directly responsible", because of 

the lairds' absence; she then proceeds by characterising them 

rather unflatteringly: "small men in authority, resenting the local 

population, glad to show power. " 34 She also challenges the 

doctrine of laissez faire, responsible for the lack of restraint 

with which some estates were managed. As for W. C. Mackenzie, he 

deplores the flawed land system, on which the policy was founded - 

lack of tenurial security - and whose unhappy effects were not 

solved by the succeeding legislative efforts. 

Amongst the elements which are presented as the direct 

consequences of the Clearances, destitution is conspicuous by its 

recurrence. The evicted population is described as living in 

abject poverty and deplorable conditions of living - particularly 

those resettled on the shore. E. S. Haldane stresses their total 

inexperience of sea life and disinclination for it. The 

inhabitants' wretchedness is related to the proprietors' total 

indifference for their welfare and circumstances which the 

Clearances epitomise. From a social point of view, the increase in 

the number of emigrants due to the Clearances and the scale of 

Highland emigrations are other blows struck against the policy in 

the indictment drawn up. The parallel depopulation of the region 

is highlighted, tinged with nostalgia, in Johnston's, Thomson's and 

E. S. Haldane's discussions, when the sense of loss is underlined, 

loss of individuals who contributed to the glory of the nation and 

distinguished themselves for their courage and loyalty, in brief, 

decline of a race. Moreover, both Johnston and A. M. Mackenzie 

assert that the encouragement landlords gave to emigration resulted 

from their fear of poor rates rather than their concern for the 

inhabitants. W. C. Mackenzie presents their attitude as 

opportunistic and dictated by self-interest: using their influence 
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to hinder emigration when they needed the inhabitants, and acting 

in its favour when economic activity slumped and destitution 

followed in its wake. Acting as stimulus for emigration, the 

figure of the tacksman is alluded to in both E. S. Haldane's and 

W. C. Mackenzie's studies, but in a way which contrasts sharply with 

the former presentations in other analyses. Although they had 

exacted grinding services, W. C. Mackenzie contends that they "had 

never forgotten their reciprocal responsibilty" whereas "the 

strangers [factors, sheep farmers] increased the burdens, and 

repudiated their responsibilities. " 35 This position is reinforced 

in E. S. Haldane's work when she quotes Dr Norman MacLeod who, in A 

Highland Parish deplores the removal of the tacksmen. Yet she does 

qualify this statement by saying that such a point of view does not 

meet common agreement. Beyond the economic and social consequences 

associated with the evictions, other elements are brought to the 

fore. Thomson and A. M. Mackenzie point out that the long-term 

psychological effects of such a forced dispersal on the Gaelic 

consciousness are impossible to assess. For Johnston, the 

destructive effects of the introduction of sheep farming on the 

Highlands' ecological balance were already noticeable: 

Land, to retain its fertility, must undergo perpetual 
labouring, and the devastated highlands gradually lost 
their nutritious grasses, which gave place to rushes, 
heather and bracken. Year after year less and ever less 
stock could be carried on the sheep runs. 36 

Ecological considerations are, in fact, absent from all the other 

studies surveyed. 

Beyond the absence of psychological and ecological features, 

the discrepancy between the works of academic and polemic 

historians originates from a different emphasis on ethical and 

theoretical issues. Too clinical a study of the economy of the 
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Highlands eschews the practical implementation of the policy of 

agricultural improvements which was carried out with insentivity 

and lack of foresight; conversely, when a high premium is set on 

the psychological and physical scars left on the population and the 

coercion involved, the economic context is frequently obfuscated. 

This is intensified when a political interpretation is superimposed 

on the historical study. 

**** 

2.3 CONCLUSION: Trends in Scottish History before World War II 

From the various histories surveyed, it appears that few 

historians focused attention on the Clearances before the second 

world war, apart from the polemical historians, whose biassed views 

echo previous works published in the nineteenth century, or the 

very limited number of academics who specialised on a particular 

aspect of the period. Most of the others ignore the topic or 

lightly touch upon it, because it seemed irrelevant or unsuitable 

to the presentation of Scottish history, which they aimed for or, 

which was expected at the time of their endeavour. This last point 

is particularly manifest with academics writing during the first 

two decades of this century. P. H. Brown's, R. Rait's, R. L. 

Mackie's and C. S. Terry's histories dwell in depth on kingship and 

monarchal succession in Scotland, on Scottish religious trends and 

developments and on the turmoils which surrounded the union with 

England. R. Rait and C. S. Terry both end their analyses with the 

Disruption in 1843 while P. H. Brown and R. L. Mackie continue a 

little further in the nineteenth century. Their interest and focus 
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were channelled towards political and ecclesiastical and also 

institutional or legislative history as P. H. Brown's and R. Rait's 

descriptions of the Clearances demonstrate. The other works 

published by those authors confirm the tendencies noted in the 

histories studied. Institutional history was a subject widely 

treated by P. H. Brown, R. Rait and C. S. Terry 37 as was political 

history, in particular the relations between Scotland and England 

before the Union or the Forty-five, the Jacobites and Queen Mary's 

reign. 38 The emphasis laid on such time markers as 1707 or 1745 

or, when dealing with ecclesistical history, 1843 sheds light on 

the notions attached to Scottish history at the turn of the century 

and the topics considered appropriate to convey a comprehensive 

idea of Scotland's particularities. 

Several factors may be suggested to account for the 

orientations of Scottish history at the beginning of the century, 

some stemming from the past and others from the immediate context 

of the time. Indeed, twentieth-century historians had to battle 

against many pre-conceived ideas which plagued the image of 

Scottish history and affected its "respectability" as an academic 

topic, in particular its romantic character on the one hand and its 

parochialism on the other. Sir Walter Scott embodied the diffusion 

of the romantic "gloss" attached to Scottish history. Although his 

poems and novels contributed enormously to stimulate interest and 

curiosity about Scotland's past and to change the image of the 

Highlands as a stronghold of barbarity on British territory and, 

although his own interest on the subject was genuine, through his 

work, Scotland as a whole became symbolised by the tartans, clans 

and chiefs, formerly strictly attributed to the Highlands. This 

process of "celticisation" of Scotland culminated in 1822 with King 

George IV's visit to Edinburgh which he stage-managed. The 
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reductive blend of Lowland and Highland Scotland which ensued, with 

the conspicuous tartan as its epitome, did much prejudice to 

Scottish history and many historians turned to the sobriety and 

aridity of institutional history, which were crucial to endow 

Scottish history with the respectability it lacked; this also 

reflected a trend found in history writing in the nineteenth 

century and early twentieth. The respectability of Scottish 

history was finally acknowledged in 1901 in Edinburgh and in 1911 

in Glasgow when chairs of Scottish history were created, although 

not without turmoil, at least around Glasgow's chair. Professor 

D. J. Medley, then holding the chair of history, strongly 

disapproved of the creation of the chair considering 

Scottish history an indesirable sort of subject, 
calculated to fan parochial emotions in a country which 
had only had a distinct history between roughly 1400 and 
1707.39 

Such an attitude is emblematic of a period when the British empire 

was at its apogee and Westminster seemed a paragon of legislative 

authority. British intitutional history, hence, was in focus and 

little was thought of Scottish history, as of the history of any 

other country belonging to the empire for that matter. 

Parochialism was an easy label to define attempts at asserting 

regional or national features. 

The turning point in the teaching of Scottish history was the 

emergence of economic and social history which brought in its wake 

new developments and new focal points, both in themes and times, as 

well as eclipsed Westminster. Social and economic historians who 

approached Scotland from this angle found, in the early twenties, 

that they were exploring a completely new territory. It was also 

felt that economic and social history was to cleanse Scottish 

history from all its former sins, if one is to believe George Pratt 
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it is only by attention to the social and economic 
aspects of that history that it can be rescued from the 
reproach so long levelled against it of being little else 
than romantic antiquarianism. 

At any rate, the expansion of economic and social history kindled 

an interest in Scottish history and, its distinctiveness allowed 

historians to study the effects of British industrial growth on a 

peripheral society whose process of assimilation was far from being 

completed - if it ever were. The same applies to the treatment of 

the Highland Clearances which were a particularly relevant topic 

for historians that way inclined. 

The evolution in interest and focus is also reflected in the 

research degrees, dealing with Scottish history, which were 

undertaken in the U. K. before the second world war. Before 1920, 

only two were completed, both on periods pre-dating the Union and 

both from English universities: one in 1905 from London and one in 

1912 from Oxford. From the 1920s until the late 1930s, their 

number increased steadily and seventy nine were completed between 

1920 and 1939, with a large majority, fifty five, from Scottish 

universities, mainly Glasgow and Edinburgh. Concurrently, a shift 

of interest appears, over the two decades, in the periods treated, 

with a move from medieval and pre-union times to studies stretching 

well into the nineteenth century. Thirty of the topics were 

related to ecclesistical history, seven to political and 

institutional history and nine to socio-economic history. Only two 

research degrees before the second world war are relevant to the 

Clearances period: in 1932, D. F. Macdonald's "Population movements 

in Scotland, 1770-1850" from Oxford and in 1935, an Aberdeen PhD, 

by H. J. Ewart, entitled "The Transformation of the Highlands of 
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Scotland in the Eighteenth century". 40 The war years interrupted 

the publication and research carried out but the expansion both of 

Scottish history and of socio-economic interest continued and 

flourished in the early fifties. 
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CHAFFER III 

STUDIES ON THE CLEARANCES PUBLISHED AFTER WORLD WAR II 
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With the expansion of economic and social history, the 

Highland Clearances became a prominent period of study. The 

agricultural and industrial revolution which swept through the 

United Kingdom in the nineteenth century, did not engender the same 

standard of living nor developments in the Highlands as in the rest 

of the country and left the region in a crippled economic and 

social state in the 1880s. Hence the Highland region provides the 

scholar with socio-economic features distinct from the rest of 

Scotland and indeed Britain and it is on the peculiarity of its 

situation and its causes that economic and social historians focus. 

Malcolm Gray's book The Highland Economy, published in 1957, 

appears as the precursor of systematic economic analysis on the 

topic. Many more were to follow his steps in the seventies and 

eighties, adding new elements to the research on the Clearances 

period. 

The singularity of the region, with crofting as its prevalent 

feature, was a major concern for the government and, from the 

thirties, the "Highland problem" has been the object of a profusion 

of reports and inquiries. Such a concern is reflected in a number 

of books which appeared just after the second world war and 

concentrated on the state, conditions and possible development of 

agriculture in the Highlands. Apprehended from the angle of 

crofting and agriculture, a new light was shed on the Highland 

Clearances and those studies brought to the fore many new elements, 

which had previously been overlooked. 
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Four authors in this category stand out. Frank Fraser Darling 

started publishing studies on the Highlands and Islands in the mid 

forties - Crofting Agriculture in 1945 and Natural History in the 

Highlands and Islands in 1947 - but his most comprehensive and 

extensive work on the subject is West Highland Survey published in 

1955 - the demographic section established by R. S. Barclay. 

Although it was only published in 1955, the members of the 

Commission of Enquiry into crofting conditions - whose report 

appeared in 1954 - made wide use of it and found it of valuable 

help: 

This is by far the most detailed and scientific account 
of that part of Scotland which has ever been written. 1 

Adam Collier's The Crofting Problem, posthumously published in 1953 

and edited by Professor Alexander K. Cairncross - who happened to 

be a member of the aforementioned commission - in some ways 

prefigures F. F. Darling's approach in West Highland Survey and both 

present penetrating analyses of the Highland situation. Two more 

authors can be added to the list: Franklin, who wrote A History Of 

Scottish Farming (1952) and Symon, with Scottish Farming - Past and 

Present (1959); both of them opted for an historical angle. 

F. F. Darling's and A. Collier's works are closely akin to each 

other in many respects. They were both started in the early 

forties - Collier's in 39 and F. F. Darling's in 44 - although 

their publication was delayed until the early fifties and both 

mirror the contemporary interest and effort at understanding the 

Highlands' special economic and social conditions. Neither of them 

was a historian, F. F. Darling having trained in agriculture and 

biology and A. Collier in economics and their own personal 
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expertise in their subjects comes forth in their studies, which mix 

solid grounding in geology and biology or economics with clear 

analytical perception and findings based on statistical analysis. 

Both authors centre on the "Highland problem", assessing the 

circumstances of the region and their origins, examining its future 

prospects and suggesting ways of improving the situation. They 

also shared an involvement with official bodies seeking to promote 

Highland development. A. Collier was assistant secretary of the 

Scottish Economic Committee and helped with the preparation of the 

report it published in 1938: The Highlands and Islands of Scotland: 

A Review of the Economic Conditions with Recommendations for 

Improvement. The Crofting Problem clearly is an extension of the 

research which he undertook for the committee. As for West 

Highlands Survey, it received the support of the Department of 

Agriculture for Scotland and of the Development Commission and was 

intended, as is said in its preface, to "serve as a foundation for 

a future policy for the region". 

Collier and F. F. Darling devote a large bulk of their studies 

to the identification of the "Highland problem": The geographical 

and natural handicaps of the region, its demographic 

particularities characterised by the depopulation of vast areas and 

the concentration of population in other very circumscribed ones 

and the neglect of its social and economic singularity, 

demonstrated in the past by the rest of the country. Indeed both 

set a high premium on cultural and human values and on an 

anthropological assessment of the "Highland problem". Collier 

asserts that it "really arises out of a clash of social 

philosophies" 2 and F. F. Darling that it 

has continued to deepen through periods of increasing 
differences between the simple social culture and 
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primitive agriculture of the Highlands and Islands on the 
one hand, and the highly urbanised, commercial 
civilisation of the rest of Great Britain on the other. 3 

Considered from the angle of a dominant culture imposing its socio- 

economic values on a more confined, albeit deeply-rooted and 

resistant one, the Clearances take on another dimension and appear 

as the paradigmatic example of such cultural infiltration. They 

are appraised critically, by Collier who quotes the report of the 

Departmental Committee on Deer Forests (1919) : 

It is clear that the power of wholesale eviction by 
private persons was one which ought never to have been 
permitted and which was rendered doubly odious... by 
contrast with the patriarchal relations which existed 
between chief and clansmen down to the rising of the 
'45,4 

and by F. F. Darling who contends that 

the marked deterioration of the Gaelic culture and the 
special problems of the mainland and inner isles are 
referable in part to this tremendous social upheaval and 
misery caused by the incoming of the sheep and the mass 
movements of the population of the glens. 5 

Amongst the long term detrimental effects of the Clearances, the 

redistribution of the population and the demographic changes which 

followed are denounced with profuse statistics. But above all, it 

is the social disruption and following disintegration they caused, 

which are forcefully stressed. They disrupted the social 

organisation of Gaelic society revolving around a cohesive 

community life and which the new coastal villages did not manage to 

recreate. They also partook, in F. F. Darling's view, in the 

disintegration of the gaelic culture since they negated such 

ancestral beliefs as the right to occupy the land worked by the 

community for generations. 

Thus presented, the Clearances appear as a failed attempt to 

drag a rural and technically and culturally unprepared society in 

the wake of a rapidly industrialising one. Imposing on a society 
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such as the Highlands, ruled by older values, the ethics and 

principles of the agricultural and industrial revolution evinces a 

total misapprehension or ignorance of the region's general 

circumstances. Seen under this light, the alternative industries 

set up to provide employment for the shifted population underline 

the lack of foresight of the policy. More often than not, 

according to Collier, they were part of an unorganised movement, 

and both authors view them as the source of further congestion, 

particularly on the coastal areas: 

imposed mechanical industries [... ] have a habit of 
concentrating population and destroying the desired 
dispersal over the countryside. 6 

Beyond their anthropological similarity and their concurring 

vision of the social and cultural effects of the events, A. 

Collier's training in economics and F. F. Darling's in biology and 

agriculture lead them to cover different grounds. Collier's 

economic analysis of the problem points interesting intra-regional 

disparities. On the one hand, an east/west difference is outlined; 

it manifests itself in the greater development of crofting in the 

west as opposed to farming in the east. The better quality of the 

soil in the east accounts for this disparity, as do the remoteness 

of the western counties and the poor state of their communications. 

Furthermore, Orkney, Caithness and Zetland's distinctiveness is 

contrasted to the rest of the region; the absence of clan system 

which characterised their social organisation spared them the 

dramatic upheaval which affected other Highland areas. 

Nevertheless, Collier notes, the population's way of life and 

economic situation were on a par with the rest of the Highlands in 

the nineteenth century. When he considers the question as a whole, 

Collier's appreciation of the Clearances is not toned down. Their 
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consequences, be they social, human, demographic and to some extent 

economic are considered as disastrous. 

This opinion is shared by F. F. Darling, whose driving 

postulate is that the Highlands and Islands are a devastated 

terrain. His approach is ecological and examines man's influence 

on the environment and the changes that his actions have induced in 

the region's natural balance throughout the ages. Indeed, the 

introduction of sheep farming as well as the agricultural practices 

that it brought in its wake, are striking examples of land use by 

man. As opposed to the predominant cattle husbandry, 

characteristic of the old system, which guaranteed the regeneration 

of woodland, controlled the spread of bracken and prevented a rapid 

erosion of the terrain with the shieling system, the coming of the 

sheep "caused a revolution in natural history quite certainly as it 

altered the lives of the people in the Highlands" 7 and it 

disrupted the existing ecosystem of the region. Ignorance of the 

physical conditions of the area meant that sheep grounds became 

overstocked. Furthermore, the sheep's grazing habits being 

different from those of cattle, farmers had to resort to the 

practice of burning. This practice, when steadily continued, stops 

natural succession and is closely linked to the spread of bracken. 

Hence in F. F. Darling's words "the combination of fire and tooth is 

invincible. " 8 In the conclusion devoted to "the ecology of land 

use", F. F. Darling paints a lugubrious picture of man's action in 

the Highlands. 

The Highlands as they were once were in effect a balanced 
complex organism [... ] Man in numbers, combative and 
political man, who has no place in nature, has entered 
this complex organism like a protozean parasite in its 
blood-stream and has brought the organism to a state of 
deblilitation. 9 
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The devastated state of the terrain is the central explanation 

he sees to the Highland problem, its depopulation and economic 

difficulties, and extensive sheep farming is clearly pin-pointed as 

one of the main causes of such environmental deterioration. 

Symon's and Franklin's books on Scottish farming were also 

published in the fifties. As opposed to A. Collier and F. F. 

Darling they do not concentrate on the case of the Highlands and 

Islands exclusively and their approach is mainly historical. 

Franklin devotes a chapter to the Highland region and the changes 

which occurred during the Clearances period, but his analysis is a 

mere repetition of elements already well-established. The 

transition from a feudal to a profit-orientated management of the 

land is outlined. The Clearances are discussed in regard to the 

brutal methods used during some unspecified evictions, to their 

consequences on population movement, and to the very isolated 

instances of resistance, not emblematic of the overall attitude of 

the crofters. The simultaneous increase of the population and its 

dependence on potatoes is shown to have led to the disastrous 

situation of 1846 when blight set in and starving inhabitants had 

to rely on the charity of proprietors, many of whom appealed to the 

state to organise emigration schemes. Few of the above cited 

elements fall directly within the province of "farming", however, 

mentioning the displacement of population from the glens to the 

shore, Franklin notes the attached loss of stock and arable crops 

and the "incalculable harm done to farming". 10 

Such fragmentary presentation of Scottish farming may justify 

Symon's words who, in the preface to his book published seven years 

after Franklin's, deplores the fact that few histories have dwelt 

upon the topics of social environment or farming affairs and, when 
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they have, "their generalities are often too vague to find 

acceptance". Indeed Symon provides the reader with a thorough 

study of the evolution of farming in Scotland based on a number of 

articles published in the Transactions of the Highlands and 

Agricultural Society of Scotland, on studies devoted to particular 

areas of the Highlands - Mackay: Urquhart and Glenmoriston (1914), 

J. Macdonald: General view of the Agriculture of the Hebrides 

(1811)- or particular topics such as Salaman's History of the 

Potato (1949). His analysis is both chronological and thematic, 

thereby giving interesting insights into, for instance, the 

perception of land tenure in the Highlands, contrasted with the 

tidal system prevalent in Orkney and Shetland or the influence of 

the potato crop on the lives of the inhabitants and the region. 

Hence the name of Patrick Sellar is referred to in relation to his 

role as agricultural improver, keen to promote progressive ideas 

such as the use of manure and bone dust as fertiliser or the 

implementation of a rotational system. His name is thus linked to 

the notion of improvement and to his function and action as factor 

of the Sutherland family. 

The Clearances are dealt with mainly as regard sheep farming 

and agricultural improvements. The author presents the improvers' 

plan for a better economic use of the region's potential, and 

deplores the fact that human and psychological components were 

utterly disregarded in the project. He also denounces the means 

used to enforce it, qualifying them as "unjustifiable and extremely 

cruel". 11 In his discussion he widens the Sutherland experience 

- of houses burnt, violence used and consequent deaths - to the 

whole of the Highlands, thereby recklessly amplifying it. With the 

prosperity of sheep farming soon waning, Symon echoes the remarks 

of the Report of the Committee on Hill Sheep Farming in Scotland, 
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published in 1944, when he describes the decline of the industry 

from 1874, due to ecological and economic factors. The fall in 

prices, the change of public taste in meat and the deterioration in 

the condition and quality of the land, all combined to throw the 

industry in a depressed state. To this must be added the growing 

interest in sport and the conversion of moor land for this purpose. 

In spite of the Clearances, the population of the region, 

Symon stresses, continued to rise and his chapter devoted to the 

study of potato shows the unhealthy and precarious state of 

Highland foundation and development, which the famine of 1845-6 

disclosed. Furthermore the author underlines that sheep farming 

and the Clearances must not obfuscate the fact that cattle breeding 

continued, the droving trade culminating in 1835. However the main 

legacy of this period is the establishment of crofting, which is 

closely associated with the question of land settlement in the 

nineteenth century. Symon's study of Highland farming does not 

break any fresh ground in the topic but his work is thorough and 

brings together many basic elements formerly scattered in regional 

agricultural studies or thematic papers. Surprisingly few 

historians followed Symon's steps in attempting to provide further 

studies of Scottish farming; crofting on the other hand was often 

focused on. 

** 

Crofting as a specific feature of the Highlands and their 

economic and social organisation is a point recurrently studied by 

subsequent historians, although few made use of A. Collier's and 

F. F. Darling's ecological findings or adopted their anthropological 

bent. It plays an important part in the work of socio-economic 
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historians, of whom Gray is the forerunner, and whose field 

expanded greatly from the late sixties. Few authors have 

concentrated exclusively on the Clearances' question, fewer still 

on the evictions. For most, however, the Clearances are a 

fundamental aspect of the changes, which occurred in the region in 

the nineteenth century, and they are correlated to analyses of 

Highland economy, of the migratory and emigratory trends of the 

population, of specific periods in the nineteenth century such as 

the famine years and circumscribed studies of local experiences in 

the crofting districts such as Morvern, Orkney or the Hebrides. 

Concurrently, new methods have been developed, as well as a more 

systematic use of varied sources. 

Emphasis on the use of particular sources, namely estate 

records, has led to a controversy as to the pro-landlord stand 

mirrored by scholars, basing their research on such archives. Such 

an historical method, used by economic historians, has been 

denounced by others, more concerned with the writing of a "history- 

from-below" reflecting the experience of the crofters. James 

Hunter is the prominent representative of this trend. Beyond such 

opposition or rather owing to this opposition, the resulting 

variety of approaches and historical orientations have deepened the 

understanding and interpretation of the period. 

Once more, a glance at the research degrees undertaken in the 

UK since the second world war confirms the trend outlined (see 

appendix). Research in Scottish history rose steadily to reach a 

peak in the seventies and an increasingly marked interest for the 

eighteenth and above all the nineteenth century can be noted. The 

period encompassing the time of the industrial revolution and its 

effects predominates the areas of studies covered. Similarly the 

number of research degrees concerned with socio-economic questions 
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also increased and form the great bulk of current research. The 

reverse tendency characterises studies in ecclesiastical and 

political history which, proportionally, did not raise as much 

interest as they did formerly. As regards the period of the 

Clearances, since the sixties, it has recurrently emerged as an 

ideal topic for socio-economic research in agricultural and socio- 

economic changes, in the management of precise estates reflecting 

the concerns and new options of the time and in the impact on 

emigration and migration. As already noted, with the expansion of 

socio-economic history, more research was undertaken into the 

Clearances period and contributed to provide a better picture of 

the process of transformation which affected the region at the time 

of the industrial revolution. 

3.2 Socio-Economic History 

Highland Economy 

The economy of the Highlands in the nineteenth century is 

covered in two books: Highland Economy, 1750-1850, by Malcolm Gray 

published in 1957 and The Great Highland Famine, by T. M. Devine, 

published in 1988. Devine's book complements Gray's study, not 

only because it constitutes a chronological sequel to the period 

surveyed by Gray but also because both authors opted for the same 

historical methods, basing their arguments on a wide range of 

sources and a wealth of statistics. Devine obviously benefited 

from the passage of time which made available many more sources and 

newer techniques, allowing to provide even more precise 

quantitative assessments and point out regional disparities. The 
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variety of sources both authors refer to, is impressive so that the 

basis of the studies which appeared before the second World War 

seems comparatively meagre. A plethora of official reports and 

official publications, estate records, magazines, newspapers and 

work of a literary nature are quoted. Furthermore their approach 

of the question is distinctly similar, many causes are brought 

forward to try and explain the Highland situation and an obvious 

effort is made to place the Highland case in a broader framework, 

encompassing the economic elements at work in Britain which shaped 

the orientations taken in the region. The Highlands' intrinsic 

features are analysed as well as the responses of the inhabitants, 

government and landlords to the situation within and outside the 

region. In neither studies are the Clearances apprehended with 

sentimentality nor is a moral or ethical judgment passed on the 

policy; their aim is to provide an economic and social assessment 

of two succeeding periods. 

Gray highlights three different stages in the economic 

evolution of the Highlands: a traditional structure, hinging upon 

subsistence economy; the introduction of new agricultural methods 

and local industries which sought to respond to outside market 

pressures and internal difficulties -a phase of economic expansion 

until 1815 -; and the collapse of the various components of 

economic growth, which led to the catastrophic situation of the 

forties. In his presentation of the traditional order, Malcolm 

Gray outlines the physical limitations of the region, cause of 

precariousness, its social organisation with the restrictive 

obligations attached to it, the inadequacy of agricultural 

practices and the demographic pressures of a population outrunning 

its resources. 
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Among the factors of change, seen as likely remedies to the 

problems inherent to an overcrowded land, lacking employment and 

unprofitably run, agrarian improvements were aimed at increasing 

the productivity of the land through greater efficiency. The 

author underlines the fact that sheep farming did not offer new 

opportunities for small farmers and that such transformation 

ignored the characteristics of this traditonal society which found 

no place in the new economic structure built around productivity 

and commerce. The new order, in fact, did not face the long- 

standing problems of the region. The Sutherland Clearances are 

singled out, not so much for the cruelty of their evictions but for 

what they epitomised on a large scale: the discrepancy between two 

irreconcilable systems, one based on tradition and the other on 

agricultural efficiency and profitability. In addition, the author 

confronts the notion of depopulation usually linked to the 

Clearances. The closeness of the Lowlands offering job 

opportunities is seen as a more powerful motive for migration. 

The development of local industries was another factor which 

was meant to foster economic development in the region, in 

particular the fishing and the kelp industries. But the fishing 

industry was subject to natural fluctuations and acute regional 

variations, and the expansion of the kelp industry mainly 

reinforced the population problem and aggravated congestion in the 

kelping centres. 

1815 mark the beginning of the gradual collapse of the 

elements of economic growth in the region with the decline of the 

kelp industry, the fall in cattle prices and later on, sheep 

prices, and the losses due to variations in fishing. Rent arrears 

grew and the situation deteriorated rapidly. Many of the old 

families ran into debt and were compelled to sell. But the short- 
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sightedness of landlords' policy, who exploited one of the 

Highlands' weakest point - their fast growing population - to their 

own end, increasing the labour force, is stressed: their policy 

exacerbated the fragility of the economic balance. Soon emigration 

appeared as the only solution. 

The author devotes a chapter to intra-regional variations, 

showing that the south and the east of the Highlands resisted 

better to distress because of their more varied agriculture. The 

north and the west, on the other hand, did not benefit from a 

propinquity to Lowlands' agricultural techniques and remained 

archaic in their organisation. The crofting system tended to 

develop there because of land inadequacy and lack of income which 

made it necessary for the inhabitants to find ancillary occupations 

such as fishing. However, the author comments that "agriculture 

and fishing, though so closely intertwined, were mutually 

stultifying. " 12 The agrarian problem of the north and the west of 

the Highland was not solved. Other factors made the area more 

vulnerable to distress, in particular the predominence of potato in 

people's diet and the weight of cottar population - which varied in 

the area - who with their own poverty and the subdivision of land 

they imposed, aggravated the situation when it deteriorated. 

T. M. Devine, in 1988, used many of the points made by Malcolm 

Gray in his asessment of the Highlands' conditions before the 

famine. The Clearances are viewed as the result rather than the 

cause of the Highlands' economic difficulties. The southern and 

eastern parts of the region are also noted for their higher 

resilience in times of distress. T. M. Devine, hence, begins his 

work with a study of the famine and its background, then he 

analyses the responses to the situation of the landlords, the 
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government, private charities and the Highlanders themselves and 

finally he examines the patterns of migration and emigration and 

includes case studies of Lewis and Tiree. 

The Clearances come to the fore in the central part of his 

study: the varied responses to the circumstances. Confronted with 

an indigent tenantry, the author contends that the majority of 

landholders accepted the moral responsibility to assist the 

population, although few of the old hereditary families were left 

and with them had vanished the spirit of kinship, and many of the 

new landowners were in debt, hence their response was highly 

contingent upon their circumstances. Clearances and consolidation 

of land did expand during the famine as proprietors attempted to 

transform indebted estates into lucrative ones. Many, in fact, 

eschewed their moral and legal responsibilities by taking advantage 

of charitable funds like the loans offered under the Drainage Act 

and the various initiatives of the Central Relief Board. Besides 

in the long term, their estates benefited from the improved 

infrastructures built under the systems of relief. Although the 

famine resulted in the bankruptcy of a few landed families 

the vast majority came through the crisis, if not 
unscathed, then with their position intact and their 
livelihood secure. 13 

Beyond the active part played by government representatives - 

Edward Pine Coffin, McNeill and Trevelyan - in the organisation and 

provision of relief in the Highlands, the author shows especially 

in the case of Trevelyan and McNeill, their total misapprehension 

of the Highlanders' way of life and character. The schemes they 

designed to relieve distress were also meant to "educate" the 

inhabitants and change their habits of idleness: a preconceived 

view much in vogue at the time. T. M. Devine refutes the notion of 
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increased during the crisis: 
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The heavy incidence of migration for work in the Lowlands 
was the most convincimg proof that when the critics 
referred to a parasitic population, corrupted by charity, 
they talked titter nonsense. 14 

With the failure of their programme of economic regeneration for 

the area and moral regeneration for the population, emigration was 

turned to as the unavoidable answer to the theory of overpopulation 

in the Highlands. 

In his evaluation of the Clearances which occurred during the 

famine period, the author resorted to a great variety of resources: 

estate papers, destitution papers, official and government papers, 

census figures and contemporary pamphlet literature to quantify the 

progress and scope of the evictions, as he deplores the rather 

patchy, "impressionistic" approach often reserved to the subject. 

The famine Clearances were mainly confined to the Inner and Outer 

Hebrides in the forties and fifties and awaken sad echoes in the 

history of the policy because they were imposed on a population in 

dire circumstances and had ruinous social consequences. As opposed 

to former evictions, removal was hardly ever accompanied by 

resettlement. Widely reported by the press, they aroused public 

compassion but their greater long-term effects, in the author's 

view, was to spur on the social and political consciousness of the 

crofting community, which exhibited itself in the eighties and 

gradually induced the more conciliatory attitude shown by 

Gladstone's government towards land legislation at the same period. 

Landlords often turned to evictions out of fear of an extension of 

the Poor Law, but T. M. Devine sees them as principally the outcome 

of an interaction of many elements: natural, demographic, economic 

and ideological. 
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Clearances and emigration are dissociated in Devine's 

analysis. The famine years constituted a watershed in the attitude 

towards emigration, which became heavily promoted and the pressure 

of privation and economic stress, rather than commercial 

pastoralism are clearly seen as the main incentive. Nevertheless, 

coercion of various kinds was often resorted to, including eviction 

or threat of eviction to force a reluctant population to emigrate, 

as the case study of the isle of Lewis illustrates. 

[... ] destitution undoubtedly helped to loosen the 
peasant's attachment to his native soil, especially if 
landlords intensified pressure by threatening evictions 
or other sanctions. 15 

Different types of emigratory patterns are distinguished: 

unassisted emigration funded by the families themselves or by 

expatriates; emigration of young, single adults to Australia and 

the stream of impoverished families, a large fraction of them being 

cottars, assisted by landlords, government schemes or private 

agencies, who went to Canada and Australia. The aim was to prevent 

further subdivision of holdings and population congestion. The 

redistribution of vacated holdings, leading to the consolidation of 

existing ones, as in the case of Tiree, was not the prevalent 

policy - most being amalgamated with larger farms. Congestion 

continued and was increased, when natives who refused to emigrate, 

were moved to already overpopulated areas. The economic problem of 

the western islands, the author concludes, had been tackled on the 

invalid assumption of "over-population": insufficiency of land and 

lack of employment persisted. 
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J. M. Bumsted in The People's Clearance, 1770-1815 (1982) deals 

with an early phase of Highland emigration and alludes to the 

beginnings of the Clearances. Earlier works by American 

historians, had addressed eighteenth-century Scottish emigration to 

America and North America, examining the emigratory trend which 

long preceded the Clearances period. 16 The author's study of 

early emigration to British North America originates initially from 

his perusal of Selkirk's Observations on the Present State of the 

Highlands, first published in 1805 which was written in defence of 

and as a justification to the Highlanders' departure to North 

America. This early emigratory phase met the hostility of Highland 

proprietors and their effort to obstruct it. Such is Bumsted's 

fundamental principle, supported by the idea that this exodus was 

free of compulsion and the result of the Highlanders' own free 

will. The background to this early emigration is first analysed 

with its economic, social and demographic particularities, then the 

years 1801 to 1804 are examined in detail, contrasting the 

Highlanders' attitude to emigration and the proprietors' and 

government's conflicting reaction; and finally the changing 

circumstances which led landlords and authorities to abandon their 

former reluctance towards emigration and support it, are outlined. 

The emigrants who departed from the Highlands in the 1770s, 

came mainly from the west and the islands and forced removals and 

clearances are disregarded as plausible incentives to their move. 

In the author's view, the causes lay in the enticing aura, which 

surrounded North America as a land of freedom and opportunities - 

reinforced by reports sent by expatriates - and simultaneously in 

the region's circumstances. The socio-economic changes affecting 
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the area, such as the spirit of improvement, brought new pressures 

on the population and weakened the traditional structure, further 

undermined by the disappearance of middlemen, often stimulating 

emigration. Furthermore, the constant population increase 

intensified the pressure on an area productively restricted and 

lacking employments. Most of the emigrants were people who had 

accumulated the means to pay for their passage and were not 

destitute, hence the author concludes that their departure owed 

more to careful planning than desperation. In spite of the 

region's difficulties, landlords and authorities did not view the 

situation in a favourable light. The Highlanders were seen as the 

credulous victims of false idyllic promises, flashed to them by 

exploitive speculators. But more important yet, in the general 

framework of the region's development, it was the depletion of a 

potential labour force which they feared. Besides in the context 

of the American revolution, it was the loss of potential soldiers 

which alarmed the authorities, men who might be found joining the 

ranks of American opposition; hence from 1775 until the end of the 

war, Scottish ports were closed and emigration was virtually 

stopped. 

The years 1801-1804, studied in detail reveal the conflicting 

trends which characterise the period. Bumsted found his analysis 

on estate papers, emigration documents and the lists of passangers 

sailing to America, which he provides in appendixes, to show that 

the wave of emigrants was constant and on the increase. He asserts 

that emigration and Clearances for sheep were not strictly 

correlated as policies and attitudes towards both reorganisation of 

estates and emigration were contingent upon each proprietors's 

situation and approach to their tenantry. While Lord Selkirk, in 

1802, proposed a scheme to organise emigration, the government in 
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1803, prompted by the proposals of the Emigration Committee and by 

the weight of emigration opponents, passed the Passenger Vessel 

Act. It was intended as a means of protecting emigrants - as a 

humanitarian measure - but, in actual fact, it acted as a temporary 

check on emigration since the rates became prohibitive for many 

prospective emigrants. Using the case of the Canadian regiment's 

initiative which fell through, leaving Highland families stranded 

in Glasgow tenements, Bumsted illustrates the double-edged quality 

of the humanitarian argument which, in this instance, was 

conveniently overlooked. 

With the failure of the projects of Highland development, the 

extension of the Clearances' policy and the increase of 

subdivision, emigration ceased to be regarded with opposition and 

by 1815 it was actively supported by the State. The author insists 

on the conditions which differenciates these two emigratory phases: 

The later exodus must not be confused with that before 
1815, which came largely from the Highlands of Scotland 
and involved not demoralised refugees, but a proud people 
who saw British North America as a positive alternative 
to their condition at home. 17 

He also reflects on the notion of compulsion often attached to 

early emigration and the vision of emigrants as the victims of 

exploitation and Clearances and contends that such an image 

alleviated the guilt-ridden conscience of a people, shaped by the 

clan system and its loyalties, who were deserting their ancestral 

homeland. 
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The use of estate archives was widely resorted to by 

historians who chose to focus on the local experience of precise 

areas, affected by the policy of improvement. In 1968, Philip 

Gaskell wrote a study of the parish of Morvern in the nineteenth 

century: Morvern Transformed, and in 1981, Orkney and particularly 

Rousay were the centre of W. P. L. Thomson's analysis of the crisis 

and conflict surrounding the socio-economic changes of General 

Burroughs' estate in the nineteenth century in: The Little General 

and the Rousay Crofters. As opposed to other socio-economic 

studies, both authors are able to refer to extremely detailed local 

events, which shed light on the intricate relation between 

landowners and crofters and also farmers and crofters. Both 

studies follow the transformation of a circumscribed area over the 

nineteenth century, but the impact of the crofters' war, the Land 

League agitation, the Napier commission and report, the extension 

of the franchise in 1884 and the Crofters'Act in 1886, with their 

local echoes and effects are clearly emphasised. The confined 

experiences are thus inserted in a larger framework of social, 

economic and political facts. Because W. L. P. Thomson deals with a 

single estate rather than a whole parish, the personality of its 

owner, General Traill Burroughs is given much more prominence than 

the different proprietors in Gaskell's study and a large part of 

his study is devoted to Burroughs' military career and the personal 

adventures which shaped his character. 

Philip Gaskell, in the preface to his work, states his 

objective which is to assess the socio-economic transformation 

which led to the new order found in the area at the end of the 

nineteenth century and also to examine the difficulties and motives 
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of the landlords who carried out evictions, rather than insist on 

the plight of the Highland peasantry, which he deplores had been 

the case in most of the literature published on the Clearances in 

the sixties. i$ This position colours his analysis, which,, 

notwithstanding its grim presentation of the conditions and 

standard of living of crofters before the Clearances and in some 

cases after their resettlement, is dominated by a sense of 

ineluctability of economic pressures and by the humane and flexible 

attitude of many a landlord. The extensive appendixes contained, 

reproducing census enumerations, estate rentals and papers, county 

records, topographical studies, and various diaries, memoirs, 

letters and photographs endow Philip Gaskell's study with precision 

and thoroughness. 

Morvern in 1800 possessed many of the characteristics of a 

Highland parish. The material conditions of its crofting 

population were quite deplorable and the author paints a bleak 

picture of their endemic poverty and the recurrent famines they had 

to face. The increase in their number is attributed to none of the 

conventional reasons usually applied to the Highlands: introduction 

of the potato (a great deal of arable land had been lost to sheep 

farming), inoculation (there was no doctor in Morvern) and the 

growth of the kelp industry (it was never but an insignificant 

industry in the area). Runrig agriculture and cattle husbandry had 

been the bases of the economy until the 1770s when large scale 

sheep farming was introduced, but attempts at reorganising the 

cottars and small-holding population were already carried out by 

the Duke of Argyll in 1786 when small farms were redistributed into 

smaller units. The income derived from kelp supplemented the lack 

of grazing. 
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The period between 1800 and 1850 saw many changes. By 1838, 

none of the original proprietors remained and none of the new ones 

had any traditional connection with the parish. After the Argyll 

sales of 1819-1825, the number of clearances augmented until the 

last one which took place in 1868. Some proprietors cleared their 

estates extensively and are bitterly remembered, others were more 

selective, trying to keep the population number in check. Although 

Philip Gaskell first approaches the subject of the Clearances with 

a few poignant lines on the undeserved predicament of the evictees, 

he soon shifts to another tone, objecting to the treatment usually 

reserved to the Clearances by popular historians, who concentrate 

on their sentimental aspect and produce slanted accounts, usually 

detrimental to the landowners. Gaskell's approach reflects that of 

the economic historians already surveyed, for whom the Clearances 

appear as an economic necessity mainly responding to external 

pressures. However, what the author does question are the careless 

and callous methods used, contingent on the personality of the 

factor implementing the policy. This point is raised later, when 

Philip Gaskell embarks on a long plea for Patrick Sellar - the 

Sutherland factor accused of murder and violence in relation to the 

Stathnaver evictions in 1814 and acquitted in Inverness in 1816 - 

whose innocence is beyond doubt, in the author's view, who is 

determined to contradict the opinion of popular historians, 

(Patrick Sellar was one of Morvern's new non-resident proprietors). 

On the other hand, alluding to the destitution years of the late 

forties, the author slips in a rather depreciative comment on the 

Highlanders' alleged lack of industry, which public work failed to 

change, reproducing a century later the view of the Victorian age. 

Amongst the structural changes which the Clearances 

engendered, the distribution of population is a point underlined. 
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Many inhabitants congregated in miserable overcrowded villages on 

the edge of sheep walks or by the sea - the largest being Lochaline 

- where work was extremely scarce. Large sheep farms offered few 

opportunities, most managers, tenant farmers and shepherds being 

outsiders. Emigration seemed an unavoidable outcome and Philip 

Gaskell refutes the allegations claiming that the Clearances 

brought in their wake the deterioration of the inhabitants' 

conditions of living: 

Famine and emigration would have come in any case, and 
the overcrowding and poverty that was experienced in 
crofting parishes that were unaffected by Clearances or 
eviction in the mid-nineteenth century discredited the 
myth of the Morvern that might have been. 19 

Beyond the ineluctable character of the policy, which the new 

economic principle of laissez faire did not slow down, the 

landowners' generosity and benevolence feature prominently 

throughout the study, notably with Valentine Smith and his father. 

The higher standard of living achieved by the inhabitants of the 

parish by the end of the century and above all their improved 

material conditions are said to be largely due to the contribution 

of the landlords. 

Generosity is not a trait befitting General Burroughs' 

attitude in W. P. L. Thomson's The Little General and the Rousay 

Crofters and neither does the author discuss the legitimacy or 

inevitability of the Clearances in Rousay, his focus being on the 

autocratic manner in which Burroughs managed his estate and the 

confrontations his uncompromising nature led to. Hence the early 

chapters of his study are devoted to the General's background, 

military career and life in India which enlighten much of his later 

activities and position in Rousay. Beyond the conflictual 
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relations between an inflexible landlord and his tenantry in the 

age of improvement, Orkney's agricultural and social specificities 

as well as the impact of the Clearances and of the Land War come to 

the fore. This may be the most valuable feature of Thomson's study 

since Orkney, or Shetland for that matter are very seldom included 

in studies on the Clearances, giving the impression that those 

islands had remained unaffected. 

Orkney's traditional farming methods survived as late as the 

middle of the nineteenth century and in spite of the heavy 

contribution of kelp making at the turn of the century and fishing 

in the thirties, subsistence agriculture was the basis for Orcadian 

economy. The land being fertile, the grain was grown and exported, 

and cattle, whose export was to expand in the fifties, was exported 

in small numbers in the first half of the century. The social 

conditions of the inhabitants were reminiscent of medieval times 

because of the perpetuation of payment in kind and obligations of 

service. The clan system had not been known to Orkney whose social 

organisation was based on feudal practices and the agricultural 

population was divided into a variety of position from independent 

farmers to sub-tenant cottars or to landless labourers. The 

changes which transformed Orkney came in the late forties and 

touched its agricultural practices and orientations, its social 

organisation and values and the prospects of its agricultural 

population. Several components generated the transformation, 

steamship which came to Orkney in 1833 and most of all the 

Government's loans for drainage, which provided money for 

improvement, in particular land reclamation "which seemed to offer 

hope for the future even to the poorest cottar. " 20 Arable crops 

and cattle breeding increased while runrig disappeared, creating a 

different landscape. The social landscape evolved too, payments in 
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kind were phased out by 1845, so were obligations of service and a 

class of crofters was created holding their land from proprietors 

and paying a rent. 

Such are the background circumstances of General Burroughs' 

return to Rousay in 1870 and the author outlines the inhabitants 

underlying apprehension 

They felt they had prospered despite the laird rather 
than with his assistance. They saw him as a. threat to 
the progress they had made and standing in the way of 
further advancement. 21 

The community's smothered resentment at Burroughs' estate 

management and dictatorial ways came to light when the Crofters' 

Commisson visited the island in 1883. For thirteen years rents had 

been regularly increased, in spite of the loss of grazing rights. 

Moreover these rental increases owed more to the General's growing 

financial troubles rather than his propensity for agricultural 

improvements. Being the chairman of the parochial board, he was in 

charge of poor relief which was, as a result, quite meagre. 

Notwithstanding the population's deteriorating situation, the 

author underlines that distress in Orkney never reached the level 

found in the West Highlands and that what the inhabitants resented, 

was to see their profit being engulfed in ever-increasing rents 

with no benefits in return. Such were the grievances voiced to the 

commissioners, whose visit unveiled the absence of understanding 

and the gulf which existed between the General and his tenants, 

forcefully exemplified by his refusal to guarantee no retaliatory 

action against the people giving evidence. 

Thomson emphasises the role of the Free Church in Orkney, 

whose ministers gave vent to radical views and played an elemental 

part in the development of the crofters' movement. He also 

stresses the conflicting interests which the Crofters' Act 
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exacerbated. The laird objected to the Act because it restricted 

his power - rent in Orkney was reduced by an average of thirty per 

cent -, so did the landless labourers who saw the situation of 

former cottars becoming far more secure than theirs, but also 

farmers who were excluded from the financial and legal advances 

granted to crofters. The situation in Rousay deteriorated further, 

with the General's petty exploitation of what he saw as loopholes 

in the Act to carry out evictions, and the crofters' use of the 

Church and the school Board to assert their strength and fight 

back. What Thomson's study illustrates with force is the manner 

with which the laissez-faire policy could be carried out to its 

extremes by a landowner who had no sense of belonging to and no 

affinity with the community in which he lived and the land he 

ruled. 

Both books provide interesting insights in the interactions 

between landlords and crofters, in the context of agricultural 

improvements and population growth, showing that external economic 

circumstances were preponderant in the Clearances' policy but that 

the intensity and implacability of its implementation depended 

largely on the owners' personalities and means. They also heighten 

the variety of experiences met in the Highlands and Islands, due to 

physical and geographical disparities but also to different 

conceptions of ownership. 

The Highland Clearances 

Although the Clearances had provided socio-economic historians 

with a general context, where external economic influences could be 

seen at work and their consequences scrutinised, through the new 
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agricultural oientations adopted and the resulting population 

movement, very few had attempted to provide a history of their 

progress. E. S. Richards, in 1982, filled this lacuna with a 

masterful first volume, A History of the Highland Clearances, fruit 

and encapsulation of the author's extensive research and 

understanding of the subject. 22 

By the time Professor Richards' study appeared, the debate 

concerning the use of estate archives as a basis of analysis for 

particular clearances was in full swing. Two major books on 

Sutherland during the Clearances period had been published in the 

early seventies: in 1972, R. J. Adam's Papers on Sutherland Estate 

Management, examining papers held in Dunrobin Castle and in 1973, 

Richards' The Leviathan of Wealth, drawing on papers in the 

Stafford County Record Office in England. Richards, in a review of 

the former published in Northern Scotland, cast no doubt on the 

future influence of the documents which would 

assist in a more accurate representation of the 
Sutherland Clearances in both historical accounts as well 
as in the novels that will certainly continue to be 
written about that remarkable experience. 23 

James Hunter, however, in the same issue, reviewing E. Richards' 

own study of the role of the Sutherland fortune, undermined the 

foundation of this assumption: 

Like other recent work based on estate papers it tends to 

reflect the "improvers"'view of the world rather than 
subject their policy to an objective scrutiny. 24 

The "accuracy of the representation" was there challenged, on the 

grounds that the image projected was distorted, through the very 

origin of its source. This explains Richards' care and concern to 

draw on as varied and wide a range of sources as possible for his 

history of the Highland Clearances, to treat evidence with 
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to give attention to the common people of the Highlands, 
to chart their perceptions of and reactions to the 
Clearances [... ] whenever possible to give them voice. 25 

The result is an extremely well-documented study where, in many 

instances, the author distances himself from the evidence available 

and points out its weaknesses. 

The author also sought to insert the Highland case in a 

broader context, comparing the Highlands with the rest of Western 

Europe, then Britain and Scotland and analysing the region's 

situation before the Clearances. Thus the problem is not viewed as 

an individual experience but as a regional variation of the more 

general process of socio-economic changes in the nineteenth 

century. The author also applies a magnifying glass on certain 

events examining the adoption of the policy by precise estates and 

its particular implementation, and providing a chronological survey 

of the evolution and perception of the process. The book therefore 

presents four phases: the broad context of the Clearances, the 

circumstances before the Clearances, the introduction and 

development of the policy in the region from the aftermath of the 

'45 to the Crofters' Act in 1886 and finally a close-up on specific 

episodes. 

Encompassed in a European framework, the Clearances appear as 

a regional expression of widespread agricultural and industrial 

changes. The pressure of demographic upsurge and of industrial 

rationalisation was felt throughout Europe and new economic and 

agricultural adjustment were carried out. Rural resources were 

rationalised to the detriment of subsistence farming and communal 

holdings. Greater efficiency meant the reorganisation of the 
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tenurial basis of landholding and its consolidation, the 

augmentation of arable productions and the movement towards 

enclosure, often accompanied with migratory waves towards urban 

centres or emigration overseas. Such far-reaching transformations 

seem to point to the inevitability of the process. However, the 

author underlines the diversity of responses to common pressures 

throughout Europe, illustrated by the discrepancy between the 

French and the Danish cases. Such variations hinged, most of all, 

upon the status and rights of landowners but also upon geographical 

conditions such as the quality of the soil, the strength of the 

market and the reliability of prospects. In the end the choice of 

the landlords seems to have been restricted by local circumstances. 

Parallels are drawn with the rest of Britain where 

agricultural reorganisation was at its height. The Tudor period 

and later the period of the Napoleonic Wars were the background of 

enclosure movements in England, detrimental to the lowest levels of 

farmers. Elsewhere in Britain agricultural changes were resisted 

to, the similarity of protest between the Welsh and the Highland 

reactions is pointed out as well as the more influential reaction 

in Ireland. The author also quotes other perspectives of the 

changes, such as E. J. Hobsbawm's, belonging to the Marxist vein and 

critical of the transformation, emphasising its damaging 

psychological and communal effects, Richards notes that such a 

vision often recurs in the interpretation of the Clearances. 

In his evaluation of the realities of the Highlands before the 

Clearances, Richards stresses the paucity of evidence, be it 

statistical - which is unfortunate for accurate demographic 

assessments - or social - the common people are seldom mentioned 

apart from travellers'accounts. On the other hand the bias of the 

papers of the Forfeited Estate commissioners renders their 
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testimony rather ambiguous. But the author, making full use of 

recent works on the economy of the Highlands, provides a 

penetrating analysis of the region's economic, geographic and 

social characteristics. Pressing against the traditional Highland 

structure, modernisation and rationalisation already implemented in 

the rest of Scotland and introduced in the Highlands' eastern 

fringe, called for greater efficiency and reorganisation. The 

Highlands became the scene of many an economic venture; the 

expansion sought dismantled the old order and was, in Richards' 

view, built on an infrastructure which proved to be fragile and 

short-sighted. 

The Clearances were but one aspect of the agricultural 

improvements and in the section devoted to the overall 

chronological survey of their evolution, Richards examines the 

results and development of sheep farming. He contends that the 

success of the Clearances policy was contingent upon external local 

factors, such as alternative employment, and their implementation 

subject to the proprietors' personality, means and commitment to 

the past ethic of paternalism with its inherent social obligations 

or to the modern ethic of efficiency and production. The 

emigratory trend which accelerated, is seen as a response to 

evictions and also as a direct result of the local economic 

pressure of a swelling population associated to a diminution in the 

prospects of employment. 

In the detailed study of particular evictions, which forms the 

last section of the book, the evolution of the perception of the 

process, its implementation and the response to changing external 

circumstances comes to light. The Sutherland Clearances are dealt 

with exhaustively, mainly through the analysis of estate records 

and correspondence, which enlighten the scale and haste with which 
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the 1813-1816 evictions, under the management of Young and Sellar, 

were carried out, their "ineptitude" in the planning and 

implementation of actual evictions and in the organisation of 

resettlement sites and the tremendous upheaval the process caused. 

Also enhanced is the part played by ministers encouraging the 

inhabitants towards peacefulness, and at the same time their 

reluctance - as the correspondence between Reverend David Mackenzie 

and James Loch in 1818 examplifies - to present the move as 

beneficial for the population, regarding it as a deterioration of 

their material conditions. The gradual change of the landowners' 

view of emigration, which they supported after 1815, is clearly 

felt in the Sutherland correspondence. Although the author admits 

the inadequacy of documentary record to convey the feelings of the 

dispossessed, the disruption they provoked in their way of life 

does transpire as well as Sellar's and Young's mismanagement. 

Nevertheless, the population's feelings and opposition, the author 

contends, are expressed in the petitions they sent to their lairds 

- where their aversion for factors is striking - and through their 

choice to emigrate which the author regards as a dismissal of the 

estate's programme and as a non-violent form of response. The 

disputed question of the amelioration of the inhabitants' welfare 

after their resettlement is one to which E. Richards provides a 

cautious answer: their level of welfare did not exceed that of pre- 

industrial times, but the region's physical and geographical 

features did not facilitate economic development. 

Through the contemporary record examined, three different 

stages in the eviction policy are highlighted: the famine 

clearances, the clearances involving coercion and those involving 

resistance. The clearances of the famine period were set against 

and triggered off by a variety of components: primarily the gradual 
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disintegration of the region's economic framework, the growth of 

the population, the calamitous impact of repeated shortfalls in 

harvest and potato blight, the limits of charity and proprietorial 

benevolence and income, and the system of poor rates. The region's 

grim circumstances accentuated the dramatic character of the 

process which chroniclers and reporters tended to emphasise. The 

press with the detrimental publicity it produced acted as a check 

on landlords' rule, it was also influential in channeling 

charitable actions towards the Highlands, as in the case of 

Glencalvie which also serves as an illustration of the support of 

Free Church ministers to the dispossessed. Emigration came to be 

advocated as the remedy to Highland ills and inducement to emigrate 

was at times replaced by coercion during the mid-century clearances 

- particularly in the Outer Hebrides. Richards argues that the 

effort to reduce population hinged upon the erroneous premise that 

the demographic situation in the Highlands was the crux of its 

problem of destitution: 

For the most part the Highlands Clearances constituted 
the crudest type of social planning, and were, in the 
event, a blunt instrument wielded by landlords with only 
the most rudimentary understanding of the repercussions 
of their actions. 26 

The press led the controversy about the means used to ensure the 

departure of the evictees overseas and became increasingly 

instrumental, through its coverage of eviction scenes, its 

denunciation and its debates, in curbing the clearing inclinations 

of estates' owners, in stirring the crofting population to action 

on the eve of the crofters' war and in arousing public conscience, 

which by 1860 was opposed to clearances. Resistance to the 

introduction of sheep farming and its effects had occured as early 

as 1792, but was followed until the land war of the 1880s only by 
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sporadic outbreaks in circumscribed areas, however the author 

demonstrates the existence of an established and continuous pattern 

of Highland resistance. 

E. Richards' careful examination of heterogeneous evidence, 

meant for different purposes - bureaucratic, polemical or literary 

- shows that, far from contradicting each other, those sources 

combine to give a much clearer and wider picture of the Clearances. 

Private archives are helpful to apprehend the economic aims and 

personal motivations of the proprietors, while the voice of the 

common people with its human, psychological and cultural echoes, 

can be heard through petitions, newspapers, poetry, songs and 

official reports. The ghastly facts that the Clearances conjure up 

are largely upheld by the author, who also insists on the genuine 

effort made by some proprietors to rescue the Highland economy and 

give it a viable future and on the ineluctability of the erosion of 

the Highland economy and society. 

In 1985, a second volume was published, sub-titled 

"Emigration, Protest and Reasons". Most of the facts having been 

established in the first one, E. Richards focused on the causes and 

the consequences of the Clearances as well as the interpretation 

and analyses which they engendered over a century. The book is 

divided into five parts, each self-contained and developing a 

variety of themes attached to the Clearances. Some of the points 

which the author examines had been raised or touched upon in the 

course of the first volume. Emigration for instance, is treated in 

a broader context, including its eighteenth-century background, the 

personal and economic motives at work, the role of private and 

governmental bodies in its promotion and obstruction, the 

motivation and circumstances of emigrants as well as their 
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conditions during passages and their fate overseas, and the scale 

and impact of the movement on the region. The economics of the 

Clearances are also expatiated on with their wider international 

framework, the pressure of the industrial revolution and the 

evolution of the Highlands' economic situation; the controversial 

question of the repercussions of the Clearances on Highland poverty 

and their moral implications are also addressed. The reactions of 

the common people to the policy constitute a substantial part of 

the study; they took various forms, non-violent or openly 

conflictual and their evolution is carefully mapped. Emigration 

was one peaceful form of rejection of the Clearances' policy, 

despair and condemnation were also forcefully expressed in the 

Gaelic poetry and songs of the time, but the most powerful response 

was the resistance intermittently resorted to throughout the 

century, a response which culminated with the crofters' war. This 

last form of opposition followed a pattern which repeated itself 

and which the author outlines precisely. Finally, the Sutherland 

Clearances, which are of particular interest for the author, come 

to the fore with the personality and life of Patrick Sellar who 

came to personify the repressive forces of the policy in all their 

brutality and ruthlessness. The elements which participated in the 

elaboration of his image in the collective memory and of the myth 

which ensued, are traced in his professional and personal life. 

E. Richards, in his two volumes, outlines the extreme social 

costs which the Highlands suffered during British 

industrialisation, discusses the morality of landlords' action in 

the region, assessing it against the pressure of economic 

circumstances and within the laissez-faire framework, tries to 

present the views of the common people and also vindicates many of 
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the ugly facts often associated to the Clearances. In so doing, 

his work stands apart from the rigourous and often deemed 

"clinical" economic analyses of Malcolm Gray, Philip Gaskell, 

Bumsted or his own Leviathan of Wealth. The author's care in and 

insistence on the diversification of sources seems to be an 

acknowledgement of James Hunter's point, whose study published in 

1976 and focusing on the voice of the Gaels offered another 

perspective on the Clearances. 

3.3 History From Below 

The Making of the Crofting. Community (1976) pertains to the 

tradition of populist histories and in particular follows the path 

of E. P. Thompson's The Making of the English Working Class (1963) - 

which James Hunter quotes in his introduction - in its discussion 

of the formation of the crofting community. Like Thompson, of whom 

one historian said 

one of his lasting contribution to historiography was to 
show how workers could be given voices and wills and 
could be constituted as a collective agent in an 
historical narrative, 27 

James Hunter set out to present the crofters' views and reactions 

to the economic and social events of the nineteenth century and 

their emergence as a social and political entity, thereby opening a 

new dimension to the historiography of Gaelic Scotland. James 

Hunter's impact and participation to the political life of the 

crofting areas - in particular his involvement with the Scottish 

Crofters Union - is studied in the part devoted to "political 

intellectuals". 
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In the introduction to his book, James Hunter praises the 

"serious attempt to evaluate the impact of economic change on the 

Gaelic consciousness" made by the Gaelic poet Sorley MacLean, 28 

and his analysis includes many Gaelic proverbs and excerpts of 

poems conveying the thoughts and opinion of the crofting 

population. Hence his sources are both of a literary and non- 

literary nature, - the report of the Napier Commission being, for 

instance, widely quoted - and contains also statistical 

assessments. Contrasted with Richards' work, where allusions to 

poetic or literary creation are presented as a complement or 

additional argument to his main postulate based on official and 

estate records, Hunter's use of Gaelic production constitutes the 

foundations of cogent points reflecting the Gaelic crofting world. 

The author outlines two phases in his study which correspond to a 

chronological progression; until the 1860s regional economic 

development hemmed the population in on restricted areas, a process 

which they endeavoured to reverse in the later half of the century. 

This slow movement hinges upon the emergence of the crofters as a 

community with common interests and values, often in opposition to 

those of the landowning class. 

Crofting is presented as the result of the adherence to 

capitalist principles by Highland landowners, who under the 

modernising and rationalising influence of the south and because of 

their growing expenditure sought to derive as much profit from 

their property as possible. Sheep farming was thus introduced in 

combination with other industrial enterprises and the author 

delineates the system of exploitation of the labour force which, in 

his opinion, proprietors established. Estates were re-organised 

along the lines of commercial economy, which replaced the 

traditional familial structure, and crofts were created for the 
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tenants evicted from the sheep walks, made deliberately small so as 

to compel them to engage in kelping or fishing. James Hunter sees 

the emigratory wave of 1801-1803 as the direct consequences of the 

Clearances and the changes imposed, a point shown to be 

substantiated by a variety of contemporary witnesses: ministers, 

pamphleteers and also Thomas Telford, and belying M. I. Adam's 

articles on the Highland emigration of 1783-1803. The 1803 

Passenger Act is seen as another form of manipulation by the 

Highland lairds who, under the disguise of humanitarian aims, tried 

to hold back a cheap labour force; in 1982, J. M. Bumsted would 

corroborate this aspect, without specifically connecting emigration 

and Clearances, pointing out variations from estate to estate. The 

economic crisis, which characterised the second quarter of the 

century, unveiled the flaws of the region's economic foundations 

and the fragility of the crofters' situation: 

Crofters were made pitifully vulnerable to the effects of 
economic change by the fact that the ownership of the 
land on which they lived had remained the monopoly of a 
small group of men whose pursuit of easy profits had 
reduced their tenants to the status of kelping labourers 
or unsuccessful fishermen. 29 

The gap between the crofters' income and steadily increasing rent, 

their ensuing indebtedness as well as the insecurity of the system 

which deprived them of the means of improving their crofts or made 

any improvement pointless, generated the mood of despair and 

hopelessness, so often confused with an inherent laziness, which 

the author refutes and labels "the myth of ingrained idleness". 30 

The plight of the crofters culminated with the famine years which, 

in the author's view, emphasised the lack of concern of the 

landowning class, whose endeavour to alleviate their 

tenants'sufferings is deemed exceptional. It also emphasises the 

inflexibility of the government's implementation of the principle 
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of laissez faire corroborated by the Victorian attitude that 

charity was to be deserved, which led to the imposition of rather 

petty "labour tests" and public works. Emigration became heavily 

promoted by landlords and government alike, and the implicit 

assumption that congestion and inadequacy of holdings would be 

mitigated by the redistribution of vacated lots to crofters is 

proved false since they were in their majority added to sheepfarms. 

The gradual amelioration of the crofters' situation and income in 

the mid-fifties is seen as a turning point in the history of 

crofting which until then, was dominated by proprietorial choice 

and initiative with which the crofting population had to comply. 

The region's agrarian structure, fruit of landowners' 

commercial orientations, was one marked by contrast: immense 

expanses of land, cleared in the previous decades and now devoted 

to sheep farming on the one hand, and on the other, congested 

townships confined to the edges of estates where holdings, being 

over-tilled, declined in productive capacity, and where the 

standard of living was the lowest in Britain. Added to this was 

the rate of absenteeism of landowners who left the management of 

their estate in the hands of not unfrequently tyrannical factors. 

Such are the causes, outlined by the author, which triggered off 

the crofters' action in the eighties. This change of initiative 

resulted from a developing sense of community and political 

awareness which education and literacy had contributed to foster. 

Radical newspapers, in particular The Highlander whose editor, John 

Murdoch campaigned unfalteringly in crofting townships, were 

instrumental in stirring crofters into action and boosting their 

confidence. From an unorganised form of protest, the crofters' 

movement took on a political dimension and a coordinated structure 

with the creation of the Highland Land Law Reform Association, 
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which won four out of five crofting constituencies in the 1885 

General Election. The HLLRA combined, in the eyes of the author, 

coordination and support from "above", from figures inured to 

politics and the press, and inspiration and organisation from 

"below", from the crofting community itself, and as such was a true 

social movement. 

Certain traditional beliefs stimulated crofters' hostile 

feelings against proprietorial policies and contributed to their 

receptiveness to radical ideas. The legal principle of the private 

ownership of game was averse to the ancestral notion that it was a 

heavenly gift and game laws were judged irrelevant. Similarly, the 

strongly held belief that the people had an inalienable right to 

the land they had lived and worked on for generations, rendered the 

Clearances policy even more ignominious. Such notions commonly 

voiced by crofters, but which no law vindicated, clashed with the 

legally and commercially founded actions of landlords. Yet the 

force of traditional beliefs and customs accounts for the lateness 

of opposition in the Highlands and the time which it took crofters 

to act as a cohesive community. Quoting Hobsbawm and Rude in 

Captain Swing (1969), the author demonstrates that the source of 

crofters' reaction or initial erratic response is to be found in 

their "culture, tradition and experiences. " 31 For the crofters, 

issued from a traditional society highly stratified, yet 

homogenised by blood ties, where confrontation between clans had 

been customary and class conflict alien, opposition to a laird - at 

times former chief - and unity amongst a group crossing the 

boundaries of a clan were not atavistic notions. The collapse of 

the old order and the loss of cultural references, James Hunter 

points out, often led to the contrasting mythical evocation of a 
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Golden Age, where the past was depicted with nostalgia and which 

the dire conditions of the nineteenth century tended to reinforce. 

The elemental role played by religion in coalescing into a 

united whole scattered elements of the crofting society is brought 

to light. The evangelical movement which swept through the 

Highlands at the beginning of the nineteenth century, gave 

expression to the crofters' grievances. The latter could identify 

with the "men" who often came from the same social stratum and 

spoke the same language as opposed to the ministers of the 

Established Church, reliable allies of the landlords during most 

evictions. The supremacy of the Established clergy in the 

Highlands, eroded by the revival movement, crumbled after the 

disruption in 1843 when the crofting population overwhelmingly 

joined the Free Church. The Disruption in the Highlands is thus 

equated to a class conflict, with the Free Church defending the 

interests of the crofters and voicing anti-landlord views. 

At the same time and through the medium of the Free 
Church [... ] the first concrete links were established 
between the incipient agrarian radicalism of the crofting 
population and the mainstream of Scottish liberal and 
radical politics. 32 

The author shows that, surprisingly enough, by the 1880s when the 

crofting community was politically represented by the HLLRA, Free 

Church ministers were found empathising with landlords often out of 

gratitude for having been given recognition. Ironically, it was 

amongst ministers of the Established Church that support for the 

HLLRA was to be encountered, although by then the role played by 

the clergy had become rather unsubstantial. 

Following the aim set in his introduction, James Hunter 

defines the common experiences and interests which fostered a sense 

of community and a social identity amongst crofters, eventually 
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leading them to assert their claims through the Land War and their 

radical involvement in the last quarter of the nineteenth century. 

In so doing, he makes use of many anthropological elements - not 

insignificantly Gaelic poetry and proverbs, reflections of the 

despair, hostility and towards the end hope, of a community - which 

economic and social historians distrusted and had often banished 

from their studies. Seeking to convey the views and feelings of 

the crofters, his presentation of the Clearances is therefore 

grimmer and more damaging to landlords than that found in the 

analyses of economic historians. 

To landlords and economists, past and present, the 
Highland Clearances, however regrettable, were and are 
explicable in the jargon of historic necessity and 
economic inevitability. To crofters, past and present, 
they are explicable only as a brutal betrayal of 
traditional custom and belief, a reckless assertion of 
the interests of the few at the expense of those of the 
many. 33 

3.4 Popular History 

Running parallel to the work of academic historians, two books 

redolent of the radical flavour of nineteenth century accounts 

condemning the Clearances, were written in the sixties: Ian 

Grimble's The Trial of Patrick Sellar, published in 1962 and John 

Prebble's The Highland Clearances, in 1963. Neither work adds to 

the corpus of knowledge on the Clearances nor provides a new 

interpretation of the events. Their authors did not resort to the 

methods and tools employed by academic historians writing after the 

second world war and the sources - mostly secondary - on which they 

found their reasoning, are documents scholars were well-acquainted 

with. But their work was targeted towards a wider audience and 
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their aim to "popularise" a phase of Highland history which they 

deemed of particular significance in the evolution of Gaelic 

Scotland. Both books are indictments of the Clearances policy, 

shown to have been applied ruthlessly, by landlords who had but 

little concern for their tenantry. The policy is condemned for its 

economically self-centred aims - on the part of landowners -, for 

the ways and means with which it was implemented and for its 

ruinous effects on the land and on the culture of the Gaels. The 

authors' tone is one of indignation at the treatment inflicted to a 

powerless population and at the motives behind it. Betrayal of the 

population's trust and loyalty for profit and income is a running 

theme in both books, associated with an emphasis on the unhampered 

control and oppressive tendencies of landlords exploiting their 

small tenantry; this conveys an overtone of militantcy: the 

domination of the landowning class over the peasantry. Irony is 

recurrently used as an effective medium denouncing what both 

authors see as the hypocrisy of exploiters. 

Grimble's book, in spite of its title which announces a focus 

on the Sutherland factor Patrick Sellar, is really devoted to the 

Sutherland Clearances as a whole. In fact, the basis of the book's 

development is James Loch's account of the improvements on the 

Stafford Estates (1820) or more to the point his apologia of the 

transformation carried out, which is then confronted, contradicted 

or proved wrong by the testimonies of personalities of various 

origins, positions and degrees of involvement in the evictions. 

The progression through these testimonies is chronological and the 

author selects passages which are revealing of the writers' 

position on the evictions. Through the choice and presentation of 

material and through the final section, Ian Grimble's own voice and 

feeling are perceived. As already noted, the hypocrisy of the 
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Sutherland family and its factor, who emphatically put forward 

their generosity in times of need and in the elaboration of the 

estate's economic transformation - to the benefit of the 

inhabitants -, is recurrently highlighted by means of differing 

statements and sarcasm on the impreciseness of their affirmation. 

Greed and dissipation appear to be their prime motive. Beyond the 

author's attack on the moral ambiguity of the proprietors' 

attitude, the position of the government, whose commitment to 

laissez faire precluded any form of interference and the law which 

entitled the landholders to use their property as they wished, 

providing no protection for small tenants, are condemned. 

Running through the book is the theme of identity and latent 

misunderstanding between Highlanders and non-Highlanders which led 

to misconceptions on the Highlanders' way of life and culture, 

despised by outsiders and gradually made to be abandonned through 

pressure and open oppression. The tone of outrage and resentment 

yields to sorrow and regret in the final section, when the 

Highlands are likened to a "no-man's-land" from where Gaelic 

communities have been uprooted, leaving the area looking bleak and 

deserted. Such feeling mirror the mood of nineteenth-century 

Gaelic poetry on the Clearances which is turned to and which still 

inspires modern Gaelic poets such as Ruaraidh Mac Thomais (Derick 

Thomson) whose poem on the Stathnaver evictions provides the 

epigraph to the book, setting its tone of denunciation, mixed with 

nostalgia for what used to be but was destroyed by man's stupidity 

and lack of foresight. 

John Prebble's book also contains long diatribes on the highly 

self-orientated motives which lay behind the adoption of sheep 

farming by Highland proprietors and on the ghastly events 
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This book is the story of how the Highlanders were 
deserted and then betrayed. It concerns itself with 
people, how sheep were preferred to them, and how 
bayonnet, truncheon and fire were used to drive them from 
their homes. 

The author's attempt is here put in a nutshell; indeed the book is 

a "story" and as such evokes the period of the Clearances, from the 

introduction of sheep in the Highlands to the last eviction in 

Ross-shire in 1854, by means of depictions of the most memorable 

episodes which marked the period. Through Prebble's narrative, 

historical figures or local personalities are endowed with emotions 

and psychological attributes, the atmosphere and setting are often 

conveyed with care, a cold rainy day for instance adding to the 

pathos of an eviction scene, and the focus shifts from one event to 

another at a brisk pace. The account is interpolated with 

explanatory passages on the former social organisation of society 

in the Highlands and sprinkled with quotations from travellers' 

accounts, nineteenth-century testimonies, similar to those used by 

Grimble - James Loch's account and his critics -, contemporary 

newspapers, private correspondence - especially the Stafford 

family's through which the Duchess's portrait is sketched -, but 

also instances of notices of eviction and advertisements for 

emigration, and excerpts from the Napier Report, expressing the 

inhabitants' feelings and opinions which also appear through the 

many Gaelic poems frequently quoted. They are mixed in the 

narrative so as to bring characters and events to life, thus the 

method used is more akin to that of a writer of fiction than to a 

historian's. 
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The story hinges upon the climacteric moments provided by 

dramatic or violent incidents and emphasises mainly the 

responsibility of landlords and their attendants in the process. 

The chain of events is therefore related in an impressionistic 

manner, the author applying a magnifying glass on famous - or 

infamous - happenings and characters, simultaneously neglecting the 

external economic and social forces at work and eluding a wider 

discussion of the region's circumstances in connection with the 

industrial revolution, which set the pace to new developments 

elsewhere in Britain and Western Europe. Academic historians have 

often found fault with Prebble's selection of sources and biassed 

position in his rendering of history, while at the same time he was 

praised for the accuracy of his histories, his literary talent 

which renders his accounts highly readable and his effort at giving 

expression to the voice of the people. 34 

The victims of the Clearances forced to abandon the land of 

their ancestors to be replaced by outsiders to whom their culture 

was anathema is an underlying theme in both Grimble's and Prebble's 

work, for whom the Clearances tolled the knell of Gaeldom as it had 

been. For Grimble, the resettled 

Gaels saw their land being exploited by foreigners who 
spoke a different language. The policy of genocide could 
scarcely have been carried out farther. (my italics) 35, 

and Prebble uses a vivid metaphor to convey a concurring notion: 

"The Lowlander has inherited the hills, and the tartan is a 

shroud. " 36 As opposed to academic historians, neither author 

shunned the use of such meaningful and provocative terms aimed at 

arousing the feelings of the wide audience to whom their books are 

addressed. An analogous standpoint appears in the work of one of 
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the latest authors attempting to capture the voice of the crofters: 

David Craig. 

3.5 History Through Oral Testimonies 

The memories recalled by descendants of Highlanders and their 

perception of the events form the core of David Craig's On the 

Crofters' Trail (1990). The angle chosen by the author - the 

circumstances apprehended through the crofters' views -, and his 

interpretation of the Clearances, pervaded by his empathy for the 

crofters' plight come close to James Hunter's approach and is 

closely akin to John Prebble's partisan tone and emphasis on 

personal experiences. His perspective is best justified in a 

review of Prebble's The King's Jaunt, where he contrasts the 

latter's work, aims and use of sources with the methods and 

attitudes of academic historians presented as 

a formidable lobby attempting to "redress the balance" by 
making out that the village-burnings were a myth, the 
suffering on the emigrant ships no worse than average for 
their time, and in any case, the life of the Highlanders 
before 1800 was nasty, brutish and short. 

Since the folk version, David Craig asserts, is more often than not 

substantiated by official documents and records 

perhaps we should trust eye-witnesses at least until they 
are proved wrong - instead of assuming that illiterate 
people can't express themselves ? 37 

Hence his own work is entirely devoted to testimonies gleaned along 

his journeys following the steps of evicted people. This approach 

is somewhat reminiscent of the work on oral tradition by the late 

Eric Cregeen, who demonstrated the distinctiveness and 

complementarity of written records and oral reminiscences. The 
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former reproduces the vision and analyses of outsiders, be they 

integral part of the events or external commentators, the latter 

echoes the views of insiders - members of the community holding the 

same value system and the same aspirations -, and provides insights 

in the personal and daily concerns of ordinary people; 

but one has to handle oral tradition as critically as 
written records and be aware of their bias, omissions and 
distortions. 38 

David Craig, conscious of the filtering and at the same time 

amplifying power of memory, delves into facts connected with the 

Clearances - letters to and from emigrants - but also into the 

Clearances myths whose significance is not belittled: 

What a myth does is to signal the deep-seated importance 
of its theme for the community. If it was trivial or 
irrelevant, it would not be able to gain currency in an 
image or a tale. 39 

This might be best illustrated by the warning that a historian 

issued to the author against "folk tale motif", such as the image 

of the youngest member of a family being burdened with the fire 

tongs or the sieve during a removal, in which David Craig sees a 

form of logic - both tools being indispensable and light - in 

keeping with the rural tradition corroborated by his perusal of 

I. F. Grant's Highland Folk Ways and his reading on the habits of 

other European peasants. Therefore, beyond its presentation of 

elements from crofters or their descendants, the book contains 

authorial reflections on the Highlands, their development, the 

Clearances and their aftermath or oral history, but also 

autobiographical impressions in which the author's journey assumes 

the form of a personal quest: the re-creation of his own past. 

In the following words, he outlines his aim 
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For several years, I have been talking to people in 
Sutherland, Shetland and Orkney, Perthshire, the Outer 
and Inner Hebrides, in Cape Breton Island, Ontario, 
Manitoba, to find out what they still remember about the 
experiences of their forebears during the great exodus. 
It is a diaspora which has many recent counterparts. 40 

Along with reminiscences gathered on the location of Clearances, 

descendants of Highland emigrants in Canada are also interviewed, 

thereby enlarging the range of testimonies; and the Highland 

experience is placed against similar human adventures elsewhere in 

the world, endowing it with the force of an archetype. What stands 

out forcefully in the testimonies collected is the resemblance of 

the impressions remembered: the poverty of the crofters' 

circumstances, verging on indigence during the famine years, evoked 

in parallel with the oppressive actions and petty tyrannies of 

landowners and factors, thus emphasising proprietorial cupidity and 

deliberate exploitation of their tenantry; the sense of betrayal 

and loss conjured up by an eviction scene as well as the sheer 

mercilessness and viciousness with which the process was carried 

out; the belief that what ought to have been theirs, such as game 

and products of the river and the sea, was denied to them by 

despotic rules; and the duplicity of the Established Church acting 

as an anaesthetic and inducing resignation. A distinction is drawn 

between the reminiscences of descendants of voluntary or forced 

emigrants. In the case of voluntary emigration, destitution and 

congestion are the two driving forces of departure; concerning 

Tiree, for instance, the ineluctability of the situation is 

repeatedly stated, but the cruel methods and the physical and 

psychological suffering are deplored as well as the connotations of 

mass evictions and fire usually attached to the word "Clearances", 

which do not apply to the island. As for forcible eviction, the 

author found that testimonies were scantier and silence prevailed 
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on hard times - starvation and coercion to emigrate - and reflects 

Eric Cregeen's own findings about the isle of Tiree: 

So far I have found oral tradition in this island very 
reticent about physical suffering and poor material 
conditions. Remarkably little has come down about the 
harsh years that followed the potato famine. 41 

The paucity of oral material on this topic is however 

counterbalanced by the written records in the Public Health files 

for the 1840s which the author consulted in Ottawa, and which 

disclosed distressing information on the physical conditions, 

diseases and death of emigrants. The themes which keep on emerging 

in the testimonies of families of emigrants or in their own 

correspondence are the frequent traumatic conditions during the 

passage and after their arrival, the labour and pain of attempting 

to start a new life in a new country which a sense of liberation 

from landlords' yoke and a sense of achievement countervail, and a 

will and effort to re-create a community, which the Clearances and 

the alternative settlement provided, erased. The new settlers in 

their letters indulge neither in the depiction of a new heaven 

found nor in the lament for a lost eden that they left behind; 

attachment to their homeland and family is expressed, but the 

hardships and flaws of both lives are underlined so as not to lure 

their relatives away with false promises. On the other hand, the 

letters received from kinsmen who stayed behind have the ring of 

defeatism: the poor relation begging for financial help. Tracing 

the Highlanders who emigrated with Lord Selkirk's scheme, David 

Craig collects ambivalent impressions, harrowing, when describing 

the chaotic circumstances of their arrival, and grateful, when 

evoking what they gained through the move. 

Many interesting anthropological elements transpire through 

these testimonies such as the Highlanders' propensity to 
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superstition as the frequent references to curses called down on 

factors and landlords evince or the vital significance of the fire 

and the hearth in a Highland household and the meaningful value of 

its quenching by evicting parties, as well as the wrecking of 

domestic utensils and the squandering of milk and meal, all 

essentials in the Highland way of life. The author emphasises the 

symbolic resonance of those destructive acts: 

It [the quenching of the fire] must have been experienced 
as a breach in something eternal, a snuffing-out of the 
life possibility itself, and to do it with the clean and 
precious milk, from the wooden cogs scoured with fresh 
water and stones rubbed to a high finish, linked the 
obliterations of food and fuel, warmth and nourishment, 
in a single unholy rite. 42 

The wrecking of looms with the tweed woven on them during 

evictions, for David Craig, metaphorises the attempt to annihilate 

the Gaelic culture and race. As such the Gaelic experience is 

recurrently regarded, in the eyes of the author and the descendants 

interviewed, as one example of hegemony or persecution of one 

social class on another, or one race on another, having countless 

equivalents elsewhere in the world. The exploitation of peasants 

in the Highlands during and after the kelp boom or the living 

conditions of emigrants on ships are likened to the circumstances 

of slaves shipped from Africa and made to work in America. More 

striking still is the parallel drawn between the Jewish Holocaust 

and the Highland experience identified to a genocide, Loch's book 

being assimilated to Hitler's Mein Kampf by the author. This 

attempt at bringing out the universality of the Highland case is 

demonstrated again in David Craig's analysis of the religious 

fervor which swept through the Highlands during the Clearances 

period: 
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People with no other refuge are driven to God, rather 
like the Russians contry-folk underwent waves of 
religious ardour during the nazi occupation of 1942- 
44.43 

The author's comment on the "filters through which history reaches 

us" 44 - alluding to the divergences in the interpretation of 

instances of Clearances, coloured by the witnesses' own political 

leanings - might be applied to the identification of the Clearances 

and their effects with the Jewish genocide, by which more recent 

events - distinct in scale and circumstances - shed a new light and 

dimension on past ones, in the same way as distorting mirrors. 

The authorial presence weighs heavy throughout, because of the 

very form and structure of the book which follows the author's 

visit to the Highlands and Canada, his encounters and the 

suggestions he was given, and his own meandering thoughts and 

reflections. Pertaining in some respects to the tradition of 

travellers' accounts, the narrative is at times lyrical and poetic, 

when evoking a scenery or site, critical and emphasising grotesque 

details, when describing an individual or a scene, or explanatory 

and analytical, when interpreting the events. The anthropological 

interest of the author, anxious to bring to the fore the folklore, 

the customs and the beliefs current at the time of the Clearances 

or disrupted by them, and to reproduce the crofters' emotions, 

perceptions and aspirations during such turmoil, as previously 

noted, emerges strongly, as does his eagerness to convey the 

inhabitants' poetic talent and creation. Hence he refers to many 

contemporary poets and essay-writers but also to local modern poets 

and novelists, whose writing is often modeled by the experience of 

their forebears and who are neglected and distrusted by historians. 

The themes they develop reinforce the author's point and some are 

expanded and form a motif running throughout the book itself such 

as the notion of banishment. Beyond the literary resonance, the 
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bitterness and disparagement underlying such writings intensify the 

militant note which the author often introduces in his 

interpretation of the period, for instance in his denunciation of 

the lack of restraint with which the privileged class was able to 

act on a powerless society. He observes a continuation of 

proprietorial inflexible assertion of ownership in the course of 

his own wanderings and gives free rein to his ironic eloquence when 

portraying such owners. Sarcasm is the tool he often resorts to, 

for example when he deals with the manner in which the Highlands 

and their history have come to be exploited at present in heritage 

centres, underlining their haunting emptiness. The physical scars 

left by the Clearances in the Highlands are but one aspect of the 

effects of the process and it is on their psychological traces that 

the author insists; the decades of insecurity have instilled in the 

crofters a form of defensiveness which still re-emerges and their 

culture and language were spurned, until recently, even by 

Highlanders themselves, thus demonstrating the extent of their 

cultural subjection. 

The book's emphasis on the crofters' perception of events 

shows affinities to anthropological studies, however, it lacks the 

breadth, depth and systematic cross-checking of information of 

scientific analyses and the looseness of its structure as well as 

its repetitive leitmotives - meant to communicate the strength of 

experiences - render its analysis diffuse and redundant. As a 

traveller's account, it successfully conveys the author's 

impressions and the emotions of the people met and combines flights 

of lyricism, penetrating character drawing and short informative 

notes. Yet, what it sorely brings to light is the existing neglect 

of Scottish social anthropology by scholars. 
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A survey of the analyses produced on the period of the 

Clearances and their evolution shows the great expansion which 

economic and social history has known since the second world war 

and the enormous advances in the corpus of knowledge on the topic 

and in the methods and accuracy of historical investigation which 

research in these fields permitted. It also demonstrates the 

fanning out in historical disciplines and focus which has emerged 

in recent years, with research concentrating on local history or on 

an inclusion of regional factors in a wider international framework 

and on precise demographic and economic aspects. Gradually the 

limitation of written records has come to the fore with the need to 

complement it by research in oral history and special attention to 

social anthropological factors. For the time being, 

anthropological history still appears as the poor relation in the 

larger historical family. 

Quantitative assessments by economic and social historians 

have highlighted regional variations and diversity between estates, 

pointing out discrepancies and thereby refuting generalisations, 

such as, for instance, the close link between clearances and 

emigration or the lack of propietorial response in times of famine. 

Their works steer clear of absolute statements of an all-inclusive 

nature and the finer points they underline have sharpened the 

knowledge of the region. Debates have arisen concerning the 

inherent "bias" of given sources, as well as the interpretation of 

controversial issues, in particular the personal motives and moral 

implications behind the Clearances policy. Economic and social 

historians, on the whole, find ethical questions outside the scope 
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of their field, whereas popular or politically-orientated 

historians include them in their objectives. Hunter justifies his 

history-from-below approach by contrasting it to the work of 

economic historians which, however punctilious or analytical, 

leaves, in his eyes, very little scope to the crofting community's 

point of view. 45 E. Richards, on the other hand, contends that 

Hunter's interpretation 

derives from a particular reading of Highland history; 
some of it contingent on judgments about political 
equity, economic justice and the rights of property. 46 

Hunter's and Richards' analyses are vivid illustrations of A. J. 

Youngson's postulate in The Prince and the Pretender that "all 

perception is selection" 47, a postulate particularly relevant in 

the study of history. Youngson demonstrates that history is the 

product of two successive filtering processes: contemporary 

witnesses (letter-writers, travellers, reminiscences) and modern 

historians who also sift through evidence and 

cannot avoid interpreting the past, just as they are 
bound to interpret the present, in the light of their own 
nature and their own experience. 48 

One of the best examples of this selective process, operating in 

the minds of historians writing on the Clearances, is the 

Malthusian argument. Michael Flinn strongly argued in its favour 

in Scottish Population History from the Seventeenth century to the 

1930s, in 1977, and his view is acknowledged by the economic 

historians surveyed, whilst Hunter, popular historians and Craig 

either disregard or negate this demographic factor. 

Popular historians, giving greater importance to literary 

skills and imaginative qualities often to the detriment of 

inovative interpretations and thorough research, attract the scorn 

or condescension of academic historians, but their contribution to 
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the dissemination of history is invaluable and Robert Rhodes 

James's comment on A. J. P. Taylor could easily be applied to John 

Prebble: "Taylor has done more than any other contemporary 

historian to make non-historians interested in history. " 49 

Similarly, the work done by James Hunter, following the trend of 

populist historians, is path-breaking and thought-provoking, and by 

the sensibilities it offended has proved extremely stimulating. 

Again Robert Rhodes James provides the concluding words on such a 

diversity: 

The paths to Truth are many, and the provocative 
historian [popular / Marxist] is the type of historian we 
can least afford to denigrate. 50 

Long before socio-economic historians narrowed the focus of 

their studies to the Clearances period, the events had been 

selected by novelists writing in the thirties and early forties. 

Those novels were part of a fairly well-established genre of 

regional fiction concerned with rural changes and their impact on 

the social structure and relationships in the Lowlands and the 

Highlands. Such fictional works have a great influence on the 

perception of agricultural transformations and their ramifications. 

They also play an important role in the dissemination of the 

representation and interpretation of such themes and periods. Many 

were the works concerned with such an approach, a few concentrated 

on evictions and the Land war in the Highlands and Islands and it 

is on the latter that the next part will centre. 
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The period of the Highland Clearances has inspired many 

Twentieth century novelists whose purpose, feeling and 

interpretation of the event vary and colour the reader's 

perception. The variety in the points of view, characterisation, 

choice of events and fictional methods adopted by the authors all 

combine to give each novel its indivduality. Yet the resurgence of 

the theme of the Clearances in the work of regional novelists 

throughout the twentieth century is testimony to the impact of the 

experience on the collective memory. 

Certain places or events are recurrently selected. The 

evictions on the Sutherland estate, especially the Strathnaver 

Clearances are widely used, so are the events in Greenyards and the 

Land War with the incidents on Skye. Three novels, dealing with 

the period, have been the subject of much writing and analysis in 

literary criticism: Butcher's Broom by Neil M. Gunn, And The Cock 

Crew by Fionn MacColla and Consider The Lilies by Iain Crichton 

Smith. F. R. Hart, devoting a chapter of his study of the Scottish 

novels to "The Tragedy of the Clearances" 1, concentrates on these 

three books, the setting of which is the Sutherland estate and, 

although it is not always plainly stated, Strathnaver, where the 

evictions with the destruction of dwellings by fire are referred to 

in Gaelic as "Bliadhna an Losgaidh", the year of the burnings. 

Patrick Sellar - factor of the Duke of Sutherland - is present in 

all three novels, be it nominally or by means of ominous puns: he 

is named Heller in Gunn's novel and Buyars in Mac Colla's. More 

will be added later on the personality and symbolism of Sellar when 

each novel is dealt with individually. Mollie Hunter, in A Pistol 
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In Greenyards, presents another infamous and well-documented 

eviction, remembered for its violence and the ruthlessness with 

which the opposition to the eviction was repressed. Ian MacPherson 

departs from the above novelists because the choice of the setting 

for his novel, Strathspey, is due not so much to the notoriety of 

local clearances but to his geographical origins. The same applies 

to John J. Graham who presents the reader with events that are 

often neglected - the Shetland evictions - but which awaken echoes 

in him, since he was born and spent most of his life in Shetland. 

At the end of the nineteenth century, following the main stream of 

the Clearances, crofters fought to recover their lost rights and 

ancestral territories in the Land War which was particularly active 

on Skye. It is on the resistance offered by the crofters and the 

aftermath of their struggle for the recognition of their rights, 

rather than on the process of eviction that Margaret MacPherson and 

Allan Campbell McLean chose to focus. Here the figure of Sheriff 

Ivory is conspicuous and symbolically eloquent. 

The actual historical material used, varies from one novelist 

to the other and it will be essential to try to trace these sources 

since they will be telling as to the stand adopted by the author 

concerning actual evictions, the policy of improvement or the 

presentation of pre-clearances life. The absence of carefully 

researched historical studies on the Clearances, in the first half 

of this century, may account for the interpretation and the image 

given of the events, since novelists, when they accomplished a 

thorough research, had to gather information from the various 

accounts written in the nineteenth century whose aim was more 

polemical or political than purely historical. 

None of these novels seek to render a punctilious 

chronological account of given evictions or events. Historical 
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veracity is at times jettisoned for a representation of the past 

serving ideas. The authors' overriding concerns are to convey the 

social and emotional impact of the experience or the conflicting 

feelings it provoked over for instance the role of religion or the 

fundamental loyalty to the chief. Similarly a factual rendering of 

history is not what a reader seeks when opening a work of fiction 

on the Clearances. 

We do not expect of a novel that we should be able to use 
it as a book of history. We do expect of it some rare 
sensitivity and constructive power of art, called into 
being by some strong original feeling for life, which 
can, according to the breadth of the writer's interests, 
direct and deepen our sense of history as no other medium 
can. 2 

Characterisation and atmosphere are the core of the evocation of 

these works of fiction, however, the uses made of historical 

material differ widely as do the authors' intentions and the amount 

of research put into the subject. The expression "historical 
, 

novel", defining a novel which takes its setting and some of its 

characters and events from history, needs to be refined to account 

for such variations. 

A historical novel can be primarily an adventure story, in 
which the historical elements merely add interest and a 
sense of importance to the actions described; or it can 
be essentially an attempt to illustrate those aspects of 
life of a previous age which most sharply distinguish it 
from our own; or it can be an attempt to use a historical 
situation to illustrate some aspect of man's fate which 
has importance and meaning quite apart from that 
historical situation. 3 

The most pertinent distinction in relation to the present study 

concerns the universality of the experience depicted: the scope of 

the experience is limited by some novelists to its local or 

regional impact while others have endowed it with a wider 
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In the face of such grim parade of economic realities, 
the question becomes whether the novelist can either use 
such a story or leave it alone, or whether, using it, he 
can transcend or universalise its manifold local 
bitterness. 4 

Few of the novels quoted achieve such an aim. N. M. Gunn is the 

only author to have attempted and succeeded in this effort. What 

the Clearances novels bring to the understanding of the period, 

what means were used to conjure up the atmosphere and complexity of 

the times and what purpose the novelists set for themselves, when 

dealing with such a topic, are some of the questions which will be 

dealt with through the individual analysis of the novels. 

1.1 The Bitter Experience 

1.1.1 The Sutherland Region 

The Clearances of the Sutherland region have attracted 

considerable interest among novelists. They stand out in the 

popular representations as the epitome of the policy of 

"improvement" carried out in the nineteenth century. They are the 

most infamous mainly because of their scale, their swiftness, their 

extensiveness, the alleged violence that surrounded them and the 

turmoil that originated from them with the trial of Patrick Sellar 

in particular. All this provides the writer of fiction with ample 

material dramatised to convey the tragic quality of the Highland 

experience. 
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N. M. Gunn dealt extensively with the Clearances throughout his 

writings, be they of a fictional or political cast. He took also a 

deep interest in the destiny of the Highlands and was a member of 

the Commission of Enquiry into Crofting Conditions set up in 1951. 

His political interpretation of the region's ills and past and the 

practical application of his beliefs are analysed in the next 

section devoted to political intellectuals. 

Butcher's Broom is set in Sutherland during the Napoleonic 

Wars. The title symbolically refers to the plant which is the clan 

emblem of the Sutherland family. The book is divided into four 

parts. The life of the Riasgan, a small Gaelic community is evoked 

in the first two parts of the novel, the third part is devoted to 

the clearance of the township and the last to its new settlement by 

the sea. The change brought about by the new economic policy 

adopted by the landlord is depicted in relation to this remote 

glen, the Riasgan, which the reader follows over the span of twelve 

years. Hence, the focus is not simply on the actual eviction, but 

also and most importantly, on the life of the community and its 

cohesion before the clearance and later, after its resettlement on 

the shore, on its disintegration. 

There is little of the Clearances in Butcher's Broom. 
The tragedy is the destruction of a way of life, and the 
book is more about what is destroyed. 5 

The novel opens and ends on the character of Dark Mairi, who 

embodies the old Gaelic spirit with its traditions and beliefs. 

However, because the author opted to render an all-encompassing 

picture of the community, along with the motives behind the policy 

of improvement on the part of the management and owners of the 
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estate, Dark Mairi does not act as the central consciousness of the 

narrative. The angle chosen is that of an omniscient point of 

view, which shifts from character to character, thus the reader is 

given an insight into the thoughts of the conflicting parties. In 

the first two parts of the novel, devoted to the evocation of life 

in the Riasgan before the clearance, the character of Dark Mairi 

stands out in the small community just as her croft stands apart 

from the village. It is through the interaction between the family 

unit, that Mairi forms with Elie, Davie and little Colin and the 

rest of the villagers that the reader apprehends the way of life, 

rhythm and values of the Riasgan. Mairi personifies an age-old way 

of life, revolving around a deeply ingrained attachment to and 

unity with the earth. She has a knowledge of plants from which she 

extracts dyes and medicinal substances. Oral tradition prevails in 

the Gaelic culture and Mairi is also the guardian of tales and 

incantations of which the smooring of the fire is but one example. 

She is "the teller of mortal things", the healer and the protector 

of the community and will do everything in her power to save it. 

Other characters in the community act on a symbolical level 

and are presented not so much as individuals - fully 

psychologically developed - but embodying a quality or a function 

which add to the depiction of the community. The house of Old 

Angus, his son Hector and Anna is the place where the villagers 

gather for ceilidhs and communal activities such as the waulking of 

the cloth. It epitomises the joyful and creative spirit of the 

Gaels, with its propensity to poetry, singing, story-telling, 

piping and fiddling. Old Angus himself is reminiscent of an old 

bard, keeper of old poems and tales. Although N. M. Gunn does not 

dwell at any length on the religious conflict which characterised 

the period, the repressive force of religion as to music and dances 
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is embodied by Old Gilleasbuig who sees the gatherings as "a 

defiance of the Almighty himself". 6 The social organisation of 

the township with its system of land tenure and the hierarchy 

involved is hinted at through the character of Captain Grant, the 

tacksman who is aware of the fragility of the old order in the face 

of the new economic priorities which undermine it. He gives vent 

to his feeling of betrayal and resents the breach of loyalty 

involved in the process. The old order included the enlistment of 

some of the males of the township in the chief's regiment and 

Colin, Old Angus's grandson, stands for all the young men who 

fought abroad with Highland regiments, relying on the promise of 

land, and returned to deserted glens. The anachronistic demand 

made on Highlanders to answer their chief's call for war, in spite 

of their changing bonds, is here pointed out. Life before the 

Clearances is not drawn in a realistic or naturalistic way but is 

conjured up in small impressionistic touches. N. M. Gunn paints a 

succession of vivid scenes which complement one another and convey 

to the reader what the author felt was the essence of community 

life in the pre-clearance period. 

The last two parts of the novel concentrate on the process of 

eviction and the resettlement of the Riasgan community. N. M. Gunn 

does not limit the vision of the clearances to the villagers' 

perception, the reader is also given to understand the motivations 

of the landlord, the way the management of the estate envisages its 

role and its responsibility in the implementation of the policy. 

The setting at the beginning of Part three is no longer the 

Highlands but London and the Staffords' residence. This shift of 

setting, not only allows the author to give an ironical description 

of the luxury and local colour of the place - doorkeepers in full 

Highland costume - but primarily allows him to widen the 
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perspective of the novel and include economic and political 

considerations together with a shift in the point of view, since 

the landlord's interests are now voiced. 

As in a tragedy, the antagonistic force that Mairi, guardian 

of the ancient values, faces is Heller - Patrick Sellar -, 

representative of the new modern notion of profit and progress 

attached to sheep-farming. In the same way as Dark Mairi is 

associated with earth and nature, Heller as his name indicates is 

associated with Hell, fire and destruction. The author's personal 

vision of events is thus conveyed through an underlying network of 

symbols working as echoes and giving the narrative power and 

impact. The name Heller - the man who leaves Hell after his 

passage - is but one element of the motif of evil attached to the 

Clearances. The parable of the beast started by the character of 

the drover who links the introduction of sheep and its implications 

to a satanic act, is expanded throughout the novel: "like a devil- 

shepherd"... 7 Hence Mairi's violent death, at the end, brought 

about by the attack of a shepherd's dog, as she is gathering 

plants, connotes the callous annihilation of a primeval way of life 

by the brutal force of improvement and its agents: the victory of 

materialism. 

The scope of the novel is wider than the mere presentation of 

the life of a local community upset by the profound transformation 

carried out in the name of economic change. It is also concerned 

with the rendering of the long-term effects of such a change, such 

as the complete dislocation of the community, the continuation of 

the dismantlement of the clan system, with the disappearance of all 

form of hierarchy, summed up in the departure of the tacksman and 

the prospect of emigration for many a crofter. The policy of 

improvement and its national implications are also related to 
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larger international circumstances. It is presented - by the 

landlord, in part three - as an asset in the national efforts made 

by Britain at becoming self-sufficient, in view of the difficult 

situation in Europe during the Napoleonic Wars. Crofters' 

reactions are also considered in relation to the force of their 

counterparts in France during the Revolution. These elements all 

combine to give a comprehensive vision of the characters, with 

their motives and aims and also the context in which they evolve. 

N. M. Gunn took care to place his novel in a large historical 

context, national and international, reaching beyond the evocation 

of a local or regional experience. Furthermore, history in 

Butcher's Broom is not simply used as background colour. The 

narrative is rich in carefully selected details giving it power and 

life. Amongst those details are for instance the taking over of 

the management of the estate by two new factors: Heller and Elder 

who replace Falcon - Sellar, Young and Falconer in reality. The 

controversy surrounding the responsibility of Patrick Sellar in the 

burnings and the cruelty of the evictions is skilfully preserved by 

the author during the eviction scene. 

A man came up who Hector believed to be Mr Heller, though 
he had never actually seen him in the flesh before. s 

N. M. Gunn's knowledge of the period, of the events depicted 

and of the social life preceding the Clearances is extensive. In 

his correspondence to Agnes Mure Mackenzie, Gunn confesses the 

difficulty he found, in coming to grips with Scottish history: 

It was either dead uninteresting with no space at all 
given to real social conditions, the life of the folk, or 
if really concerned with the truth about Scotland then - 
it was difficult to read because of the mental 
complications engendered in the process 

But in another letter, he adds that he 
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waded through every last word that the Sutherland had had 
written for him anent his burning ploys up in Kildonan to 
make sure that I even had his side of it. 9 

The research he undertook for the preparation of the novel and the 

details he accumulated in his reading emerge throughout the 

narrative. Alexander Mackenzie's The History Of The Highland 

Clearances (1883) and Donald Macleod's Gloomy memories (1857) shape 

the eviction scene in its violence, in the individual cases 

mentioned which N. M. Gunn skilfully identifies with some of the key 

characters in the narrative, such as Old Gilleasbuig, the old man 

wandering off and going mad, or Seonaid, who falls through the roof 

of her cottage and gives birth to a still born baby in the open, or 

Old Morach, the old bed-ridden woman about whom Patrick Sellar is 

alleged to have said: "Damn her, the old witch, she has lived long 

enough; let her burn". 10 This adds to the poignancy and pathos of 

the scene and arouses the reader's disgust. Similarly the 

allusions to the commendable conduct of the Highland soldiers 

abroad and their will not to compromise with their own faith are 

directly extracted from General Stewart of Garth's Sketches of the 

Character, Manners and Present State of the Highlanders of Scotland 

(1822). Details on the Highlanders' social life as well as the 

political and economic causes of the change in the Highlands have 

been borrowed from Hugh Miller's numerous essays, while the 

improvers' position develop many arguments present in James Loch's 

An Account of the Improvement on the Estates of the Marquess of 

Stafford (1820) and Thomas Seilar: The Sutherland Evictions of 1814 

(1883). The narrative is sprinkled with precise references such as 

the position of Reverend Donald Sage concerning the evictions - 

Memorabilia Domestica (1899) is one of Gunn's direct sources - or 

the political role of Pitt and his influence on the Scottish 
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destiny or again the theories of improvement defended by Adam Smith 

and Sir John Sinclair. Hence Butcher's Broom is placed within a 

clear historical framework, N. M. Gunn endeavours to present the 

effect on a traditional peasant society of the new economic trend 

dictated by the orientations and needs of a rapidly industrialising 

country. However, what prevails in the narrative is the human 

factor: the emotional, psychological and social impact of the 

dislocation of a society. Because of its wealth of details 

borrowed from history, Butcher's Broom has the force of a 

sociological evocation. F. R. Hart in N. M. Gunn's biography 

attributes most of the author's findings on life in the glens 

before the Clearances to the 

extensive notes to Alexander Campbell's 1804 poem The 
Grampian Desolate (on run-rig farming, old land tenure, 
tacksmen, Highland music and dance). 11 

Carmichael's Carmina Gadelica is also the source of many 

traditional poems and refrains quoted in the novel. N. M. Gunn's 

choice of material and treatment of it, is obviously indicative of 

his standpoint concerning the Clearances, the policy of improvement 

and the way it was enforced. 

In a letter written to Agnes Mure Mackenzie, 8 January 1951, 

N. M. Gunn puts forward the elements that he chose to emphasise in 

his novel, thus outlining its aim and the image of the Clearances 

it develops: 

When I wrote Butcher's Broom you will understand how 
concerned I was to find the real reason for the 
Highlander's apparent fecklessness in the face of the 
evictions, for those who had trustfully enlisted (I am 
thinking of Sutherland) at that time showed themselves to 
be soldiers of the finest kind. There was a double 
betrayal far ben in the spirit. Your extracts and 
comments cover what the chief meant to them; and as for 
their church, I could only find one minister, Donald Sage 
of Kildonan (and of Memorabilia Domestica) who wept with 
them when the social citadel was undermined. I still 
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find it difficult to dwell on the sad business, with its 
implications reaching to the ends of life. 12 

The drover, who clearly acts as the author's mouthpiece in his 

denunciation of the new agricultural policy, expatiates on the 

theme of betrayal, when he outlines the future of the region with 

the forceful visionary parable of the beast. As stated before, the 

symbolic associations which run through the narrative, act as 

telling signifiers of the author's vision. The theme of 

annihilation, of brutal and ineluctable destruction, dominates the 

narrative and its semantics. Concurrently, the evocation of pre- 

clearance life, although not watering down the realities of the 

difficulties of Highland life and its vulnerability faced with 

climatic changes, is imbued with feelings of plenitude, well-being, 

harmony with seasons and the surroundings, in total contrast with 

the end of the novel when the village has shifted to its new 

settlement by the sea. Beyond symbolism and atmosphere, many 

authorial interventions can be found in the course of the 

narrative, where his disapproving views come to light such as in 

his critical assessment of the disappearance of the Gaelic language 

or, more strikingly yet, in his semi-factual presentation of the 

coming of the sheep to the Highlands and of the development of new 

agricultural policies. 

Food ? Pitt would not let his majesty's government 
interfere with the free interplay of the laws of commerce 
as shown in their "immutable laws" by that logical 
Scotsman, Adam Smith. Supply and demand would regulate 
prices, not Acts of Parliament - scarcity, bread riots, 
starvation - but man must not interfere with the upward 
march in price. All man could do was profit by it - 
where he could. But not in the Highlands, surely not in 
these ancient glens, where food was often scarce enough, 
where poverty in an odd spring stalked lean-bellied as 
ever it did in the industrial lands. 

But if food was under the divine law of price, it 
was under the secular law of human ownership. And the 
man who owned the land owned the food before it was 
produced. 
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In these "mountains of the north" the chief owned 
the land. 

But what food could be produced from these 
mountains ? 

Flesh, and before the flesh, wool. Food and 
clothing. 

But could they be produced in vast quantities ? 
Not while they remain inhabited as they are. 
How then? What inhabitants can you put in their 

place ? 
Already, farther south, other inhabitants four- 

footed, non-human. 
The beat in the heart of a march can sometimes have 

a more searching poignancy than the beat in the heart of 
a lament. Quick, living, moving, it has not the final 
calm that sits at the heart of sorrow. It goes on, on, 
and it draws after it the phantoms of those left 
behind... phantoms coming down the glens, down the same 
paths that these lads go marching with such brave show to 
fix and hold in the ends of the earth the outposts of the 
British Empire. 13 

Humanity with its suffering and oppression is at the heart of N. M. 

Gunn's evocation and is given even more power because of the 

author's endeavour at inserting the local events in a wider 

historical context, thereby giving prominence to the universality 

of the experience. 

Fionas MacColla: And The Cock Crew (1945) 

Fiona MacColla's novel is also centred on the Sutherland 

evictions and opens on the calling of the people to a meeting at 

Dunrobin Castle. The population is directly threatened by the 

evictions. Some villages have already been cleared and Glen 

Luachrach is expecting to meet the same fate. The final section of 

the novel evokes the actual eviction of the glen. In the first 

chapter, Maighstir Sachairi, Glen Luachrach's minister, stands up 

against Buyars, the factor, leading the population away from the 

castle. This position as leader of the community, he assumes all 

through the run-up to the eviction, the people relying on him to 
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dictate to them what course of action to take. As he is the 

central consciousness of the novel, the events are perceived 

through his thoughts, which are coloured by the crisis tormenting 

his conscience: should he side up with the landlord's policy as 

other ministers have, presenting the evictions as God's punishment 

for the people's sins or should he oppose it and encourage the 

people to resist ? As a matter of fact, he betrays the people's 

trust three times - as the title suggests - before confronting 

Buyars in a desperate and pointless attempt to stop the eviction. 

The opposition between these two characters connotes the opposition 

between on the one hand, self-interest, profitability and the 

sacrifice of human considerations to economic arguments, embodied 

by Buyars, and on the other, self-denial, sincere concern for human 

beings and their spiritual welfare represented by Maighstir 

Sachairi. No arguments about the validity of the policy are 

developed by these antagonists, who only delve into the human 

factor and the hardships involved. The novelist chose to build his 

narrative around the psychological evolution of a truly dedicated 

minister, whose life comes to a standstill, when he has to guide 

his community and is no longer sure of the path to be followed: 

submission or resistance and, in this respect, the author's 

analysis is carried out with subtlety and proficiency. The core 

of the novel, however, revolves around another conceptual 

opposition between Maighstir Sachairi and the community's former 

leader - before the minister's arrival - Feachar, the bard or 

rather what they both stand for: the repressive role of religion 

prohibiting any form of artistic creation, or religious rules 

silencing any form of poetry, music and story-telling, emblems of 

the Gaelic culture. Two interpretations of the world are opposed: 

a theological versus an historical interpretation. 
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In contrast with N. M. Gunn, who widened the perspective of the 

local situation by means of historical references, MacColla's 

presentation of the circumstances tends towards reduction. Buyars, 

the novel's main representative of the policy of improvement - 

whose name is an obvious allusion to Patrick Sellar - is merely a 

type, reduced and summed up by his coarseness, his feelings of 

greed and self-interest and his absolute contempt and hatred of the 

Gaels, their culture, language and way of life. He is meant to 

epitomise the Lowlander's disparaging vision of the Highlanders 

but, as an agent of the Stafford family, he is oversimplified and 

unconvincing, at no time does he touch upon the economic 

justifications of the policy he is meant to represent. The 

question of the Clearances and their meaning is raised by Feachar, 

the bard, in the section of the book where his vision of life is 

confronted to Maighstir Sachairi's. There he distinctly expatiates 

the author's own views in his denunciation of the policy of the 

Clearances, as yet another instance of English imperialism: 

I look, and I think I see there is one cause -yes, there 
is one cause that is there always. It is England, our 
Enemy. 14 

England is now pursuing its conquest with insidious means such as 

bribery, cultural domination and legal measures. As in Butcher's 

Broom, the theme of betrayal of the "Albannaich" by their age-old 

leaders is brought to light, betrayal not only by the chiefs turned 

into landlords, but also by the religious leaders, who act in 

support of the Clearances out of greed and self-interest. But here 

again, the scope of the question is narrowed to human 

considerations, the poet expanding on the flaws in human nature 

which can be exploited: 
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Now she [England] is more subtle for cunning is her name. 
Now she comes with feigned friendship; and with lying 
promises and gold for our traitors she is able to obtain 
it, and our liberty is at the end! 15 

J. B. Caird, in an essay on MacColla edited by David Morrison in 

1973, argues that 

Like Gunn, he [MacColla] is not merely a regional 
novelist, but has something to say about the 
circumstances, problems and conflicts of man in general. 
Like Gunn, too, he is a historical novelist. 16 

Although MacColla lays stress on the human factor through the 

poet's vision of Scotland's situation and through the analysis of 

the crisis of conscience of a minister in the context of the 

Clearances, the novel fails to achieve the universal scope of 

Butcher's Broom, for want of historical details. Also, MacColla 

moulds his characters to fit his own reading of history, as was 

shown earlier on with Buyars cum Patrick Sellar. This comment, 

made by Dr Isobel Murray about his two reformation novels, Scottish 

Noel (1958) and Ane Tryall Of Heretiks (1962), could be applied to 

And The Cock Crew: 

The characters are neither fully realized individuals nor 
representatives, but embodiments of ideas, attitudes and 
historical experiences MacColla wishes to explore. 17 

History in And The Cock Crew provides a mere background for 

the author's study of the spiritual dilemma of a Presbyterian 

minister and for the ideological confrontation between the bard and 

the minister. Pre-clearances life is slightly hinted at, with the 

evocation of the glen immediately prior to the eviction and the few 

scenes depicted - as the newly married couple's cottage or the 

minister's visit to the miller's home - are rather idealised, 

conjuring up feelings of cosiness, comfort and insouciance. This 

was obviously intended by the novelist in order to convey, by 

means of contrast, the ruthlessness and callousness of the eviction 
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and the total obliteration and dislocation of life which they 

provoked. Details of the eviction have also, like Butcher's Broom, 

been taken from Alexander Mackenzie's History of the Highland 

Clearances and Donald Macleod's Gloomy Memories. The choice of 

details is in fact, roughly the same as in Butcher's Broom, such 

as, for instance the old woman carried out of her cottage on a 

blanket; some are applied to characters who have been introduced 

previously in the narrative, others to characters totally unknown 

to the reader, mainly because the community and its various members 

are not given prominence in the novel, the light being on the 

minister. The narrator did not indulge in emotionalism in the 

eviction scene but what he impresses on the reader is the sheer 

violence of the act and the brutality of the factor and his men. 

Similarly, the resettlement of the community and its fate after the 

eviction, is hardly touched upon. Nevertheless, the role and 

actions of a Highland minister are convincingly rendered and may 

owe much to the author's perusal of Donald Sage's Memorabilia 

Domestica (1889). Although the Clearances remain very much a 

background for the author, religion and its controversial part in 

the event are suggested through the venality of the position 

adopted by two other ministers: Maighstir Tormod and Maighstir 

Iain. Against the promise of new manses and land, they agree to 

cooperate with the factor in the smooth carrying out of the 

evictions, by persuading the people that this ordeal was brought on 

to them for their sins as a punishment from God. Likewise, Feachar 

the poet voices the author's own condemnation of the Presbyterian 

religion as being responsible for the people's passivity and 

meekness, for converting their native resilience into a spirit of 

acceptance and submission - into fatalism. As a psychological 

analysis of the dilemma faced by a religious man, And The Cock Crew 
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shows depth and insight, as an historical novel on the Clearances 

it lacks breadth, because of the restricted vision given of the 

event, the insufficiency of historical detail and the reductive use 

of the main characters as mere functionaries. 

Iain Crichton Smith: Consider The Lilies (1968) 

Consider The Lilies is also set on the Sutherland estate, 

precisely in Strathnaver. Religion and its effects on the 

Highlanders' attitude to and perception of life suffuse the whole 

narrative as the biblical reference in the title suggests: 

"Consider the lilies how they grow. They toil not, neither do they 

spin. " 18 The quotation is applied to Mrs Scott, an old woman - 

about to be evicted from her croft by Patrick cellar -, who also 

acts as the central consciousness of the novel. The book presents 

the meandering thoughts of this old woman, faced with the stressful 

situation of an eviction, as she recalls the memories attached to 

the place and as she tries to seek help from the community's elders 

and minister. Hence the narrative alternates long flashbacks on 

Mrs Scott's past with her present state and actions, providing 

disjointed elements about her life and personality, together with 

the outline of the community and its atmosphere. It clusters 

around her beliefs, formed by her education and background, then 

her doubts arisen from the unexpected stand taken by the religious 

men in the community as to the evictions and finally to a new 

awareness of herself and a reappraisal of some of her values, 

judgments and loyalties. A succession of confrontations with 

instrumental or influential characters linked with the situation, 

gradually leads her to this reassessment. Patrick Sellar causes 
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her whole world to collapse when he announces her imminent eviction 

together with the destruction of the church. The support given to 

the act by both the elder and the minister weakens her trust in the 

sincerity of their commitment as well as her unwavering faith. And 

lastly, the genuineness of Macleod's political involvement opens up 

to her a new vision of the world. The psychological evolution of 

the old woman is therefore central to the narrative and the 

characters who evolve around her, to a certain extent, may be seen 

as acting as catalysts inducing a new phase in her mental 

progression. 

In the preface to his book, the author stresses that his novel 

is not "an historical novel" and that he is 

not competent to do an historical study of the period. 
It is a fictional study of one person, an old woman who 
is being evicted. Other characters are introduced as 
they impinge on this one. There did exist a person 
called Donald Macleod (one of the characters here) who 
was a stone mason and who did write attacks on the power 
of his time. I have made him an atheist though there is 
no evidence that he was. He seems to have been a wholly 
admirable person with a great concern for his people and 
a desire to speak out and tell the truth. 19 

Indeed many anachronisms have been noted 20 - certain characters 

and events were not contemporary - and Mrs Scott's experience 

remains on a personal level and does not personify the fate of many 

Highlanders. Yet because the novelist chose to refer nominally to 

actual characters - Patrick Sellar, John/James! Loch - both 

employed by the Stafford family and more particularly Donald 

Macleod who is a fully developed character and whose writings are 

essential in the narrative, the historical background is endowed 

with a certain reality. Furthermore, beyond the use of actual 

figures, a few historical points are scattered throughout the 

narrative, such as the mention of the distribution of meal by the 

Sutherland family in times of scarcity or the reference to General 
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Stewart of Garth's book concerning the behaviour of Highland 

soldiers or the allusion to a Swiss economist who had written about 

the Highlands: Sismondi, no doubt. These historical details are 

scarce and deliberately blurred: dates and names are avoided, the 

author does not intrude using informative passages, the information 

being conveyed through the characters' thought process, using the 

technique of the stream of consciousness. Nor does the author 

disclose his opinion on the evictions or use one of the characters 

as a mouthpiece. However, through his characterisation, his 

sentiment can be inferred: the two religious representatives - the 

elder and the minister - appear in scenes where their hypocrisy, 

cowardice and selfishness are blatant. John Loch and Patrick 

Sellar, trying to extort from Mrs Scott an accusation against 

Donald Macleod, are all schemes and flattery and then threats, and 

Patrick Sellar, throughout the first chapter, is constantly 

depicted as hitting the bench with his whip during the 

conversation, a suggestive token of his callousness and contempt. 

On the other hand, Donald Macleod is portrayed as sensitive and 

generous. His writings and his papers, through which Mrs Scott 

rummages, constitute the only direct indictment of the Clearances 

present in the book, together with his argument with Patrick Sellar 

which he remembers. Two visions of the world and evolution are 

thus briefly sketched out. Patrick Sellar seeing the Clearances as 

one aspect of the inexorable movement of history and progress of 

civilisation, Donald Macleod insisting on the human suffering and 

the loss implied. Therefore, the eviction in the township is not 

simply envisaged with its circumscribed local consequences but on a 

wider human scale and Mrs Scott appears as one of helpless victims 

of the march of time, with its implacable economic necessities, 

disregarding individual human factors, Macleod, also warns Patrick 
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Sellar against the impact of his acts on popular consciousness and 

his image for future generations. I. C. Smith projects his own 

observation of the interpretation of the Clearances since they 

occurred in the Highlands, casting a retrospective glance over the 

past hundred years. He outlines in Macleod's words what he found 

in the sources that he studied to prepare his novel. It was 

written in 1968 and compared to Gunn and MacColla, more recent 

analyses than the accounts mentioned earlier on, were available to 

him. In the preface to his book, he mentions Ian Grimble's The 

Trial Of Patrick Sellar (1962) and John Prebble's The Highland 

Clearances (1963), two studies which devote a large bulk of their 

research to nineteenth-century contemporary accounts and popular 

writing and which give prominence to the tragic impact of the 

process on the population psyche. Both condemn the Clearances and 

Patrick Sellar's role, quoting voices that were heard at the time. 

But far reaching notions are not expanded on, and Mrs Scott's 

character fails, unlike Dark Mairi, to stand as the epitome of 

dispossessed Highlanders. Thus the text seems wrought as filigree, 

letting through extensive considerations and judgments which are 

not totally polished. 

As the author points out: 

Essentially, this is only the story of an old woman 
confronted by eviction. A way of life may emerge 
indirectly but is not explicitly documented. 21 

A way of life or more to the point, as far as this study is 

concerned, an evocation of the Clearances and what they entailed, 

do emerge, filtered through the accounts of secondary characters, 

such as Big Betty, or Donald Macleod's allusions. Big Betty's 

gossip to Mrs Scott in Chapter sixteen is a lively source of 

information enlightening as regards the outcome of previous 
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evictions. The hardships suffered by the evictees resettled on 

northern shores are strikingly evoked through a personal angle. 

The absence of houses on the new settlement, the deaths incurred by 

the men's inexperience as seamen and the loss of communal spirit 

are some of the aspects depicted in the conversation. The 

aftermath of the Clearances are thus slightly touched upon, 

however, as opposed to Butcher's Broom and And The Cock Crew, no 

mention is made of actual evictions, no dramatic episode is used. 

Only Mrs Scott's imminent eviction is anticipated with the burning 

down of her house. 

Paradoxically, in spite of the author's words in the preface, 

historical references and far-reaching reflections are scattered 

throughout Consider The Lilies, even more so than MacColla's novel 

in which this scope is absent. I. C. Smith intended his novel as 

the fictional study of an old woman but did not limit the point of 

view to Mrs Scott and extended it a few times to Donald Macleod. 

In so doing, the narrative could have achieved another dimension 

but the historical base of the novel remains shallow and 

unconvincing. The novel only seems to be overreaching itself. 

1.1.2. The Spey Valley 

Ian MacPherson: Land Of Our Fathers (1933) 

The Clearances that took place in the Spey Valley are not as 

well-known and documented as the Sutherland Clearances and Ian 

MacPherson did not choose to describe a precise event clearly 

pinpointed historically. He wove factual elements on the evolution 

of sheep-farming in the Highlands and its impact on the land and 
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the inhabitants into the fictional evocation of the life of a 

landowning family. Within this family unit are represented the 

conflicting values and the tensions, resulting from the 

introduction of the new agricultural policy, which shook the 

Highlands at large. The different members of the Graeme family 

stand for the opposing parties which were involved in the process. 

George Graeme is a Lowland farmer embodying the spirit of 

improvement and determined to transform his wife's estate to make 

it more profitable. Margaret Graeme, formerly Grant of Tulvey, on 

the other hand and in spite of her marriage, has remained a 

Highlander at heart and epitomises the Highlanders' pride, 

endurance and their strong attachment to their land, culture and 

language. The tragedy of the Clearances is thus enacted: Graeme is 

willing to deprive the crofters - his wife's clan - of their land 

and drive them away for the sake of sheep farming and profit-making 

while his wife tends to view the process as the insidious 

destruction of her culture and race. The terms "cleavage" and 

"spiritual divorce" are applied to the couple qualifying the 

discrepancy in their respective conception of the land and its use. 

However, as time passes, economic and social factors are altered 

and their conceptions evolve and seem to be reconciled. The fusion 

between the Lowlands and the Highlands, between two divergent 

visions of the land and between two cultures is symbolically 

achieved by their son Donald, who unlike his older brothers and 

sister, is a true Highlander in appearance, temperament and speech 

and who, at the end of the novel, takes over the management of the 

farm from his father. As his mother's abhorrence of sheep-farming 

wanes and her vision of it as the source of much misery and ruin 

changes into perceiving it as "the signs of changing days" 22, 

Donald's aversion of sheep-farming as a profession gradually 
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subsides to leave in its place respect and esteem for his father's 

skill, success and popularity. Similarly, Donald's father, George 

Graeme, whose consideration of his wife's land is, at first, 

confined to its value as a sheep-farm irrespective of the crofting 

population occupying it, slowly comes to have a better 

comprehension of the culture and temperament of the Highlanders. 

From derogatory and insulting, his attitude towards them, becomes 

tinged with understanding and compassion. This evolution in the 

plot and the characters, is paralleled in the narrative, by an 

evolution in the focus which, to begin with, is on the couple 

formed by Margaret and George Graeme and progressively shifts on to 

Donald who synthesises the union. The omniscient point of view has 

been chosen by the author to allow him to move from character to 

character and give an insight into their motives and feelings. The 

circumstances are thus apprehended from a variety of viewpoints 

which gives the novel its particular tone. 

As opposed to other Clearances novels, Ian MacPherson did not 

resort to any well-known event or figure in history and centres on 

totally fictional characters who are each endowed with a symbolic 

role. George Graeme voices the motivations and aims of the 

agricultural improvers and although his character verges on 

caricature at the beginning with his obsession with sheep and his 

total lack of feelings for the crofters, he gains in humanity and 

subtlety and the policy he is meant to represent, does not seem so 

ruthless. His wife's and son's final acceptance of sheep-farming, 

as well as the gradual involvement of the local population in the 

trade and Graeme's good name amongst them, all combine to highlight 

the positive aspects of the change which concurrently appears as 

ineluctable and necessary for the vitality of the area. The 

author's presentation of improvement and sheep-farming does appear 
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as altogether more lenient than any other Clearances novels; sheep- 

farmers are not simply motivated by profit-making, their passion 

for their trade and the skill and knowledge required for their 

profession also come to light: they are seen as men of enterprise, 

instrumental in the expansion of the region. Gloom and doom are 

not the prevailing impressions in the novel, which does not lead to 

the climax of an eviction scene. Here the evictions necessitated 

for the implementation of the policy, are evoked in the fourth 

chapter (the novel contains 43 chapters) and violence and 

drunkenness are absent; sorrow dominates in the passage which 

merely presents the population leaving the region and about to 

emigrate. The rest of the narrative therefore, concentrates on the 

development of sheep-farming and its effects and Donald's parallel 

growth to maturity. Furthermore, the novel closes on a definite 

note of hope, a bright future lies ahead for Donald who is taking 

over his father's farm. However it would be a gross 

oversimplification to reduce the author's treatment of the policy 

of improvement to a necessary and beneficial process for the 

development of the Highlands. Many other points are raised in the 

narrative, which balance this view, not least the highly 

impressionistic picture of the coming of the sheep to the Highlands 

in Chapter one entitled "A Border Raid. " 

The author's own voice is powerfully heard throughout the 

narrative, not only when he comments on a character's reactions and 

attitudes, but also when he inserts his work in its historical 

context, providing selected details or factual information. 

Indeed, the novel opens on a long passage, in which the 

transformation of the Highlands is depicted in rather vivid and 

provoking terms, which equate the introduction of sheep-farming in 

the Highlands by southern farmers, to a form of colonisation. This 
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opening passage sets the tone of the novel and conveys its theme in 

essence as well as the author's own critical views of the events. 

The last of the Border raids occurred at the 
beginning of the nineteenth century, but it was 
northwards that the Elliots and the Humes came this time, 
into the Highlands. Black-faced sheep had been 
introduced to the glens; the new sheep-farming paid 
better than the crofter-tenants, who were clansmen and 
kin with the old race of lairds. Border farmers were 
brought north to teach the Highlands how to farm, and the 
friends of the first instructors, when news reached them 
of the wealth to be gained amongst the Grampians, hurried 
to share the country before it was all divided. 

If the new raid differed from the earlier foray in 
its manner, and if the raiders brought sheep with them 
instead of coming to drive them away, yet old raids and 
new were not altogether unlike. The colonists settled 
upon their farms under the familiar smoke of burning 
homes, and the distress of the evicted natives could be 
heard above the bleating of imported flocks. 

The world went very well then with sheep-farmers. 
Success helped to blind strangers and Highlanders alike 
to the price the country paid for its sheep. Soon the 
naked poverty of the land was hidden. The golden fleece 
covered all, and money did for men's hearts what time 
accomplished upon ruined walls, so that in a few years 
all but old women and those driven abroad remembered 
rarely the curses that were once heaped on the 
dispossessing farmers. 

The industry and the determination of the Borderers 
worked more subtly than the sheriff's warrants which 
lairds used against their fathers' kin to the same end. 
The raiders were successful in wider fields than those 
which crofters' dikes still marred. They took the local 
government of the country into their capable hands. They 
set themselves to make the country prosperous. 
Prosperity for them meant the increase of their sheep, 
and the clearing away of those human barriers which in 
remoter glens and less enlightened estates continued to 
dam the white flood. They married the daughters of good 
families, and, aping Highland pride without being 
affected by its impotence, they made doctors and soldiers 
of their sons. They were a prolific race. Almost every 
family could afford to sacrifice a son to this contagion 
of pride. Their pride being emulous, not essential to 
their being, while younger sons in regimentals held equal 
state with their fathers' landlords, those original 
settlers, who had walked behind their sheep from the 
south, continued to work upon their farms, in manner and 
clothing as unpretentious as their own shepherds. 

In spite of the fact that their peaceful arrival had 
the results of war - famine, burnings, colonization by 
force - the people they dispossessed failed to realize 
that this was conquest, and these their conquerors. 23 
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Although, as mentioned before, the author does not dwell at 

length on ruthless evictions, the process is shown as being cruel 

and as eradicating an ancient and rich culture by uprooting the 

population who kept it alive. As a result the region's demography 

is altered and very few young people are left to perpetuate the 

traditions; its ecological balance too is disrupted, the ground 

made barren by the sheep which are likened to "locusts [eating] the 

country bare, taking the heart out of the ground and giving nothing 

in return. " 24 This striking simile and the effects produced are 

elements which recur in the narrative and conjure up the author's 

deep concern for the future of his land. This is reinforced by the 

many passages in which, depicting the area, Ian MacPherson 

introduces an elegiac note of true attachment and fondness for 

Speyside, particularly from Margaret Graeme and her son. The 

glimmer of hope for the prosperity of the region and Donald's fate, 

on which the novel closes, is also obscured by the allusion - in 

the same sentence - to the replacement of the native population by 

sheep. The suffering and the cruelty implied in the substitution, 

pervade the narrative and the ending is emblematic of the balance 

sought by the author throughout the novel, in his evocation of the 

unavoidable changes brought to the region by new economic 

developments. However promising the new prospects might be, they 

are marred by the calamitous impact of the process on both the 

native inhabitants and the land. 

The chapter dealing with the eviction forced upon the people 

by Graeme, typifies the many clearances that were contemporaneous. 

Chronologically, the time of the eviction described is 1840, no 

practical details are provided on the happenings but the human and 

emotional factors are conveyed in a scene comparable to a lament 

epitomising the feelings of deprivation, sufferance, resignation 
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and betrayal experienced by the crofters. Nevertheless, further on 

in the narrative, Gunn, the son of a Sutherland crofter who had to 

leave the area, because of his seditious behaviour, gives a vivid 

and dramatic account of the clearances there. It outlines in a 

nutshell the scope, brutality and the distressing results of the 

evictions along with the powerlessness of the crofters and the 

acute sentiment of betrayal from the soldiers coming back to empty 

lands. Needless to say that these historical allusions constitute 

a very short episode in the narrative which otherwise sketches out 

the way of life of the Highlanders, touching lightly on the pre- 

clearance period with the natives' agricultural practices - cattle 

husbandry and tiny arable patches -, their propensity to dances and 

social gatherings together with the repressive role of the church 

in this respect and their unfailing loyalty to their chief. The 

severity of the climate and the many years of hardship are outlined 

only to emphasise the inhabitants resilience. Few details are 

provided on their life after the clearance, the population having 

been dispersed but some scathing remarks on the game laws lay 

further stress on the bias of justice which mainly serve the 

interests of the landowning population. Hence, Ian MacPherson did 

not make a wide use of historical facts with a view to portraying 

with precision the period of the Clearances and as a historical 

novel, Land Of Our Fathers presents the events in a strictly 

localised context which lacks the scope and universality of 

Butcher's Broom for instance. 

The strong regional impact of Land Of Our Fathers is not its 

main attribute. It differs from the other treatments of the 

Clearances in its attempt at establishing a balanced view of the 

process, by presenting, among its main characters, a Lowland sheep- 

farmer, whose personality and motivations are analysed in depth, in 
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its emphasis not so much on the evictions but on the development 

and progress of sheep-farming and finally on the auspicious tone of 

its ending. 

1.1.3. The Shetlands 

John J. Graham: Shadowed Valley (1987). 

With Shadowed Valley, a remote part of Scotland is brought to 

light: Shetland. Although the evictions there have not attracted 

the attention of as many journalists and historians as the 

Highlands and the Hebrides, they did cause much distress and 

turmoil when they occurred. John J. Graham based his novel on the 

Weisdale evictions and particularly on a small village: Scarpigert, 

where the Hunters, the family around which the novel evolves, 

lives. The central consciousness of the narrative is Hakki, their 

eldest son, whose function in the family unit becomes fundamental 

when his father leaves for the Greenland whaling for most of the 

novel. Hakki, who for the first time takes part into activities 

new to him - because until now his young age prevented his 

involvement - is led to experience a variety of rules and tasks 

prevalent in Shetland. The novelty of his position allows the 

novelist to tackle a large number of aspects concerning 

agriculture, fishing and social relationships amongst the villagers 

with a fresh and at the same time critical eye: force of habits and 

submissiveness have not yet warped Hakki's vision of the world. 

Hakki's development and new experiences are set against the 

background of the evictions that disrupted the island in the mid- 

nineteenth century and the last chapter closes on the Hunter's 
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departure from Scarpigert. Dramatic moments shaking the life of 

Hakki's family, such as his mother's loss of her baby or his 

father's injury, are meant to heighten the novel's tension. They 

are woven in with the bankruptcy of the estate, the prospect of the 

clearance policy, the actual evictions or also the failing of the 

potato crop. The personal hardships of a family are superimposed 

upon broader economic, climatic and political elements and their 

interaction constitute the core of the novel. 

As the author explains in a foreword to the novel: 

It does not pretend to give an accurate historical 
account of these events [the Weisdale Evictions]. While 
attempting to follow as close as possible the general 
pattern of what happened, its main purpose is to convey 
an impression of life in rural Shetland about the middle 
of the last century and the shattering effect on one 
community of the policy of clearances. 25 

The aim stated by J. J. Graham is reminiscent of N. M. Gunn's aim in 

Butcher's Broom because of their common focus on the depiction of 

the life of small communities before the Clearances and the 

dislocation the policy provoked. Indeed, like Gunn, Graham adopts 

an all-embracing view of the events. The everyday life, customs, 

tensions and spirit of the Shetlanders is obviously conveyed 

through Hakki, his family and their dealings with their neighbours 

and although Hakki is the central consciousness of the novel, the 

focus shifts onto other characters during the course of the 

narrative such as Reverend Andrew Macdonald or Da Sodger, the 

factor, or again Mr Black, the estate's new owner. Thus the 

perspective of the novel is enlarged, and political, economic and 

religious factors are highlighted through the actions and 

conversation of varied characters who are given prominence. Most 

of the narrative is done by means of dialogues and therefore, it is 

through the conversation of antagonistic or empathetic characters, 
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that such themes as the cause and human consequences of the policy 

of improvement, the position of the church in the process or the 

laird's traditional privileges are expanded. 

Topics involving the fate of Scotland at large are thus being 

discussed. In chapter fourteen, Mr Black's economic arguments in 

favour of improvement are being challenged on human grounds by Mr 

Duncan, his notary, and end up in the notary's resignation. Black 

quotes Adam Smith's analysis of European evolution, as a 

justification for his position, whereas Duncan's response is purely 

humanitarian: two visions of mankind and ownership are confronted. 

This conceptual opposition is echoed further on in the novel when 

Mr Black meets Hakki's father, each representing two irreconcilable 

interpretations of the world: Black concerned with the economic 

role of the island for the country and his own financial interests 

in the process, Hakki's father with the survival of his family and 

the rest of the community. Like N. M. Gunn in Butcher's Broom, J. J. 

Graham endeavours to place the situation of this small village 

against wider national and international circumstances. However, 

historical details are not as abundant as in Butcher's Broom and, 

because the author resorts mainly to dialogues and accumulates a 

succession of tragic personal and general happenings at a brisk 

pace, the universal impact of the novel is somewhat eroded. As 

opposed to Gunn, J. J. Graham chose to use the names of "such 

prominent contemporary figures as D. D. Black, Reverend John 

Turnbull, John Scott, Charles Ogilvy and Charles Duncan", but 

continues by saying that "history has left such sketchy pictures of 

these personalities that they appear as products of the 

imagination. " 26 Such is the case with most fictionalised 

historical figures, the characters presented being mostly a product 

of the novelist's imagination, shaped by his own personal vision of 
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the events or by the function the character is meant to serve in 

the work. Beyond the evocation of agricultural changes in 

Scotland, the part played by religion in the implementation of the 

change, and more generally so, the Disruption, which affected the 

Church of Scotland in 1843, are both considered in the novel 

through the presence and conversations of two ministers: Reverend 

John Turnbull and Reverend Andrew Macdonald, both ministers of the 

Established Church. Macdonald is skilfully "manoeuvred" 27 by Mr 

Black to cooperate on the grounds that he, too, seeks to improve 

the conditions of the population, on a spiritual level. Reverend 

J. Turnbull's position is shown to deviate from his brethren in 

chapter fifteen and his words are reminiscent of Feachar's the bard 

in And The Cock Crew, when he questions the responsibility of the 

Church for the fatalistic attitude displayed by the people in times 

of hardships: 

I wonder whether in our teaching, in our worship, we tend 
to create a breed of stoics, people who accept the 
buffettings of the powerful without the slightest 
protest. 28 

Although Turnbull sees the benefits that such agricultural changes 

could bring, he casts doubts upon their scale and is favourable to 

a slow and gradual enforcement of the policy. Earlier on in the 

novel, he also expresses criticism of the tenurial system and its 

discouraging effect on the people to carry out improvements on 

their lot. It is through such characters as Mr Duncan and Reverend 

J. Turnbull, that the author's denunciation of the clearing process 

is highlighted. Although his voice is not so obvious as N. M. 

Gunn's in Butcher's Broom, J. J. Graham does not appear in the 

narrative with informative or factual passages orientating the 

reader's perception of the circumstances, his feelings on the 

situation are nonetheless made obvious through characterisation and 
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the motives and dispositions attributed to each character. Da 

Sodger - the factor - and Mr Black, the main actors of the 

improvement policy are presented under a derogatory light from 

their first mention, for instance throughout the narrative, the 

adverbs "icily", "crisply" and "coldly" recur to qualify the new 

owner. As intended by the author, history provides a canvas which 

gives the painting of mid-nineteenth century rural life in Shetland 

its texture, but what stands out, are the bitter dramatic events 

which affect the life of the protagonist and the evictions are but 

one of them. 

Little has been written in the way of historical studies on 

the Shetland Clearances and indeed little documentary material on 

the period is to be found. J. J. Graham relied more on reminiscences 

and experiences transmitted orally than existing records: 

I gathered a lot of general background to the Weisdale 
Clearances from my mother who was born in Weisdale and 
carried with her much of the oral tradition which an 
event as dramatic as the clearances would have created. 
It was from that background that I decided to write an 
account of these events but when I came to search for 
sources I found them extremelly fragmentary - no D. D. 
Black papers, or in fact anything of reasonable depth and 
length dealing with the evictions. What I did find 
useful were comparison of the Census Returns 
(Enumerators' Lists) over the various decennial periods 
1841-1881, a Destitution Survey made in 1847 of the 
parish, and Sheriff Court Records which cover some of the 
evictions, although not in any great detail. 29 

The scantiness of material persuaded the author to opt for the 

novel form to present the events rather than an historical study, 

besides which, fiction allowed him to convey the atmosphere of the 

time and place and give prominence to the community, its tradition 

and creed, and to personalities. 

Shetland, with its way of life close to earth and sea, and its 

social organisation is the main protagonist of the novel. As 

mentioned before, most of the novel is composed of dialogues, which 
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root the action firmly in Shetland, as the author reproduces the 

idiosyncracies of the Shetlanders' dialect and makes extensive use 

of local expressions to the effect that a glossary is provided at 

the end of the book. Beyond the possibilities of "local colour" 

and the personal dramas which affect the young hero's family which 

the author exploited, a picture of Shetland's community life 

emerges and several peculiarities stand out. The departure of 

Hakki's father for the Greenland whaling as well as the capture of 

the whales in the voe, outline some of the essential activities 

particular to the Shetland Islands. The necessity for the men to 

resort to fishing away from home for long periods of time, stresses 

the precariousness of existence and the inadequacy of agriculture 

as the sole means of making a living on Shetland. The many 

allusions to endemic poverty and the setting of the novel against 

the background of potato blight, beyond their dramatic fictional 

impact, demonstrate the vulnerability of the Shetlanders' 

circumstances. The scene of the whale hunt also fulfills an 

important function, since it draws attention to one of the 

arbitrary rules set by the laird, with which the Shetlanders have 

to comply: to give a share of their catch to the landowner. Such 

scenes do not simply introduce an aspect of Shetland's regional 

peculiarities, and because of the characters' discontent and the 

rigidity of the factor's attitude, the emphasis is laid on the 

injustice and despotic character of the practice, which appear 

anachronistic. Injustice and oppression are the impressions which 

dominate the Shetlanders' vision of their laird, since the notion 

of clan system with its intrinsic values of loyalty and protection 

does not apply to Shetlands. The evictions stand for them as yet 

another form of social tyranny and the narrative is not imbued with 

feelings of nostalgia for past ties nor of betrayal. The laird is, 
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in fact, likened to a Napoleon: "Der mair peerie Napoleons around 

nearer harre. " 30 The purpose of the Napoleonic wars, for which the 

men enlisted, seem to them as alien and removed as the reasons for 

the evictions. What lingers at the end of the novel is the 

suffering endured and the community torn apart. 

Like N. M. Gunn, J. J. Graham focuses on the evocation of a 

community and the shattering effects of the Clearances and broadens 

the purely human scope of the events, with the involvement of 

characters defending opposite standpoints and the introduction of 

economic and political considerations, however, unlike Butcher's 

Broom, Shadowed Valley falls short of attaining a universal scope. 

Its confines remain mainly regional because of the significance of 

elements of local colour, the pre-eminence given to personal 

dramatic events affecting the Hunters, thereby reducing the 

evictions to yet another personal tragedy. 

1.2 The Fighting Spirit 

Another group of novelists has centred their work not so much 

on the tragedy of dispossession and the dislocation of close-knit 

communities, but on the attempts made at resisting the evictions 

and the landlords' policies. Two cases have mainly inspired 

novelists to illustrate the resistance offered by the Highlanders 

and their will to defend their rights. The Greenyards eviction in 

Strathcarron in 1854 remembered for the violence of the officers' 

response and The Battle of the Braes in 1882 which "stands out as 

the prelude to a climax of sustained agitation which exhibited an 
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unprecedented cohesion in Highland discontent. " 31 This group of 

fictional accounts tends to reinforce Eric Richards's hypothesis 

that "the notion of Highland passivity should be regarded, if not 

derelict, then at least very suspect. " 32 Indeed, as will be shown 

later on in this section, a certain pattern in the mode of action 

described, recurs in the novels, as it did in the many instances of 

opposition to the landlords' policy of improvement. 33 

All the novels dealt with, in this part, have been classified 

as "children's novels". Although they vary in mode and use of 

historical material, they all include melodramatic events involving 

the main characters and sometimes totally unrelated to the 

historical context. Most of all, they all happen to be first 

person narratives and have as central consciousness children, with 

whom the reader is meant to identify. This limited point of view 

reduces their scope and the historical happenings related are 

consequently often simplified, to the point of oversimplification 

at times. However, this in itself implies a personal reading of 

the events by the authors which is enlightening. 

1.2.1. Greenyards 

Mollie Hunter: A Pistol In Greenyards (1965) 

Mollie Hunter chose to focus on the evictions in Strathcarron 

and the bulk of the novel revolves around the precise development 

of the events which led to the infamous confrontation between 

crofters and the police and the final eviction of the inhabitants 

of the glen. Although chronological in its account of the 

eviction, the novel opens and ends on the emigration to America of 
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the central character - fifteen year old Connal Ross - together 

with many of the other members of the township. On board the ship, 

he is asked by a Lowland doctor, alarmed by the injuries found on 

the emigrants, to give an oral account of the actual happenings at 

Greenyards. But Connal prefers to write, thus turning into a 

chronicler of the Greenyards events. The narrative, from then on, 

is a huge analepsis recording the clearance in all its details. 

The trial that follows the imprisonment of some of the inhabitants, 

is also evoked, but there, fiction and melodrama take over the 

narrative, thereby making it loose touch with history and embark 

into the world of suspense and adventure. 

In a foreword to the novel, Mollie Hunter states her purpose: 

The clearance of Greenyards was an actual historical 
event. A true account of the brutal way in which it was 
carried out is given in the early chapter of this 
book. 34 (my italics) 

"True" seems quite a perilous word to apply to a fictional 

narrative, where reality is often distorted to suit the dramatic 

impact sought, to the detriment of historicity. Mollie Hunter 

endeavours to remain as close to history as possible. She made 

extensive use of two important sources, contemporary and modern, 

which expatiate on the evictions of the Rosses in Greenyards. The 

original account of the evictions written by Donald Ross, The 

Russians of Ross-shire or Massacre of the Rosses in Strathcarron, 

Ross-shire (Glasgow, 1854) and John Prebble The Highland Clearances 

(1963), whose chapter on the event is largely inspired by Donald 

Ross's pamphlet. However, both interpretations belong to the 

radical and political vein of history and are charged with 

emotionalism. Mollie Hunter borrowed from them a wealth of details 

which she weaves in her story, bringing fiction and reality 

together. The development of the crisis, leading up to the final 
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brutal confrontation with the police, follows faithfully the steps 

described in Prebble's book, such as the publication of the advert 

for the farms to be let as sheepwalks in Glencalvie, the dates, 

unravelling, legal actions taken in each meeting with officials and 

the personalities taking part. The members of the community 

portrayed by Mollie Hunter have, for most of them, been mentioned 

nominally in Prebble's book and mainly Donald Ross's works. In 

particular, Connal, the main character, was briefly alluded to in 

Ross's account: 

A young lad who had been near the scene came up; and 
seeing the gauger's pistol levelled at his mother's head 
took out an old rusty pistol he had for frightening away 
the crows. 35 

The author obviously expanded the incident which becomes central to 

the narrative and places Connal in the forefront of the action; he 

is part and parcel of the resistance - even charged with attempted 

murder as a result of his drawing out a pistol - and his relatives 

are all deeply involved in the action. Names that were listed in 

Ross's pamphlet become characters who are given life and are 

perceived in relation with Connal: Naomi Ross, Ewan and Donald 

Munro, Janet and Margaret Ross and his mother Ann Ross. The 

magnifying power of fiction is here made apparent, archival names 

are endowed with personalities and feelings attracting the reader's 

compassion, in the case of the victims, or hatred, in the case of 

figure of authority who supported the eviction. Sheriff MacCaig, 

in particular, and Sheriff Taylor are both typified as execrable 

villains in the very manichean world thus painted. In contrast with 

the villainy of the authorities and the pettiness of the factor, 

the inhabitants of the township exhibit commendable attributes such 

as wisdom, courage, solidarity and most of all a high level of 

education which refutes any allegations of primitivism. 
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Clearly the author does not primarily concentrate on the 

evocation of a Highland community, but as she points out in the 

foreword, denounces the alleged ruthlessness and wanton violence of 

the police during the last confrontation and beyond it, the 

injustice of the whole process. The barbarity of the scene 

constitutes a climactic moment in the narrative, unmatched by the 

totally fictional scenes of suspense and twists of the end. Apart 

from the antithetical pair, crofters versus authority, around which 

the novel is clustered, another antithetical parallel appears in 

the opposition Lowlanders versus Highlanders epitomised by the 

lowland doctor on board the emigrant ship and the Highland 

emigrants. The doctor in the first chapter voices all the 

prejudices usually applied to the Highlanders and summarised in 

the word "savages". For them, he only has contempt and hatred, 

bred by his ignorance of their manners and culture: their 

opposition to the policy of improvement is but another token of 

their backwardness and their inability to grasp the necessities of 

progress. He embodies - as a representative of the Lowlanders - 

the law set by the English parliament and taken advantage of by the 

chief and obviously the Lowland sheep-farmers. The voice of the 

improvers and the justification for their policy, is not heard in 

the course of the narrative, the vision presented of the clearance 

proceeds from the discussion of the inhabitants of the township or 

Connal's interior monologues and underlines the feelings of 

betrayal and breach of loyalty on the part of the chiefs, now more 

interested in profit-making than in the welfare of their clan. The 

doctor is made to admit his mistaken judgment in the last chapter, 

when he salutes - after reading Connal's account - the Highlanders' 

courage and nobility. Communication and knowledge overcome 

prejudice and enmity. The novel thus ends on an hopeful note, the 
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community up-rooted is going to re-settle in a new land, having 

vanquished the ordeal of the eviction. The suffering and 

destruction provoked, are somewhat alleviated by the joyful tone of 

the ending. This will be the case with the novels dealt with in 

this section and differentiates them from the previous ones, in 

which gloom and desolation were the lingering feelings the 

novelists sought to convey. 

Among the prominent historical factors which the novel 

stresses, the role of the press, the reactions of the editors and 

the impact of Donald Ross's articles emerge in the narrative. Also 

the author aptly hints at the international situation, particularly 

the outbreak of the Crimean war, bearing national and regional 

effects such as eclipsing the case of the Greenyards evictees in 

newspapers. Finally, the process of emigration, which frames the 

narrative, is sketched out and the emigrants' conditions of living 

during the voyage can be inferred. Mollie Hunter, in her evocation 

of the Greenyards clearance, exploits a profusion of historical 

"facts" which confer on the narrative more than a background 

colour. However, the novel belongs to the vein of adventure 

stories for the author resorted to stock situations - the "against- 

all-odds" romance: the Lowland doctor proposing Connal's sister -, 

unexpected twists at the end and a happy ending: necessary 

ingredients for a fast-moving adventure story. The historical 

contents, although potent, is attenuated by the idealised Highland 

life described, and by the final reduction of the conflict to a 

characters' confrontation opposing Connal to the vicious Sheriff 

MacCaig. 
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Skye, like the Sutherland area, is a region where the changes 

are well-documented and were widely publicised mainly because, 

there, the Land War was particularly intense - one instance of it 

being the Battle of the Braes - and led to the appointment of the 

Napier Commission in 1883 and the Crofters'Act in 1886. There the 

crofters organised resistance against further evictions and 

withheld their rents in protest against their deprivation of 

grazing rights. 

Alllan Campbell MacLean: Ribbon Of Fire (1932) 

A Sound Of Trumpets (1967) 

With Ribbon Of Fire and its follow-up A Sound Of Trumpets, 

A. C. McLean concentrates on the land war which took place in Skye 

in the 1880s. The two novels cover a span of two years 1884-1885 

and do not refer to any actual events clearly pinpointed, but 

instead, are emblematic of the many acts of resistance which 

characterised the Land War period. In both books, Alasdair, a 

sixteen year old adolescent is involved with acts of defiance 

against the factor and the authorities, organised by certain 

members of the community. The starting point of the action in both 

cases is his unjust incrimination in reprehensible acts against the 

laird or some other figure of authority: his personal experience 

then becoming linked with the more general context of rebellion in 

the township. Very rapidly the tension between crofters and the 

established authority builds up and the confrontation described 
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conforms to the quasi-ritualistic actions which recurred during the 

crofters' war. 36 Primarily, however, both narratives centre on the 

fate of Alasdair whose personality, reversals of fortune and lucky 

encounters orientate the plot. Although Alasdair's experiences are 

closely associated with the crofters' resistance, many a time the 

social conflict seems to fade in the background and Alasdair's 

display of courage, relationships with his family and his 

neighbours and sentimental life come to the fore. Both narratives 

contain many traits usually ascribed to adventure stories: twists 

in the plot with interplays of suspense and surprise, intrigues 

such as the discovery of traitors in the community and happy 

denouements. The second of the two novels unfortunately tends to 

be a mere repetition of the first in its theme and unfolding of the 

plot and seems rather strained. 

Nevertheless, the author's vision of the way of life on Skye 

at the end of the nineteenth century and his own interpretation of 

the Crofters' War are disclosed through his treatment of the 

characters, the motives for their actions and the response they 

receive. Apart from Alasdair who is represented with more subtle 

particularity, the other characters act as functionaries in the 

narrative, usually revolving around a social notion. Hence, the 

author's selection of the quality or idea they embody is telling as 

to his perception of the period. Two antagonistic groups of 

characters are opposed: the crofters and the established authority. 

On the crofters' side, Alasdair's mother, the catechist's daughter 

who objects to her husband's and son's rebellious activities stands 

for the repressive power of religion, whereas Alasdair's father, a 

war veteran, is with a few other members of the township, a key 

figure in the resistance against authority, showing honesty and 

determination to see crofters' rights recognized. The maighstir - 
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here the word "maighstir" designates the school-master -, who 

defends ideals of freedom and justice, keeps a low profile when 

confronting the factor, who is Chairman of the School Board. On 

the side of authority and power, General Kemball-Denison, the 

laird, appears as manipulated by his factor, Major Traill, who 

despotically administers the estate in his absence. With a few 

strokes of the pen, A. C. McLean outlines the social hierarchy 

around which the plot hinges. The crofters resent the high- 

handedness of the factor's attitude but beyond this personal 

conflict, the novels offer a scathing condemnation of the legal 

system, which empowered the landlords to deprive the people of the 

land they and their forefathers had use of and impose arbitrary 

rules on them, such as forbidding them to lift timber or collect 

whelks from the shore. Sheep-farming and its harmful effects on 

the land are also denounced. And it is hardly surprising that the 

community should be betrayed by two of its members, Seumas Crubach, 

the taylor and his cousin Domhnull, the shepherd - whose link with 

sheep-farming labelled him as the classic traitor. As far as 

responsibilities are concerned, interestingly enough, the author 

deliberately alleviates the laird's culpability in the management 

of the estate by presenting Major Traill as misleading his employer 

and taking advantage of the power bestowed on him in his absence 

or, in the second book, after his death when the estate is taken 

care of by lawyers in Edinburgh. The author chose to remain non- 

committal as to the identity of the laird, factor and crofters 

implied - they are purely fictional characters. However, one well- 

known historical name stands out as the figure firmly set on 

repressing the crofters' protest: Sheriff Ivory, "the bogyman of 

all the children in the place" 37 who typifies the repression of 

the established authority in all its might. 
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Sheriff Ivory is certainly the most instrumental element 

borrowed from history in the narrative, but he is far from being 

the sole historical reference included. The author inserts the 

episode in a more extensive context. Sheriff Ivory's reputation is 

connected to his role during the Battle of the Braes and the 

imprisonment of John MacPherson, the Glendale Martyr. The 

influential part played by the Land League as well as support of 

the American propagandist, Henry George are recurrently mentioned. 

The stronger sympathy of the public for the crofters' cause due to 

the widespread press coverage, in particular Alexander Mackenzie's 

Celtic Magazine are some of the crofters' sources of encouragement. 

More importantly, the more conciliatory attitude of Gladstone's 

government with the appointment of the Napier Commission together 

with the parliamentary support of Fraser-MacIntosh are points 

discussed by the crofters and arguments used by the Maighstir to 

deter them from resorting to violence. Hopes are also placed in 

the 1885 General Election. Hence although the activities of 

Alasdair and the community prevail in the narrative, political 

factors are scattered throughout, also extracted by the author from 

Alexander Mackenzie: A History of The Highland Clearances (1883) 

and the Napier Commission. Indeed details of the attitudes and the 

statements made before the Commissioners during their visit on Skye 

are provided in Ribbon of Fire 38. But most importantly, the 

causes of the crofters' discontent: rack-renting, land hunger, 

deprivation of hill pasture and evictions, as well as the means of 

protest used: withholding of the rents, destruction of dykes and 

the burning of official papers are modeled on the many instances of 

protest belonging to the Land War. Similarly the socio-economic 

conditions of the crofters are hinted at, at the beginning of the 

first novel, when the famine years are reminisced as a means of 
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persuading the children to eat their food or when Alasdair's 

dwelling - the typical black house - is depicted. 

Numerous and varied though they are, these historical details 

tend to be subordinated to the plot, the action and the 

achievements of the protagonist - which was the author's intention. 

As an historical background, they endow the narrative with further 

amplitude giving the reader a strong, though partial, insight into 

the circumstances. 

Margaret MacPherson: The Battle Of The Braes (1972). 

As opposed to Allan Campbell McLean, who did not choose to 

focus on any particular event of the Land War period, Margaret 

MacPherson concentrates on the events at Braes in 1881. The 

setting is clearly located, Gedintailor, where Sam, the novel's 

central character and his family live. The narrative intermingles 

the Braes incidents and their repercussions, with personal 

adventures concerning Sam. Emotional turmoils shake Sam's 

existence, such as the death of his dog, his mother's illness after 

the confrontation at the Braes and his brother's departure to the 

fishing and throughout the novel, Sam gains in maturity, experience 

and self-knowledge. The events, personal or historical, are 

apprehended through Sam's consciousness and therefore the 

impressions received, are those experienced by a twelve year old 

boy. Being too young to fully grasp the political implications of 

the situation, most of them are conveyed through reported dialogues 

and hints, which Sam does not quite understand. This allows the 
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author to present the events from a very personal angle and shed an 

ironical light on some of the characters' contradictions or 

uncompromising attitudes through Sam's innocent remarks and naive 

questions. The narrow-mindedness, rigidity and hypocrisy of his 

uncle Donald, the catechist, are thus pointed out as is the 

master's eagerness to preserve his interest and his job. 

Since personal happenings and the everyday life of Sam and his 

family, constitute the framework of the narrative, the conditions 

of living of the crofters with their daily activities, their 

economic circumstances and their social particularities are 

cardinal features of the novel. The economic difficulties, which 

the inhabitants have to face, are sketched out through their 

obligation to resort to fishing and collecting whelks on the shore, 

as sources of income compensating for the barrenness of their plots 

of land, which do not yield enough for them to live on. Other 

attributes, associated with the life of crofters, are presented, 

such as the occupations each season implies, in particular the 

change of thatch on the roofs in autumn, or the importance of 

ceilidhs as social gatherings where political points are raised, 

decisions are made and the tradition of story telling is kept 

alive. Mixed with the evocation of the crofters' way of life is 

the development of the conflict with the landowning authorities. 

Characters surrounding Sam, such as his grandfather, his brother 

and his mother play an active part in the protest and allow the 

author to explore each of its phases: from the crofters' grievances 

to their decision to react by withholding rents and then by 

organising resistance to evictions, leading to the imprisonment of 

some of them. The reader is thus given an inside view of the 

resistance with the role of women and children brought to light 

whereas he is given an outside view of the police and the 
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authorities. Hence although the development of the events at Braes 

blends in with the community's usual activities and with the 

protagonist's personal adventures, it is treated with accuracy 

notwithstanding its one-sidedness. Margaret MacPherson drew many 

elements on the life and conditions of the crofters from the Napier 

Commission, which she found particularly interesting since she was 

acquainted with the descendants of some of the crofters who gave 

evidence. Furthermore, as a young girl she knew some of the 

crofters, both men and women, who had been involved in the action 

and many of the incidents, she had heard been related in her youth. 

As such much of her work owes to Skye oral tradition. Besides, as 

the daughter of Norman Maclean, author of Former Days (1945), she 

grew up in a family who had been a close witness of the events and 

her father's reminiscences helped her produce a clear background to 

her plot. 39 

As opposed to Allan Campbell McLean, Margaret MacPherson does 

refer to actual names: Lord MacDonald, the landowner, MacDonald, 

the factor and the unavoidable Sheriff Ivory who here again appears 

as the repressive force defending the interest of the lairds and 

whom Sam's naive irony does not spare. Margaret MacPherson departs 

from other authors also in the care she takes to present a 

community, not so much harmoniously united against the authorities, 

but displaying divergences in opinions concerning its involvement 

in and the justifications of the protest. She chooses not to 

present an idealistically unanimous group but individuals whose 

positions differ according to their functions, beliefs, social 

status and intrinsic temperaments. Like Mollie Hunter and Allan 

Campbell McLean, she resorts to flat characters which reveal her 

own views of the period and events and which typify a variety of 

positions and attitudes to the resistance. Uncle Donald, the 
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catechist, believes that disobedience to a superior is sinful and 

will incur God's wrath. The master reels off many arguments in 

defense of the laird, such as the improvements he financed in the 

island with the building of roads and bridges, the inviolability of 

ownership, the absence of written document for the return of Ben 

Lee to the crofters and lastly, likens the crofters' action to the 

work of agitators, mainly because he wants to secure his position. 

Effie, whom the other members of the township threaten, to prevent 

her from paying her rent - here the author showed a form of 

pressure unflattering for the crofters' image - is mainly hoping to 

extend her croft at the expense of her neighbours, after their 

eviction for non-payment of rent. Sam's grandfather believes their 

protest to be legitimate and puts his hopes in the government and 

the commissioners. 

The author touches on the political consequences of the event 

when Sam's grandfather voices his hope in the government. The 

novel ends on a note of optimism: Ben Lee is taken over by the 

crofters again and the government's attitude tends towards 

conciliation. However, the main point emphasised concerning the 

context of the period is the crucial importance of the press in the 

event and the impact of its reports on the public and eventually 

the liberal government. Yet, the novel does not attempt to give an 

all-encompassing vision of the situation with its long-term 

consequences or the origins of the crofters' situation and it 

remains very much centred around Sam's personal reactions, whether 

to these far-reaching events or to happenings affecting him 

personally. 

**** 
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Through this selection of Clearances novels, different 

approaches in the treatment and use of historical material have 

been brought to light, depending on the purpose of the novelist and 

the genre the novels belong to. In all of them, however, the 

Clearances period and, more extensively, life in the nineteenth 

century provide an historical background, polished to various 

degrees or peppered with little or a great deal of details. It is 

therefore worthwhile examining the overall image of the period and 

the events presented and analysing whether they bear comparison 

with nineteenth-century production in Gaelic on the subject. 
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Beyond the evocation of precise key events, the life of people 

before and at the time of these social issues is also conjured up 

through the works of fiction selected. However, as has been noted 

before, their treatment of events varies according to the main 

concern of the author. Fionn MacColla and Ian Crichton Smith 

choose the Clearances as the context for the psychological study of 

a minister and an old woman, whereas N. M. Gunn and John J. Graham 

emphasise the dislocation of community life which the evictions 

entail and the evocation of the social life of the period is 

therefore part and parcel of Gunn's and Graham's purpose. 

Consequently, the extent of the research that these authors 

undertook is related to their intention; some concentrating on the 

factual history of the event they seek to relate - the Greenyards 

eviction, the Battle of the Braes - and resorting to very 

emblematic features or characteristics of the period, others, and 

N. M. Gunn is the most striking example, accumulating a wealth of 

details which give actuality to such themes as tradition, society 

and speech-idiom and relate their work to quasi-anthropological 

studies. 

Among the novels that have this anthropological potential are 

Butcher's Broom and Shadowed Valley from which much of the 

information will be derived to draw the image of life in the pre- 

clearances period. Ian MacPherson's novel is rich in details of a 

socio-economic character particularly related to sheep-farming and 

its circumstances. The following novelists: Allan Campbell McLean 

and Mollie Hunter do not concentrate so much on the daily life of 

the crofters, but provide meticulous accounts of particular 
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happenings. As for Iain Crichton Smith and Fionn MacColla, their 

focus is on psychological analysis, and sociological consequences 

are totally subordinated to their main purposes. 

Hence the social contents of the novels selected will be 

analysed in relation to various specific points: pre-clearances 

life, actual instances of clearances, cases of resistance and 

consequences of the new agricultural orientations. Finally, the 

role of literature in its use of historical material will form the 

subject of further analysis. 

2.1 Pre-Cearances Life 

2.1.1. Social Organisation and Conditions of Living 

As seen in the first part of this chapter, Clearances novels 

mostly centre on a particular individual or family integrated in a 

small close-knit community and the rhythm, way of life, values and 

fate of the community are essential to the narrative. The essence 

and spirit of the community are the elements which have shaped the 

characters' souls and lives and their destinies are seen in 

relation to the community's. 

Whether set in the Highlands, Skye or Shetland, the axiom 

which characterises the fictional communities evoked is their 

strong sense of communal living. It is all-pervasive in all the 

novels selected, with maybe the exception of Ian MacPherson's novel 

which concentrates on a landowning family. Communal living entails 

cohesion and solidarity, crucial in times of scarcity and trouble 

and inherent to the organisation of the Highlanders' daily life and 

activities. Scenes of communal activities recur, such as waulking 
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the tweed in N. M. Gunn's Butcher's Broom or harvesting in J. J. 

Graham's Shadowed Valley where the people join effort to carry out 

seasonal tasks more efficiently and in a more pleasant atmosphere. 

The old spirit of co-operation seems an essential principle in 

community life. Dark Mairi in Butcher's Broom embodies this spirit 

perfectly when she collects plants for healing purposes or for new 

dyes to be used by Murdoch who weaves the cloth which in turn is 

waulked by the women in the village. The township appears there as 

totally united and well co-ordinated, completely independent from 

the outside world. Cohesion and harmony also appear during the 

many social gatherings which are depicted, be they informal 

reunions where the old art of story telling is kept alive and any 

topic affecting the community is discussed around a peat fire, or 

more elaborate ceilidhs, where fiddles and bag pipes play 

traditional tunes to which everyone dances. During such meetings, 

songs often accompany the people's tasks and came to be known as 

working songs. N. M. Gunn alludes to a few of those, giving rhythm 

to the waulking of the cloth or the grinding of the grain at the 

quern. Furthermore, songs often conjure up or summarise the 

communities' emotions and thoughts. Such gatherings are moments of 

joy and conviviality which also helped the people to endure times 

of hardships and misery. 

As I. F. Grant in Highland Folk Way points out: 

when one realises the extreme hardness of the old life, 
one appreciates all the more the resilience with which 
they were able to enjoy themselves. 1 

The people's lightheartedness was sometimes eclipsed by the 

prospect of a poor harvest or of early spring scarcity or by the 

loss of cattle. The organisation of their life around nature's 

seasonal and climatic variations is an omnipresent feature in the 
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novels. This communion and reliability on their environment for 

their means of survival makes them particularly vulnerable to bad 

seasons and plant diseases. The unpredictable, often hostile 

climatic conditions which the people had to face are recurrently 

hinted at. So is the precariousness of their situation, stressed 

in Shadowed Valley with the scourge of the potato blight. Multiple 

references to years of poor harvest, deprivation or even dire 

famine are found in all the Clearances' novels. This underlines 

the inhabitants' dependence on the land and most of all the 

callousness of the sheepfarmers' decision to burn the pastures 

before the actual evictions, thus destroying the cattle's meagre 

means of subsistence and shattering the crofters' hope as the 

Sutherland and Stathspey novels show. The people's diet is 

obviously correlated to climatic variations and the outcome of 

harvests, and most of the novels are quite explicit on this topic 

emphasising the increasing importance of potatoes as an element of 

their staple diet, alongside oats and butter, milk and cheese from 

their cattle and lastly fish, considered as a treat. Mention of 

the Highlanders' habit of bleeding cows and mixing the blood with 

oatmeal in time of dearth is repeatedly made and the dramatic 

impact of such moments is often exploited. 

Their actual dwellings and furnishings seldom give rise to 

detailed descriptions. From the elements scattered throughout most 

books, however, the reference to the typical black houses is 

unmistakable and their most striking feature, loaded with symbols 

of life and solace is the fire. In all the novels, it is the heart 

of the house and the lives of the villagers seem to cluster around 

it, especially during ceilidhs when people congregate around its 

warmth and recall all the stories or improvise poems and songs. In 

Butcher's Broom, the ritualistic smooring of the fire at night in 
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Dark Mairi's cottage takes on a quasi-mystical significance with 

the incantations accompanying it. 

Incantations are not the only attribute of Gaelic and Shetland 

traditions found in the Clearances novels, many others have been 

resorted to, in order to try and re-create an atmosphere as close 

to reality as possible. Elements of superstition are particularly 

prominent, such as second sight, often used for dramatic purposes 

as the visions are ominous portents of the impending tragedies 

which are to befall the communities and foster in the reader 

fearful expectations as to the disastrous course of events. The 

second sight establishes the atmosphere of fear and anticipation in 

both Butcher's Broom and A Pistol In Greenyards. N. M. Gunn also 

includes in Butcher's Broom an episode around another popular 

Gaelic belief: the replacement by malevolent fairies of a new born 

baby with a changeling. In Shadowed Valley, curses lashed on the 

factor by an old woman, victim of a brutal eviction, is the 

desperate response of the powerless against a lawful tyrant and 

heightens the tension of the moment. Pagan celebrations which used 

to be common practice are represented by J. J. Graham in the long 

scene of the Beltane Foy, which is one of the happiest and 

exhilarating moments for the main character. Among traditions 

pertaining to the purely social or practical aspects of Gaelic 

customs, is the practice of whisky distilling, referred to in many 

a Clearances novel. And lastly, N. M. Gunn and Fionn MacColla both 

allude to the woman's coif - known as the breid - which used to be 

worn as a badge of marriage, whereas unmarried girls went 

bareheaded, hence Elie, in Butcher's Broom, since she is an 

unmarried mother, goes bareheaded. 

Because of the disparities in time and setting of the novels 

selected, an overall representation of the social hierarchy in 
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force before the Clearances period cannot be derived. Feelings of 

trust and loyalty to the chief are prevalent in but a few of the 

novels, namely Butcher's Broom, Consider The Lilies and Land Of Our 

Fathers, the Skye novels being part of the post-Clearances period, 

where such values attached to the clan system had vanished, and 

Shadowed Valley being set in Shetland where they never applied. 

Very little appears about the role of the tacksmen, apart from the 

details provided in Butcher's Broom , in this case again N. M. Gunn 

gleaned a wealth of information concerning their pivotal social 

position in the clan, the duties owed to them by the crofters and 

their former military role. The subtenants and the cottars are 

also hardly ever mentioned, the bulk of the work focuses on the 

tenants holding small crofts. Congestion is not a salient feature 

at all, the idea used only once, in Shadowed Valley, as an argument 

in favour of improvement. Hence on the whole, only a sketchy 

picture of pre-clearances hierarchical society can be inferred from 

the Clearances novels. 

On the other hand, the frequent involvement of Highlanders in 

the army is an omnipresent characteristic: essential characters are 

seen enlisting in the army and leaving the village to fight and die 

in foreign lands, absentees are remembered and war veterans express 

their bitterness concerning their change of status and the betrayal 

they feel when not rewarded by the expected plot of land. 

Enrolment in the army is viewed as a palliative against endemic 

poverty. So is seasonal work in the Lowlands, to which some 

characters turn (in Butcher's Broom, Land Of Our Fathers and 

Consider The Lilies) in order to support themselves. Migration to 

larger cities is hinted at once in Consider The Lilies; as for 

emigration, it seems the last resort only selected because of 

coercive circumstances. 
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In spite of its inherent hardships and its precariousness, the 

pastoral life evoked is imbued with feelings of happiness, harmony 

and conviviality often contrasted with the squalor and anonymity of 

urban or southern life where children, like little Colin in 

Butcher's Broom, work in mines and are cruelly exploited. 

2.1.2. Agricultural Practices 

As already stated before, the Highlanders' life rests entirely 

on the seasonal cycles which condition their daily activities and 

set a yearly pattern to their agriculturally related occupations. 

In the spring, long hours are devoted to peat-cutting. When the 

summer comes, the cattle are taken to shielings: remote summer 

pastures, where the beasts feed on the grass of the hills. Summer 

is also the time when the thatch of the roof is taken down and 

spread over arable patches as fertiliser. Such details are not 

recurrent in the novels, but some authors at times depict their 

characters involved in such labours - allusions to transhumance to 

summer shielings can be found in Butcher's Broom, Ribbon Of Fire 

and Land Of Our Fathers and to thatching in The Battle Of The 

Braes. Here again, the solidarity and reciprocal help with which 

these agricultural tasks are carried out are another indication of 

the communal spirit of the Gaels which most authors mainly sought 

to convey. It is also revealed in the joint-landholding system - 

runrig - by which each tenant was allocated strips of land in 

rotation each year. The precise structure of the system is not 

shown in any of the novels, nevertheless references are often made 

to the grazing that was held in common, the loss of which led to 
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the events central to Allan Campbell McLean's novels and The Battle 

Of The Braes. 

Because of the nature of the physical conditions of the 

region, the agricultural orientation of the economy did not tend so 

much towards extensive cultivation of crops as towards the raising 

of livestock. The small patches of land which were tilled hardly 

ever yielded the totality of the products consumed by the crofters. 

Furthermore the crops were limited in their diversity. N. M. Gunn 

in Butcher's Broom names a few of the most common ones: potato, 

cabbage, yellow oats and bear, Ian MacPherson in Land Of Our 

Fathers mentions corn - without any specificity - but the most 

widespread crop named is the potato upon which the population came 

to rely greatly so that any failure of it - particularly potato 

blight - became a calamity. As far as agricultural implements are 

concerned, the cas-chrom or foot-plough is used in two novels - 

Butcher's Broom and Ribbon of Fire and is the only Gaelic 

instrument to appear. Cattle breeding is presented as the 

fundamental element of the Highlanders' economy and survival. 

Firstly, it provides them with dairy products which, as already 

noted, are seen as their main source of nourishment, especially 

during the winter months and secondly, by selling a part of their 

stock each year, they earned money to buy such nutritional 

complement as meal. Yet, people's dependence on the droving 

industry is not conspicuous in any of the novels surveyed; however 

drovers appear in Butcher's Broom and Land of Our Fathers - as 

secondary characters - and it is also symbolically significant that 

one of the most damning indictments of sheep farming and its 

consequences, in Gunn's novel, should be uttered by a drover. 

Because of the difficult climatic and physical conditions of the 

Highlands, the keeping of stocks especially during the winter 
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months, was a painful matter. Depictions of lean beasts, hardly 

able to stand when first taken out of the houses where they spent 

the winter months, are reiterated from one Clearances' novel to 

another: Butcher's Broom, And The Cock Crew and Shadowed Valley. 

In fact, the reference to cattle breeding is present in all the 

novels and is the subject of quite a few factual passages. 

2.1.3. Religion 

Religion and its impact on Highlanders' life is a topic which 

emerges with varied degrees of importance and intensity in the 

novels selected. It is at the core of MacColla's and Ian Crichton 

Smith's fictional analyses of characters whose loyalties are 

suddenly shaken and unflagging beliefs questioned, but it is also 

present in the background of all the other books. The periods 

dealt with also account for the variety of treatments of religious 

matters. Shadowed Valley, set in 1843, contains brief accounts of 

the course of events leading to the Disruption unlike the other 

novels. 

Set against pagan beliefs such as second sight of seers or the 

power of fairies, presbyterianism is represented by a variety of 

characters ranging from ministers, elders, "men" and catechists 

whose function is instrumental in the development of events or 

purely secondary. But, however secondary they may be to the plot, 

however undeveloped they may be, they tend to embody the same idea: 

the repressive role of the Church, condemning social gatherings as 

well as literary creation, its life-denying power and its stifling 

effects on Gaelic culture. Both Fionn MacColla and Iain Crichton 

Smith expatiate on the subject in And The Cock Crew and Consider 
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The Lilies, so do N. M. Gunn, John J. Graham and Ian MacPherson but 

with much less emphasis, whereas the Skye novels, where the 

presence of catechists is particularly conspicuous, all insist on 

their opposition to any form of resistance. Ministers in Butcher's 

Broom, And The Cock Crew (Maighstirs Tormod and Iain), Consider The 

Lilies and to a certain extent Shadowed Valley (with Reverend 

MacDonald) are shown to live in comfortable circumstances bearing 

no comparisons with the conditions of living of their flocks and 

are presented with a touch of irony. 

Their role in the communities seems to be twofold. Primarily, 

they are concerned with the spiritual welfare of their 

congregations warning them against such sins as the breaking of the 

sabbath, idle enjoyments such as dancing and poetry or lust. But 

they are also consulted by the inhabitants for much more practical 

matters, like agriculture or simply general decisions, and clearly 

act as guides or social leaders for whole communities. The 

minister, Mr Turnbull, in Shadowed Valley is presented as a small- 

scale improver, having tried new crops and husbandry on his glebe 

in the hope of encouraging his congregation to imitate him, but he 

is also aware that the lack of compensation for such improvements 

and the existing system of tenure account for the crofters' 

reluctance to change. Mr Aird, the minister in A Pistol In 

Greenyards plays an active role in attracting the press and 

particularly Donald Ross's attention to the events in Greenyards 

and points out the pressure that public opinion might exercise. 

Maighstir Sachairi's advice (in And The Cock Crew) is sought when 

the villagers are indecisive as to whether they should sow 

notwithstanding the prospect of eviction. Thus the novels make 

obvious the far-reaching influence which the ministers exercised on 

their flocks, an influence not simply limited to spiritual 
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questions and which led many a landowner to try and secure their 

support. Such is the case of George Graham in, Land of Our 

Fathers, whose reciprocal aid to ministers is described as 

"politic. " 2 

2.1.4. Education 

The impression gathered of education and school attendance in 

the novels, is somewhat sketchy and very divergent. Butcher's 

Broom, And The Cock Crew and Shadowed Valley make no reference 

whatsoever to any form of schooling provided, whereas Iain Crichton 

Smith departs from the group with the mention that Mrs Scott's son 

attends a school, so does Donald Graeme in Land Of Our Fathers, and 

Mollie Hunter, in A Pistol In Greenyards, insists on the importance 

attached to learning in Greenyards and on the fact that most of the 

villagers are able to speak both English and Gaelic. The Skye 

novels all have amongst their main characters a schoolmaster, whose 

position as regards the events taking place, is rather ambiguous, 

since he is appointed by the landlord (Ribbon Of Fire), or totally 

biased in favour of the proprietor (Battle Of The Braes). The 

difference of context - first half of the century for the 

Sutherland novels - accounts for such disparities, so does the 

regional difference. Education and schooling, apart from the Skye 

novels and Mollie Hunter's, seem to be a negligible aspect of the 

Highlanders' way of life as opposed to their attachment to and 

pride in their own language, be it Gaelic or Shetland dialect, upon 

which great emphasis is laid. 
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Amongst the novels concerned with the Clearances period, few 

contain elaborate discussions or passages, where the policy is 

justified and explained, apart from Butcher's Broom and Shadowed 

Valley, where landlords and factors express their views. 

Obviously, the point of view adopted by the author gives the reader 

a different perspective of the events: an omniscient, intrusive 

narrator who shifts the focus from character to character provides 

a much broader angle for the reader to appreciate a situation than 

a narrator who confines himself to the thoughts and experiences of 

a single character. Hence, some novels only expand on one 

interpretation of the policy and present but a vague outline of 

deviating opinions. Such is the case with And The Cock Crew and A 

Pistol In Greenyards. 

The justifications brought_forward by landlords and factors in 

the novels can be divided into four different categories: economic, 

agricultural, human and demographic. 

Economic 

The prevailing reasons used to legitimise the Clearances are 

the economic ones, but depending on the importance the authors want 

to give to the economic argument or how unconvinced they might have 

have been by it, they at times simply relate it to the personal 

wealth of the landowner and at other times enlarge it to the 

prosperity of the nation. Hence the prime justification is the more 
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profitable management of the land by the landowners, since leasing 

farms to sheepfarmers is much more lucrative than having a host of 

poverty-stricken tenants who cannot afford to pay high rents. In 

Butcher's Broom and to a lesser extent in Consider The Lilies, the 

argument is extended to the context of the country where 

agricultural improvement is connected to the nation's new economic 

trends towards industrialisation and its consequent new needs. 

Similarly, the displacement of population to the sea coast 

corresponds to the same scheme: with the development of the fishing 

industry, the Highlanders' contribution to the nation's economy is 

increased. The change is thus presented in both novels as being 

part of the natural evolution of the country and of the ineluctable 

advance of progress. N. M. Gunn in Butcher's Broom adds another 

point to the economic argument, and has Lord Stafford inserting his 

choice of policy in the international context of Europe and more 

precisely the Napoleonic wars hoping that the new economic 

developments would give Britain sufficient independence to survive 

a possible blockade. 

Agricultural 

The improvement of agricultural methods and production is an 

aspect used by landowners and factors in defence of their plans in 

both Butcher's Broom and Shadowed Valley. The archaic mode of 

agriculture, to which the crofters cling, with its absence of 

drainage and crop rotation is deplored and equated to medieval 

practices. In like manner, sheep farming is seen - in both novels 

again - as being ideally adapted to the geographical and physical 

conditions of the regions: the succession of plants appearing along 
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the year providing adequate feed to the sheep all year. Also the 

new breeds of sheep introduced: black face and Cheviot are much 

sturdier and therefore better suited to the difficult weather 

conditions than the local breed. In Butcher's Broom, Lord Stafford 

wants his estate to serve as an example of advanced agriculture for 

the country. 

Human 

The human factor as a justification for the Clearances is 

often presented with a certain hint of irony on the part of the 

authors, who tend to weave it with more convincing economic points 

to underline the landowners' hypocrisy or their attempt at clearing 

their conscience. Human reasons are used in three novels: 

Butcher's Broom, Consider The Lilies and Shadowed Valley and this 

touch of irony is present in all three of them, particularly when 

the double-edged argument of poverty is resorted to. The new 

policy will serve to alleviate the poverty of the population by 

improving their conditions of living and forcing a new way of life 

on them, so as to make them less vulnerable to destitution and more 

self-sufficient; consequently, the landlord's help in times of 

hardships would be no longer required. The improvement of the 

population's living conditions is an idea which recurs. Their 

dwellings are often compared to "hovels" and the landlord's 

ambition is to drag the people from the Middle Ages to "modern 

times". However, few of them, apart from Lord Stafford in 

Butcher's Broom and Consider The Lilies actually provide them with 

re-settlement, an act presented as a paragon of humanity by the 

parties concerned and tinged with authorial irony since they depict 
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Demographic 
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Shadowed Valley is the only novel where the demographic 

argument is underlined by the landlord. Mr Black insists on the 

disastrous living conditions of the population, which suffers from 

overcrowding and lives in densely overpopulated areas. The problem 

of congestion is said to be due to the constant sub-division of the 

land. But here again, the argument is placed against economic ones 

which seem to be Mr Black's main motivation. 

What appears from this survey is that most novels did not 

expatiate on the causes of the Clearances further than the purely 

economically related one of higher profit to be made out of sheep 

farming. However, the ones which did explore the issue tried to 

broaden the perspective of the scheme to national and international 

circumstances. At the same time, authorial intervention or 

manipulation is clearly perceptible and irony is a powerful tool 

which often sheds a contrasting light on a statement uttered and 

reveals the author's inner convictions. 

2.2.2. Responsibilities 

Connected with the author's interpretation of the policy of 

improvement is the notion of reponsibility. A distinction also has 

to be made between the responsibility for the choice of policy and 
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responsibility for its actual implementation, in other words the 

evictions and their execution. 

Law England Landlords Economy Factors 

Policy BB AC AC BB CL SV LF BB SV 

Evictions LF BB AC 

CL SV 

Table 4. The Responsibilities 

Responsibility for the Policy 

As already stated in the previous part, the author's choice to 

expatiate on the causes of the change determines the subtlety and 

depth with which the topic is dealt. In fact, few novels attempt 

to explore the notion of responsibility beyond its connection with 

landownership. In three of the novels, the choice of policy is 

solely linked with the option taken by the landlords whose main 

concern is the profitability of their estate and its management. 

The notion of the law turning former chiefs into landowners and 

entitling them to use their property as they wished is hinted at in 

only two of the novels. The legal power enjoyed by proprietors, 

according to Feachar the poet - the author's mouthpiece - in And 

The Cock Crew, is but another mark of English imperialism over its 

Scottish neighbour. England is seen, in this book, as trying to 

subjugate Scotland with more surreptitious and cunning means than 

blunt warfare, such as law and money. Giving powers to chiefs and 

relying on their greed, she will be able to use them as instrument 

to enforce the policies that serve her interests. The economic 

factor, with the policy of improvement as advocated by Adam Smith 

and its influence on entrepreneurial landlords, is an argument used 
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by landowners to defend their stand in Butcher's Broom and 

Shadowed Valley but none of the authors concerned share this point 

of view and introduce it as a rational back-up for cold 

calculations. 

Before moving on to the responsibility for the enforcement of 

the evictions, the intermediary role of the ministers for the 

implementation of the plans has to be examined. Although their 

responsibility in the orientation of the estate and the direct 

execution of their policies is not involved, their role in ensuring 

a smooth carrying out of the Clearances is often paramount. The 

determining part of ministers in persuading the people to leave 

their crofts peacefully is obviously central to MacColla's and 

Smith's narratives and the manipulation of ministers by landlords 

who sought their support is alluded to in both Shadowed Valley and 

Land Of Our Fathers. However, the references to Mr Aird in A 

Pistol In Greenyards and Donald Sage in Butcher's Broom stress the 

opposite attitude: the dissenting voice some ministers raised. 

There again the Clearances novels, in their variety, combine to 

give an image of the diversity of attitudes found at the time. 

Responsibility for the Evictions 

The notion of responsibility in this case is, in the majority, 

apart from Land Of Our Fathers which focuses on a landowning 

family, attached to the factors as the landlords are shown as 

absentee landlords, entrusting their factors with the practical 

enforcement of the policy of improvement. The factors are thus 

perceived as the principal instigators of the clearances. And 

since the events in which they take part, are particularly 
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memorable for their sheer violence - as will be seen in a later 

section - and the landlords are not always part of the characters - 

And The Cock Crew, Consider The Lilies - the factors tend to embody 

the policy of improvement. Such is the case of the figure of 

Patrick Sellar who stands out in the Sutherland novels, though 

characterised with slight variations. MacColla portrays him as a 

vulgar and ignominious character whereas Smith and Gunn emphasise 

his scheming, calculating and authoritarian attitude. 

2.2.3. The Inhabitants' Beliefs 

In all the Clearances' novels, the population displays a 

deeply rooted attachment to the land, which is paralleled by the 

assumption that the community which lived on the land from times 

immemorial - the expression is strikingly recurrent - and tilled it 

from generation to generation, has an indissoluble right to occupy 

it. Similarly, in all but two novels - Shadowed Valley set in 

Shetland where the notion of clan system is not applicable and A 

Pistol in Greenyards - an abiding loyalty to the chief-cum- 

landlord, remains of the former bond between chief and clan, 

accounts for the Highlanders' lack of reaction. This is mixed with 

an acute sense of betrayal by the anglicised chief who has lost 

touch with the spirit and life of the region and has joined forces 

with the enemy against his devoted followers. Hence the owners' 

and ministers' request to enroll in the regiments fighting in 

foreign lands appears as both anachronistic and deceitful, since 

the old promise of land as a token of gratitude is no longer valid: 

the men who had enrolled in the chief's regiments in the past see 

their right to the land ignored, because of lack of written proof. 
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The idea is forcefully portrayed in Butcher's Broom's final scene 

with the return of Colin to a non-existent Riasgan. 

2.2.4. The Evictions 

Scenes of evictions often constitute climactic or pivotal 

moments in Clearances' novels. They hinge around particularly 

striking and gruesome elements which have been extracted from 

Alexander Mackenzie's, Donald MacLeod's or Donald Ross's 

accounts. 3 Destruction of houses by fire leaving empty shells, 

where once hospitable dwellings used to stand, are visions often 

conjured up (Butcher's Broom, And The Cock Crew, Land Of Our 

Fathers and A Pistol In Greenyards). The wanton cruelty and 

violence to which the evicting parties gave free rein as well as 

their drunkenness is powerfully evoked especially in Butcher's 

Broom, And the Cock Crew and A Pistol In Greenyards. 

BB -AC CL SV LF PG 

Destruction -' 

Violence 

Deaths 

Psychological trauma 

Lack of resistance 

Table 5. Evictions: General Impressions. 

Most of the scenes evoked leave in their wake shattered 

communities with individuals driven to insanity or the deepest 

misery. Most of these scenes are the direct or indirect cause of 

deaths, especially of old and frail people. The pathos of such 
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evocations is amply used by the authors who, with the exception of 

Iain Crichton Smith and Ian MacPherson, thereby highlight the 

inhumanity and cruelty of the implementation of so-called 

agricultural improvement. With such scenes, the reader is led to 

forget the actual aim of the policy and is overcome by the sheer 

barbarity of the acts described. 

The Special Case of the Sutherland Evictions 

Because of the scale and notoriety of the Sutherland 

Clearances, a profusion of details were available to authors who 

dealt with this area. To complement the general impressions, 

conveyed through the novels, of the process of eviction, many more 

precise elements can be extracted from the Sutherland Clearances 

novels. Depending on the focus adopted by the authors, factual 

information was selected in order to support the interpretation 

they chose to give of the events. Certain aspects were brought to 

the fore because of their controversial character and also because 

the author aimed at provoking the reader's anger, sympathy or 

disgust, in other words, aimed at creating an emotional impact and 

at orientating the reader's perception and judgment of the 

situation. 

The episode when the population is summoned to Dunrobin Castle 

- after a prospective buyer was chased from the land he was 

inspecting - is meant to convey the total powerlessness of the 

population confronted with military troops, for a reason they fail 

to grasp. This confusion arising from the language barrier - they 

are addressed in English when they are only able to understand 

Gaelic - underlines the complete absurdity of the situation, the 
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BB AC CL LF 

Factual Details 

The Dunrobin episode 

Burning of pasture before eviction 

Old bedridden woman 

Young pregnant woman falling through a roof 

Wanton killing of pets and fowls 

Madness of old man 

Burning of houses 

Evicting Party 

Presence of Patrick Sellar 

Drunkenness / 

Crofters 

Lack of resistance 

Re-settlement 

No houses built / 

Barren plots of land on the coast/starvation V -ý V 

Numerous deaths 

Illnesses 

Forced to take up fishing as a living 
./ 

Table 6. The Sutherland Evictions. 
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disproportion of the authorities' reaction, which culminates in the 

reading of the Riot Act, and also their disloyalty towards the 

inhabitants who put their trust in them and feel utterly betrayed. 

The horrific depiction of actual eviction scenes, for which 

both N, M. Gunn and Fionn NacColla resorted to similar ghastly and 

bloodcurdling details, conjure up on the one hand, visions of chaos 

and apocalypse because of their gratuitous brutality and 

destructiveness, and on the other, feelings of injustice and horror 

that harmles human beings should be treated with such lack of 

humanity. The factor, Patrick Sellar, is omnipresent in these 

scenes and shows great zeal in urging on his men. 

The last aspect considered, is the aftermath of the evictions: 

the re-settlement of the evictees on the sea shore. Because no 

provision was made for them, the haste, lack of adequate planning 

and again the inhumanity of the improvers, more concerned in their 

own interests than those of the people, is enhanced. 

Most of the details which appear are meant to arouse the 

reader's sense of injustice and his compassion for the crofting 

population and consequently his condemnation of the whole process 

and the policy behind it. As table 6 demonstrates, N. M. Gunn 

provides a thorough coverage of the event and gathers an amazing 

wealth of details, though from narrow and partial sources. 

2.3 The Resistance 

2.3.1. Causes 

The events which led to the acts of resistance evoked in the 

novels selected belong to two different periods. A Pistol In 
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Greenvards is set during the continuing eviction phase which still 

affected the Highlands in 1854, whereas Ribbon Of Fire and A Sound 

Of Trtunpets are placed against the background of the Crofters' War. 

At that time sporadic evictions were taking place usually in 

retaliation for displays of disagreement and Highlanders started 

fighting actively for what they considered as their lost rights. 

PG RF-ST B 

Evictions 

Rack-renting 

Loss of grazing rights without 

any decrease in rent 

Table 7. Causes of Resistance 

2.3.2 Patterns of Resistance 

E. Richards in several essays pointed out the recurrent, 

"surprisingly consistent" 4 pattern which the resistance 

followed. 5 As table 8 shows, the "novels of the resistance" 

reflect exactly the pattern outlined by E. Richards. 

From the relation given in the novels of the organisation of 

resistance and of its development and outcome, a few eloquent 

points stand out. Firstly, although - as mentioned in the detailed 

study of each book - instances of betrayal or dissent are present 

in Ribbon Of Fire and The Battle Of The Braes, what prevails, in 

all four novels, is an impression of cohesion and close unity of 

the protesting communities, brought together by feelings of 

injustice and outrage. The collective effort includes the 

participation of children, an element particularly stressed in 

children's novels, as Mollie Hunter's dedication shows: 
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PG RF/ST B 

Withholding of rent / 

Destruction of dykes 

Role of children keeping watch 

Phase 1 

Destruction of summonses of removal 

Deforcement of legal officials 

Phase 2 

Violent confrontation - - -/ 

Active role of women 

Phase 3 

Threat of military intervention 

Press coverage 

Outcome 

Success 

Collapse of resistance 

Table 8. Patterns of resistance. 
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This book has been written as a salute to the memory of 
the people of Greenyards, and especially to that of the 
boys and girls who kept the look-out on Ardgay Hill. 6 

Secondly, the preponderant part which women played, especially 

during the violent confrontation with legal officials is described 

with frightening details. In both A Pistol in Greenyards and The 

Battle of the Braes , they bear the brunt of the attack, 

confronting the batons of the police with stones and shouts. The 

injuries suffered by the women in A Pistol in Greenyards give rise 

to appalling descriptions, arousing the reader's feelings of 

disgust and horror. Thirdly, just as factors are presented as the 

instigators of evictions, in the resistance novels, Sheriffs - 

Taylor and McCaig in the case of A Pistol In Greenyards and Ivory 

in the Skye novels - are the instigators of the repression 

exercised on the population and are depicted in the most derogatory 

terms. 

The final results of acts of resistance diverge in the novels 

of the Land War and in A Pistol In Greenyards. The Land War novels 

close on hopeful notes for the future of the crofters and the 

possible improvement of their situation with the prospect of a 

political settlement with the Crofters' Act. They are also imbued 

with a feeling of euphoria in front of the success of their 

protest. Conversely, A Pistol In Greenyards, with the failure of 

the evictees' protest and their subsequent emigration, conveys the 

futility of their action and their utter powerlessness. These two 

different denouements mark the evolution which occurred in the span 

of 30 years in the Highlands where the power enjoyed by landlords 

came to be checked, as a result of the pressure and criticism of 

public opinion and authorities, alarmed by the accounts rendered in 

the press. The role of the press in its coverage of events is 

underlined in A Pistol In Greenvards and The Battle Of The Braes. 
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Although the effects of press coverage were non-existent in the 

outcome of the Greenyards' evictions, retrospectively they were 

instrumental in encouraging further rebellions and were long- 

lasting since they still colour the perception of the Clearances 

period. 

2.4 Consequences 

The consequences of the events although not specifically dealt 

with in all the novels selected, often emerge by contrast with the 

evocation of the population's former way of life and conditions of 

living. What the resulting changes are, what the losses are, 

appear quite clearly and can be grouped into five different 

categories: human, economic, demographic, ecological and political 

consequences. 

The Human Consequences 

Because of their particular attachment to their land, the main 

loss that the inhabitants experienced was the loss of the land 

where families had lived for generations. The psychological trauma 

provoked by their forced departure from the place to which they 

thought they had inalienable rights, their distress and despair, 

are forcefully conveyed in all the Clearances' novels apart from 

Consider The Lilies. Their removal often triggered off the 

dislocation of the community, but more importantly the communal 

spirit which characterised the Gaelic or Shetland way of life 

gradually disintegrated, as Butcher's Broom, Consider The Lilies, 
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Shadowed Valley and Land Of Our Fathers demonstrate. It was indeed 

N. M. Gtuin's prime aim to portray the shattering effects of the 

Clearances on the old Gaelic spirit and way of life. One of the 

painfully representative attributes of this loss is the 

disappearance of hospitality, a quality that the Highlanders 

nurtured with pride. Two causes are at the source of its 

disappearance, the main one - deplored in Butcher's Broom, Consider 

The Lilies and And The Cock Crew - is the threat of eviction which 

looms over anyone giving shelter to an evicted family or 

individual, be they strangers or relatives. The second cause, 

evoked with emotion in Land Of Our Fathers, is the poverty to which 

the population is reduced, which prevents them from offering 

hospitality. The hardships and poverty which surrounds their new 

settlement - in Butcher's Broom and Consider The Lilies - accounts 

for the deterioration of their physical resistance: their weakened 

defence against diseases. 

The feeling of loyalty for the chief, now turned into a 

landlord, which lingered from the time of the clan system, 

definitely comes to an end with the Clearances. In Butcher's 

Broom, Consider The Lilies, and Land Of Our Fathers, the old bond 

of kinship is replaced by an acute sense of betrayal and even 

hatred towards a former guide and protector. The old order only 

remains in people's memories. 

The Economic Consequences 

As already hinted at, the main economic consequence which 

surfaces in all the novels selected, is the deterioration of the 

population's circumstances, - outlined in a previous section 
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concerned with the situation on their new settlement. The 

barrenness and size of their new patches of land make them unable 

to scratch a living out of them and they are reduced to near 

starvation, gathering limpets and sea-shells to survive. 

This absence of agricultural perspective with such poor arable 

land, compels them to turn towards another activity for which they 

are totally unprepared and inexperienced: fishing. Both Butcher's 

Broom and Consider The Lilies stress the difficulties faced by this 

peasant population endeavouring to adapt to new skills and to a new 

way of life imposed on them against their will. Their altered 

economic position marks the new trend of the nation towards a 

capitalist economy. But the part they have to play in the 

country's economy, is totally remote and alien to the former 

underlying spirit and organisation which, until then, ruled their 

lives. 

Another evidence of the dreadful degradation of the 

Highlanders' situation is the recurrent allusions particularly in 

Butcher's Broom and Land Of Our Fathers to the increase in the 

number of vagrants and homeless people who have been turned out of 

their crofts, without any provision made for them, and who find 

themselves so destitute that they have to resort to begging. These 

painful scenes of moral and physical humiliation are meant to 

arouse the reader's feelings of compassion and disapproval of the 

policy which caused such wretchedness. 

Butcher's Broom and Land Of Our Fathers also underline the 

population's reluctance to accept casual labour which for them 

represent an unacceptable change of status. Because of the value 

they attached to land tenure, the move frort working a piece of land 

which they considered to be theirs, to hired labour, is a 

perspective which they abhor and avoid desperately. However, Ian 
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prejudice and becoming slowly involved in sheep-farming. 

The Demographic Consequences 
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To avoid a life of poverty on the barren sea coast, many of 

the inhabitants of the glens opted for emigration. Most of the 

novels, with the exception of And The Cock Crew and The Battle Of 

The Braes, contain pathetic scenes of departure or references to 

people who have already left or who are going to leave. The Red 

River Settlement Scheme is alluringly introduced to the inhabitants 

of the region in Butcher's Broom and is said to meet with moderate 

success. The drain of the population, as a consequence of the 

Clearances, is mainly underlined in Land Of Our Fathers with its 

long-term effects because the novel's timespan extends beyond 

actual evictions. The inhabitants who remain complain of the 

ageing population and of the lack of youth to keep alive and 

transmit the tradition, language and culture of the race. The 

Gaelic race, they dread, with its spirit and customs, will soon be 

extinct and forgotten. 

The Ecological Consequences 

Ian MacPherson, in Land Of Our Fathers, is the only author to 

approach this angle of the subject. The novel being devoted to the 

progress of sheep-farming, the physical effects of this new mode of 

agriculture on the region are brought to light. Sheep-farming is 

seen as upsetting the region's ecological balance by making the 
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land sterile. The sheep invade former good pastures where sweet 

grass grew and gradually turn them into unproductive areas. sheep- 

farming is equated to mining: "The accumulated fertility of the 

soil was exploited until the ground was eaten bare. " 7 The 

Highlands are being emptied of their native inhabitants, replaced 

by sheep which damage their natural potential, maybe irremediably. 

The grimness of the region's prospects is eloquently and briefly 

outlined. 

The Political Consequences 

This section is more directly related to the Land War novels 

since the Crofters' War had more short-term political consequences. 

Few are mentioned in the novels concerned, which focus on the 

actions of the crofters. However, the main political landmark, 

recurrently referred to, is the Napier Commission on which great 

hopes are placed. For the first time the crofters' grievances are 

heard and officially recorded. The second element, which is 

another subject of hope for the crofters is the coming general 

election alluded to in A Sound Of Trumpets. It occurred at the end 

of 1885 and crofters express their hope that their constituencies 

might fall to their candidates rather the usual Liberal or Tory 

lairds. None of the novels sketch out drastic improvement in the 

life of the crofters but the government is shown to be more 

sympathetic and lenient to their grievances and the Crofters' 

Commission is one mark of this new tendency. 

With the consequences of the events described in the novels 

selected, the historical survey of these works comes to an end. As 
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already noted, the author's own bias transpires in the narratives 

studied and tinges the picture presented and the interpretation. 

Furthermore, fiction in itself, with the selection and 

dramatisation of events it implies, has a magnifying or 

alternatively a reducing effect on historical facts and historicity 

is often neglected. 
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Remarks on the fictionalised evocations of the Clearances 

period hinge around three separate themes. Firstly, twentieth- 

century novelists cast a retrospective glance on the past and it 

seems that the underlying notion which permeates their novels is 

the concept of a lost Golden Age. Former days, in spite of their 

inherent harshness appear imbued with nostalgia and a sense of 

irretrievable loss. The gist of the notion of a Gaelic or Shetland 

Golden Age needs to be defined in order to assess the significance 

of the Clearances in twentieth-century Scottish Literature. 

Secondly, the focus laid on particular characters, who impinge upon 

the reader's perception of the events, highlights the magnifying 

power of fiction which creates heroes and anti-heroes on which 

attention fastens. Thirdly, this amplification of specific 

characters or episodes is done to the detriment of more conceptual 

issues such as the ideology of improvement which is often 

overshadowed by the actions related. The representation of the 

period shows affinity with nineteenth-century Gaelic poetry. 

Furthermore, beyond features inherent to the elaboration of 

fiction, marks of a political stand, conditioning the 

interpretation of the events, surface in some novels and are worth 

identifying. 

The Golden Age 

The fate faced by the evicted population is often evoked in 

contrast with former days, reminisced with nostalgia and longing. 

In Land Of Our Fathers, elegiac descriptions of Speyside are 
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tarnished by allusions to the irremediable damage caused by sheep 

on the countryside. In Butcher's Broom, And The Cock Crew, 

Consider The Lilies and Shadowed Valley, pre-clearance life is 

depicted as definitely more enviable than the life in store after 

the eviction. A sentiment of loss hovers over the narratives. 

These vanished former days are not simply idealised in static 

pictures of perfect bliss. As noted in the previous section, the 

insecurity of their conditions of living often verging on poverty 

and even destitution is not toned down. The former days are first 

of all summarised in a glen, a strath surrounded by hills and the 

warm security of a squatty house with its nearby plot of land. 

They are also represented by the perennial nature of a life whose 

rhythm merged with the succession of the seasons and their cyclical 

works. And they are the reassuring intimacy of a close-knit social 

group, where solidarity and communal organisation prevail. Each of 

these themes has to be grasped with its symbolical significance: 

the very representation of an order, a society and a civilisation. 

It is in relation to these images of a past endowed with the aura 

of a legend that the present and future of the population is 

defined. 

In contrast, images of decline and decay tend to dominate the 

present and future. Hence the move towards a more desirable past 

clusters around two essential values: a form of pureness based on 

total harmony with nature on the one hand, and the values of 

friendship, solidarity and communion on the other hand. These 

values appear in complete contradiction with the prevailing 

ideology of the time. This discrepancy is another unifying idea 

running through the novels of the Clearances period. The 

economists and authorities glorify the development of production 

schemes and encourage innovations in the industrial and 
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agricultural fields and individual entrepreneurial endeavours. 

Their ideology, of which the policy of improvement is but one 

aspect, is anathematised and seen as a vile negation of humanity 

and traditional values for the sake of commercial gain and personal 

wealth. A common dialectic in which two societies are juxtaposed 

underlies all the novels. To the reality of evolution and mutation 

are opposed practices dating back from time immemorial and the 

representation of permanence and continuity. To the disintegration 

of old communal activities and the expansion of individual 

enterprise and personal ambitions is opposed the vision of an 

homogeneous social group, marked by cohesion and governed by the 

values of conviviality, helpfulness. To the desertion of glens and 

inland valleys and urban expansion are opposed a deeply felt 

attachment to the land and to a given area and the unspoilt harmony 

of agricultural work based on seasonal rhythm. The sense of loss 

mixed with the notion of a golden Age is more strongly felt when 

the people's failure at recreating what was, is demonstrated. 

The Magnifying Power of Fiction 

Novelists in their presentation of the Clearances period 

selected certain historical events and figures, which were already 

widely known, and added to their prominence by endowing them with 

life and emotional scope. However, the emphasis laid on particular 

recurrent elements amplifies their historical and symbolic 

significance and confers upon them a quasi-mythical dimension. 

Such is the case with historical figures linked with the notion of 

responsibility for the Clearances. Historical data concerning the 

causes and the true initiators of the evictions become obscured. 
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Although historically the landlords introduced the policy of 

agricultural improvements on their estates and promoted the 

evictions, their responsibility, even when it is clearly stated, as 

in Butcher's Broom and Shadowed Valley, is lessened because of the 

overwhelming presence and influence of the figure of the factor. 

More often than not, landlords are but absentees on their estates 

or are simply not part of the characters introduced and the notion 

of responsibility is thus implicitly or explicitly, as in Ribbon Of 

Fire and A Sound Of Trumpets, attached to factors. Patrick Sellar 

is one striking instance, since he is an essential component of all 

three novels dealing with the Sutherland Clearances. Furthermore, 

in all the novels surveyed but one - Land Of Our Fathers - the 

figure of the factor is characterised by severity, mercilessness 

and at times abject cruelty. It achieves the status of anti-hero 

on whom collective blame and hate crystallise. Abhorrence of the 

new schemes and their implementation fastens itself on this figure 

vested with power and whose position labels him as the embodiment 

of the economic policy of improvement. Landlords because of their 

ancient bond with the people could not assume this function, 

whereas no former feeling of loyalty was attached to the factors. 

They are also perfect targets because of their direct involvement 

with the population - during evictions or the collection of rents - 

and, most of all, because of their frequent connection with the 

Lowlands, often identified with England, which marks them as 

outsiders: an alien presence to be distrusted and loathed. This 

function of anti-hero on whom odium is poured, is taken up in the 

novels of the resistance by the figure of the sheriff - MacCaig and 

Taylor in A Pistol In Greenyards and Ivory, "the scourge of the 

crofters of Skye" 1 in the Skye novels. They serve as the 

convenient embodiment of the repressive force of law. 
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Here literary creation seems to overtake historical reality 

and leaves in its wake abiding pictures. 

Meme si on parvient ä revenir sur la verite du reel, 
on ne peat en aucun cas effacer les traces de la creation 
mythique. Le heros ne de cette derniere et celui de 
1'histoire existent Pun h cote de 1'autre, comme deux 

realites distinctes, presque etrangeres; jamais ils ne se 
detruisent ni ne s'excluent ni ne se portent ombrage, car 
ils appartiennent ä deux univers differents: celui de 
fart et celui de 1'histoire. Or le premier confere au 
mythe une marque indelebile; celui-ci en effet prend la 
forme d'une oeuvre litteraire, d'un recit, d'une 

peinture, d'une sculpture, d'une partition musicale, qui 
fixent a jamais une certain image. Les hommes illustres 

qui ont de leur vivant souhaite soigne leur amplification 
mythique n'ont pas ignore cet element decisif. 2 

Indeed the image impressed on collective consciousness forever 

survives and is the core of artistic creation, the source of 

inspiration for retrospective literary work. Such is the point 

made by lain Crichton Smith in Consider The Lilles, when, with a 

comment which sounds prophetic but which is, in fact, the author's 

own analysis of the situation and use of hindsight, he has Donald 

MacLeod warning Patrick Sellar about the image poets have projected 

of him; an everlasting image which will be transmitted from 

generation to generation, far beyond the scope of imagination: 

"Oh, I'm sure the law we have will be on your side. " 
"Yes, MacLeod, that's the beautiful thing about the 

law. It's not interested in emotion, is law. And, 
anyway, are you implying that there is some other law ?" 

The question was darted out quickly as if MacLeod 
were a witness he was trying to trap into a damaging 
admission, as if he were saying: 

"Well, is it the law of God you're thinking of ?" 
"Oh, yes, Mr Sellar. There is another kind of law. " 
"And which is that ?" he asked, turning at the door. 
"Perhaps you don't know about it. Have you ever 

read any poetry ? We in the Highlands are very fond of 
poetry. " 

"Poetry ?" He was uncomprehending. 
"Well, I'll tell you. There are some poets, we call 

them bards, who have written songs about you. Did you 
know that ? Shall I quote a bit ? 'Patrick Sellar, I 
see you roasted in Hell like a herring and the oil 
running over your head. ' That, of course, is only part 
of it. You see, Mr Sellar, you will become a legend. 
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Are you flattered ? Is that perhaps what you wanted ? 
You talk about the future. Yes, true enough, you too 
will have a future. Children will sing about you in the 
streets in different countries, countries you will never 
visit. They may even recite poems about you in the 
schools. Yes, your name will be on people's lips. " 

"Who reads these Gaelic poems anyway ?" 
"Who, indeed ? Nevertheless, they exist. And, who 

knows, perhaps some day it will be fashionable to read 
them. The descendants of the class who employ you may 
take them up out of idleness. You never know what idle 
people will do. You see, that is a law you didn't know 
about. It is also a law of the future. " 3 

This observation applies to all the Sutherland novels mentioned, in 

which Patrick Sellar is portrayed as a vile character, and 

particularly to lain Crichton Smith's literary creation itself 

which includes an untranslated Gaelic play, A' Chuirt (the court), 

entirely devoted to the trial of Patrick Sellar, during which he 

acts provocatively and offensively all the way through. What 

emerges from these fictional creations is a concensus on the 

portrayal of such historical figures as Patrick Sellar or more 

generally of the characters of factor or sheriff. The concurrence 

in the repeated portrayal of such figures iptensifies their 

symbolic significance: 

Ce qui compte ce n'est pas le nombre, voire le 
foisonnement des reprises, mais plutöt leur qualite et 
plus precisement a la fois leur richesse de signification 
et leur unite. 4 (My italics) 

Concurrently, a similar process of amplification can be noted 

with relation to characters on whom admiration or compassion 

crystallise. This is particularly striking in the novels dealing 

with the resistance of the crofters. Journalists or writers of 

pamphlets and essays such as Donald MacLeod, Donald Ross and 

Alexander Mackenzie who were virulent critics of the Clearances 

policy and its effects and denounced it forcefully are present - in 

Consider The Lilies - or recurrently mentioned. Their position 

against the then current ideology of economic improvement, their 
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criticism of its total negligence of human consequences and the 

impact of their writings on public opinion stirred the crofting 

population into action. They often assume the part of quasi- 

messianic figures, saving the people from their fate, arousing them 

from apathy by being a source of support and inspiration. 

Achieving a status of hero are also the women and the 

children repeatedly involved in acts of rebellion against the 

authorities. Their determination and their bravery liken them to 

heroic figures, embodying self-sacrifice and the will to defeat 

injustice and oppression. Children are conspicuously resorted to 

in novels depicting the resistance of the crofters but also in the 

Clearances novels, personifying in different ways the defiant 

spirit of the Gaels or the Shetlanders, which will not be crushed. 

Davie, in Butcher's Broom, plans to emigrate rather than accept a 

life of poverty on resettled lots; emigration, to seek better 

opportunities, is also the choice made by Mrs Scott's son, in 

Consider The Lilies, whereas Donald Graeme, in Land of our Fathers, 

and Hakki, in Shadowed Valley, both heighten the notions of courage 

and resilience in adversity. Their opposition to and refusal of 

the transformation imposed on their community remain purely verbal 

or symbolic in the Clearances novels whereas with the novels of the 

resistance, they come to the fore. Connal, in A Pistol In 

Greenvards, plays a central role in the rebellion, Alasdair in 

Ribbon Of Fire and A Sound Of Trumpets and Sam in The Battle Of The 

Braes are both active witnesses of the crofters' protest. They all 

are reminiscent of Gavroche in Les Miserables by Victor Hugo, the 

boy who dies on the barricade during the Commune and who epitomises 

the attachment to freedom and the revolutionary spontaneousness of 

the Parisian people. Children provide writers with appropriate 
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figures prone to defiance and contumacy, often symbolising the 

rebellious propensity of a larger group. 

Fiction centring on the Clearances and the Land liar period 

also acts as a magnifier in relation with officials and gruesome 

details are scattered, intended to appal the reader. Scenes of 

chaos with devastating effects on the characters are often given an 

apocalyptic dimension and form the climax of many a novel. Such 

disproportionate amplification impinges on the reader's 

consciousness and results in the obscuration of conceptual issues. 

The Reduction of the Ideology of Improvement 

The fictional accounts surveyed very seldom expatiate on the 

economic policy of improvement 5 even Land Of Our Fathers, devoted 

to the progress of sheep-farming in Speyside, remains very sparing 

on the topic. Indeed, the novels focus on the traumatic 

experiences and the painful social consequences, resulting from the 

new economic orientation selected and apply them to the fictional 

characters created. Even when, as in Butcher's Broom and Shadowed 

Valley and to a lesser extent Consider The Lilies, economic and 

political arguments are discussed, they seem to sink in the 

background of the narrative and what is retained by the reader is 

the practical and human impact of a change - not always clearly 

explained as in And The Cock Crew and A Pistol In Greenyards. The 

issue at stake is often circumscribed to the localised context of 

the Highlands and Islands, and the pressures of economic 

transformations, with the industrial revolution in full swing in 

the rest of western Europe, are not related to the effort at 

rationalising land use in the region. The regional upheaval 
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depicted is disconnected from its directly influential socio- 

economic context and the political analysis provided lacks in 

breadth and comprehensiveness, although less so in Butcher's Broom. 

Contributing to this reduction of the issue presented, is the 

method often selected by the authors to characterise the people 

directly involved with the policy, such as the landlords. They are 

either simply absent from the narratives or strictly limited to 

their social function, acting as mere types or again presented with 

such irony that the arguments they bring forward are automatically 

rejected by the reader as unconvincing and self-interested. The 

same remark applies to the factors who are unanimously portrayed 

with extreme disparagement, verging at times on caricature. 

Furthermore, the most damaging device resorted to by writers, is 

the scathing irony and dissenting distance, which systematically 

tinges their presentation of the policy of improvement and its 

consequences. 

Twentieth-Century Bards 

In the nineteenth century, when the Clearances and the Land 

War were taking place, literary production in English on the 

subject was conspicuous by its scarcity, while many Gaelic poets 

dwelt at length on the events. They recorded their effects on the 

land and the population, drawing vivid and powerful evocations 

where their own subjectivity and the surrounding social climate 

come to light. Does twentieth-century fiction mirror the content 

of nineteenth-century poetic creation ? Are contemporary novelists 

the spiritual heirs of Gaelic bards ? Nineteenth-century 

production obviously conjures up the immediacy of the social impact 
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of the transformation which twentieth-century narratives lack, 

because of their retrospective character. Bards convey the mood, 

the feelings and the opinions of the community which surrounds them 

and, because of their direct involvement in local life, reflect its 

concerns and living habits in all its shades and variations. As 

opposed to novelists who compose for an audience which might not 

have any initial knowledge of the subject, they addressed 

communities which were part and parcel of the situation and on 

which their writings were influential. 

Professor W. J. Watson in his introduction to Bardachd 

Ghaidhlig explains that the poetry of the nineteenth century 

"expresses the wail of a dejected and harassed people" and 

associates with this period the expression "Celtic gloom" which, to 

his mind, was induced by the "infamies of Culloden and the 

Clearances". 6 The sombre tone of nineteenth century bardic poetry 

is frequently contrasted with the liveliness and buoyency of 

earlier poems. The more serious note which prevails in the 

ninetenth century reveals "strains in the culture and impending 

breakdown". 7 In those times of socio-economic transformation and 

large scale displacement, the prevalent theme of Gaelic verse is 

that of "Homeland" and as a sub-variety: verse about the evictions 

and Clearances. s 

The comparative analysis of twentieth-century literature and 

nineteenth-century Gaelic poetry devoted to the Clearances and the 

Land War must rely on two exhaustive essays: "The Poetry of the 

Clearances" by Sorley MacLean and "Gaelic Poets of the Land 

Agitation" by Donald Meek. 9 Striking similarities with twentieth- 

century narratives in interpretation, angle and tone come to light 

when reading these two studies. Central to nineteenth-century 

Gaelic poetry is the unifying idea of homeland expressed through 
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love and attachment to the Gaelic Highlands and lyrical 

representation of their natural features. This renders even more 

poignant the evocation of the scattering of the Gaels and their 

forced exile to foreign lands. Many poems on the Clearances and 

the evictions are, in fact, emigrants' laments which recall the 

life and country they were compelled to abandon. Most of the 

verses deplore and condemn vehemently the invasion of sheep in 

their glens, now grazing where once lived human communities. 

Nineteenth-century verses, too, underline the disintegration of 

Highland society with its communal life and the closeness of its 

members so that the common motif in Clearances poetry is a sense of 

loss and desolation: loss of the land, loss of a community and loss 

of the fiery Gaelic spirit. The same belief of holding an 

inalienable right to the land occupied for generations is 

recurrently voiced and the evictions are thus depicted as a 

despicable violation of a natural law, which did not rely on any 

written piece of paper but on integrity and trust. The poetry of 

the Clearances also expresses the Highlanders' powerlessness and 

the pointlessness of any attempt at resistance. 

Responsibility for the evictions is another point where both 

nineteenth-century and twentieth-century productions concur. The 

prevailing tendency in nineteenth-century verse is to blame the 

factors more than the landlords. Similarly, a common execration 

for the Lowland shepherds and farmers and the English unites the 

poems, where they are presented as vile enemies - the source of the 

Highlanders' wretchedness. This is particularly true of the poems 

of the Clearances since Land War poetry does offer criticism of the 

landlords' attitude. They are accused of extravagance and 

portrayed as imposters, usurping the role of chiefs. The 

ingratitude shown towards soldiers who had enlisted in the army and 
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found themselves deprived of land on their return is also strongly 

condemned. 

A change in tone is noted in both studies which underline a 

resurgence in the spirit of resistance in the poetry written from 

the 1870s onwards. Hopelessness and doom, which pervade the poetry 

of the Clearances, gradually give way to verses encouraging 

crofters to take action and abandon their former passivity. Mairi 

Mhor Nan Oran from Skye is evoked as the champion of the Land 

Reform campaign, her poetry containing constant encouragement to 

dissent and praises to the Land Reform fighters. High hopes are 

placed on the Napier Commission; however, nineteenth-century poetry 

displays a paucity in political and social analysis and only one 

poet stands out, in essays on the period, for the political 

assessment that his verse includes: John Smith. His poetry, beyond 

condemning the policies which decimated the Gaels, presents the 

issue as a specific Scottish problem - Scotland selling herself, 

damaging her lands and her inhabitants for profit and gain. 

The retrospective quality of nineteenth-century Gaelic poetry 

is often emphasised, particularly the fact that pre-clearances life 

tends to be idealised. Poverty and the difficulties of life at 

that time are not outlined. The evocations are not qualified: the 

clan system is presented as the ideal social organisation and the 

past is edenised. Pre-clearances life seems a lost paradise. This 

is obviously not the case with twentieth-century fiction, which in 

spite of a sense of loss and a longing to recover the values of 

"the former days", does not water down the precariousness and 

vulnerability to famine of that period. This discrepancy between 

the two presentations is due on the one hand to their difference in 

form - elegiac evocations of surroundings were a prominent feature 

of Gaelic poetry - and on the other hand to the closeness in time 
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of the events and what they destroyed. The immediate consequences 

of the Clearances were still painfully present, life in the former 

days could still be remembered with nostalgia by older people so 

that the sense of loss was even more acute. 

Few of the authors dealt with, would have had first hand 

knowledge of nineteenth-century Gaelic poetry, with the obvious 

exception of Iain Crichton Smith, indeed few were fluent Gaelic 

speakers and it is an interesting fact that their writing should 

coincide with many of the themes and the overall tone of Gaelic 

poetry of the nineteenth century. Their empathy with a region, - 

Skye, Sutherland or Shetland - its experience and its people, liken 

them to Twentieth-century bards depicting the events through the 

eyes of the inhabitants. Some of the authors surveyed also had 

distinct political standpoints which percolate through their 

interpretation of the period. 

The Political Filter 

The fictional representation of the Clearances era projects 

the vision of individuals whose reading of the past is subject to 

their own perception of the Highland region and Scotland at large, 

to their personal experiences and to their political colour. In 

fact, two of the novelists studied in this part, will re-surface in 

the next section - N. M. Gunn and Margaret MacPherson - in view of 

their active involvement in the life of the crofting areas. 

Although it would be a crude oversimplification and a 

generalisation to impose a political framework to the novels 

surveyed, the point remains nonetheless that the politcal cast of 

each novelist did orientate their interpretation and their emphasis 
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on selected happenings or themes, for some in a more blatant way 

than others. Overall, a radical flavour can be detected which 

clusters around the polarisation tenants-cum-crofters versus 

landowners and authority, with the writers empathising with the 

former's struggle. 

It is also no coincidence that Ian MacPherson's Land of Our 

Fathers (1933), N. M. Gunn's Butcher's Broom (1934) and Fionn 

MacColla's And The Cock Crew (started in 1934 and published in 

1945) should have been written at a time of resurgent nationalism. 

Incidentally, MacColla had joined the Nationalist Party of Scotland 

in 1928 and N. M. Gunn in 1929. It was a time of growing racial 

consciousness and Scotland's individuality as well as the 

distinctiveness of its regions were asserted and the novels 

mentioned are vivid expressions of such a trend. Racial awareness, 

validated by a distinctive past, was not a tendency limited to the 

Scottish nation and it dovetailed, as the part on museums will 

later show, into the emergence of the idea of folk life museums 

aimed at preserving the regional individuality of rural life 

throughout Britain. 10 

Among those three novelists, Fionn MacColla stands out in his 

re-creation of events and portrayal of characters honed to fit his 

own reading of Scotland's history and his own dogmas. For 

MacColla, as Aid The Cock Crew evinces, the roots of Scotland's 

ills lie in Calvinism and English domination. Through the attack 

launched by the bard on English power subsuming Scotland through 

devious means, the Clearances are one outstanding aspect of such 

insidious subjection. To the economic and international rationale, 

the nationalist or racial argument is preferred. It is significant 

that, in 1930, MacColla was involved in an aborted plan to entice 

crofters to organise land raids in the Highlands which would have, 
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or so he hoped, attracted the attention of the press and as a 

result the public on the "realities of Scottish history". In his 

autobiography, he states his objective which "was to let the large 

world know about the Clearances, that long-continued genocidal 

episode". 11 In MacColla's case with And The Cock Crew, to 

overlook the nationalist element which even eclipses the 

responsibility of landlords, would be to deprive the novel of one 

of its fundamental aims. 

The political cleavage crofters versus the landowning class is 

perhaps marked more explicitly in the novels of the resistance, 

particularly the Skye novels. On the one hand, the growth of 

radicalism and of political consciousness underpins the movement on 

which those novels centre; the Land War was an act of defiance 

which soon assumed a political resonance. On the other hand, both 

Margaret MacPherson and Allan Campbell MacLean adhered to distinct 

creeds concerning the fate of the crofting region which are also 

clearly placed on the political spectrum. Both were active members 

of the Labour Party. Their choice and presentation of topic, the 

rebellion of a long-suffering section of society against 

oppression, reflect their political commitment and their 

predilection. It seemed to them more apposite to glorify a 

reaction which had a practical legal outcome than to wallow in 

depictions of the inhabitants' misery. Radicalism is a feature 

common to both novels and it appears in the crofters' actions and 

their short analyses of the country's situation, yet it is 

developed neither along conceptual nor dogmatic lines as both 

novels were intended for young readers. 

Fiction on the Clearances era differs from the point of view 

of socio-economic historians who often feel that such work 

reinforces the many "myths" surrounding the period: cupidity as the 
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main motive behind the policy or brutality as the usual means of 

enforcing evictions. Such an emphasis can also be found in the 

interpretation of the period given by political intellectuals on 

which the following part focuses. 

As crofting and crofting legislation became more pressing 

questions and successive governments attempted to grapple with what 

came to be known as the "Highland problem", political writers, 

either genuinely concerned with the crofting region or using it to 

serve their own ideological purposes, have turned towards the past 

and the Clearances period to illuminate a particular form of 

reasoning or political stand. In such cases, the Clearances are 

not simply read as a socio-economic process, but most importantly, 

their symbolic significance is "recycled" and adjusted to a 

specific reading. The Clearances have thus, for instance, been 

appropriated by labour / socialist activists as a motif for nation- 

wide class issues or, more recently, by conservationist groups 

underlining land exploitation and impoverishment due to extensive 

sheepfarming. 
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The Clearances, with their strong emotional impact provide the 

propagandist, pamphleteer or political orator with events loaded 

with symbolic resonances prone to stir echoes and immediate 

responses in an audience. Because of their emotional appeal, they 

are often exploited in political discourse, acting as a trigger, 

releasing telling images of misery, harsh treatment and complete 

subjection and arousing feelings of outrage and resentment. 

Emotion can be a powerfully manipulative tool. However they are 

also significant politically and represent a definite landmark in 

the evolution of political consciousness in Northern Scotland. 

Their circumstances and consequences brought in their wake numerous 

political analyses which developed and evolved with the passing of 

time and with the changes in government, in the electoral balance 

and in the socio-economic context. 

As a landmark, they are associated with the economic, 

agricultural and social transformation of the Highlands: the 

beginning of crofting, extensive sheep farming and the marked 

alteration in the distribution of the population. They also 

sparked off political activity and radicalism in the Highlands, 

forcefully demonstrated by the Land War of the 1880s, expression of 

the feelings of betrayal and sheer discontent with the socio- 

economic reorganisation of the region, on the part of the 

dispossessed and resettled tenantry. Opposition had long been 

brewing in the Highlands, previously taking the shape of sporadic 

instances of resistance to evictions which lacked concerted 

organisation or political structure. With the seeds of change 

brought by the parallel Irish experience and the extension of the 

franchise with the third Reform Act of 1884-5 - which included such 

category of people as the crofters - the crofting community became 
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a political force to be reckoned with, with its distinctiveness and 

particular claims. 

The Clearances also emerge as the cardinal cause of what has 

come to be referred to as the "Highland Problem", an expression 

which encompasses such far-reaching questions as the economic 

development of the Highlands, land use, and more precisely the 

viability of crofting, its "raison d'etre" and its agricultural 

efficiency, viewed in connection with land tenure and the 

development of ancillary occupations. To this can be added 

ecological and demographic concerns. The Clearances are 

recurrently called on in political propaganda and government papers 

and reports as an essential element in a chain of events leading to 

the "Highland problem". Within the political spectrum, the 

Highland case has been a cause of concern and has been politically 

exploited by nationalist, labour and conservative groups alike. 

For the nationalists, the crafting area was one striking example of 

mismanagement and ignorance of regional characteristics by a 

government centralised in London and removed from Scotland. Such a 

view has at times been expounded by labour politicians who shared 

common dialectics with Home Rulers, although emphasising more 

strongly the aspects of class conflict and the rigid system of 

property characterising the Highlands: the interests of the 

labouring classes in Scotland would be better served under ah 

independent government aware of the nation's peculiarities. Hence 

at times the distinctions between political programs and aims of 

different parties, with regards the Highlands and crafting in 

particular, often become attenuated. Policies are also heavily 

influenced by the actions or apathy of the electorate, economic 

circumstances, such as the depression of the thirties, and the 

international situation as in the case of the two world wars. 
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Individuals as well have been instrumental in orientating and 

promoting actions in the Highlands, in particular Thomas Johnston 

who was Secretary of State for Scotland from 1941 to 1945. Hence 

before dealing with the vision of the Clearances and the connected 

Highland question by political intellectuals, who either inserted 

them as a compelling argument in nationalist or socialist 

dialectics or concentrated on the practical regeneration of the 

Highlands, it seems appropriate to cast a glance over the attitude 

of parties and government towards the Highland case and the impact 

of the Clearances on their choice of policy. 
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CRAMER I 

IN I DUCPION 

The land agitation in the 1880s focusing on the system of land 

tenure in the Highlands and the need for reform was influential in 

bringing together nationalist and socialist issues. 

Highland radicalism was to play some part in establishing 
the Scottish Socialist movement late in the 1880s and in 
placing home rule on its programme. 1 

Land reform was the issue which set the Highlands and Islands 

ablaze, before the passing of the 1886 Crofters Act. However, 

discontent continued to smoulder, since the Act, although putting 

an end to the Clearances era by providing security of tenure, did 

not make any move towards the redistribution of lands from which 

tenants had been evicted. 

The Liberals who came to power in 1906 put Land Reform at the 

top of their agenda and a programme of land settlement was 

envisaged under the Small Landholders (Scotland) Bill, 1907. 

Twice, the Bill was rejected by the House of Lords, in 1907 and 

1908 and it was finally passed in 1911, when the lords' veto was 

abrogated. The Act extended the crofting legislation to the whole 

of Scotland and replaced the Congested Districts Board by the Board 

(later Department) of Agriculture for Scotland and the Crofters 

Commission by the Land Court. 

The gist of the opposition's objections was that the form 
of tenure created for Highland conditions had no place in 
the Lowlands. 2 

When the Act came to be implemented, many landowners demonstrated 

their opposition through various obstructive tactics which delayed 

the already slow process of land settlement. In the years 

preceding the war the inefficiency of the Act was often attacked 
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and land reform was a powerful weapon, central to the argument used 

by Scottish home rulers campaigning in favour of devolution. The 

theme was used in May 1913 by William Henry Cowan, MP for East 

Aberdeenshire in a speech which asked for the introduction in 

Scotland of a similar measure as the Government of Ireland Bill. 

In the second place, let me call attention to an urgent 
and pressing question, second only to that of self- 
government - land reform. Hon. Members are well aware 
that Scotland is being depopulated... They must know 
that emigration from Scotland, according to the last 
Government Return, is double that from Ireland. What is 
the explanation ? Surely that feudalism, unchecked by 
legislation, survives in Scotland... Scotland has become 
a reservoir for the filling up of Canada. We recently 
had the Crofters Act extended to the non-crofting 
counties of Scotland. You gave it too late. We had to 
wait 25 years for it... If we had had a parliament in 
Scotland this would have been given to us, and given to 
us in time, and thus saved to Scotland thousands of her 
worthiest sons who have been driven into exile by the 
callous indifference of this House. 3 

Depopulation and emigration seem here to sum up the conditions of 

the Highlands and Scotland in general; twelve years later 

nationalist pamphlets concerned with the Highlands concentrated on 

the sad state of their economy and their agricultural decline. One 

of the most forceful pamphlets of the period was written by J. M. 

Macdiarmid, labour candidate for Kinross and West Perthshire 

entitled The Deer Forests and how they are Bleeding Scotland White. 

With a virulent style, reminiscent of Johnston's tone in Our Scots 

Noble Families (1909) and A History of the Working Classes in 

Scotland (1922), the author launches a vigorous attack on the 

inadequacy of the English Parliament to deal with Scottish affairs 

which led to "the desolation and economic ruin of the Highlands". 4 

The English legislation applied to Scotland and turning the chiefs 

into landlords is seen as the origin of the ruin of the Highlands 

which started with the Clearances: 
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Unemployment, decay of agriculture, poverty, the worst 
housing conditions in Europe, emigration and rural 
depopulation have been the consequences of the evil work 
which began with the barbarous clearances of the Highland 
peasant a hundred years ago. 5 

To an idyllic picture of pre-clearances life is contrasted a lurid 

evocation of the Sutherland clearances tinged with a hint of anti- 

semitism against the estate owners: the Leveson-Gower family. 

Amidst attacks on the venal landlords, on the servility of the 

Church and on English interference, the picture of the Highlands is 

one of mismanagement of the land, of agricultural decline and of 

ecological deterioration due to an unsound system of ownership. 

Again self-government is advocated in conclusion as the political 

remedy 

[... ] to restore the economic life of Scotland, Home Rule 
is an indispensable condition, for a Scots Parliament 
alone is qualified to enact the necessary legislation 
[... ] 

When Scotland regains its own Parliament it will be 
possible to settle the land question on lines which will 
encourage workers to go back to the land, and giving full 
security to the cultivator, will increase production and 
enrich the nation. 6 

Beyond the embittered and venomous tone, characteristic of the 

genre of the period, the author's deep disillusionment transpires. 

Disillusionment with the insufficient action taken to check the 

power of the proprietors in the Highlands, which the author labels 

"the Land Trust", who turned their land into deer forests when 

returning ex-servicemen were applying for small-holdings to the 

Board of Agriculture. Although the 1911 Small Landholders 

(Scotland) Act provided the government with the legal machinery to 

buy and redistribute the land from which many families had been 

evicted during the previous century, the author deplores the 

inefficiency and the parsimony with which the Act was implemented. 

Promises of land had been widely publicised to entice men to 

enlist for the Great War and, on their return, demobilised 
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servicemen expected to see those promises rapidly fulfilled. To 

that end the 1911 Act was modified in 1919 by the much more radical 

Land Settlement (Scotland) Act which, it was hoped, was to 

accelerate the process of land settlement, particularly since it 

gave the Board of Agriculture powers to acquire farms. Yet land 

settlements remained slow because of the still cumbersome machinery 

of the new Act, and most of all, because of the control which the 

treasury exercised on all expenditure. Land settlement was also 

greatly hampered by the fluctuations of agriculture following the 

war: the short-lived post-war boom and high prices induced by the 

protective measures adopted during the Great War and the subsequent 

depression into which farming lurched. Pressure continued to come 

from the Highlands and Islands with numerous land raids which were 

crucial in attracting the government's attention to the region's 

particular case and hastening land settlement schemes in those 

areas. 7 

MacDiarmid's pamphlet throws into light some of the features 

of the crisis in the crofting area: problems of land tenure and 

land use with the deterioration of pastures under extensive sheep 

farming and deer, and reflects the recommendations of the previous 

Commissions on crofting: to increase the number of small holdings 

and encourage the expansion of tourism. His commitment to home 

rule as a labour candidate mirrors the position of the labour 

movement in the twenties. 

The crofters' movement in the 1880s had been instrumental in 

boosting the Labour party in its early days in Scotland and in the 

twenties land agitation was an element which Labour exploited 

endeavouring to widen its electoral base in the Highlands, but also 

which added impetus to its Home Rule commitment. This commitment, 

however remained a dead letter, set aside by two Labour governments 
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in the same period. Labour's disengagement from Home Rule had its 

roots in the early twenties when economic recession and political 

progress on the national level increased the party's involvement in 

UK politics. 8 

For labour in Scotland the Home Rule commitment remained 
something lurking in the shadows and would more recently 
be resurrected under the guise of the ill-fated 
devolution legislation of the seventies. Only since 
then, has labour seriously re-assessed its strategy. 9 

Running parallel to debates on the socio-economic situation of 

the Highlands, a campaign was conducted for the right of access to 

uncultivated mountains and moorlands for recreation. It was first 

initiated in 1884, when the Liberal MP for South Aberdeenshire, 

James Bryce, introduced his Access to Mountains Bill. Between 1884 

and 1939, the Bill was successively presented and defeated over a 

dozen times. Although the recreation question might appear 

irrelevant to the political or economic aspects of the Highlands, 

the link between the problem of public access to mountains and the 

state of the region was often stressed by radical members of the 

Ramblers' movement, not least Ernest A. Baker who expands on the 

subject in the introduction to his book The Highlands with Rope and 

Rucksacks (1923). 

Baker's purpose is to demonstrate that those two seemingly 

parallel questions are entwined and spring from the system of 

private ownership of land: the roots of such aberrations as the 

Clearances or the denial of access to mountains. In the end, Baker 

feels, this only serves to hinder the progress of the region whose 

interests are ignored and, there is no doubt that 

a Home Rule Parliament in Edinburgh would, in spite of 
the intranched forces of reaction, have settled the deer- 
forest question long ago, and with it the thorny 
questions of agricultural unemployment, poverty, 
congestion, and the loss of national wealth, which hinge 
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directly upon it. The situation is recognised to be 
thoroughly uneconomic. 10 

In Baker's view, the concentration of power and wealth in the 

hands of a few tyrannical landlords (threatening tenants who give 

hospitality to ramblers with eviction) does not even deserve the 

comparison with feudalism, as the old patriarchal bond and loyalty 

have disappeared and been replaced by a financial relationship. 

Most of all the landlords' predilection for sheep walks or deer 

forests has robbed the region of its human and full economic 

potential and led to its impoverishment. The absence of public 

access to hills is but one token of this backward situation. 

There must be something vicious in an economic system the 
by-product of which is that amazing anachronism, a 
country of the size of the Highlands stripped of its 
inhabitants, its natural resources squandered, and the 
whole turned into a rich man's preserve. Is there 
anything like it elsewhere on the face of the globe ? On 
the fringes of the pleasure-ground, on the seashore, and 
in the barren islands, the relics of the old population 
are living in miserable cabins - those who are not among 
the small number employed on the great sporting estates - 
and fighting a losing battle with poverty and 
starvation. 11 

Ernest A. Baker's position illustrates the fact that to the 

rambling movement in the Highlands, the Clearances were an 

essential argument in their reasoning which embraced the socio- 

political notions of dispossession and loss of former rights and in 

effect challenged the basis of private landownership in the region. 

The debate had distinct political overtones which retarded 

legislation on the subject; an unsatisfactory Act, considered to be 

a betrayal of their aspirations by ramblers, was finally passed in 

1939.12 In Scotland, the "Highland problem" was becoming more 

acute. 

The region's difficulties were heightened by the economic 

crisis of the late twenties and the thirties which did not spare 

the crofting areas. By 1931 the national government was in the 
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hand of the conservatives who, under the pressure of two 

Secretaries of State for Scotland John Colville and Walter Elliot, 

opted for a "strongly interventionist stance" 13, to promote 

economic expansion, much in need in the region, but also as a 

political move - to flatter a potentially threatening electorate, 

The land settlement programme continued but the emphasis in the mid 

thirties was on the industrial belt where new holdings were created 

to palliate redundancy and the Land Settlement Act of 1934 was 

specifically targeted to this aim: 

One of the main objectives of land settlement was now the 
alleviation of unemployment in the mining and industrial 
areas. Both objectives and geographical focus had now 
shifted radically from the earlier phases of land 
settlement, the former relieving land congestion to 
relieving unemployment, and the latter from the Highlands 
and Islands to the Lowlands. 14 

The actions taken in the Highlands and Islands were the 

establishment, in 1936, of a Scottish Economic Committee whose Sub- 

Committee for the Highlands produced in 1938 the Hilleary Report - 

named after its chairman -, which made a series of recommendations 

to boost the economy of the crofting areas and create employment, 

in particular with the development of forestry, tourism and hydro- 

electric power. Unfortunately, the international situation put an 

end to the government's effort at developing the Highlands and 

Islands as the focus shifted on to international affairs. 

But by senior politicians like Walter Elliot and John 
Colville the particular claims of the crofting areas on 
government had, at least, been recognised. 15 

Indeed, James Hunter, in The Claim of Crofting, sees the crux of 

the crofting problem in the government's attitudes to it; whether 

they were willing to consider it as a separate entity responding to 

criteria different from those of farming or whether it was merged 

with the general agricultural situation. 
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Such an attitude depended to a large extent on the personality 

of the Secretary of State and his personal knowledge of the 

crofting region as well as his political commitment. Thomas 

Johnston was to play an important part in promoting inquiries and 

initiating policies particularly adapted to northern Scotland. He 

was appointed Secretary of State for Scotland by Churchill in 1941 

and left office and parliament in 1945. He was a socialist, ex- 

editor of Forward. His running of Scottish affairs is a parallel 

to Churchill's own coalition government during the war. He 

requested a "council of state" for Scotland, composed of all 

living ex-secretaries, whatever their political colour. Churchill, 

being mainly preoccupied with the international situation, 

"Johnston and his council were given what virtually amounted to a 

free hand". 16 To stimulate the social and economic development 

of Scotland was his objective and he established, for instance, in 

1942, the Scottish Council on Industry to liaise government with 

industry and pioneered numerous economic plans. During his term of 

office, no less than thirty two sub-committees were created to 

assess post-war problems, some on fields directly relevant to the 

crofting areas such as the herring fishing industry, the question 

of land settlement, hill sheep farming or the development of hydro- 

electric power. The latter led to the formation of the Hydro- 

Electric Board in 1945. However concerning crofting and the post- 

war difficulties it was to face, little emerged from the plethora 

of reports and inquiries carried out in the forties. In fact, the 

Scottish Secretariat, under the new labour government elected in 

1945, tended to overlook the particularities of crofting and it was 

appraised along the same norms as any other agricultural matter by 

the Department of Agriculture. The programme of creation of new 

small holdings dwindled considerably and policy became orientated 
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towards the establishment of larger units, deemed more economically 

viable. 17 Crofting was assessed along the lines of agricultural 

efficiency and productivity which implied a reconsideration of 

tenurial arrangements, with the idea of amalgamating crofts into 

larger units. The notions of profitability, productivity and 

amalgamation seem all too reminiscent of the concepts from which 

the Clearances sprang and the government was treading on tricky 

grounds, when they appointed the Commission of Enquiry into 

Crofting Conditions in 1951. 

The precarious position of the crofting areas in the late 

forties and the lack of specifically targeted actions, in favour of 

crofting and land settlement, on the part of the government, was 

pointed out, in 1949, by A. MacAindreis, in a pamphlet entitled The 

Scandal of the Highland Clearances. Is History Repeating Itself ? 

riacAindreis edited for a while a small magazine called The Lion 

Rampant. He also manufactured cosmetics made out of seaweed from 

Lochgilphead with the idea of bringing small industry to the 

Highlands. The author places himself above party politics and 

identifies the Cameron Report on Knoydart as the starting point of 

his analysis, which he describes on the front page as "a stern 

criticism of the official attitude to land settlement". 

The Report on Knoydart Estate by John A. Cameron (1949) was 

caused by the seizure of land by a group of Knoydart men and also 

by the obvious failure of the owner's agricultural endeavours - 

mainly hill farming, The owner's - Lord Brocket - nazi sympathies 

and his evident reluctance to participate in the war effort had 

caused the authorities to requisition part of his property in 1940 

in order to stock it with sheep. The land was derequisitioned in 

1941 when Lord Brocket showed his intention to co-operate. The 

results of the estate were nonetheless calamitous. In 1947 a 
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number of Knoydart men, supported by their local clergyman Father 

MacPherson, submitted to the Secretary of State a scheme featuring 

the creation of forty holdings on the estate. In view of the 

authorities' lack of response, in November 1948 seven men started 

the Knoydart Land Raid. John A. Cameron as appointed by the 

Secretary of State late in 1948 to conduct an inquiry into the best 

course of action to be followed to ensure the development of the 

resources of the area, taking into consideration its social, 

economic and financial particularities. A native of Lochaber, 

Cameron had been a Gaelic-speaking member of the Scottish Land 

Court from 1926 to 1944 and seemed therefore well-acquainted with 

the situation of the crofting districts. 18 His report concluded 

against the establishment of small holdings and was on the other 

hand, in favour of the development of--afforestation-which would 

create wage-earning employment. MacAindreis condemns the Cameron 

Report on Knoydart as a retrograde document reverting the situation 

to that of the Clearances and preventing the creation of crofts. 

It is a denial of everything the Highlands have gained, 
including the Crofting Acts. By implication it argues in 
favour of the clearances. After all, what caused all the 
crofting legislation, the Highland problem, and the 
demand for holdings ? It was the crime of the clearances 
- clearances so that'certain estates could be-cleared of 
tenants, organised as a unit, and centrally controlled. 
Oh, yes, there would be some employment on these estates, 
but no crofting tenants. No security. Just As the 
Cameron Report advises. 19 

According to the author, the Cameron Report reflects the attitude 

of the government towards small landholdings, reluctant to promote 

small individual units but rather favourable to the creation of co- 

operative farms. 

[... ] There has been obvious endeavour to offset the 
failure to implement their land settlement promises by 
boosting and spotlighting the Hydro Electric developments 
and the few industries that have started [... ] 
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Land settlement remains the one and only way of 
bringing life back to the Highlands... 20 

The author strongly argues the case for the continuation and 

promotion of crofting, showing its suitability to the conditions of 

the Highlands, comparing its effects on the fertility of the hills 

with sheep farming and drawing a grim picture of a depopulated 

region, hence combining agricultural, ecological, demographic but 

also economic and cultural arguments. However his use of the 

spectre of the Clearances looming again over the Highlands is 

certainly his most potent weapon, an image which the authorities 

were eager to avoid, but which any attempt at modifying the 

tenurial system in the Highlands was, and still is, likely to 

conjure up. 

History had left its scars on the memories of the crofting 

population, as the commissioners promptly acknowledged in the 

historical section of the Report of the Commission of Enquiry into 

Crofting Conditions published in 1954: 

It was clear from the evidence put before us during our 
visits to the crofting areas that the history of the past 
remains vivid in the minds of the people and, in some 
measure, conditions their attitude to current 
problems. 21 

Successive attempts, over the next twenty years, at tampering 

with the system of land tenure in the Highlands and Islands, be it 

for the purpose of amalgamation of small holdings or, on the other 

hand to entitle crofters to ownership of land, were swift to 

resurrect the ghost of the Clearances. Consolidation and 

reorganisation of holdings appear as the stumbling block in the 

development of the crofting areas, and the options envisaged by the 

authorities, as often as not contradicted the aspirations of the 

crofters. This was particularly true when, up until the sixties, 

the government tended to treat crofting as the poor relation in the 
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wider agricultural family and apply to it values and norms 

appertaining to farming. 

In keeping with policies towards structural improvement 
in agriculture in general, improvement on smallholdings 
was usually interpreted in terms of amalgamation into 
more viable units. 22 

Yet, the 1954 Taylor Report had laid particular emphasis on 

the specificity and worth of crofting, also advocating a 

reactivation of the land settlement programme: 

We have thought right, however, to record our 
unanimous conviction, founded on personal knowledge and 
on the evidence we have received, that in the national 
interest the maintenance of these communities is 
desirable, because they embody a free and independent way 
of life which in a civilisation predominantly urban and 
industrial in character is worth preserving for its own 
intrinsic quality. 23 

Amidst "the great diversity of conditions" 24, the commissioners 

identified a series of obstacles to the efficient working of 

crofting. Amongst them, were the neglect of crofts due to the 

absence or old age of the tenant, or aberrant cases of amalgamation 

running against the interest of crofting, but very much to the 

financial advantage of the proprietors -a continuation of the 

principle of the Clearances. 

Instead of an improved holding enabling more land to be 

cropped, more cattle to be kept, and a crofter to make a 
better living from the land, there resulted too often 
another holding degenerated into a sheep grazing. 
Amalgamation in this form involves both the loss of 
agricultural production and the ruin of the crofting 
community. 25 

Conflicting interests between crofters and some landlords, inclined 

to overlook the concerns of the crofting community, smallness and 

unsuitability of holdings - remnants of the situation originating 

from the Clearances - and unkept crofts, all these elements pointed 

towards the need for a better organisation and management of the 
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land, allowing for the particularities of crofting. The report 

recurrently insisted on the necessity for crofting to be dealt with 

separately from ordinary farming and the creation of a Crofters 

Commission was advocated, within the remit of which land settlement 

and reletting of vacant crofts, for instance, would fall. Beyond 

the administration of agricultural affairs, the report wished to 

see the Commission endowed with powers enabling it to tackle the 

crofting problem as a whole, and hence to deal with production and 

marketing or the creation and promotion of ancillary occupations. 

In the end, the responsibility for framing the legislation befell 

to the Department of Agriculture; the Crofters Commission was 

established in 1955 to deal with purely agricultural matters. 

Its dominant task was the consolidation of crofts and the re- 

organisation of townships and initially its stance was very much in 

keeping with that advocated by the Taylor Report. However, 

confronted with growing difficulties, stemming from the 

unwillingness or inability to change on the part of old crofters, 

who often assimilated the process to evictions - "the notion that 

we are going around evicting people is quite, quite 

exaggerated" 26 -, stemming as well from the unpopularity of the 

pressure put on absentees to relinquish their crofts and, lastly, 

from their own lack of power to pioneer new sources of employment 

and their increasing sense of failure as regards the economic 

revival of crofting areas, the members of the Commission adopted a 

different attitude in the early years of the sixties. The 

situation in crofting areas was still characterised by a high rate 

of outward migration, with a very unbalanced distribution of the 

population age-wise and very few signs of economic expansion apart 

from a few highly circumscribed exceptions such as the Atomic 

Energy Authority's reactor in Dounreay. The Crofters Commission 
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felt that crofting agriculture, to play a significant part in the 

economy of Northern Scotland, had to be rationalised and 

reorganised into larger holdings, encouraging crofters towards a 

full-time agricultural occupation. This reversal of attitude was 

much more in conformity with Harold MacMillan's Conservative 

government, who had passed an Act in 1957, encouraging financially 

the amalgamation of small holdings. In 1961, a Bill was 

consequently brought forward in Parliament in order to give the 

Crofters Commission the necessary powers to carry out its 

intentions. Those intentions had met the hostility of the crofters 

whose opposition was expressed during a meeting organised in 1960 

by the Western Isles Constituency Labour Party and voiced in 

Parliament by the Labour MP for the Western Isles: Malcolm 

Macmillan. The Bill was eventually defeated. 

With the appointment of James Shaw Grant as chairman of the 

Crofters Commission in 1963, the crofting question was approached 

from a different angle: crofting provided a framework on which the 

economy of the Highlands and Islands could be based and it had 

conditioned in the population a great level of adaptability - an 

element which ought to be used towards the establishment of a 

diversified economy. As the remit of the Crofters Commission was 

limited to agriculture, the Highlands and Islands Development Board 

was established in 1965 to complement the work of the Commission. 

Once again, crofting tenure and its legislation dating back from 

the 1886 Act, was found to hamper the creation and development of 

new economic ventures, be they of an agricultural or industrial 

nature. As early as 1968, the Crofters Commission came to the 

conclusion that crofters should be given the possibility of 

becoming the owners of their holdings. This suggestion was to 

arouse many criticisms from different sources. The argument that 
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this scheme would lead to new clearances was levelled against it by 

the Moderator of the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland, 

Reverend Dr Thomas Murchison in 1969: "I can see this change in 

crofting tenure leading to a second wave of clearances". 27 Labour 

party activists, such as Margaret MacPherson and Allan Campbell 

McLean condemned the proposition. However in 1974, the 

Conservative government, with Edward Heath as prime minister, 

introduced the Crofting Reform Bill, which only became an Act in 

1976 under the Labour government, led by Harold Wilson, this delay 

due to a change in government and a reconsideration of the Bill. 

The rejection of the advice of Labour's Scottish Working Party on 

Crofting which favoured the public ownership of crofting land, led 

to the resignation of two of its members: Allan Campbell McLean and 

Brian Wilson, editor of the West Highland Free Press. The 

reorganisation of small holdings into larger units and the 

nationalisation of land had been successively rejected, and in the 

late seventies and the eighties, new factors were to provide a new 

perspective of the crofting world, factors where party policy had 

little influence. 

Four main elements have modified the government's and the 

crofters' approach to crofting and have led to its re-appraisal. 

First, the re-organisation of Local Government in 1975 with the 

establishment of the Island Authorities and in particular the 

creation of Comhairle nan Eilean in the Western Isles "gave a sense 

of unity and of purpose to the Long Island" 28. Co-ordination and 

efficiency at a local level could be achieved more easily with a 

unitary body. Secondly, the creation of the Scottish Crofters 

Union in 1985 provided the crofting community with an organised 

vehicle expressing their views, and the government and authorities 

with "an authentic voice" which represents "a reliable distillation 
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of crafting population. " 29 Then, $ritain's entry in the former 

EEC in 1973 was to have strong repercussions on the country's 

agricultural orientations which seemed to suit the traditional 

structure of crofting. The key-words of the orientations of the EC 

have been, since the mid eighties, the diversification of rural 

economies with less emphasis on production and less reliance on 

agriculture, and crofting as a part-time occupation is perfectly 

adapted to the community's objective as the Crofters Commission 

underlined in May 1991: 

The Commission are committed to crofting and believe 
that it represents a system of land use which is integral 
to Highlands and Islands culture, which in its structure 
and organisation is compatible with a growing European 
trend towards part-time agriculture, and which makes a 
major contribution to the maintenance of rural 
population. 30 

Since the beginning of the eighties the EC has been active in 

northern Scotland, with in 1982, the five year Integrated 

Development Programme (IDP) for the Western Isles, followed by the 

Agricultural Development Programme (ADP) for the other islands of 

Scotland and lastly, in 1991, by the Rural Enterprise Programme 

(REP) for selected areas in the Highlands. This last programme is 

meant to stimulate alternative economic activity among those 

involved in agriculture, such as alternative agricultural 

production, tourism, leisure and services. Beyond the massive 

injection of funds - from the EC and the British government -, the 

three schemes are designed to encourage new initiatives in the 

Highlands and Islands, however their effect on the regeneration and 

diversification of the area's economy and their success depend as 

much on the energy and enthusiasm of the local population as on the 

national and international economic situation and the demands of 

the market. Lastly the growing interest and concern for 
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environmental issues and conservation have also placed the crofting 

areas in a "privileged" position. The impact of large scale 

farming and of the general trend of agriculture towards the 

increase of food production and profitable exploitation of the 

land, had long been denounced by environmentalists. The harmful 

effect of modern methods of farming - with the use of pesticides 

and machinery - on the flora and fauna of agricultural regions, 

where certain species have gradually disappeared, has now become a 

fundamental environmental issue. 

In the Highlands and Islands, the repercussions of new 

agricultural practices on the ecological balance of the area had 

been noted as early as the beginning of the nineteenth century. 31 

Within a century of the introduction of sheep farming, articles 

appeared in the Transactions of the Royal Highland and Agricultural 

Society of Scotland - the proprietors' organ - on the deterioration 

of the land through sheep rearing. 32 In the retrospective studies 

presented, agricultural as well as social improvements were focused 

on, leaving the Clearances - the word is never used, to it is 

preferred "removals" - in the shadows. Later on, in 1941, the dire 

economic straits in which sheep farming was caught led Johnston to 

appoint a committee to consider the economic foundations of the 

industry and recommend means of improving impoverished grazings. 33 

The degradation postulate - in spite of its tenuous evidence - was 

further developed in the mid-twenties by environmentalists 

specialised in the study of the area, such as F. F. Darling. His 

work identified as the origin of the Highland problem, the misuse 

of land, greatly accelerated during the Clearances period, and 

characterised by intensive sheep farming and the resulting decline 

in the number of cattle, the practices attached to it, in 

particular burning and deforestation. 34 His findings and 
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recommendations were widely used by the 1954 Taylor Report and the 

following lines, extracted from it, are a direct illustration of 

Frank Fraser Darling's advice contained in the West Highland Survey 

(1955): 

In our opinion the scheme of grants or subsidies 
should be arranged on the principle that the maintenance 
or the improvement of the fertility of the soil is the 
paramount consideration. In the present context the 
application of that principle would mean that generally 
the scale would be weighted in favour of cattle rather 
than sheep. 35 

Yet his expertise and findings were totally ignored by the 

government at the time. "Scotland in 1950 did not have a very 

highly developed sense of environmental consciousness". 36 

Environmental issues were to gather momentum in the seventies and 

more particularly the eighties with British and European policies 

showing a growing concern for conservation and ecology. In fact a 

distinct shift in the perception of the Highland land question was 

discernible, from an early consideration of the area's physical 

productivity to more environmental concepts of nature 

conservation. 37 The development strategy of northern Scotland 

was thus reappraised along ecological lines and the problems of 

land use and crofting were in the forefront of this analysis. The 

Clearances were reasserted as a turning point in the history of 

Highland and Island ecology, a period when agricultural and social 

changes intensified and the eco-system was drastically modified. 

The changing climate of opinion, at least at one end of the 

spectrum, can be illustrated by some of the postulates put forward 

in 1989 by the Land Use Working Group of the Highland Green Party 

in their Rural Manifesto for the Highlands. Four different 

sections outline the past actions which have led to the social and 

ecological decline of the Highlands, assess the present 
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circumstances of the Highlands within an environmental and economic 

perspective, draw a possible picture of the future of the region 

around the principle of the forest economy and lastly suggest some 

ways of counteracting the development of the Highland problem in 

particular using agroforestry. 

The coming of the sheep and the ensuing Clearances 
were a catastrophe from both human and ecological 
standpoints. The new patterns of settlement, or rather 
depopulation, are with us today as is the legacy of a 
virtual single - animal monoculture : an almost complete 
deforestation and what can only be described as the final 
round of vegetation and soil degeneration. 38 

The manifesto draws many of its arguments from Frank Fraser 

Darling's conclusions -a short section is devoted to his work on 

the Highland problem - and paints a bleak picture of the region's 

present situation, debunking the myth of its wilderness and showing 

that it is a degraded habitat with an endangered wildlife. Years 

of misuse of the land through hill sheep farming, industrial 

forestry and wild game management are said to have had a 

debilitating effect and the system of land ownership in the 

Highland is questioned. In fact the central point around which the 

future alternative economy of land use evolves, is a revision of 

the ownership of land to be replaced by community stewardship and 

co-operative management with a re-distribution of land. In the new 

forest economy envisaged, modern technology and alternative energy 

would be promoted, the communities would develop along the 

principles of forest-croft townships and the manifesto sets the 

pre-clearances pattern as its example: 

Crofts and small farms would be scattered throughout the 
forest, naturally clustered on the richer soils, often in 
the bottoms of glens and much resembling their pre- 
clearances distributions. 39 
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The development of the Highlands through agro-forestry - reversing 

the ecological erosion of the Highlands - would require as 

prerequisite the diminution of sheep farming, the reform of land 

ownership and the expansion of crofting. 

The increasing emphasis on conservation and environmental 

protection in EC and UK policies as well as their effort at 

diversifying rural economy sets the crofting areas in an 

advantageous situation. 

Diversified development and environmental and 
cultural concern fit well with the traditionally varied 
character of part-time crofting and its people [... ] 

EC and UK policies for rural areas are increasingly 
aligned to achieving coordinated, locally-targeted 
development and protection of the countryside, while at 
the same time supporting economic development. 40 

This new stress on a policy of land use respecting and 

preserving the natural environment of the Highlands and Islands is 

perhaps best exhibited in the recently published document, prepared 

jointly by the Scottish Crofters Union and the Royal Society for 

the Protection of Birds and entitled Crofting and the Environment: 

A New Approach. Crofting communities and the environment are 

equated and presented as being both threatened by land use 

practices, widely applied in other British agricultural regions. 

The crofting counties of Scotland have long been 
noted for their outstanding natural environment. 
Highland and Island landscapes are among the most 
spectacular in Europe. The unpolluted countryside 
supports a wide range of wild life, including many rare 
habitats and species [... ] 

This environment is, in part, a product of crofting 
practices. Many traditional aspects of crofting land 
use, and thus the rich environment, have been maintained 
while the countryside elsewhere in the UK has witnessed 
great changes. 41 

The future development of crofting areas is sketched out and 

estimated in connection with environmentally sensitive farming and 
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the document anticipates a readjustment in agricultural support 

mechanism. 

We also argue that, given the increasing emphasis on 
conservation in both European and UK land use policy, the 
crofting areas which are so valuable for conservation are 
worthy of modest increases in public support. 42 

In the parallel preservation of crofting and wildlife in the 

Highlands and Islands, the corncrake is to the RSPB what the pre- 

clearance era is to the SCU: a perspective to be aimed for. The 

endangered corncrake population can be increased if its habitat is 

respected during the breeding season and a late cutting premium is 

applied. In a paragraph entitled "The Wilderness Fallacy", a 

reversal of the Clearances process is envisaged. Areas which were 

once populated and which the Clearances turned into a barren 

wilderness - both the demographic and environmental arguments are 

used - could be restored to their pre-clearances state: 

Many of the most unpopulated localities were once 
thickly peopled - their population having been expelled 
forcibly by the landlords responsible for the Highland 
Clearances. Crofters still aspire to win back these 
lands. There is no environmental reason why a measure of 
resettlement should not occur. Indeed there would be 
every reason to welcome reforms which made it possible to 
combine an element of resettlement with, for example, 
woodland regeneration and other measures designed to 
rehabilitate habitats which have been seriously degraded 
in the period since the Clearances. 43 

Leaving aside the obstacles that such a project might encounter - 

legal, financial and practical - and the question of the success of 

such an enterprise, themes beyond the purpose of this work, what 

can be outlined is the latent notion which seems to underpin the 

document's proposition: the concept of a pre-clearances Golden Age 

to be resurrected for the benefit of the crofti. ng communities and 

the environment. Progress achieved through a retrospective glance 
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at the Highlands and Islands past, recreation of a lost image. It 

is a theme common to many European ecologist movements. 

Parmi. les expressions les plus vigoureuses du mouvement 
contestataire contemporain, ne peut-on manquer d'etre 
frappe, dans le discours, les attitudes et les 

coinportements, par la frequence des rencontres entre une 
volonte progressiste hautement affirmee et la 

multi. plicite des references passeistes. L'ecologisme se 
montre ä cet ebard aussi riche d'ambiguites que l'avaient 
ete precEdemment toutes les formes de 1'anti- 

capitalisme. 44 

Indeed, pre-clearances life and its destruction by the Clearances 

were often presented as forceful images in relation to the working 

of capitalism in Scotland, in Marxist addresses and political 

propaganda, and it is on the vision of the Highlands and Islands 

and the Clearances offered in such political circles that the next 

two sections will concentrate. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE (X)MM(NTSM OF THE CLAN 

If ecologist groups in Scotland reflect on the greater balance 

and harmony between man and its environment, which existed before 

the Clearances, it is on the clan system and its "democratic" 

spirit that earlier propagandists had focused, using it as an 

example against the social and economic structures imposed by 

capitalism, structures said to be alien to the Celtic temperament 

and which led to such aberrations as the Clearances. Three 

prominent figures built much of their thinking and position on this 

Celtic political archetype: Ruaraidh Erskine of Marr, John MacLean 

and Oliver Brown. Although their respective commitment to 

nationalist and Marxist groups varied in degree, perspective and 

character, all three shared a common antipathy for the 

constitutional system which robbed the Scottish people of a proper 

representation of their wishes, and had caused Scotland's decline 

and great level of poverty amongst its population - all three wrote 

on the poor housing conditions which prevailed in Scotland. All 

three also considered closely the case of the Highlands and 

Islands, in particular what they saw as the surreptitious work of 

England, after the rebellions, to control northern Scotland through 

the anglicisation of the clan chiefs. Such is the light in which 

the Clearances and their aftermath are interpreted: yet another 

instance of the domination of England, dictating its rules through 

incongruent laws (ownership of land by former chiefs); and all 

three heap opprobrium on the Union and the role of Westminster in 

the process. 
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2.1 Rua. raidh Erskine of Karr 

Ruaraidh Erskine of Marr was born in Brighton in 1869 of an 

old Scottish family. He first learnt Gaelic from his nurse who 

came from the Western Isles. He devoted much of his enthusiasm, 

energy and finance to- the revival of. Celtic Scotland. To this aim, 

he created, sponsored, edited and wrote for a great many 

publications, in Gaelic and English: Guth na Bl. iadhna and The 

Scottish Review - the most widely read -, Am Bard, An Sgeulaiche 

Alba - the first weekly Gaelic newspaper -, An Rosernach, The 

Pictish Review, to name but the better known. Guth na Bliadhna, 

advertised as the "Scottish Gaelic organ of the Celtic Renaissance" 

appeared from 1904 to 1925 and its English equivalent The Scottish 

Review was published from 1914 until 1920. Erskine of Marr's 

objectives went beyond the cultural revival of Gaelic Scotland, 

although throughout his publications, great emphasis was laid on 

the need for Scotland to take pride in and promote its own 

literature, history and language - Gaelic. Gaelic and its use are, 

in fact, topics on which he wrote unflaggingly, deploring its 

neglect in the periodical press and advocating its dissemination 

throughout Scotland: 

The Gaelic-speaking Celts of Scotland have a solemn 
duty to (... ) diffuse the use of Gaelic among themselves, 
and to create an atmosphere favourable to its acquisition 
on the part of the non-Gaelic-speaking Celts of this 

country. 1 

But the Celtic revival Erskine of Marr had in mind also encompassed 

political considerations, the main one being Scottish independence. 

He was a fervent advocate of self-government for Scotland and was 

appointed vice president of the Scottish Home Rule Association in. 

1892. His main publications Guth na Bliadhna and The Scottish 
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Review were "to make a unique contribution to the development of 

nationalist ideas during the war years". 2 Each of Erskine of 

Marr's articles distils the notion of the necessity for Scotland to 

deal with its own affairs and re-establish its own parliament. His 

will to see Scotland recognised as a separate entity from the rest 

of Britain is, perhaps, best exemplified by the Protest Note, which 

he initiated, sent to the International Congress, demanding 

Scotland recognition as a Sovereign State and separate 

representation at the Paris Peace Conference in 1919. 

Erskine of Marr's nationalism was founded on racial 

considerations and the intrinsic disparities between Celts and 

Saxons were recurrently stressed in his writing. Linguistic and 

cultural disparities, but also disparities in natural inclinations, 

which came forth through the Celts' propensity to a communal 

organisation of society; a system which could form the foundations 

of the new Scottish political order. His vision of an independent 

Scotland was greatly inspired by the Irish experience and its 

continuous struggle to win independence from the British yoke; Sinn 

Fein provided the Scottish Celts with an example to imitate. 

Concurrently, the Bolshevik revolution of 1917 and the institutions 

which followed also helped to shape Erskine of Marr's vision of an 

independent Scottish State, free from capitalism. The soviet model 

was advocated as a solution to the Irish problem, -a "method which 

has much to recommend it from the historical point of view, as, 

also by reason of the natural bent of the Celtic political genius 

and temperament" 3- and as model to be followed by the future 

Scottish nation. Its propinquity to the Gaelic spirit is here 

highlighted and the two concepts, Celticism and Marxism, are fused 

in Erskine of Marr's observations on the primitive communism of the 

Scottish clans. His writings repeatedly denounced the damage 
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caused by the introduction of capitalism to the Highlands. The 

"landocracy" 4 which emerged, controlling vast estates, turned 

into shooting grounds when crofters returning from the war were in 

need of a plot of land , often bears the brunt of his attacks on 

capitalism. The inefficiency with which the 1911 Small 

Landholders Act was implemented, is set as an example of the 

mismanagement of Scottish affairs by a foreign government and, 

also, as an example of the power exercised by capitalist landowners 

in Scotland. 

The question of the ownership of the land stands in the 

forefront of Erskine of Marr's concerns and is one of the main 

points contained in a document merging together his nationalist and 

Marxist ideals, joint. product of the Scottish Labour Party and the 

Land League, and which he published in The Scottish Review in 1918. 

The document urges the re-establishment of a Scottish Parliament 

and the control and ownership of the land by the Scottish State. 

Many of the arguments disseminated by Erskine of Marr's writings 

are reflected in the manifesto; the Clearances are the mark of the 

iniquitous system of ownership prevailing in northern Scotland 

where capitalism drove the tenants to barren coastal parts of the 

country, to foreign lands or to exploitation in industrial cities, 

causing rural depopulation. A policy of land settlement in the 

Highlands is seen as urgently needed to prevent the extension of 

deer forests and grouse moors and provide small holdings for the 

returning veterans. 

However, the "communism of the clan" is used as a model to be 

adopted by an independent Scottish State, but surprisingly enough, 

little is found in Erskine of Marr's. writings on the communal 

organisation of townships or on the old agricultural practices of 

run-rig joint occupancy system. In spite of his interest in land 
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use and in the system of land ownership in the Highlands, the 

Celtic bases he defined, were more of a social than of an 

agricultural or economic order. His Celtic ideals have led him to 

he referred to as a "quintessential romantic" whose vision made 

"little permanent impact on the political development of. modern 

Scotland. " 5 

2.2 John Maclean 

Romanticism is far from. being an attribute applied to John 

MacLean. Yet, MacLean towards the. end of his political career and 

life, was moved by Erskine of Marr's influence "in the direction of 

revolutionary nationalism with its roots in the Scottish past". 6 

This evolution towards nationalist views in MacLean's political 

thinking does not reflect Erskine of Marr's dedication to a 

linguistic and cultural Gaelic renaissance. Erskine of Marr. 's move 

towards a Scottish nation modelled on the Soviet structure finds 

its roots in his enthusiasm for. "celticism", while MacLean remained 

first and foremost deeply committed to Marxist principles. 

John MacLean was born in 1879 in Pollockshaws, near Glasgow. 

All the biographies devoted to his life start with the mention that 

his family were connected to the crofting areas of the Highlands, 

from where they had been evicted during the period of the 

Clearances, moving to the central belt of Scotland. In spite of 

financial hardships - his father died when John MacLean was eight 

and his mother had to bring four children up single-handedly -, 

John MacLean qualified as a teacher in 1900 and studied part-time 

for an M. A in political economy. His work as educationalist is 

presented as his greatest contribution to the working class in 
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Scotland. His concern for the education of workers formed a great 

part of his political involvement and the message that he delivered 

during his economic classes was rigidly Marxist. But during the 

war, it was his role as propagandist which changed his stature and 

brought him to the limelight. From the beginning of the conflict 

he voiced strong anti-war views, induced by his adherence to the 

idea of an international working class brotherhood. The Bolshevik 

revolution of 1917 confirmed his internationalist stand and he 

urged workers to follow the Russian example. His anti-war and 

anti-capitalist harangues running against the government's own 

exhortation for the war effort stamped him as a dangerous agitator 

and he was sentenced to several, long terms of imprisonment. 

In MacLean's case the war was to effect a dramatic 
alteration in his political status. From a position of 
relative political obscurity MacLean was to become an 
object of discussion at cabinet level. and a constant 
source of concern for the. Scottish Office. If we exclude 
Sinn Feiners he became Britain's most important political 
prisoner of the war and as such assumed the role of 
socialist hero - martyr or "folk devil" depending on the 
point of View. 7 

The esteem in which the Bolsheviks held him was to take a concrete 

form in 1918 when he was appointed first Soviet Consul in Glasgow. 

Like Erskine of Marr who believed that Scotland's bent was 

more "progressive" than England's, after the war, MacLean became 

persuaded that a clear move towards the left was recognisable in 

Scottish society and the need for Scotland to dissociate itself 

from England and shake off the obstacle to its revolutionary 

progress appeared to him as necessary. 

His nationalism was partly tactical, based on the belief 
that Scotland was ripe for a socialist revolution which 
must be postponed for many years if it had to wait upon 
England. 8 
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His support for Irish independence stemmed from the same 

principle, insofar as the plea for independence was set within an 

internationalist framework. This necessity, for countries like 

Scotland, to break away from the British empire, was reinforced in 

the twenties by MacLean's belief that a military conflict with 

America, founded on commercial grounds, was imminent. Nationalism 

never formed the core of his ideology which revolved on a workers' 

revolution, however his opposition to the development of the 

Communist Party of Great Britain linked to his growing support for 

a nationalist perspective caused his estrangement from British 

left-wing parties and in 1923, MacLean formed the Scottish Workers' 

Republic Party, labelled "claymore communism" by the CPGB. 

MacLean's nationalist inclinations and his Marxist ethos in 

the twenties crystallised in a speech, outlining the aims of the 

new Scottish revolutionary party that he was to form and through 

which Erskine of Marr's vision of Highland society transpires. The 

spirit and organisation of the clan system revolved around 

communism, and the Celt's natural leaning towards such a political 

structure, in his eyes, had to be re-awakened. MacLean draws an 

analogy between the Celtic past as a source of inspiration and 

Bolshevism finding its origin in the communism of the "mir". 

The communism of the clans must be re-established on a 
modern basis [... ] The country must have but one clan, 
as it were -a united people working in co-operation and 
co-operatively, using the wealth that is created [... ] 
Irishmen must remember that communism prevailed amongst 
the Irish clans as amongst the Scottish clans, so that, 
in lining up with Scotsmen, they are but carrying forward 
the tradition and instinct of the Celtic race. 9 

He was to use this notion of the communal customs of the clans with 

particular reference to the Highlands and the cultivation of the 

land many a time in the twenties, in particular in an article 

published in The Vanguard in August 1920, "Irish Stew". 
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At the beginning of his political activity, his concerns and 

public addresses seldom focused on the Highland question, but 

concentrated mainly on the situation of the central industrial belt 

of Scotland. Nevertheless, the Highlands, their history and the 

system of landownership in the area, were often used as passing 

references to justify or reinforce a point, in particular the 

Clearances period which is also presented as a catalyst in his 

involvement with socialism. 

His move towards the acceptance of socialism was 
generated in the first instance by his hatred of 
landlordism, an emotion engendered in him by his maternal 
grandmother and the social experience of his family. 10 

The speech that he made from the dock in 1918 seems an appropriate 

illustration of this point. 

When I stand true to my class, the working class, in 
which I was born, it is because my people were swept out 
of the Highlands. 11 

When used as a symbol, the Clearances are recurrently invoked as a 

parallel to the situation of the workers in the Clyde valley and 

elsewhere in Scotland connoting exploitation by the capitalist 

classes and betrayal: 

Officials [... ] have betrayed the workers (as Highland 
chiefs [... ] have betrayed their peoples in the past to 
the English) 12 

Later on, when the idea of the "communism of the clan" was defended 

by MacLean, the notion of betrayal became related to the 

anglicisation of Highland chiefs% corrupted by English values, one 

of which being capitalism. The former chiefs are seen as 

manipulated and used by England to defend English interests, in 

particular sending their former clansmen to fight in imperialistic 

wars and the Clearances are described as "the English landlords 

policy". 13 The harmful effects of capitalism in the Highlands and 
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Islands, were further denounced when land seizures and the conflict 

opposing Lewis crofters to Lord Leverhulme emerged in the Highlands 

in 1919. Lord Leverhulme - dubbed by MacLean "Lord Sunlight Soap" 

because his fortune came from the manufacture of mass-produced 

soaps - had bought the island of Lewis in 1917 and was determined 

to promote its economic development through its fishing industry 

and the expansion of Stornoway. His plans excluded the prospect of 

c) tJ land redistribution. However the period following world war II was 

not buoyant for the fishing industry and problems of land hunger 

were particularly acute on Lewis, where ex-servicemen were intent 

on obtaining new holdings. The result was the occupation of the 

farms of Coll and Gress and the ensuing tug of war between the 

raiders and the authorities. 

For MacLean, the issue threw into light the selfish intentions 

of the owner, only set on furthering his own schemes, establishing 

industries where workers were to be exploited and turned into 

"wage-slaves". It was a bitter example of English capitalism and 

imperialistic will, as MacLean was also convinced that Lord 

Leverhulme was preparing Harris and Lewis for the navy in the 

likely event of a military conflict with America. This struggle 

for land, furthermore, emphasised the need for a policy of land 

settlement in the Highlands instead of "the granting of inoperative 

Acts". 14 Yet with MacLean, the case of the Highlands, their 

history and more particularly the Clearances are used as potent 

symbols requiring little or no definition, because of their 

emotional content and the context in which they are inserted. 

Hence the subjects are usually merely skimmed over and always 

analysed in a Marxist perspective of class exploitation, on which 

the concept of racial domination (English imperialism), is 
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superimposed to justify the notion of the inherent communism of the 

clan, stiffled or corrupted by an hegemonic power. 

2.3 Oliver Brown 

Nationalism and the need for Scotland to obtain self- 

government is the driving force of Oliver Brown's political 

commitment. His involvement in Nationalist politics started during 

his student days with Glasgow University Scottish Nationalist 

Association, and in 1928 he took part in the founding of the 

National Party of Scotland. His vision of an independent Scotland 

was also of a socialist Scotland and he was - like so many 

Nationalist founding fathers - an Independent Labour Party 

renegade. Yet in the forties, disillusioned at the National Party 

of Scotland's lack of sustained electoral success, he ceased to 

participate actively in the Party's affairs, and instead founded 

the Scottish Socialist Party - the centre of influence of which was 

mainly confined to the Glasgow area - and edited during the same 

period The Scots Socialist. Later on in the fifties he supported 

the Scottish National Congress organisation, before moving back to 

SNP platforms in the 60s and 70s until his death in 1976. 

Having graduated with a first class Honours degree in French 

and Latin, he remained a lifelong Francophile and in the 60s 

started organising an Annual Dinner in honour of the "Fete de 

Jeanne d'Arc" - in celebration of the "Auld Alliance" and the 

victory achieved at Orleans over the English in 1429 by the joint 

Franco-Scottish troops. He was a notable debater and propagandist 

who had developed a distinctive style of his own, particularly 

noticeable in his pamphlets. As a French linguist, he was 
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acquainted with a form of writing called "sottisier" often found in 

the French polemic press and extremely popular in the forties and 

fifties. It consisted in a collection of witty or foolish 

quotations or epigrams extracted from a variety of sources, all 

targeted towards the same objective or idea. Oliver Brown's 

compilations were not always strings of verbal blunders uttered by 

well-known personalities, but were insicive phrases taken from 

newspapers, official publications, such as The Hansard or any 

published material, with a given theme running through them all and 

usually backing up the idea of Scottish independence. He had, in a 

way, elaborated his own style: the "scottisier". Most of his 

pamphlets take the shape of a mosaic of quotations, personal 

thoughts and comments structured into short chapters. Puns and 

witticisms often sum up concisely and give impact to a precise 

point he wants to make; this is best exemplified by the correlation 

he draws between "anglicisation" and "anghillicisation" to describe 

the social situation of the Highlands, with the derogatory 

connotations implied in the word created. The case of the 

Highlands often formed part and parcel of his analyses, 

substantiated with many historical, statistical and literary 

extracts, sifted to adjust to his own stand. Thus his studies of 

the Highlands and Islands are rather more substantial than Erskine 

of Marr's or John MacLean's and his interpretation of their history 

- particularly the Clearances period -, although tinged with the 

same bias, covers a wider range of issues. 

Like Erskine of Marr and MacLean, the "revival of Celtic 

Communism" 15 forms an important part of his vision of an 

independent Scotland, where such institutions as the Clan Council 

and the Baron Court presented, surprisingly enough, as "essentially 

democratic" could serve as a model; so too could the communalistic 
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system of cultivation based on subsistence as opposed to profit. 

The indigenous structure is in fact contrasted with the Anglo- 

Norman Feudal system, seen as a source of injustice. Art and 

Charles Rennie MacIntosh are conjured up as an argument showing how 

early Scottish creation could be the inspiration and the basis of 

modern structures. Concurrently the core of Oliver Brown's attack 

is directed towards England, its constitutional and legal 

supremacy, origin of social inequality - contrary to the "native 

traditions" - and origin of "the blight of landlordism" 16. The 

state of the Highlands, "a land of desolation" 17 is linked to the 

system of land ownership and the attached capitalist ideals of 

profit and productivity which resulted in the Clearances and, later 

on, the extension of deer forests and grouse moors. 

The period of the Clearances is dealt with at length in other 

pamphlets, in particular one entitled: Hitlerism ih the Highlands, 

published in 1941. The light shed on the events underlines the 

points above mentioned, such as the responsibility of the English 

Parliament, which perverted the "more humane and more admirable 

system of land tenure" 18, which supposedly pre-existed the 

introduction of land ownership. The interpretation provided, 

moreover, embraces a variety of issues which are entirely 

consistent with the stock themes found in the fiction on the 

Clearances. The sources from which the questions are extracted, 

are all secondary sources and include Donald MacLeod, Hugh Miller, 

General Stewart of Garth but also Dr Agnes Mure Mackenzie and F. A. 

MacQuisten (conservative MP for Argyll). Anglicisation and its 

insidious influence is repeatedly denounced, be it in connection 

with the Sutherland estate or the Skye events leading up to the 

Land War. The Sutherland case serves as an illustration of the 

complete misunderstanding on the part of absentee landlords of the 
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values and way of life of their Scottish tenantry. It also 

stresses the inhumanity and brutality of the evictions and the 

elements selected to conjure up the chaos and destruction during 

the scenes correspond exactly to those recurrently resorted to by 

writers of fiction: use of fire during the evictions, the old 

bedridden woman brought out of her house on a blanket already on 

fire and the young pregnant mother falling through the roof of her 

house and taken in labour prematurely. The emotional impact of 

such horrific details could not be ignored by propagandists aiming 

at stirring the public to action, by reminding them of the painful 

and dramatic features of their past: an enlightening lesson for the 

present and future. This is corroborated by allusions to an 

idyllic pre-clearances situation in stark contrast with the 

miserable existence imposed on tenants after the evictions: portent 

message in a Celtic nationalist perspective. Other aspects are 

stressed such as the ruthless repression which met instances of 

resistance as in Ross-shire and at Greenyards or again during the 

Land War on Skye. Sheriff Ivory, official representative of 

English rule is not spared, presented as a model of inflexibility 

and fierceness. Callousness ig also the manner in which coercive 

eviction and emigration were enforced in South Uist and Oliver 

Brown underlines the insalubrious conditions of living which 

emigrants had to endure during passages, sometimes at the risk of 

their lives. 

Lastly two other issues are tackled, issues which were 

recurrently part of Oliver Browvn's arguments on class oppression 

and exploitation. The case of Highland soldiers enlisting in 

Highland regiments to fight imperial wars for England seems to 

Oliver Brown a perfect example of how the Scottish population was 

used and abused by England, not receiving any compensation for 
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their services in the way of land as used to be the customary 

agreement in the past. The church and its role 

as a political institution participating in the class 
struggle on the behalf of the Rich against the Poor; of 
the oppressors against their victims 19 

is repeatedly condemned with regard to the venality of its 

ministers during many an eviction. Hence the Clearances, with 

Oliver Brown, as to a lesser degree with John MacLean, are used in 

the perspective of class conflict and domination, so that 

landlordism and the legal and institutional system which brought it 

in its wake, constitute the main targets of their attacks. The 

Clearances appear as one mark of the orientation of a landowning 

class directed by capitalist values, later followed by the 

conversion of the land into deer forests and grouse moors or the 

expansion of forestry. 

For Erskine of Marr, John MacLean and Oliver Brown, the ideal 

political system to be established in Scotland was socialism. 

Socialism revolving around the negation of existing values - 

against capitalism of which landlordism in the Highlands and the 

structure of land ownership were paragons. It meant creating the 

opposite of what was understood by capitalism. Thus it meant the 

abolition of private property and in the Highlands the communal 

ownership of the land. It meant an economy not run along the lines 

of profit and productivity, notions attached to exploitation, but 

directed towards the welfare of the population. The example had 

been set by Russia after the Bolshevik revolution and both Erskine 

of Marr and MacLean were keen apostles of the Soviet philosophy and 

the workers' revolution, This element is absent from Oliver 

Brown's writings which were published in the early forties. By 

that time, Lenin had disappeared from the scene (having died in 
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1924), Stalin had become head of the Communist party in 1922 and 

the Soviet Union had been created. However in the late thirties, 

Stalinism was toughened and the great purges of the old witnesses 

of the revolution were in full swing. Soon Trotsky was 

"liquidated" and to the Socialist utopia of the early twenties was 

substituted Stalinism with its institutionalised policing, 

bureaucracy and serfdom and its myths of the traitors to the State, 

of its agents of imperialism and capitalism, all responsible for 

the flaws of the system. Outside the Soviet State, the Stalin 

years were starting to lose their veneer of equity and the notions 

of loss of individual freedom and arbitrariness were heard in 

relation to Soviet internal policy. Oliver Brown's idea of 

socialism centres much less on the image of a foreign model than on 

the establishment of a modernised form of indigenous socio- 

political system: the Celtic society. With Erskine of Marr and 

MacLean the communism of the clan seemed an appropriate parallel to 

the early Russian experience. 

All three propagandists mix a strong anti-imperialist element 

in their writings, by which Scotland is totally dissociated from 

England's expansionist efforts and seen as being used as the 

ceaseless provider of canon fodder. Gradually political literature 

about Scotland was to lose this anti-imperialist flavour with the 

splintering of the British empire, the shift towards new alliances: 

East/West schism and the move towards a European union. Besides 

economic issues gained momentum with the oil boom of the sixties 

and the seventies and the discovery of north sea oil. In the 

seventies, the management of oil found off the Scottish shores 

kindled a new round of controversy, centering on the control of 

Scottish affairs, and the case of the Highlands and the Clearances 

were conjured up again as a past example. John McGrath was one of 
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the most prominent writers of the time who adopted this 

perspective. 
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With The Cheviot, the Stag and the Black, Black Oil, John 

McGrath in 1973 used the recent history of the Highlands, the 

Clearances period, as a starting point for a political reflection 

on land use and control in the Highlands and the motives of those 

who introduce and implement policies of improvement in the region. 

The past provides a screen on which the present is projected and it 

is intended as a lesson for current and future actions. The play's 

intentions are therefore primarily didactic and as such, differ 

from the works of fiction previously analysed. It does not simply 

aim at presenting an interpretation of the period but contains an 

emphatic political message on which the audience is invited to 

ponder. The impact of the oil boom, the international market 

pressures and the national interests connected with the discovery 

of oil off the Scottish coast are considered in the light of the 

past: the pull of the industrial revolution, the introduction of 

sheep farming, the development of other industries in the Highlands 

and Islands and their effects on the region. The history of the 

area is apprehended from a clear political stand. In McGrath's 

view, the crux of the question is the lack of control of the people 

over their own affairs and the overwhelming power of the ruling 

classes in a capitalist society where rapid benefits and profits 

are the governing principles. For McGrath the artistic 

considerations of the play are subordinated to its political drive. 

The theatre is by its nature a political forum, or a 
politicizing medium, rather than a place to experience a 
rarefied artistic sensibility in an aesthetic void. 1 
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His aim is to cater for a working class audience and create a 

popular theatre, conducive to political. awareness, discussions and 

a form of action. 

John McGrath was born in 1935 in Birkenhead. Writer of many 

plays and early "Z-Cars" episodes for the television, he is also 

the founder and director of 7: 84 Theatre Company (named after a 

statistic published in the Economist in 1966, claiming that 7% of 

the British population owned 84 % of the capital wealth). It is 

with the Scottish 7: 84 founded in 1973 that John McGrath produced 

The Cheviot, the Stag and the Black, Black Oil, which was taken 

around small local venues in the Highlands and Islands and some of 

the main Scottish towns. The play has now become a classic, 

studied both in schools and at university and the novelty of its 

form and content made it immensely successful. In A Good Night 

Out, published in 1981, which reproduces a series of six talks 

given by McGrath to a seminar in Cambridge in 1979, the author 

outlines his vision of alternative theatre, his objectives as a 

playwright and company director and his experience. In it he 

states his fundamental theatrical and political creed. The 

principles behind the making of The Cheviot, the Stag and the 

Black, Black Oil are therefore clearly expounded. 

Theatre is designed for an audience and the type of audience, 

John McGrath directs his plays to is a working class one with its 

own "theatrical values and expectations". 2 The working class 

responds to "conventions of entertainment and theatre-making" 3 

which are specific and can engender a new form of theatre. 

Diversity of artistic forms and techniques, movement and simplicity 

of presentation express in a nutshell the type of theatre with 

which they can identify. John McGrath highlights a few ingredients 

which, combined, give shape to this alternative theatre. The 
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subject-matter is better perceived if the audience can relate it to 

their own life and experience and therefore localism is an element 

which can be played upon and helps to generate a kind of empathy 

between the audience, the performers and their subject. The 

treatment of the subject must avoid circumlocutary ways and seek to 

alternate comedy and emotion and provide effect. Lastly, the form 

of the show itself must adhere to this variety and can involve 

music, songs, narrative parts and poems, but also other artistic 

techniques, such as plastic arts. McGrath also takes care to 

emphasise the pitfalls in which such a simplified classification 

and the absence of critical judgment can lead: 

Directness can lead to simplification; comedy can be 
racist, sexist, even anti-working class; [... ] emotion 
can obscure judgment; [... I effect for effects sake can 
lead to trivialisation; immediacy and localism can close 
the mind to the rest of the world, lead to chauvinism, 
and "here's tae-us-wha's-like-us'-ism". 4 

McGrath's theatre, more than just providing a form of 

entertainment tailor-made for the working class, is a political 

act. More than simply being an "engage" artist, McGrath seeks to 

use theatrical art as a propeller, a force bringing artists and 

audience together and triggering off re-appraisal and action. He 

sees in theatre a "subversive element" which 

can create the appetite for throwing off those chains [of 
alienation and predictability] more frequently, for 
coming out of retreat and onto the offensive. 5 

History, the social structure of society and the interplay of 

political and economic systems on the one hand and human beings and 

their everyday life on the other, are part and parcel of the 

existence and reality of an audience. When such themes have their 

roots in the public's own experience and past, the involvement of 

the audience is immediate and prompts questions and reactions. 
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To be good as theatre, plays now must ruthlessly question 
their ideological bases, the set of assumptions about 
life on which they are built, and should have a 
questioning, critical relationship with their audience, 
based on trust, cultural identification and political 
solidarity. 6 

With The Cheviot, the Stag and the Black, Black Oil, McGrath 

attempted to give shape to such ideals and he presented the 

Highlanders with a play revolving around Highland history - from 

the Clearances to the oil boom -, in a form which includes many 

features of traditional folklore and with a strict socialist 

outlook. 

In its form and pace, the play is diverse and fast-moving. 

Using almost the full broad spectrum of dramatic comedy, it moves 

from satiric comedy, where political and economic policies are 

ridiculed and the greed of the landowning class, for instance, is 

made grotesquely ludicrous, to sheer farce, inviting hearty 

laughter, with highly exaggerated or caricatured character types, 

such as in the scene of the shooting party. It alternates light- 

hearted action with serious political comments provoking the 

audience's own feelings. Direct statements are made and, now and 

then, actors address the audience, giving background explanations, 

introducing characters and supplying figures. Thus the action is 

set within a political framework firmly established, as the 

company's objectives was that "the political meaning didn't get 

lost in the gagging or the singing". 7 Musical interludes are 

interwoven in the texture of the play in the form of song and 

fiddle music; poem are also recited to convey a mood or to provide 

a comment or a back-up. The local element advocated by the author 

is found on various levels: on a linguistic level, since both 

English and Gaelic are used; on a musical level as traditional 

tunes and songs punctuate the play and enhance its meaning and as 
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traditional instruments are played; on the level of its contents 

because the historical details mentioned vary and are made to 

coincide with the given area where the play is performed; and 

finally in its very form, which the author intended to correspond 

to that of a ceilidh. The variety of the play suits perfectly this 

long-established form of gathering in Highlands communities, which 

combines enjoyment, evocation of the past and discussion of 

contemporary issues. The stage set of each scene or tableau 

revolves around a huge pop-up book which complements the play's 

message. This message is a condemnation of the introduction and 

effects of capitalism in the Highlands and is overtly Marxist. The 

play glides through two hundred years of Highland history, from the 

Clearances and the introduction of sheep farming, through the 

extension of shooting grounds to the impact of the discovery of 

oil. The themes of exploitation - of land and people - and of the 

arbitrary nature of the capitalist ethos run through the play. The 

features selected and the manner in which the Clearances are 

presented, are thence enlightening elements within a polemically- 

orientated perspective. 

In the 1981 Methuen edition of the play, John McGrath alludes 

to his personal interest in nineteenth-century Highland history and 

- amazingly enough - expresses his surprise at the fact that so 

little was known about the Clearances outside the Highlands in the 

late sixties. 8 The overwhelming image of the area was one of an 

awe-inspiring landscape shrouded in mist. So, it seemed for 

McGrath, was its history. However, he points out two important 

sources which, in his eyes, contributed to dispel the myth: John 

Prebble, The Highland Clearances (1963) and Ian Grimble, The Trial 

of Patrick Sellar (1962). But the play relied on a wider range of 

sources and the company carried out a fair amount of research - in 
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view of the research undertaken by some of the Clearances 

novelists 9 -, going back to nineteenth-century publications and at 

times records (especially of a military nature). In an essay 

entitled "There are Many Truths" in As an Fhearann (1986), John 

McGrath delineates the diverging attitudes which surrounded the 

Clearances and the policy of improvement: James Loch's apologia, 

the writings of Donald Sage, Hugh Miller, Donald MacLeod and 

Alexander Mackenzie - clearly damning -, or the Napier Commission - 

the people's testimony -, or contemporary newspapers' articles like 

the Scotsman and the Glasgow Herald, or abroad, Karl Marx's 

derogatory political analysis and lastly the poems and songs of the 

period. Such a diversity is not absent from the play and indeed it 

is the variety of the sources quoted, their dramatic use and the 

message they hold which form the core of the play and of its 

elaboration. Yet clearly evidence was sifted so as to suit the 

dramatic and ideological impact sought by McGrath. To Prebble and 

Grimble he is naturally attracted because of their emotional and 

condemnatory presentation of events, whereas Malcolm Gray's and 

Eric Richards' sober studies, introducing economic and demographic 

considerations and local variations, do not befit the fine edge of 

his razor-sharp attack. Richards' articles on the Sutherland 

estate were nevertheless combed through and plundered, especially 

his study of the persona of Patrick Sellar. Most of the time, the 

playwright opted for a straightforward use of his sources devoid of 

innuendoes. At other times, as with well-known traditional songs 

or ballads, new lyrics are substituted, generally of a satirical 

nature to "punch a point home" through wit and laughter. 

Given the many-faceted form of the play, the presentation of 

the Clearances period wavers between satire, pathos, sheer comedy 

and even pantomime, but all the time relies on precise factual 
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details which, now and then, are inserted forthrightly. It is 

mostly through the Sutherland Clearances that the policy of 

improvement is dealt with, mainly because of the abundance of 

writings covering the Sutherland events, the "fame" of the estate 

management - Sellar and Loch - and the controversy of the events 

elicited: a gift to dramatic and polemic creation. Sellar and 

Loch, particularly, embody the improvers' ethos and their 

confrontation on stage rendering the gist of Loch's book and 

Sellar's correspondence, undermine the moral and human foundations 

of their aims for a modern audience. The racist, cultural and 

social implications of their justifications stamp them as 

particularly narrow-minded if not thoroughly despicable: 

The common people of Sutherland are a parcel of 
beggars with no stock, but cunning and lazy [... ] They 
require to be thoroughly brought to the coast, where 
industry will pay, and to be convinced that they must 
worship industry or starve [... ] You will really not find 
this estate pleasant or profitable until by draining to 
your coast-line or by emigration you have got your 
mildewed districts cleared. They are just in that state 
of society of a savage country. 10 

The economic arguments behind their plans - designed to promote the 

development and productivity of the region, through the 

introduction of sheep farming, the displacement and resettlement of 

the population in areas where such industries as the fishing and 

coal industries could be expanded -, then fall flat and turn sour. 

What stands out, is the sheer aridity and rapacity of their 

schemes, made even more blatant through the "haggling scene" - 

where Sellar tries to get a farm "on the cheap" - and their song, 

"high industry", where the semantic field of gain, profit and 

business dominates - "sold", "gold", "price", "double" etc. 11. 

This is contrasted with a Gaelic poem "Mo Dhachaidh" (my home), a 

moving evocation of attachment to a place and with another poem by 
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the Chisholm bard cursing the sheep, the shepherds and factors, 

both "eloquent testimonies to the true feeling of the people". 12 

The spirit of improvement and economic expansion is also typified 

by the Sutherland family, but the direct statements which introduce 

them centre on their enormous wealth, their possessions and their 

business interests. Two diverging poems are also read, one by Lord 

Francis Egerton, in praise of the first Duke's talent as 

agricultural improver, the other, translated from the Gaelic, on 

the misery he inflicted on the Gaels. As for the character of the 

second Duke 13, he appears in a scene which focuses on the military 

use made of Highlanders, vainly trying to lure them to enrol in the 

army. His speech is tinged with treachery since, in an ensuing 

direct statement to the audience, it is shown that the family of 

the only man who enlisted was promptly evicted. He and the policy 

that his forefathers implemented become the butt of searing irony 

Do you want the Mongol hordes to come sweeping across 
Europe, burning your houses, driving you into the sea ? 
(Loch fidgets) 14 

In the light of previous scene, presenting Sellar evicting tenants, 

those words take on a stinging ring. The context of the eviction 

scene is directly inspired by Donald MacLeod's account, with 

Patrick Sellar setting fire to the house where an old bed-ridden 

woman was lying. This chilling display of inhumanity, combined 

with Sellar's deleterious assessment of the tenant's morals at the 

beginning of the scene and his total indifference as to the 

consequences of his action at the end, liken him to some glaringly 

ignominious character in a Punch and Judy show. Only here those 

events led to his trial for culpable homicide in 1816, and the 

scene never wavers into comic drama, the gravity of the situation 

being maintained in a short dialogue between a fictitious sheriff 
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Macleod and Patrick Sellar - extremely reminiscent of a comparable 

exchange between Donald Macleod and the same Patrick Sellar in Iain 

Crichton Smith's Consider the Lilies. The two men personify two 

different sets of value, Macleod concerned with the welfare of the 

evictees and Sellar with the rationalisation of the estate and his 

alleged contribution to the advancement of the population - of 

civilisation. The brief trial scene - again based on nineteenth- 

century accounts: Thomas Sellar and Donald Macleod - emphasises the 

bias of the judge and the jury and its farcical ending conveys in a 

nutshell the author's feeling: it was but a travesty of a 

judgement. Distortion of reality and controversy are also features 

characterising the book written by Harriet Beecher Stowe in 1857, 

Sunny Memories of Foreign Lands, and she appears in the play as a 

naive and gullible character, easily blinded by displays of 

insincerity and honeyed words. The Sutherland case is an ideal 

vehicle fraught with clashes of moral, social and cultural 

opposites, which has nourished countless polemics and which John 

Mcgrath exploited to the full, building much of the action of the 

play around it. 

But his treatment of the period includes other issues and 

other geographical areas. Direct statements, mainly extracted from 

Mackenzie's writings, are linked to the place where the play was 

performed and describe other evictions. Their themes cluster on 

the scale, brutality, inadequacy of the resettlements provided and 

involve grim facts: evictees driven to madness or finding shelter 

in churchyards. Similarly, the role of the church during the 

Clearances is denounced outright: "The landlords had an ally in the 

heart of the community. " 15 This position is exemplified by a 

minister castigating his congregation, ensuring their meekness and 

presenting the eviction as God's retribution for their sins. The 
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most outstanding sin being that of resistance, the play provides 

numerous examples - read from nineteenth-century accounts, again 

Mackenzie comes first - of resistance to evictions. Irony is 

poured on the rather unnoticeable presence of men or their 

conspicuous absence and the prominent part played by women stands 

out, as does the bitter and violent repression exercised by the 

authorities. However, successful instances of resistance are 

brought to the fore: Knockan, Elphin and Coigeach. It was the 

playwright's aim to 

break out of the "lament syndrome" [... ] for every 
defeat, we would also celebrate a victory, for each 
sadness, we would wipe it out with the sheer energy and 
vitality of the people, for every oppression, a way to 
fight back. 16 

The greatest victory celebrated in the play is that of the Skye 

events and the Battle of the Braes. The scene devoted to this 

period of Highland history presents the grievances voiced by the 

tenants: increasing rents, subdivision of holdings to accomodate 

the evicted tenantry, the smallness of holdings leading to a loss 

of productivity of the land as it tended to be overtilled and the 

implementation of despotic and exploitive rules on certain estates. 

But most of all, the scene underlines the necessity and 

effectiveness of united and concerted action: a predominant message 

in the play. The other aspect of the message is provided in the 

analysis of the Clearances policy given to the audience. The 

difficulties confronting the Highlands at the time are not 

concealed: ineffective agricultural practices and a region unable 

to sustain an increasing population, who too often found salvation 

in emigration. But Britain was also undergoing fundamental 

changes, as the industrial revolution was deeply affecting its 

economy, imposing new criteria of ever-increasing benefits, 
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production and efficiency. The Scottish case is set against the 

rest of the nation and the world, showing that sheep farming in the 

Highlands was but one aspect of the much wider trend towards 

rationalisation, productivity and "making more profit - because 

this is the law of capitalism. " 17 This law was mercilessly 

applied in the Highlands through evictions, displacements of 

tenantry to inhospitable areas and assisted emigration, with total 

disregard to the tenants welfare or wishes. 

This keynote of the exploitation of the tenantry sets the tone 

of the scene focusing on Lord Selkirk's emigratory schemes to 

Canada. Lord Selkirk appears as yet another calculating character 

acting under the spell of the capitalist creed, whose plans are 

just meant to populate British colonies, in order to consolidate 

the nation's hold on areas of remarkable economic potentials. The 

Highland emigrants are the ideal pawns to serve this strategy: 

hardy and resilient. The stock character of the "sturdy 

Highlander", the settler-surviving-against-all-odds, provides the 

audience with the cold analysis of the imperialist spirit: as in 

the case of the Highlands, over the world, indigenous populations 

and cultures are subdued by domineering powers, looking for new 

commercial openings. The Clearances are seen as part of a line of 

events contributing to the slow fading out of the Gaelic language 

and culture; the attempt at eradicating the Gaelic language is the 

cultural mark of an economic domination: "A whole culture was 

systematically destroyed - by economic power. " 18 This notion of 

gloom is promptly counterbalanced by a list of energetic actions 

taken by Highland tenants to fight for their rights and obtain some 

recognition of their claims and existence. The list begins with 

the period of the Land War and the formation of radical groups 

defending the cause of the crofters. Hence, true to his aim, John 
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McGrath does not simply present the crushing blows that the 

evictions and the policy of improvement inflicted to the Gaelic 

population, but the determination and vigour which followed in 

their wake. This active political involvement had major 

consequences for the crafting population with the passing of the 

Crofters Act in 1886. Yet, actions continued until well after 

world war II when powers given to settle acute problems of land 

hunger and enforce a policy of land redistribution, were not used. 

Thus for John McGrath the situation of the Highlands and its 

population hinge upon the notion of exploitation; exploitation of 

the land and its people by profit-orientated landowners - English 

and Scottish -, exploitation of men fighting amongst British ranks 

in imperialist wars and returning to overcrowded holdings and 

lastly exploitation of the wilderness created by the Clearances, by 

the tourist industry: "the tragedy of the Highlands has become a 

saleable commodity. " 19 However the actions resorted to by 

Highlanders in the nineteenth century and the spirit of resistance 

they then displayed is, for the author, an example to be followed 

by modern day Highlanders against new forms of exploitation. 

McGrath's use of the Clearances in The Cheviot, the Stag and 

the Black, Black Oil, is therefore quite different from that of the 

novelists reviewed. No attempt is made here at portraying pre- 

clearances life for instance, the medium of the play being 

inadequate for such an endeavour and sociological details being 

quite irrelevant to the play's main political objective. 

Landowners and improvers are relentlessly satirised, the policy 

they advocate torn to shreds for its absence of humanity and its 

cold economic calculation and the myth of the futile opposition of 

the population strongly debunked. Historical material on the 

Clearances is thus organised and rendered in order to argue against 
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the capitalist doctrines and move the audience or reader to take 

direct action and support socialist principles. 

Within this propagandist framework, the Clearances are a 

persuasive link - because of their intrinsic emotive and 

contentious resonances - in a chain of events selected to 

demonstrate the exploitive course followed in the Highlands. The 

monopoly of land control in a few hands committed to their own 

economic advancement, rather than that of the rural population 

appears as the preface of a long plot unfolding swiftly and of 

which the Clearances are but one chapter. 

The cruellest and most important fact of all is that 
the criterion of the best use of the land ceased to be 
the number of people it could support, and became the 
amount of profit it could make. 

This new set of values led to next development in 
the saga of dishonour in the Highlanýs_and Islands - the 
transformation of the land from sheep-walks to deer- 
parks. 20 

This change in land use is attributed to the influence of Queen 

Victoria, derided in the play as the epitome of imperialist and 

capitalist rule. The image of the Highlands then conveyed was a 

sentimentalised one of haunting wilderness, a wilderness where 

aristocratic sportsmen could experience the "primeval thrill" of 

deer stalking with the local Highlanders as ghillies. And deer 

came to replace sheep as sheep had replaced men, and still the 

people's need for land was ignored as the lure of money was 

stronger. The next link in this chain of extractive exploitation 

is the oil, its discovery, management and control. "Capitalism has 

seen another big opportunity in the Highlands. " 21 Although 

international influences and commercial alliances are seen as the 

powerful instigators of national policies - and here the author 

lashes his satiric verve at Britain's subdued attitude to the US -, 

continuity characterises the way in which the Highlands and their 
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population are used. Little thought is given to the people and to 

the long-term effect of this new industrial use of the region on 

the area, immediate profit being the tenet. This grim note 

reflects the fear expressed on the issue, in 1974, by Naomi 

Aitchison - then member of the Highland and Island Advisory Council 

- in a socialist pamphlet entitled Oil for the Highlands: 

One only hopes that the men of Lewis will not simply be 
left to do the labouring work at the bottom of the 
industrial structure while experts from Norway and 
America have the good jobs and the good pay. 

But while Naomi Mitchison sees "some degree of genuine self- 

government" as "necessary" 22 to solve Scottish ills, John McGrath 

rejects nationalism as a possible alternative and adheres to a 

purely Marxist scheme. "Nationalism is not enough. The enemy of 

the Scottish people is Scottish capital, as much as the foreign 

exploiter. " 23 It is an interesting fact, however that the play 

appealed to the Scottish Nationalist Party at the time, no doubt 

for the questions it raised and its presentation of Scottish 

history, and that Billy Wolfe, the then chairman of the Party asked 

the company to perform the play at an evening's entertainment given 

to delegates after the party's annual conference. The issues it 

put forward - land use, land ownership and local interests 

ignored -, and the emphasis on the fact that determinism is not a 

valid principle in politics and that people can act on their 

destiny - as they had during the Land War - and change the course 

of events through organised involvement, are points which could not 

but find credit in the eyes of the Nationalists. For the author, 

socialism is the obvious answer: 

Socialism, and the planned exploitation of natural 
resources for the benefit of all humanity, is the 
alternative the play calls for. 24 
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His use of history, particularly of the Clearances period, 

culminates in the concluding part of the play when the past and the 

present are confronted and the future destiny of the region and the 

inhabitants is shown to lie in the people's hands. The play asks 

"Have we learnt anything from the Clearances ?" and the answer 

comes from a Gaelic song written by Mary Macpherson in the 1890s, 

Remember that you are a people and fight for your rights 
- There are riches under the hills where you grew up. 
There is iron and coal there grey, lead and gold there - 
There is richness in the land under your feet. Remember 
your hardships and keep up your struggle. The wheel will 
turn for you by the strength of your hands and the 
hardness of your fists. Your cattle will be on the 
plains. Everyone in the land will have a place and the 
exploiter will be driven out. 25 

Hopeful and apposite words in a socialist perspective and a play 

aiming at stirring people to action and political involvement. 

Their past and a Gaelic voice commenting on it were designed to 

strike a cord in a local audience and elsewhere McGrath assessed 

the success of his endeavour: 

They appreciated the directness with which relevant 
historical facts were presented, and the way we declared 
our interests, our position, our perspective, and our 
conclusion. This directness opened up the struggle of 
the Highlanders to contact with their struggles, in a 
very real way; for example, it helped to create pressure 
within the Labour Party from all over Scotland for some 
measures to reform estate-ownership and land use in the 
Highlands. 26 

John McGrath's objectives as a playwright is to act as a catalyst, 

through the medium of his plays, making his audience and readers 

aware of topical issues, offering direct alternatives or provoking 

a process of re-assessment of a situation, with the ultimate 

ambition of stimulating action. Other writers - journalists and 

novelists - chose direct involvement in the affairs of the 

Highlands through politics and governmental agencies. 
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The final section of this part concentrates on a group of 

people who can best be described as interested in the practical 

regeneration of the Highlands, rather than in more abstract 

nationalist or socialist theory. It is on the crofting areas and 

their endemic difficulties, that the core of the writings and the 

unabated interest and effort of these writers were or are 

channelled. They all share a deep and thorough knowledge of the 

region and its history, mainly through personal experience. The 

Clearances, as part of the Highlands' past and as the matrix of 

their present, loom large in their interpretation of the area's 

socio-economic and cultural decline. Both N. M. Gunn and Margaret 

MacPherson produced fictional accounts about the Clearances 

period 1, -.,; bile James Hunter presented an historical analysis of 

the events as being the main elements in the shaping of the 

crofting community. 2 James Shaw Grant's work - autobiographic, 

journalistic and documentary - is also replete with mentions of 

this crucial part of Highland history. A crucial moment, because 

it is seen as essential in moulding mentalities, in remodelling the 

landscape, in substituting a bi-cultural framework to a previously 

single Gaelic culture and in metamorphosing the social balance of a 

community, where loyalty was no figment of the imagination, into a 

highly polarized society, hinging upon the opposition crofters 

versus landlords. The central questions of land tenure, `land use 

and development of the Highland economy occupy a large portion of 

their writings, their thinking and their involvement in Highland 

affairs or politics. The form which their involvement took, 

differed and was contingent upon outside political circumstances, 
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the needs of the time and these people's own political bent. 

Confronted with the Highlands and Islands problem which they all 

tackled, their attitude was one of utter commitment to crofting and 

the values they associate with it, namely a sense of community, a 

unity with the environment and a distinctive culture, which 

survived the dislocating effects of the Clearances. Conscious of 

the descending course followed by the economy of the region, they 

strove to give it the means of reverting it and their endeavours 

often materialised in active participation in political and 

governmental spheres. For them, the Clearances stand as an 

indelible stain in the development of the Highlands, but at the 

same time they demonstrate the resilience and underlying worth of 

the values and way of life which they threatened. Their vision of 

the Highlands and their history, unlike the previous two groups 

examined, is not simply encapsulated in political dialectics, but 

embraces wider cultural, sociological and anthropological notions. 

Also their clear empathy with the region and its people produce 

voices coming from and speaking of the crofting areas. 

4.1 Neil M. Gunn 

Neil M. Gunn has already been considered as novelist focusing 

on the Sutherland Clearances, however in view of the abundance of 

his production on the subject - articles and radio-plays -, of his 

political involvement in Nationalist circles, of his knowledge of 

the crofting world and the Highland region, it appeared important 

to analyse his political interpretation of the Highlands and their 

past as well as the practical form which his interest took. Neil 

M. Gunn's fascination for the Highlands, their history and their 
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inhabitants finds its source in his familial origins which were 

closely linked with the evolution of the region. The descendants 

of the Clan Gunn were among the people who were evicted by the 

Sutherland family, finding their way to Canada or the coast where 

they resettled. N. M. Gunn himself was born in 1891 in Dunbeath, a 

small fishing village on the Caithness coast, one of the many in 

the area where evictees from the Straths found a new life as 

crofter-fishermen. His own father was one of these crofter- 

fishermen and his experience inspired a few of Gunn's fictional 

characters and situation, in particular The Silver Darlings, 

evoking the expansion of the herring industry after the evictions 

of the beginning of the nineteenth century. At thirteen, N. M. Gunn 

went to live with a married sister in Galloway. In 1911, he 

qualified as officer of the Customs and Excise and for him started 

a period of ten years of "wandering", which took him back to the 

Highlands, all over the north and west of Scotland and the 

Hebrides. He thereby became intimately acquainted with the 

conditions and standard of living of crofters. 1921 was the year 

of his first assignment, in Wigan, at a grim time for the mining 

industry. His work which entailed the examination of household 

incomes in relation to pensions, brought him into contact with 

instances of sheer destitution. The poverty of the Highlands is 

also what struck Gunn on his return to Lybster, on the east coast 

of Caithness, where he was appointed in 1922. Idealised memories 

of the prosperity of the fishing industry of his childhood were 

confronted with scenes of decay, of an industry and a local economy 

falling into ruins and this theme of the dereliction of the region 

was to run through his early writings on the Highlands. 3 

Meanwhile his work involved a close association with the crofting 

world - drawing balance sheets of individual crofts - before he was 
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moved to Inverness to work as an Excise officer at the Glen Mhor 

distillery. 

The Inverness years are marked by N. M. Gunn's recognition as a 

fully-fledged novelist and his participation in the nationalist 

movement in the Highlands. The National Party of Scotland was 

created in 1928 and in 1929, John MacCormick, one of its leaders 

organised a mass meeting in Inverness as a preamble to a Highland 

campaign. Very few people attended, but among those present were 

N. M. Gunn who joined the party that evening and became a co- 

founder, alongside three others, of the local branch. In 1932 he 

was elected on the National Council of the party. John 

MacCormick's son, Neil, quoting from his father book The Flag in 

the Wind, pays tribute to Gunn's contribution to the nationalist 

cause in Scotland, in the thirties: 

I loved those highland campaigns and the new 
companionship which developed from them. Neil Gunn's 
house in Inverness, Larachan it was called, became our 
unofficial headquarters and no matter how late our return 
from distant parts we would find him waiting for us, 
eager for our report and ready to sit up talking with us 
till all hours. As an exciseman he was precluded from 
speaking at our meetings, and, in any case, his own 
preference was to avoid the limelight, but, behind the 
scenes, he inspired us with a clear vision of the 
Scotland that should be. 4 

His inspiring talent was acknowledged in 1934, when he polled the 

highest number of votes in the Council of the newly formed SNP. To 

his Nationalist commitment was linked a socialist form of thinking 

and in his view the SNP 

would increase its electoral strength only by adopting a 
clear, strong economic policy aimed at bettering social 
conditions. 5 

When Tom Johnston was appointed Secretary of State for Scotland in 

1941 and started tackling the questions of housing, fisheries, 

hospitals and hill sheep farming, among others, with a view to 
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assessing Scotland's situation, N. M. Gunn's hopes were raised, 

since those were the issues he considered fundamental if the 

Scottish economy was to be revitalised. Time and again, Tom 

Johnston is praised in N. M. Gunn's writing for his role in 

Scotland; the hydro-electric schemes he helped to pioneer in the 

Highlands, in particular, are often quoted as outstanding 

initiatives in the economic expansion of the area. Writing to Ian 

Grirnble in 1964, N. M. Gunn says of Tom Johnston: 

In our time can you mention - just to give one instance - 
any Highlander who has done a fraction of what Lowland 
Tom Johnston has done for the Highlands ? And I mean 
done. 6 

He admired Johnston because he had "worked" for Scotland. And it 

was because he felt some kind of positive action could emerge from 

the research and inquiries carried out in the forties and fifties, 

that he became involved in some of the committees and commissions 

set up at the time. The same impulse, to "do" something for 

Scotland, directed his commitment to nationalist politics in the 

thirties, although both those activities took him away from his 

writing. Hence in 1942, he agreed to take part in the committee on 

Post-War Hospital problems in Scotland, which resulted in a health 

service experiment, carried out in the Clyde Valley, so successful 

that, by the end of the war it was extended to the better part of 

Scotland. However, Gunn showed increasing misgivings as to the 

collectivist stand followed, which he felt could be a threat to 

individualism and ignored the psychological and human factors 

inherent to a community or district. In his most autobiographical 

work, The Atom of Delight, published in 1956, he defined his vision 

of the Highland community, drawn from his own personal experience 

and recollections from his life in the Strath of Dunbeath. A 

feeling of equality, sprung from the old clan system was, for him, 
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still tangible among Highlanders, as was a feeling of independence 

in the running of their affairs: crofts or boats. Yet what he 

wished to emphasise was the spirit of co-operation, solidarity and 

mutual assistance which underpinned the community and kept it 

alive. The antagonistic notions of collectivism and individualism, 

as well as the concept of co-operation were recurrently explored in 

his writing - essays, articles and novels - published from the late 

thirties onward. He had resigned from Customs and Excise in 1937 

to become a full-time writer and in 1942, he abandoned the vice- 

presidency of the SNP council, feeling that he could not devote as 

much time and effort to party administration; his contribution to 

the nationalist ideal would, henceforth, be through his writings. 

In my personal circumstances the best I feel I can do, at 
least meantime, is to assist the common cause by my 
writings; [.,. ] as well, of course, as by personal 
contacts with those in literature and public positions. 7 

From then on, he produced a wealth of articles and essays, in which 

his favourite themes emerge: the Highlands, Nationalism and 

literature. Some of them intermingle and in the foreword to Hart 

and Pick's biography, his nephew, Diarmid Gunn attributes Gunn's 

interest in Scottish nationalism to his 

concern to prevent the complete erosion of so many of the 
values to which he had been attached as a child and 
preserve the heritage of a proud people. 

The Drinking Well, finished in 1945 but only published in 1947, his 

most dialectic novel, where ideological debates and meditations 

succeed to one another, against the background of sheepfarming and 

the Highland future and values, seems to be a perfect illustration 

of Diarmid Gunn's feeling. In it and in the essays which the novel 

reflects, Gunn's political vision is clearly outlined, as is his 
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I should like to see the new energy and impetus provided 
by Highlanders themselves, by those who derive from the 
old traditions, the old race, so that what was 
distinctive and fine in our culture, our ways of life and 
behaviour, might continue. 8 

The greatest impediment he saw to the regeneration of the 

Highlands, was the absence of belief in their region and its future 

among the Highlanders themselves. Economic schemes and efforts 

could only founder until the Highlanders' confidence and 

entrepreneurial spirit were restored at home, instead of coming to 

light abroad. In The Drinking Well, the central character, lain 

Cattanach, is a young Highlander, full of pluck and motivation, 

whose ambition, in spite of his mother's scheme and the poor 

prospects in the region, is to remain in his native glen and sow 

the seeds of change. The Drinking Well belongs to a second phase 

in N. M. Gunn's writing where the gloomy, despairing note, so 

characteristic of his early novels, is replaced by one of hope. It 

is set in the Grampian, a sheep farming country, during the inter- 

war years and divided into four parts: four stages in Iain's 

gradual realisation of his true aim, his possibilities and the 

possibilities of his country and region. Part one is set in the 

Grampian, "at home", and establishes the tote of the novel: the 

slow decline of an area where struggle and hardships are the 

prevailing features and the future seems all too bleak. Part two 

moves to Edinburgh, where Iain works as an apprentice in a legal 

office while studying at university. City life also exposes Iain 

to intellectuals and political debaters, who discuss the political, 

economic and cultural development of Scotland in the light of 
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nationalism and socialism, and toss topics and propositions which 

strike a cord in Iain, who realises the potentials of Scotland and 

his glen. Part three takes Iain back to his native village and the 

final part sees him given the opportunities of putting his 

agricultural theories into practice. Hence the novel traces a move 

towards self-confidence and the ability to decide for oneself. 

Throughout the novel, Gunn's comprehensive knowledge of sheep 

farming transpires and is inserted iij the wider context of 

Scotland's economy at the time. 

Iain's - and his father's - attachment to the land and sense 

of belonging endure in spite of the hostility of their environment. 

Staying on the land means living in poverty and Iain's mother, 

driving her children away from it - not unlike Gunn's own mother - 

embodies the spirit which guided so many Highlanders abroad or 

south: the bitterness and hopelessness bred by relentless efforts 

and grinding poverty. Most of all, she embodies this absence of 

belief, which N. M. Gunn found so dispiriting, and Iain in a moment 

of disillusion echoes Gunn's own view: 

There was no vision, no belief. Even if they got the 
glen into their own hands, if it was nationalized or 
socialized, damned the thing would they make of it. 

But what kind of life did land and sheep farming in the Grampian 

offer in those inter-war years ? Making a living out of them was 

becoming increasingly difficult, stock prices had been falling ever 

since the war and farmers, not able to face the cost of wintering 

sheep, had to sell them at whatever price was on offer. The 

central problem which overhung sheep farming and is repeatedly 

stressed in the novel, was that of winter feed. To this can be 

added natural hazards, such as the weather which, at its worst, 

could be calamitous for both crops and stock, or diseases, like 
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braxy or sturdy, which could decimate a flock. One other point was 

the use of land for sporting purposes, which entailed practices and 

consequences often clashing with the crofters' and farmers' 

interests: deer, for instance, could cause great damage to crops. 

The character of Iain combines the traditional empirical 

knowledge of the land and sheep, passed on to him by his father and 

other inhabitants, with the scientific knowledge derived from 

contemporary studies and experiments -a direct allusion to the 

research carried out during the Johnsonian years, in particular the 

report on hill sheep farming published in 1944. It is in Edinburgh 

that he acquires this scientific knowledge, broadening his vision 

of land use, and starts dreaming of experimenting a new kind of 

farming in his own glen, pulling behind him the younger generation 

of crofters, not yet warped by the fatalistic attitude of their 

elders. He elaborates schemes allowing farmers to produce their 

own winter feed, thus solving their major problem, along with 

draining, fencing and liming schemes; in essence, schemes bringing 

life back to the industry and the land which, through neglect and 

mismanagement, has been robbed of its fertility. To revitalise the 

industry and the land, both cattle and sheep would have to be bred, 

thus restoring former practices, eradicated by the blinkered, 

profit-orientated policies followed by landowners. The Clearances 

and the policy attached to them, as source of the decline of the 

Highlands and origin of the misuse of the land, dominate Gunn's and 

consequently lain's vision of the region's ills. Concurrently, the 

spirit of those days and the agricultural methods used are held as 

inspiring lessons. 

The Highlands were not unused to a common or co-operative 
effort, out of which, in fact, the warmth of life came, 
with the songs, the jokes and the ceilidhs. They had 
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belief in life in those days, and in what they could do 
for themselves, 10 

and 

The scientists are now finding out that our forefathers, 
before they were burned out of their homes by the 
landlords, knew what they were about. The landlords and 
their factors Caere not scientists they were just money 
grabbers. 11 

The landlords, given a free hand, disregarded the needs of the land 

and the people, standing in the way of their own interest and 

Goldsmith's Deserted Village, quoted by Iain, reinforces his point. 

This argument of the pernicious effect of commercially 

orientated policies, neglecting local or national interests, is 

used by Davidson, a nationalist speaker whom Iain becomes 

acquainted with in Edinburgh. Davidson's reasoning corroborates 

Gunn's own feelings. Self-government is presented as the 

prerequisite to Scotland's economic development; without the 

political structure providing the people with the means of 

initiating and carrying out their own policies and controlling 

their own affairs and destiny, action will emanate from outside, 

the nation's confidence will not be restored and its cultural 

distinctiveness will suffer in the process. This loss of belief, 

which Davidson finds so stultifying, he attributes to the terrible 

state of the Scottish economy. And indeed the picture of the 

nation which he paints is a desperately grim one: 

He had facts and figures about unemployment, housing, 
infant mortality, the slump in Scottish industries, 
indeed the whole Scottish economic scene, which, when 
contrasted with the relevant facts and figures for 
England, sounded very shocking [... ] 
What did we find everywhere ?- unemployment, stagnant 
yards, derelict areas, slums, depopulation, with the 
young men and the young women leaving the crofts, leaving 
the farms, leaving the sea, to emigrate or to come to a 
city like this. 12 

The gist of Davidson's evidence is based on a book published in 

1939: The Future of Scotland by Dr James Bowie, who was Principal 
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of the School of Economics and Commerce in Dundee. Gunn was 

particularly impressed by the analysis, outlook and proposition 

contained in Bowie's study and he strongly recommended its reading 

in an article in the Scots Magazine (December 1939), entitled 

"... And then rebuild it. " However, he felt that Dr Bowie did not 

single out the main cause of Scotland's sad record: "that London is 

the seat of government and the centre of finance" and, for him, 

Scotland's salvation only lay in self-government: 

The machinery for initiating and co-ordinating 
constructive effort in Scotland, backed by the necessary 
finance, does not exist. It would have to be national 
machinery, directly answerable to the Scottish tax-payer 
whose money it would use. 

Yet, in Gunn's view, the claim for nationalism did not simply rely 

on the economic argument but involved historical, cultural and 

psychological factors which all intermingled and interconnected. 

Individuals were modelled by their environment, their'history which 

instiled cultural patterns and values. Those found their 

expression in literature, music, language social institutions and 

political nationalism. Such concepts were defined in two articles 

in the Scots Magazine, "On Tradition" (November 1940) and "On 

Backgrounds" (March 1941) and Iain, meditating on Davidson's 

theories, sums them up: 

[... ) He seemed to see the inner meaning of Davidson's 
politics. To do things for themselves in their own land 
and to be allowed to do them. Not to be frustrated from 
outside but to be inspired from within [... ] 

Davidson saw that we grew out of our past, that a 
country grows out of its past as a man out of his 
childhood. His was the complete picture. Not the growth 
only, but also the root. Not only the plan in the head 
but also the blood in the heart. 13 

This notion of completeness, wholeness was essential for Gunn and 

lain personifies it when he brings life to a tune with his fiddle 

and to his glen with his prospective experiments. 
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Gunn built his novel, following a, "Russian doll" pattern: his 

own thoughts are delineated by Davidson, who inspires Iain to put 

them into practice in the Grampians. For Davidson, as for Iain 

nationalism and socialism go hand in hand, if the regeneration of 

the country is to be achieved. But it is through the case of the 

Highlands that the socialist argument comes forcefully to the 

front. Gunn shows the power of history and the influence of the 

past in the political make-up of the Highlanders. Memories of the 

Clearances run very deep in Highland society and the Highlanders' 

political vision is shown to be largely inherited from the social 

structures which emerged and the economic trend adopted. 

Mentalities and attitudes still reflect the hierarchy imposed 

during the Clearances, and the laird and his factor stand for 

power, for the law and inspire fear. Most of all, the in-bred 

distrust of landlordism - holding the threat of eviction, like the 

sword of Damocles, over the tenants' heads - and the expropriative 

and exploitive course of action taken, have created a highly 

polarised society. The Clearances are thus repeatedly brought 

forward as the origin of radicalism in the Highlands: 

As far as I can gather, the Highlands turned violently 
against landlords because of the way landlords treated 
them at the time of the Clearances - evictions, burnings, 
and so on. " [... ] 
What have landlords ever done for the Highlands ?I mean 
beyond burning the people out or getting all they can 
from shooting tenants ? [... ] Socialism is the only 
hope. 14 

Yet, after having brushed an unsentimental and rather sober account 

of Scotland's morose economic situation, the author found himself 

prisoner of his socialist theory towards the conclusion of his 

novel. The sudden introduction of socialism in Scotland seemed a 

fairly unlikely prospect. Similarly, to fulfil his regenerative 

aim, lain needs both capital and tenurial guarantees, - which small 
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hill-farmers, as opposed to crofters, do not have - two elements 

which also seemed unattainable. Hence to conclude on a promising 

and anti-defeatist note, the author skirts the difficulties by 

bringing in a well-meaning and wealthy landlord, ready to support 

brave and innovative initiatives. However, in a letter to Naomi 

Mitchison, Gunn acknowledges the quixotic quality of his ending: 

In the end you see a young fellow, with plenty of guts 
and ideas and knowledge prepared to put up a fight, 
backed by a dear old landlord ! And me who knows what 
the landlords did to the Highlands ! How easy to arrange 
for young fellows forming a kind of glen soviet and all 
that kind of sweet unreality ! But I'm afraid, Naomi, 
whatever my writing may look like, I'm just a hard-bitten 
realist. 

Those final words are rather eloquent in the light of the situation 

of the Highlands in the forties. An unconvincing ending was better 

than defeatism, even if it meant "trafficking with a landlord". 15 

His wish to see the potentials of the Highlands used to the 

interest of the land and the people and his conviction that 

regeneration was within reach, became the driving force of his 

writings. Hais novel stove to "bring back the heart" to the people 

and the land, a heart brutally lost at the time of the Clearances. 

4.2 N. M. Gunn, Margaret MacPherson and the Commission of 

Enquiry into Crofting Conditions. 

In 1956, N. M. Gunn expressed his admiration for a number of 

people who, in his personal experience, had tried to "get something 

done" in Scotland: 

For Bridie it was drama and the theatre. For Mr Tom 
Johnston it was, and happily still is, hydro-electricity 
among other things; for Principal Taylor of Aberdeen 
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University, steering a recent Commission on crofting to 
such conclusion as even Westminster could not ignore. 16 

In 1951, he and Margaret MacPherson were given the opportunity of 

"getting something done", when they were invited to join the 

Commission of Enquiry into Crofting Conditions by Hector McNeil, 

the Secretary of State. Both accepted. 

The Commission included, amongst its members, an economist, 

Alex Cajrncross, a farmer, Alasdair Mackenzie and it was because of 

their personal knowledge of crofting that Gunn and MacPherson were 

contacted. Like Gunn, Margaret MacPherson's family had long 

connections with the crofting areas, more precisely Skye. Her 

grandfather was the schoolmaster in Braes in 1882, when the 

crofters rebelled - he strongly disapproved of this breaking of the 

law. Her father, Norman Maclean had recorded some of the incidents 

in his reminiscences, The Former Days, published in 1945. Margaret 

MacPherson was born in 1908 in Colinton and educated in Edinburgh, 

she married a crofter in 1929 and went to live in Skye, where she 

still stays. She has also had a long-standing involvement with the 

Labour party and was a member of Inverness-shire County Council 

from 1945 until 1949 and secretary of the Skye Labour Party from 

1961 to 1984. 

The Commission first met on 29th June. Individuals and 

organisations were invited to give evidence while several national 

and local organisations were specifically invited. They received 

evidence from 38 individuals - among whom F. F. Darling - and 27 

organisations related to agriculture, industry, social services, 

but also pressure groups. The commissioners travelled extensively 

through the crofting areas: Ross-shire, Sutherlandshire, Caithness, 

Orkney and Shetland and most of the inner and outer Hebrides. When 

the Commission separated in two, so as to include more townships in 

their survey, N. M. Gunn would chair the second half. 
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As mentioned in the introduction to the present part, the 

Taylor report stressed the need for a better use and management of 

the land, it also explored the roots of the economic problem which 

confronted the crofting areas: lack of ancillary occupations and 

unemployment, lack of capital to carry out agricultural 

improvements, high freight charges and poor communications. A sum 

of factors which hardly encouraged the younger generations to stay 

in the region and led to shrivelling social activities and decaying 

townships. The commission also identified underlying causes to the 

Highland malaise, as N. M. Gunn pointed out: 

The members do not travel far before finding that they 
are investigating a way of life. There are psychological 
factors that go deeper than the purely material ones. 
This becomes not a matter of opinion but of ascertained 
fact. It has to be dealt with if the whole problem is to 
be covered. 17 

The psychological aspect of the situation is a point often dwelt 

upon by Gunn, in his analysis of the loss of belief of the 

Highlanders and in his later writings which endeavoured to battle 

against the defeatist mood which prevented progress. 

The correspondence exchanged between Gunn and T. M. Taylor is 

enlightening as regards the novelist's contribution to the 

Commission. In June 1954, Taylor wrote: 

I would like to thank you for your sensitive and 
understanding approach to the whole problem. I think 
that has been reflected in the Report itself and is the 
main reason for its favourable reception. 18 

Gunn's empathy with the tone, contents and conclusions of the 

report can be assessed through his endorsement of the document and 

the repeated allusions to the Commission, its work and 

consequences, found in his later writing. He would often recall 

the situations he met and his experience as commissioner would 

often be used as a cogent argument. For instance, in 1966, tracing 
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the origins of psychological factors and attitudes discernible in 

the Highlands, to their history, he comments: 

As a member of the Commission I confess I was 
surprised at the somewhat cool or guarded reception we 
sometimes received, for I Knew how earnestly the whole 
Commission was bent on discovering ways and means of 
regeneration. 

Then one night at a public meeting in the outer 
Hebrides two or three elderly crofters revealed the 
hidden objections by telling us straight that they did 
not want any Commission visiting them or having anything 
to do with their crofting system. In a flash I 
understood: they were afraid that we might interfere with 
the one wonderful marvellous happening in the last two or 
three centuries - namely the Crofters Act of 1886 which 
gave them security of tenure. 19 

The content of the report itself mirrors many of the concerns which 

Gunn had long approached in his writings, Emphasis is laid on the 

distinctiveness of the way of life of the crofting areas, 

responding to deeply rooted traditions and sets of values. It is 

contrasted, at one point, with the influence of urban life where 

"the decline in the pristine virtue of respect for old age is an 

ugly feature". 20 The interaction between individual independence 

and co-operation between crofters is also stressed: a way of life 

where crofters are, at the same time, the master of their crofts 

and in which mutual aid is an essential feature, in the management 

of common grazings for instance. However an overall mood of 

"lethargy" 21 is noted, although in certain districts, successful 

attempts are made at improving the agricultural situation. 

A development of this kind is generally set afoot by the 
younger and more active members of the township, who 
deserve and should receive encouragement and reward for 
the exercise of those qualities of initiative and 
resource which the crofting communities so sorely need. 
It is a matter of urgent necessity that they should be 
freed from the shackles which at present encumber 
them, 2ý 

The objective of the commission was to see such shackles withdrawn 

with the creation of a new Crofters Commission with increased 
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powers. Land settlement schemes, re-letting of vacant crofts, 

termination of tenancy in the case of absentee tenants, re- 

organisation of decaying townships and supervision of croft 

husbandry were to fall within its remit. Removing legal, economic 

and administrative obstacles would be its task, others, "in the 

mind of the crofters themselves" would have "to be removed 

gradually by a process of suasion, by precept, example, and 

demonstration. " 23 The report concludes on a hopeful note, 

expressing a conviction that crofting is a viable way of life, 

which could reach prosperity if the propositions laid out if the 

report were followed. That N. M. Gunn shared the Commission's 

belief that the Highland economy could be revitalised, there is no 

doubt, as the articles he published in the 1950s testify 24 and as 

the conclusion to a letter he sent to the New Statesman and Nation 

in 1954, illustrates: 

I believe that into the new pattern of Highland affairs 
which is slowly but definitely emerging, our report is 
realistically integrated. But that is another kind of 
story and for once a reasonably optimistic one in the 
long view. 25 

The two elements that he recurrently singled out as potent 

regenerative forces were the work of the Forestry Commission and 

the Hydro-Electric Board. However, in 1964, he expressed his 

disillusion with the lack of results achieved by the profusion of 

reports published on the "Highland problem", due to the 

insufficient financial means provided to promote constructive 

development and the trammelling effect of the centralising policy 

followed by successive governments. 

Folk blame St Andrews House. Absurd. They haven't 
control of cash. All your Development Boards, Advisory 
Boards, all the exhaustive inquiries made by Committees 
and Commissions with recommendations [... I are utterly 
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futile unless you call on cash. The ultimate and all 
powerful: the Treasury in London. 26 

Faithful to his nationalist creed, Gunn saw the absence of 

opportunity for the Scots to act for themselves as the main 

handicap in Highland regeneration. 

For Margaret MacPherson too, crofting was a way of life worth 

preserving and she shared with Gunn, the same will to resurrect the 

determination and fiery spirit displayed by the crofters during the 

Land War of the 1880s. For both of them, the 1886 Act was an 

invaluable gain and the energy and belief shown at the time by 

crofters had to be rekindled and channelled towards new forms of 

development. Although her views of crofting and its possibilities 

tallied with those of the Commission, she believed that the heart 

of the problem lay in private ownership: 

The Commission recommended that a new Crofters Commission 
should be set up with powers to carry out land settlement 
and the reorganisation of decaying townships of which we 
had seen many on private estates. I agreed 
wholeheartedly with those aims but I wanted all croft 
land to be taken into public ownership. 27 

Finding that the Taylor report "did not go far enough to remedy the 

evils of which we had all become aware" 28, she wrote a note of 

dissent which contained her own recommendations. She saw the 

presence of landlords as the major impediment to the development of 

crofting since their preoccupations, as the Commission noted, often 

clashed with those of the crofting community. She contrasted the 

lack of interest in the Commission, from crofters, on Skye, whose 

land was owned by the Department of Agriculture, with the eagerness 

shown by crofters whose land was privately owned. The smallness of 

their holdings, inherited, she stressed, from the policy of the 

Clearances, had not been modified to fit in with modern standards. 

She herself worked a croft which was state owned. Private 

ownership was a possibility that she consistently rebutted, be it 
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in relation to crofters or landlords. When, in the seventies the 

idea of giving crofters the possibility of buying their holdings 

was discussed, she opposed it. As member of the Working Party on 

Crofting Policy set up by the Scottish Council of the Labour Party 

in 1974, she was in favour of a form of community ownership 

"brought into existence by making all crofts land over to an 

elected Crofting Trust. " 29 She saw the powers of the Crofters 

Commission as being irrealistic and limited because it had to 

compromise with private owners and in her paper for "the Land for 

the People" conference in 1985, her tone was far from hopeful, in 

view of the paucity of the Commission's achievements and the lack 

of success of the 1976 Act, with its undermining effects of the 

concept of crofting. 

Different though their solutions to the crofting problem might 

have been, both N. M. Gunn and Margaret MacPherson saw crofting as a 

way of life worth fighting for. N. M. Gunn placed a nationalist 

alternative or failing that, some measure of local initiative in 

the forefront of his vision of the revitalisation of the Highlands, 

whereas Margaret M1acPherson's revolved around a socialist 

perspective, which somewhat reflects the polarity of Highland 

society with its opposition crofters versus landlords, legacy of 

the Clearances period. However, for both of them, an adequate 

treatment of the question had to encompass the past of the crofting 

areas, as a major formative element of their present, and the 

Clearances were an outstanding watershed in the history of the 

Highlands. Agriculturally, the smallness of holdings were a direct 

heritage of the policy of improvement, but most of all, they had 

helped to mould the crofters' psychological attitudes to land 

tenure and their scepticism when attempts at modifying the existing 

system were made. Similarly, the 1886 Act, which granted them this 
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tenurial security, albeit its imperfections, is regarded as a 

fundamental victory, as the celebration held for its centenary 

attests and as Margaret MacPherson expressed in the Crofter: 

301 

The Act ended a nightmare [the evictions] [... ] It saved 
the remnant of crofters and further Acts built upon it. 
Without the 1886 Act then, there would have been no 
crofting townships today. 30 

This, in itself, for N. M. Giuui and Margaret Macpherson, was enough 

to refute all criticisms showered on the Act, because it 

contributed to perpetuate a way of life and a culture. What 

remained to be restored, was the confidence in such a way of life 

and a culture, sapped by the thwarting policies of the Clearances 

period, of which N. M. Gunn said 

The onslaught cannot be wholly measured in economic 
terms, with brutal effects, for it was also an onslaught 
at a deeper level on the language and way of life of a 
whole people. The poison at the deeper level may work 
more slowly, but it works. 31 

The creation of the Highlands and Islands Development Board in 

1965, to which some measure of power was delegated, seemed a sign 

of acknowledgement, on the part of central government, of the need 

for more locally targeted policies, taking into account the 

cultural and socio-economic particularities of the crofting areas, 

To the Labour government which presented the Highland 

Development (Scotland) Bill in 1965, the Crofters Commission, a 

decade old, had demonstrated the inadequacy of its power - limited 

to agriculture - to promote the region's economic and social 

expansion and the necessity to create an official body with wider 

function. The HIDB was subsequently established to submit 

development proposals and foster the region's life. 

James Shaw Grant and James Hunter, whose names are both 

closely associated with agencies concerned with the development of 
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the crofting region - The Crofters Commission, the HIDB and the SCU 

- outline through their writings the new elements which have marked 

the image and position of crofting over the past 25 years. The 

perception of the Clearances is all the more significant as they 

still loom large in the present treatment of the croting area. 

4.3 James Shaw Grant and James Hunter: Crofting, a New 

Perspective. 

Commenting on the 1955 Crofting Act, James Hunter defines its 

spirit as "paternalism of a high order", since it recognised that 

crofting was worth protecting 

for reasons that were, in some ways, analogous with those 
commonly advanced in connection with the need to ensure 
the survival of some endangered natural species. 32 

Leaving aside the relevance of his remark, it is, most of all, an 

enlightening indicator of Hunter's approach to crofting, an 

approach shared by, James Shaw Grant. The treatment of crofting 

areas as museum pieces, their fossilisation are attitudes against 

which they both battled relentlessly, striving to prove, through 

their writings and actions, that crofting was part and parcel of 

the modern conception of agriculture. Their views and respective 

activities in the Highlands and Islands reflect the evolution 

taking place in Scotland, Britain and more widely Europe and the 

world, in the perception of agriculture, its management and its 

long-term consequences over the past twenty five years, Their 

participation in fairly recently created agencies, - 1965 for the 

Highlands and Islands Development Board and 1985 for the Scottish 

Crofters Union -, both located in the Highlands, and with 
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conflicting aims at times - one being governmental and the other a 

pressure group - point to a greater involvement of local 

institutions and people in the running of their own destinies and 

to a better representation of their opinions. It also marks a 

shift from the centre to the periphery, from London or Edinburgh to 

the Highlands and Islands, corroborated by the re-organisation of 

local government in 1975. Both James Shaw Grant and James Hunter 

also strongly believe in the ability and need for crofters to take 

in hand their own future and in their being given more initiative. 

Their perception of the crofting areas and their inhabitants, also 

favours an historical approach, where the Clearances are 

apprehended as an essential ingredient in the shaping of 

mentalities and of the place itself. Often they focus on this 

period of Highland history to explain an attitude, justify a claim 

or simply place present problems in perspective. The cultural and 

linguistic peculiarities of the crofting region is a point stressed 

by both authors, who draw a parallel between the dislocating 

effects of nineteenth-century policies and the waning of the Gaelic 

culture and language. A marked effort is made at envisaging the 

crofting question in its entirety, not simply from an agricultural 

angle, but with its social, cultural and environmental 

ramifications. James Shaw Grant appears as a precursor in his 

presentation of the crofting case, regarding its handicaps as 

assets, and the arguments he developed in the 1960s, became the 

foundations of a now commonly expressed postulate. 

When James Shaw Grant, member of the Crofters Commission ever 

since its establishment in 1955, succeeded to Sir Robert Urquhart 

as its chairman in 1963, Britain's general agricultural policy 

tended towards the amalgamation of small-holdings, extensive 

farming and increase of production. Within such a scheme, crofting 
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seemed to be fighting a losing battle, being a part-time form of 

farming, carried out on a small-scale and not geared towards 

intensive production. Yet instead of considering such factors as 

impediments, James Shaw Grant and the Commission presented them as 

positive features in the framework of British industrialisation. 

Crofting could contribute to the diversification of the rural 

economy, there was no incompatibility between developments in 

industry, tourism and crafting, and those could even lead to 

improvements in land use. Throughout his writing, James Shaw Grant 

resorts to the Leverhu me schemes on Harris and Lewis, debunking 

what he labels "a persistent myth": the massive opposition of the 

Lewis population to his plans of industrialisation. In James Shaw 

Grant's view, Leverhulme's plans foundered not due to the hostility 

and lack of co-operation of the islanders, but due to government 

commitment to land settlement and reluctance to support his 

objectives. The collapse of his project was followed by a great 

emigratory wave. For James Shaw Grant, the Leverhulme argument 

demonstrates that crofting, although revolving around the land can 

only survive if auxiliary employment is available. 

The basic problem is still, as it was in Lord 
Leverhulme's day, lack of industrial employment, or 
employment in the service industries within reach of the 
crofts. 33 

The creation of the HIDB in 1965 was meant to fill a gap in 

Northern Scotland and James Shaw Grant was able to try and give 

shape to his vision of a region where crofting was combined with 

industries by joining its members in 1970 and taking up the 

chairmanship of the Harris Tweed Association Limited in 1972. In 

Hi land Villages, published in 1977, examples of villages 

successful in their attempt at merging tradition and modernisation 

are scattered throughout the book. Furthering the argument in 
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favour of crofting, the demographic aspect was highlighted by the 

Commission; crofting retained a larger population on the land than 

extensive farming and in so doing, maintained the core of community 

life. For, to crofting is associated a strong communal component 

with solid foundations, based on traditional practices and rhythms, 

yet for James Shaw Grant, tradition is not synonymous with 

stagnancy and the history of the crofting area shows a society with 

remarkable resilience and adaptability, when confronted with socio- 

economic and cultural pressures. 

Describing the early days of the crafting community, he 

underlined the highly integrated functional system which 

characterised it, but his vision is devoid of misty idealisation 

and is inserted in a long-term and broader perspective. 

In ecological terms crofting agriculture (... ) was 
complete, cyclical and self-renewing. Even the sooty 
thatch from the houses was ploughed back into the land. 
It was a balance system in which the best use was made of 
a poor environment and which safeguarded the long-term 
interest of the communities which occupied it, at the 
level of which the land was capable. But it was not a 
system that could survive unchanged in an industrial 

society. 34 

The changes which transformed the socio-economic structure of the 

crafting world were neither gradual nor diluted, the traumatic 

years of the Clearances completed the erosion of the clan ethos, 

dismantled close-knit communities and the tenantry was left 

shattered, fragmented and demoralised. Such events produced 

searing marks in folk memory and James Shaw Grant presents a 

positive analysis of the past, placed in a quasi-formative context. 

He chooses not to centre on the injustice and brutality of the 

process, but on its moulding effects, inducing radical attitudes to 

public questions. Hence he emphasises the long periods of agrarian 

unrest which agitated the Outer Hebrides. Born in Stornoway in 
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1910, educated on Lewis and later editor of the Stornoway Gazette 

(32-63), he is naturally enclined to focus on the history and 

circumstances of the Outer Isles. Selecting examples of island 

radicalism to back up his argument, he refers to Roderick Macleod 

from Upper Bayble, a lay-preacher with great persuasive eloquence 

during the Land War, to Malcolm Macmillan who, in 1935, became the 

first labour MP to sit for a Highland constituency and to the 

Scottish Nationalist Donald Stewart, to whom Malcolm Macmillan lost 

his seat forty years later. 35 But the positive effects of 

nineteenth-century Highland history are not, he finds, simply 

restricted to a political attitude and can also be identified in 

the cultural life of the Gaelic speaking areas. Instead of 

lamenting on the decline of the Gaelic language and. of the use of 

English persistently creeping in, he sees. bi. linguism and bi- 

culturalism as an enhancing factor, providing the islanders with 

"two windows on the world, giving them a binocular view of life 

which most of the rest of Britain lacks. " 36 Thus in one of his 

autobiographical works, he warns: "considerable damage can be done 

by importing into the current situation a sense of grievance from 

the past", 37 It appears, from his wandering from Highland village 

to Highland village, that the crofting regions have now achieved 

the ability of coming to terms with their past and that the years 

of silence and "blotting out", which N. M. Gunn experienced in his 

youth, 38 have been replaced, particularly at an educational 

level, by a growing interest and in fact a pervasive emphasis. The 

museums at Shawbost, on Lewis, and Strathnaver in Sutherland, both 

built around school projects devoted to local history, are telling 

illustrations of such mental changes. From emphasis to over- 

emphasis and fascination for the sordid aspects of the past, the 

link is at times quite tenuous and James Shaw Grant points out that 
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there are other important strands in the Highland past 
from which the bloated shadow of the Clearances tends to 
cut us off. 39 

Although not belittling the psychological, cultural, social and 

agricultural wounds inflicted by the Clearances period, he favours 

a more positive approach, which gives prominence to the elasticity 

and strength of the crofting world and As ability to survive 

notwithstanding adverse circumstances. 

Convinced of the malleability and possibility of development 

and adaptation of the crofting regions, he encouraged and worked 

for initiatives and openings which widened the prospects of 

Highlands and Islands. He rejected any obstructing attempts at 

opposing changes when he felt that such changes could benefit the 

expansion of the area, improve the standard of living of the 

inhabitants or restore their self-confidence by giving them the 

means of organising their own lives. Changes were not something to 

fear and stagnation something to. evade. The improvement of the 

crofters standard of living was a cause he defended, showing that 

the governmental schemes of assistance to crofter housing, labelled 

as over generous and in danger of reduction, were inferior to those 

given to people with the same economic status, living in council 

houses. In 1975, he welcomed the local government reform and the 

subsequent creation of "Comhairle nan Eilean", of paramount 

importance in bringing back a sense of responsibility, of 

initiative and some self-reliance to the Highlands and Islands, 

elements, which N. M. Gunn felt, were sorely missing. The needs of 

the remote areas could not but be better grasped by a locally- 

implanted infrastructure. Concurrently, he viewed favourably any 

attempt at creating ancillary employment in the Highlands, helping 

to complement crofters' income and boosting the local economy. 
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However development at times clashed with conservationist views and 

led to inconsistent compromises, typical. of the seventies when oil 

was discovered off the Highland shores. In Highland Vi1. la es, a 

chapter entitled "the Eden Coast" outlines the opposition 

developers versus conservationists, which prevailed along the north 

west littoral and the incongruous situation it resulted in. In the 

late seventies and early eighties, development and conservation in 

the crofting areas, simply appeared as two highly antagonistic 

forces, with irreconcilable aims. Ardent advocate of flexibility 

and change, in keeping with the long standing attachment of the 

Highlanders and Islanders to their plot of land, James Shaw Grant, 

during his chairmanship of the Crofters Commission (63-78), was 

bent on finding ways of modernising the crofting system and 

simplifying the cumbersome and stultifying legal structure which 

had led to the misuse and mismanagement of land, still. lingering in 

the region. 

The possibility for crofters to acquire their own land seemed 

a step forward. In the midst of varied opposition, the proposition 

of the Crofters Commission materialised in 1976 with the Crofting 

Reform Act. 

The new crofting legislation [... ] frees the crofter from 
some of the constraints contained in. the earlier acts but 
it still maintains the balance between individual 
initiative and community interest inherent in 
crofti. ng. 40 

The Act, James Shaw Grant hoped, would provide crofters with new 

opportunities, greater scope for personal enterprise and foster 

local economic dynamism. He believed in the future of crofting and 

considered the moves of Britain and the EC with hopeful 

expectation, provided the needs of remote areas were singled out 

and recognised in the midst of changing common agricultural policy. 
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Optimism for the future fate of crofting is certainly a mutual.. 

trait of James Shaw Grant and James Hunter. If James Hunter pays. 

tribute to James Shaw Grant's forward-looking vision of crofting in 

the early seventies 41, he nevertheless expresses reservations for 

the agency, the Crofters' Commission, in which James Shaw Grant 

operated. This is hardly surprising since, as first director of 

the SCU, officially established in 1.985, he represented a pressure 

group which had been first resurrected in the early sixties, when 

the Crofters Commission, under the chairmanship of Sir Robert 

Urquhart, had opted for a policy of mergence of smallholdings into 

larger units, thus modifying the tenurial security acquired in 

1886. The SCU has now become an active medium representing the 

crofting world and defending its interest. Glancing at its short 

history and at James Hunter's activities, provides a clear picture 

of, not only the evolution of the crofting scene and rural northern 

areas in Scotland, but also the shift in agricultural policy in 

Europe and the greater significance of environmental concerns in 

the world. As a pressure group, standing for a traditionally 

radical part of the society, the SW follows a distinct political 

ideology, where for instance, landowners epitomise exploitation and 

expropriation, and private ownership, for the majority of the 

crofters, is not innate. On this respect, the strength of their 

past emerges sharply. Yet in a mutable society, where leisure and 

recreation wax prominent and where rural life and countryside are 

increasingly treasured, the crofting scene itself cannot remain 

unaltered and new criteria are being considered. James Hunter's 

work reflects those tendencies, a view of the past and certain 

aspects of the present steeped in socialist ideology and a will to 

adapt to a changing world, seize new opportunities and move 

forward. Yet his progressive impetus is at times at variance with 
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a crofting world., where the word change has to often been 

associated with loss. 

As outlined earlier in this section, both Britain's entry in 

the then EEC and the emergence of an environmental awareness at a 

political level have affected the crofting world and its status. 

Within the common agricultural policy tending towards a diversified 

rural economy, James Shaw Grant's postulate made sense and James 

Hunter repeatedly argued in favour of the crofting case and its 

legitimate claim for support in view of the new perspective 

adopted. Similarly, he soon realised that the crofters had in 

conservationist groups, strong potenti. al. allies - with high 

memberships, capital and political influence -, a powerful lobby 

that the crofting world could hardly do without. 42 The fact that 

part of the Ui. sts had been designed as Environmentally Sensitive 

Area and that crofters there, were responsive to the idea, 

illustrated the prospect of greater co-operation between crofters 

and conservationists as regards land use and management. The 

interconnection between environment and communities, between 

habitat and culture, such as could be found in the crofting 

regions, and the need to preserve them for future generations, were 

encompassed in the Heritage Area Concept which James Hunter defined 

in 1990. The objective is 

to integrate economic, environmental, social, cultural 
and linguistic objectives in a single strategy for the 
truly sustainable development of north west Scotland. 43 

Two key notions, integration and sustainability, sum tip James 

Hunter's vision of the crofting regions and their future. The 

compartmentalisation of policies such as forestry, environment, 

Gaelic or crofting is shown to have impeded the progress of the 

area and James Hunter. 's. own current involvement in the newly 
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created Highlands and Islands Enterprise (replacing the former 

HIDB) aS member, and in the North West Regional Board of the 

Scottish Natural Heritage as vice-chairman, gives shape to his own 

ideal. Sustainabi lity is a concept, on which much of the claim for 

governmental and EC assistance is based, since it entails economic 

development and protection of the natural environment and existing 

communities, elements which have not always been marked by 

compatibility in the past. If sustainable development is to be 

achieved, such diverse activities as fish farming, forestry, 

tourism and other enterprises have to be woven in. with agricultural 

activities - geared to current market preferences, for instance 

high quality meat and natural. foodstuffs - and the recent Crofting 

Forestry Act, which the SCU pressed forward, is a mark of the trend 

to be followed. The land remains the stable element around which 

the crafting world revolves, yet the crofting scene itself, over 

the years has changed. Crofts have been acquired by new types of 

crofters: outsiders or professionals, their increasing prices have 

made it impossible for people with modest income to purchase them 

and for James Hunter, "it is by no means inconceivable [... ] that 

crofting could eventually become the almost exclusive preserve of 

the affluent". 44 To respond to such social changes, to combine 

preservation of the environmental and cultural heritage of the 

crofting areas with their economic development, the current 

structure of land use, James Hunter believes, will have to be 

reformed. He sees change as ineluctable and change in. i. tself could 

be where the future of crofting lies. "No human institution 

survives by remaining forever the same. And crofting is no 

exception. to that rule. ' 45 His vision includes a much greater 

involvement of crofters themselves in decision-making, in choosing 

new orientations and policies and in generally managing their own 
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affairs. The SCU, for instance, could collaborate more closely 

with HIE and other local bodies. But most of all, community 

ownership is, in his eyes, the principle which crofters should 

adopt and which would give them control and a sense of 

responsibility. 

31.2 

I should like crofting to be run by crofters. And that 
vision is unattainable until all the land. that's now in 
crafting tenure - and a good hit more besides - is owned 
by our communities themselves. 46 

On this point, he is at odds with the inclinations of the crofting 

community who favours public ownership. In fact, James Hunter's 

wish was contradicted by Skye and Raasay crofters in 1990, when 

they shied away from a proposition of the Department of Agriculture 

and Fisheries for Scotland, to move towards community ownership. 

The roots of such an attitude, Hunter thinks, 

lie deep in our own history; in the extent to which the 
quite deliberate destruction of community and culture, 
right across the northern half of Scotland, undermined 
our self-belief, self-confidence, in ways from which we 
suffer still. 47 

The defeatist attitude inherited from history, which N. M. Gunn 

associated with the Highland problem, still lingers to this day, in 

the attempt at explaining the mental make-up and orientations of 

crofters. 

This argument of the impact of the Clearances on the 

Highlanders' outlook was connected with their long-lived conception 

of their own language, Gaelic, as being inferior, in a lecture 

given at Sabhal Dior Ostaig in 1990. As for Gaelic, James Hunter 

contended, the vision of crofting could be altered and envisaged 

with optimism. 36 His use of the historical argument of the 

Clearances does not only centre on its effect on the psychology of 

the crofting community. He also referred to this period of history 
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to back up his opposition to the project of establishment of 

National Parks in extensive zones of northern Scotland. Referring 

to F. F. Darling's studies, he dispels the idea of the preservation 

of a wilderness. National parks would preserve a devastated 

terrain, would be "a monument to bad land management, [... I to the 

enforced liquidation of so many of our communities by Victorian 

landowners". 49 His line of argument is here placed in a wider 

ideological framework. While denouncing the effects of exploitive 

and expropriative measures on both land and people, he attacks the 

foundations of the capitalist thesis, which allowed such events as 

the Clearances to take place. Profit and productivity directed the 

policy of improvement, which hinged upon a utilitarian concept of 

the land and its inhabitants and denied them. any other worth. 

Scenic beauty and a rich albeit minority culture were irrelevant 

factors, if ever they had been considered. Such a conception is in 

total opposition with the current international reasoning and 

trends, valuing diversity and rarity, be it in languages, cultures 

or animal and plant life, for their intrinsic qualities. He brings 

up the same argument when he rejects the idea of inserting the 

sporting estate in the Highland history and heritage since its 

existence relied on the same narrow-minded capitalist postulate and 

the same disregard for human beings and land 50 as the preceding 

sheepwalks. The crofting areas need more sweeping and far-reaching 

measures, new structures will. have to be designed and James Hunter 

recalls the struggle of the Land League which in its time, had to 

fight against the fear not only of the landlord, but the more 

inhibitive fear in the old men. Echoing the younger members of the 

Land League, he concludes his paper for the 1992 SCU Annual 

Conference: 
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If there is still a fear that crofters have to conquer, 
it is not so much that age-old fear of landlords, more 
(... ) that profound, insidious apprehension of our own 
inadequacy, 

showing, as John McGrath before him, that history could also be a 

propelling force. 
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The use of history in politics is one where scholarly 

objectivity or accuracy pale into insignificance before the appeal, 

power or impact historical material holds for a targeted audience. 

History is a political battleground. The sanction of the 
past is sought by those committed to upholding authority 
and by those intent on subverting it, and both are 
assured of finding plenty of ammunition. 1 

Dire selection and manipulation rule over the rendering of a 

period or an event, both dominated by the dogmatj. c principle to 

which a given party or creed adhere. Amplification, distortion or 

obliteration characterise the process of selection; history here 

serves a purpose and its reading is neither innocent nor untainted. 

As in fiction, the use of history in politics is often meant to 

arouse powerful emotions: shock, wrath or disgust; but in politics 

such emotions are aimed at fuelling action or channelling support 

for a cause or idea. As outlined in this section, the Clearances 

have fulfilled such a function for many radically inclined public 

figures in Scotland. In political discourse, the Clearances seem 

to serve a dual purpose; in them are found the roots of the present 

and a stimulus for the past. 

The Clearances: the Roots of the Present 

Concerned with the situation of the crofting areas, the men 

and women involved in the regeneration of the region, often call up 

the Clearances period to explain physical, agricultural. or 

psychological attitudes in the Highlands and Islands. Not only are 

the distribution of population and the agricultural orientations, 
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with sheep farming as an essential constituent presented as the 

result of the Clearances, but their circumstances and consequences 

are shown as having had a formative action on the mental make-up of 

the inhabitants and on their political inclination. 

The system. of landownership and the overall choice of. 

landlords during the Clearances period which gave but few 

alternatives to the tenants apart from complying with their 

decision and leaving the interior valleys, i. s shown to have moulded 

the political outlook of the crofters. The crofters' past appears 

to have nurtured their radicalism of which the Land War is the 

early expression. More often than not their position is pitted 

against landowners' views and norms, including private ownership. 

The Clearances and their aftermath are also used as the 

justification to thought processes or mental attitudes in the 

region. The resilience of the "Gaelic. culture and way of life", of 

which crofting is used as the emblem. alongside the Gaelic language, 

and the pliability of the population, who in the face of adversity 

and external pressures, still strives to defend a life style, is 

viewed as the legacy of the period. Such an interpretation is more 

particularly voiced by J. S. Grant. 

For others, disillusioned at times by the defeatist mood 

which, in their eyes, grips the region's inhabitants, the traumatic 

experience of the Clearances goes far to explain the lack of belief 

in the area's potential and its future. Such an attitude, for N. M. 

Gunn or for J. Hunter for instance, seems to have recurrently 

plagued the Highlands and Islands since the nineteenth century and 

has had a trammelling impact, preventing people from looking upon. 

change, particularly of a legal or structural nature, as positive 

progress and development. Stoicism seems the origin of inaction. 

Yet the gains brought by the 1.886 Crofters' Act stand as an 
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unalterable cornerstone; the crofters' agitation and determination 

brought it in their wake and are thus also seen as a lesson from 

the past to be remembered and followed. 

The Clearances: a Stimulus for the Future 

Deeply ingrained in the collective memory of a section of the 

population, the period, as illustrated, acts as a powerful trigger 

arid an effective manipulative tool. For the nationalists, it 

constitutes a point of cohesion promoting regional. or even national 

- by association - identification, promoting also class 

identification. Such is the case with early radical nationalists: 

Ruaraidh Erskine of Marr, John MacLean and Oliver Brown. The 

communism of the clan is used as a unifying socio-cultural 

reference; its annihilation is presented as the result of the 

ravages of English imperialism on Scottish, or more precisely 

Gaelic, culture and its inherent communal. spirit and as the result 

of the imposition. of alien capitalistic norms. The impression 

created of a common inheritance is clearly. an essential means of 

political mobilisation. 

Used as a shared experience placed in a framework of 

oppression and class conflict, the Clearances have a strong 

subversive potential which John MacGrath exploited to the full. 

Present policies and orientations considered in the light of past 

actions and trends invite questioning, scepticism or rejection. 

Here the Clearances are not simply apprehended in terms of the 

origin of a present situation, but in terms of analogy with the 

present. Past and present are conflated into a single whole, which 

erases their distinctiveness and stimulates action. 
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Politically the Clearances are mainly inserted in condemnatory 

reasoning targeted against capitalism, imperialism or environmental 

destruction. Indeed their reading throughout this century has been 

contingent upon current external priorities or events: the advent 

of communism in Russia, the agricultural policy of the EC and 

lately the development of a green consciousness in the world. 

Speaking at the Scottish Crofters Union Conference in 1989 on the 

importance of protecting the natural heritage of the Highlands and 

Islands, the author and conservationist Marion Shoard, related the 

crofters' present outlook on land use to their past and 

particularly to the Clearances. The period was used as warning and 

argument in favour of a conservationist perspective. 
The crofters' attitude to their land flows naturally 

and understandably from their own bitter history. For 
them the Highlands and Islands were once the thriving, 
well populated home of a people energetically earning 
their living. The Clearances swept them away and turned 
their homeland into a desert. Now they want to regain 
control of it and make it thrive again [... ] 

The crofters' urge to reclaim their land is 
understandable. But should they adopt the same 
absolutist approach to land ownership as those who drove 
their forefathers off their holdings ? 

For the Highlands and Islands, the develpoment of crofting is 

intimately bound up. with the Clearances and their aftermath. The 

period is part of the regional heritage and, as such, is included 

in the displays of some of the many museum-type ventures which have 

proliferated in the region over the past fifteen years and on which 

the next part concentrates. Whether thematically or 

chronologically based, displays on the Clearances highlight the 

interpretations of suffering and coercion already found in 

fictional representations and exploited by political intellectuals. 

The treatment of the period in museums therefore provides a final 

and forceful illustration of the image of the Clearances which 

finds pride of place in the crofting districts. 
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Presentations of the Highland Clearances in museums offer a 

variety of treatments and approaches. Some opt for a general 

overview of the period and the region, others concentrate on local 

events or precise years; some provide level-headed accounts of 

happenings, others are steeped in emotionalism or bring up 

political or moral issues meant to provoke the visitors' emotions. 

Such a variety depends in part on the location of a museum; for 

instance on Skye, the Land War, with the abundantly chronicled 

Battle of the Braes, is more likely to be a focus than in 

Sutherland where the Stathnaver and Kildonan evictions of the first 

half of the nineteenth century dominate the subject. The overall 

orientation of a museum is another factor; "in-depth" treatments of 

the Clearances are more liable to be found in exhibitions with a 

thematic purpose, such as social history, than in multi- 

disciplinary exhibitions. Hence, the selection of material, facts 

and events, forms the basic element of the elaboration of local 

displays presenting the Clearances and is also essential for 

practical reasons, related to space and the necessity of condensed 

explanation. This process of selection usually falls within the 

remit of the curator or owner-manager of the museum, who is thus 

responsible for the sources, angle, context and association chosen 

to represent the period. In some respects, the process is 

comparable to the sifting of evidence operated by novelists who 

pick elements serving their purpose, yet with museums historical 

veracity cannot be overlooked, as the visitor is entitled to expect 

a certain standard of scholarship and often treats museum's 

displays in the same way as a history book: a source of knowledge 

and truth. 
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However, only twenty years ago it would have been 

inconceivable not to associate the terms "didactic" or at least 

"informative" with the word museum. Now it is legitimate to wonder 

about the primary function of many museums: is it to educate or 

simply to entertain ? Museums, - and this applies to the 

Highlands -, come in all shapes, sizes and names: from the 

straightforward "Colbost museum", the more precise "Skye museum of 

Highland life" or "Shawbost folk museum", the more recent "Dunbeath 

heritage centre" or "Timespan visitor centre" to the ambiguous or 

compromising "Thurso heritage museum". The diversity of 

appellation is matched by the form which displays take; collections 

of three-dimensional objects are often complemented or even 

superseded by audio-visual aids such as tapes, films, slide shows, 

by working models operated by press-buttons and by life-size 

tableaux, with wax figures, representing scenes from the past. The 

refinements and variety of the presentations depend essentially on 

the means of individual museums as well as their dates of creation 

and aims. So beyond the geographical or conceptual factors 

conditioning the presentations of the Clearances, financial 

constraints, style and fashion play a substantial part in the 

elaboration of displays and share in the creation of the image 

which the visitor sees. 

In his presidential address to the 1987 Annual Conference of 

the Museums Association, Ian G. Robertson, curator of the Passmore 

Edwards Museum, described the innovations and trends followed by 

the museum world and asserted 

museum. are purveyors of knowledge, but no-one today would 
argue that this information should not be presented in an 
entertaining way: the product must be packaged ! 
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At the same time, he warned his colleagues against the two 

pitfalls to be avoided, the "tacky Disneyworld pastiche" and "the 

fossilised municipalised institution". 1 Highland and Island 

museums may not be representative of those two extremes but their 

variety does outline the evolution in museum ethics, techniques and 

structures. Their names, in themselves, stand as indicators of 

such changes and their imperative pull. It therefore appears 

relevant to consider, in the first place, the different phases in 

the development of museum thinking and the external circumstances 

which, often, were conducive to change. Indeed, the conception of 

displays on the Highland Clearances is to some extent the product 

of contemporary theories on museum exhibitions. The more detailed 

analysis of the treatment of the period in some Highland and Island 

museums, which will follow, will try to highlight and contrast the 

perspectives adopted to present the period, the basis of the 

selection of facts and aim behind a presentation, the "personal 

touch" orientating certain interpretations and the representation 

which such elements combine to give. 
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AN HISTORICAL AND THBDRFTICAL BACKGROUND TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF 

MUSEUMS 

The origin of museums in Scotland stems from antiquarianism; 

this led to the creation in 1781 of the National Museum of 

Antiquities of Scotland, privately managed until 1851 and now part 

of the National Museums of Scotland. More generally local 

societies were largely responsible for the foundation of museums 

throughout the country. 

The first piece of legislation regarding museums was, in 

England and Wales, the Museum Act 1845, which empowered 

municipalities to establish and support museums. Later 

modifications were made through the public library legislation, for 

instance the Public Libraries Act of 1847, extended to Scotland in 

1853 with the Libraries (Public) Act. Most of the institutions 

which thereafter developed in the nineteenth century had started as 

private collections bequeathed to a corporation or a town, or as 

society collections, both characterised by their heterogeneous 

character and sometimes with little educational concern. Towards 

the end of the century, the idea of an organisation promoting co- 

operation among people involved in museum work and fostering the 

development and organisation of museums as institutions for the 

public and with an educational potential, materialised with the 

creation of the Museums Association in 1889. By the early years of 

the twentieth century, the association was issuing a monthly 

publication, the Museums Journal, through which the external 

stimuli, pressures and limitations which affected the evolution of 

the museum world percolate. 
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side of museum work, what prevails in the early volumes of the 

Journal is a repeated affirmation of educational objective. But 

with the Great War and its aftermath, considerations of development 

and re-organisation of museums paled into insignificance, while the 

country's tight economic policy of the early twenties left little 

hope of recovery, let alone improvement, for the museum world. It 

was again the issue of the educational value of museums and their 

wasted potential, particularly as regards local or provincial 

institutions, which provided a new impetus in the museum movement. 

This had little to do with government incentive, but with the 

contribution and guidance of the charitable organisation, Carnegie 

UK Trust (CUKT), whose financial assistance as well as stimulating 

and innovative influence was to have a formative impact on museum 

development for almost half a century. I 

In 1928, a seminal report was published, the Report on the 

Public Museums of the British Isles (other than the national 

museums), assessing the role of museums as a factor in education; 

the survey - the first of its kind - was undertaken at the behest 

of the CUKT by Sir Henry Miers, Sir Henry Miers was a trustee of 

the British Museum and his involvement in a number of committees 

examining the distribution and purpose of museums in the country 

made him well aware of the overall situation. The report is based 

on 530 museums, of which 62 were in Scotland, and paints a rather 

dismal picture of the existing museum service in view of their 

haphazard distribution, the inadequacy of their funding -a great 

many institutions relying simply on donations or subscriptions - 

and their utter failure to fulfil their functions. These he 

defines as: 
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to instruct, and to inspire with a desire for knowledge, 
children and adult alike; to stimulate not only a keener 
appreciation of past history and present activities, but 
also a clearer vision of the potentialities of the 
future. They should stir the interest, and excite the 
imagination of the ordinary visitor, and also be for the 
specialist and the student the fruitful field for 
research. 

In fact most museums were but "heterogeneous jumbles of 

"curios" [... ] masquerade[d] as museums". 1 Sir Henry Miers 

attributes this situation to the gaping lacunae of the museum 

system: the want of any form of co-operation and of regional 

organisation, the lack of training of museum staff and of definite 

purpose behind most exhibitions and the absence of such specialised 

museums as agricultural, industrial and folk museums due to marked 

emphasis on the life of the wealthy. The appraisal is on the one 

hand gloomy in the extreme, and on the other, oddly progressive, in 

the light of later volumes of the Journal, as it outlines the 

phases in the future development of the museum movement and 

foreshadows the issues which would fuel later debates. Such issues 

can be said to cluster around two aspects: the content and 

presentation of exhibitions and the perception of museums. As to 

the first element, Miers underlines the need for local museums not 

to ape national institutions, but to define their objective and 

maybe concentrate on their local background; he also emphasises the 

"primary importance [of] the good and attractive selection, 

preparation, exhibition, and description of the objects shown in 

the cases. " 2 (my italics) To this is linked the pervasive image 

of museums; dull and uninspiring exhibitions are crippling features 

which do little to encourage people to enter museums and Miers 

contends that "anything which infuses new life is to be 

welcomed". 3 The museum-mausoleum syndrome is to be eradicated so 

that local institutions partake fully in the life of the community 

without limiting their appeal to the outside visitor. Furthermore, 
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Miers' assessment of the impact and purpose of museums on the 

general public unveils one of the crucial concerns of the museum 

world: the discrepancy between the public's motivations and the 

professionals' aim. Thus Miers raises a central point: 

[Museum visitors] do not come in search of education, or 
in a spirit of inquiry; they generally come to satisfy 
their curiosity [... ] How far a museum should cater for 
this class of visitor is a debatable question. 4 

This question of ethics is still very much on the agenda; 

other points found immediate answers. Following Miers's 

recommendation, the CUKT decided to boost a movement of co- 

operation throughout the country by strengthening the role of the 

Museums Association and thus provided funds for the establishment 

of a permanent office in London and the appointment of a secretary. 

It also set up a scheme of development grants for small museums, 

designed to improve permanent displays and, to answer the need for 

training of museum staff, it assisted the introduction of a Diploma 

Scheme for curators. In parallel, a Royal Commission on National 

Museums and Galleries was established in 1927 and in 1931 the 

government set up a Standing Commission on Museums and Galleries - 

replaced in 1981 by the Museums and Galleries Commission - mainly 

in order to be advised on matters related to national institutions 

and to stimulate co-operation between all types of establishments. 

In 1938, a second report was published, carried out for the CUKT, 

by S. F. Markham who had assisted Miers in his survey for the 1928 

report. Although Markham's report does note a degree of 

improvement in the outlook of museums and their recognition of 

their educational role - potentially sanctioning their claim on 

public support -, he also finds many conceptual and structural 

faults, not least the great need for a centralised administration 

supervising the development and orientation of provincial museums 
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and deficiency in funding, thereby echoing a decade later some of 

Miers' comments. 

Once again, the international situation, the second world war 

and the country's financial situation acted as a check in the 

development of the museum movement and it is only by the end of the 

forties and more particularly the fifties, in a slightly less 

stringent economic climate, that the movement found a new impetus, 

both in terms of thinking and organisation. Beyond the endeavours, 

begun in the inter-war period, at creating more attractive and 

comprehensible displays, the post-war period witnessed a widespread 

growth and interest in folk museums and life which had received, 

until then, but scant consideration. In Scotland, Dr I. F. Grant, 

one of the early social and economic historians, appears also as a 

museum pioneer; she collected for and founded, in 1934, the first 

Highland Folk Museum, on Iona. It was then called "Am Fasgadh" and 

was later moved to Kingussie. The fountainhead of the museum was 

the Highland Exhibition, held in 1930 in Inverness, which Dr I. F. 

Grant initiated. In an article in The Scots Independent, Dr I. F. 

Grant places her endeavour in the wider folk life trend found in 

Europe, a trend which was fostered by nationalist or even patriotic 

pride and which her words illustrate: 

The movement is only one sympton, among many, of the 
marked development of national and racial consciousness 
that has been such a feature of the last two decades, and 
it seems a strange thing, and rather a disgraceful one, 
that the people of Scotland, and, above all, the 
Highlanders, with the tremendous pride of race that is so 
marked a characteristic of the Gael, and one of his 
greatest contributions to the spiritual make up of the 
Scots people, should have had neither part or lot in 
this movement. 5 

Most of the other regional folk museums in Britain were 

founded after the war, for instance the Welsh Folk Museum (1948) at 

St Fagans or the Ulster Folk and Transport Museum (1958). This new 
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vision of museum ethnology, focusing on the material everyday life 

and traditions of country folks, had its roots in Scandinavia where 

the first folk museums were opened in the late nineteenth century. 

The following development of regional and local folk museums in 

Scandinavia was largely inspired by "a revival of national and 

community pride" 6, but its origin was also in the disruptive 

effects of the industrial revolution. 

The disappearance of an old order jeopardised by industrial 

progress seems to have been the motivation which prompted Arthur 

Hazelius from Stockholm to collect and preserve attributes of 

Scandinavian folk life and culture - furniture, implements and 

costumes. He created the museum of Scandinavian Folklore in 

Stockholm in 1873 and an outdoor museum in Skansen in 1891. The 

originality of Skansen is that it included old vernacular buildings 

- farmsteads, a church, a windmill - where the objects were put in 

their functional context; its approach was also to lead visitors to 

experience life in the past by appealing to their sensory 

perception - sight, smell, touch - as traditional activities were 

often demonstrated. 

Hazelius was trying to use the idea of heritage and 
understanding of the past as a steadying influence in the 
face of the violent changes of modern life. 7 

The same point was emphasised, in the early fifties in the Museums 

Journal, in relation to the popularity of folk museums: 

The growing interest in folk museums in Britain today is 
probably due to the increasing speed with which our way 
of life has changed in recent years. There is certainly 
a need to understand our inheritance from the more stable 
background of our forebears. 8 

In fact, it is a recurrent theme, in museum analysis, put forward 

to account for the expansion or vogue of a particular sector of the 

museum world, such as industrial archaeology or ecological museum. 
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As far as the organisation of the museum world was concerned, 

the impact of the two reports for the CUKT, underlining the plight 

of local museums and the need for greater co-operation, directed 

the movement towards regionalisation. Throughout the fifties this 

was debated and concurrently pressure was put on the government, by 

the Museums Association, to support provincial museums. In 1957, a 

pilot scheme was carried out in south west England, providing a 

regional museum service, financed by contribution from local 

authorities and others and grants from various trusts - the 

government having refused to assist -, and in 1959 the South West 

Area Museum Council was officially born. By 1963 the trend had 

spread to the rest of the country; Councils were created for 

Scotland in 1964 and for Wales in 1965. Area Museum Councils 

therefore originally emanated independently of government 

initiative, as autonomous bodies, but the need for regional 

planning and government intervention was gradually recognised by 

the authorities. In 1963, the Standing Commission produced a 

report on provincial museums and galleries, which supported the 

concept of Area Councils and indeed called for central government 

funding; as a result, grants started being allocated to the Area 

Councils sparingly by 1963-64 and more systematically by 1966-67.9 

Greater changes, this time initiated by the government came in 1972 

in England and Wales and in 1973 in Scotland with the 

reorganisation of local government. In Scotland, the local 

Government Act transferred the power to establish museums and 

galleries from municipalities to Regions, Islands and Districts and 

"imposed a duty to ensure that there is adequate provision of 

museums and galleries facilities for the inhabitants of the 

region". 10 But local government reorganisation was set against an 

inauspicious economic background and the tone which is prevalent in 
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the articles of the Journal during that period is distinctly 

morose. Hence, economic and political factors already appear as 

compelling forces, often setting the pace of museum development and 

inducing new orientations; this was to become a striking aspect of 

the eighties. 

Looking back on the evolution of the movement since the 

fifties, other influences, external and internal, combined to 

change the image of museums. New preoccupations began to pervade 

the columns of the Journal; practical advice on exhibition design - 

labelling, lights, graphics -, on museum architecture and also on 

the importance of communication and interpretation became common 

features. The concept of interpretation was widely adopted by the 

seventies, not simply as regards objects, but also landscape. It 

had emerged in the late fifties propelled by the research 

undertaken in the US and particularly the work of Freeman Tilden - 

Interpreting our Heritage (1957) -- who tried to provide guide-lines 

based on his experience of interpreting American national parks. 

He advocated displays which provoked the visitor's thought and 

imagination. In fact, his most quoted principle is "the chief aim 

of interpretation is not instruction, but provocation. " Those new 

topics developed in the pages of the Journal were the mark of 

greater awareness and recognition of the importance of visitors; 

the museum world became increasingly public-orientated. 

Over the course of a century, museums had moved from being 

mere repositories of collections, to being endowed with an 

educational function and, in the sixties, to cater for and serve 

the public. Gradually the idea of marketing crept in; the public's 

needs and expectations were discussed, businessmen and 

industrialists contributed articles in the Journal expanding on 

their merchandising expertise and the role of designers gained 
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importance. This culminated in 1964 with the annual conference 

being devoted to the theme of museum public relations; ways of 

improving the forbidding image clinging to museums were sought "how 

many museum officials either patronise, resent, despise, dislike or 

even hate the public" 11; the answer lay in the public's desires 

"if we want the public to turn to us in large numbers then we have 

got to become centres for instruction and diversion. " 12 This 

opinion was reflected in the conclusions to the first statistical 

visitors' survey undertaken in Britain by Philip S. Doughty, 

assistant keeper at the Ulster Museum, 

the behaviour pattern of visitors in the museum makes it 
clear that the real educational effectiveness of the 
museum is extremely limited, indeed it would still fit 
the pattern of an exhibition of curiosities. 13 

The idea was suggested that there was no need for museums to be 

primarily educational, since the general public was looking first 

and foremost for entertainment and amusement. Those methodological 

and ethical changes were far from receiving the unanimous blessing 

of the museum profession; designers were long considered with 

reluctance and even distrust; marketing remained anathema for many 

institutions with rather more "elitist" aspirations - museum cases 

were not to be replaced by shop-window displays and scholarship was 

to be the prime objective of museums. 

External factors were paramount in stimulating innovations and 

a diversification in aims and methods in the late sixties and the 

seventies. Museum visiting increased, but at the same time so did 

economic pressures. Government funding was minimal and the CUKT, 

after so many years of efficient assistance, was progressively 

removing its grants; museum staff increasingly looked "outside 

their immediate environment for development opportunities". 14 In 

a world where television was becoming a popular mode of 
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communication and information, such a medium could not be ignored 

and was gradually resorted to. Society was also acquiring a 

greater concern for environment and conservation. This, combined 

with the - by then -- well-established concept of interpretation, 

had unquestionable effects on the evolution of the museum world. 

In December 1968, the first conference on field museums and 

interpretive centres was held at Leicester and can be seen as the 

harbinger of the new ventures which soon followed. In this sphere 

Scotland led the way; in 1967 the Countryside (Scotland) Act - 

passed a year before its English counterpart - made financial help 

available to schemes designed for the greater enjoyment and greater 

understanding and appreciation of the countryside. In 1970, 

"Landmark", Europe's first visitor centre was opened at Carrbridge 

near Aviemore. As a multimedia centre, surrounded by nature 

trails, designed for the general family visitor, it was the product 

of marketing and visitor research and was built around a regional 

theme: man in the Highlands. Its aim was both didactic and 

recreative and it applied the concept of interpretation of site and 

landscape, revolving on the art of conveying the significance of a 

place - "genius loci" - with an underlying conservation message. 15 

The potential of the interpretive function of museums with a 

regional base was explored and underlined in the report by the 

Working Party on Open Air Museums set up by the Joint Committee of 

the Museums Association and the CUKT in 1972. At the annual 

conference of the Museums Association in 1973, the development of 

such ventures was greatly encouraged, as the link between regional 

ethnology and environmental awareness was emphasised. It was shown 

that regional ethnology was based on the interrelationships between 

man and his environment and could yield an all-embracing, 

conservationist message mingling landscape, natural history, 
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archaeology, architecture and social history. The success of the 

North of England Open Air Museum at Beamish with its regional scope 

or of Auchindrain township in Argyll with its smaller, local scope 

confirmed the popularity of the interpretive approach in open air 

institutions. F. Atkinson, director of Beamish, jeered at the 

detractors of museums with a recreational inclination, in his 

presidential address to the Annual Conference of the Museums 

Association in 1975, 

do you wish to be serious institutions with little 
interest in the wider public and its needs - collecting 
and cataloguing and preserving your collections ? Or do 
you wish to communicate with the untutored - but very 
experienced - public and interpret your collections for 
its greater enjoyment ?I offer you the phrase 
"enrichment through enjoyment. " 16 

F. Atkinson's rhetorical questions contrast two dimensions of 

museum work, collection and communication, and leave no doubt as to 

which approach he favours; popularisation and communication are 

thrown into relief against a pseudo-intellectual approach 

concentrating on objects to the detriment of the public. His 

vision delineates in a nutshell the debate on museum ethics which 

was to gather momentum in the seventies and rage in the eighties. 

Identification with a place is one facet on which museums 

focused so as to make their display more accessible to their 

visitors - be they outsiders or members of the local community. 

Many adopted a regional or even local perspective, designed to 

augment people's awareness of their surroundings, rendering and 

adapting to the changes of the community, thereby forming one of 

its organic parts. As often as not, the community itself 

contributed to the elaboration of part or the totality of a 

display, through the donation of artefacts, but also through the. 

integration of school projects to permanent exhibits as, in the 
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Highlands and Islands, at Strathnaver Museum in Bettyhill (1976) or 

Shawbost Folk Museum on Lewis (1970). Attracting a wider public by 

popularising museums was definitely an aim which many institutions 

created in the seventies strove to reach. It is said that during 

that period a new museum was opened in Britain every fortnight. 

Most of the new institutions were independent museums, catering for 

an ever increasing and media-demanding public. 

The expansion in museum visiting was correlated to a vast 

increase in tourism, both indicative of sociological changes. The 

growth of leisure and disposable income had repercussions on 

people's way of life and consequently on the leisure industry of 

which museums and tourism are part and parcel. Regional tourist 

boards were created in 1969, and given their ability to provide 

grants for the creation of new ventures, they were an added boost 

to the development of museums throughout the seventies. Yet this 

acceleration took place against a background of economic recession, 

growing unemployment and slump in the traditional industries such 

as coal mining or shipbuilding. By the late seventies the tourist 

industry had become one of Britain's largest growth industries, 

contributing substantially to the GNP and the importance of museums 

in its development was stressed. 

The popularisation of museums and of their image was not any 

longer purely an ethical alternative, but became an economic 

necessity. The tone, language and themes, which pervade the 

Journal from the late seventies onward, evince this new emphasis. 

In 1979, one of the topics discussed during the Annual Conference 

was "the value of museums to the economy" and one speaker asserted 

that history formed a "potent economic resource" and that 
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in very many cases the objectives of the members of the 
Museums Association [... ] can be [... ] seen to help 
strengthen the nation's economic base. 17 

By the eighties, the language of straight commercialism had invaded 

the pages of the Journal; the "museum business" or the "heritage 

industry" are often resorted to so as to describe the museum world, 

visitors tend to be regarded as customers, if not consumers, and 

institutions are encouraged to include advertising and commercial 

attractions - shops, restaurants or cafes - to their perspective. 

This new vision and those new practices were largely impelled by 

the orientations and economic policy of central government as 

Dennis Farr, Director of Courtauld Institute Galleries stressed in 

his presidential address to the 1980 Annual Conference: 

Most of you will be aware that your paymasters, 
whether central or local government, or university, are 
under fierce pressure to contain expenditure and increase 
income. So far as museums are concerned, we are being 
told to justify our existence in terms of value for 

money. 18 

Under government influence, the museum world was treated as part of 

the regenerative forces of the economy, prompted to find new 

sources of income outside government funding and to broaden their 

financial base, seen as a potential source of profit. Increasingly 

museums had to accept and develop a commercial way of thinking and 

profit-orientated objectives. As a token of this change the 

Museums Association, in 1984, abandoned the general definition of. a 

museum adopted by the International Council of Museums in 1974: 

a non-profit making, permanent institution, in the 
service of society and of its development, and open to 
the public, which acquires, conserves, researches, 
communicates and exhibits, for the purpose of study, 
education and enjoyment, material evidence of man and his 
environment 

and instead chose: 
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an institution which collects, documents, preserves, 
exhibits and interprets material evidence and associated 
information for the public benefit. 19 

The importance of the disappearance of the notion of philanthropy 

need not be stressed and reflects the socio-economic climate of the 

times. 

The questions of museum funding and management became rather 

pressing; in 1985 the theme of the Annual Conference centred on 

"financing museums" and in 1988 on "marketing". Clearly the 

problem of museum finances is an acute one and despite the 

government's insistence on plural funding, even the so-called 

independent museums rely largely on central sources of income such 

as Development Agencies, Area Councils., Local Authorities, Urban 

Programme, Tourist Boards and EC money. 20 Furthermore, the 

emphasis on profit and the regenerative significance of museums in 

the economy has led to a crisis in the museum world and many museum 

professionals fear that the main purpose of museums might be 

eclipsed by the commercial trend. Debates are fierce, in the pages 

of the Journal, on the question of admission charges which some see 

as contradicting the educational purpose of museums and on the 

growth of "heritage centres" where collections are subordinate to a 

highly scripted story line and finding objects amounts to a "game 

of hunt the thimble". The boom in the heritage industry. has 

triggered off a succession of books attacking its blatant 

commercial objectives which transform the past into. a mere 

commodity and nostalgia into a business. 21 Maybe the final words 

to describe the dilemma of the museum world nowadays should be left 

to Ian G. Robertson, president of the Museums Association in 1987: 

Perhaps of members of the museums profession it should be 
said, at least for the foreseeable future: they curate 
from the soul, but it comes out commercial. 22 

**** 
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The museum situation in Scotland reflects much of the trend 

found in the UK: the recent proliferation of new establishments, 

the changes in outlook and orientation, the gradual supersedence of 

the primacy of the educational objectives by recreational aims and 

the impact of finance, commercialisation and the economy. Yet it 

also differs from the rest of Britain because of structural and 

geographical disparities. 

The augmentation of the number of museums in Scotland shows an 

exacerbated pattern of the British tendency. Indeed the 1986 

Museums and Galleries Commission's Report indicates that Scotland 

seems to have almost twice as many per head of population as most 

other areas in the UK. 

1928 67 1978 130 

1948 75 1981 300 

1968 100 1990 403 

Approximate number of museums 
in Scotland (1928-1990) 23 

The majority of those museums are independent - 65 % of the total - 

and a substantial number was created over the last decade. They 

are usually small with limited staff and have to face serious 

difficulties, due to the geography of the country, its demographic 

density and distribution and, most importantly, the shortness of 

the tourist season on which they have to rely. 

Funding is perhaps a more severe problem in Scotland than 

elsewhere in Britain because of the lack of regular, or substantial 

support from local authorities. They do, however, provide 

occasional grants for the refurbishment of a museum or the 

maintenance of a building. Since 1982 with the Local Government 

and Planning (Scotland) Act, the responsibility for the provision 
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of museum facilities has been transferred to Districts only, but 

the organisation varies from authority to authority. Ross and 

Cromarty have, for instance, established a museum service which 

advises and gives support to existing independent museums in the 

area, in fact the museum service orchestrated the transformation 

and modernisation of Tain and District Museum in 1986. However, 

the Museums and Galleries Commission's Report (1986) stresses the 

absence of recurrent grant-aid from local authorities or government 

related agencies, other than for "one-off projects". 24 

Independent museums, therefore, depend on admission fees - and a 

good tourist season - to survive. 

On the other hand, government sponsored agencies concerned 

with Scottish economic development have actually been instrumental 

in initiating or assisting the establishment of museums. Perhaps 

even more so than in the rest of Britain, because of Scotland rapid 

de-industrialisation and growing unemployment rate, the museum 

service is regarded as a provider of work and a source of economic 

renewal in decaying areas. Museums with this objective cease being 

considered primarily in relation to their cultural or educational 

content, but rather as profit-making, "honey-pot" establishments 

where tourists swarm and part with a little of their cash. They 

have, once opened, to become viable commercial ventures. Hence not 

only have government-sponsored bodies favoured the development of 

museums, but they also have directed the type of museums developed. 

The Scottish Tourist Board, in view of the fact that museums are 

amongst three of the top five tourist attractions in Scotland 25, 

underlines their role as linchpin between a place, its community 

and the visitors, and their more prosaic function as "wet weather 

facilities" 26; it gives preference to ventures geared to the 

family and with a sound commercial basis. So did the Scottish 
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Development Agency - now replaced by Scottish Enterprise -, which 

through its Tourist and Leisure Division, promoted museum type 

ventures concentrating on "telling a story", preferably with 

"dramatic and theatrical. methods of presentation" 27 rather than 

preserving and presenting artefacts. Clearly the motivation here 

is purely commercial and entirely aiming at increasing the revenue 

of an area. Indeed, in the Highlands and Islands, a few such 

institutions are situated in economically crippled districts. They 

recurrently present the fishing industry, formerly one of the 

staple components of the region's economy, in all its past glory 

and effervescence (Wick, Helmsdale, Ullapool, Gairloch and Shawbost 

(Lewis)). This contrasts with the present lack of activity of 

local harbours, particularly on the east coast of Sutherland and 

Caithness where stagnation at best or dereliction at worst prevail. 

Other government-sponsored bodies have different concerns. 

The Countryside Commission for Scotland, now part of Scottish 

Natural Heritage, as already mentioned, fostered interpretive 

approaches of regional or local significance set within a 

conservationist perspective. The Highlands and Islands Enterprise 

(formerly HIDB) contributes to the development of museums from two 

different angles and budgets: tourism and social development. It 

therefore combines a vision of museums as economic Assets, tailored 

for outside visitors, with that of museums as part of a cultural 

revival, centres enhancing the local population's awareness of 

their surroundings and history and with which they can identify. 

The Highlands and Islands - including Orkney and Shetland - 

could boast in 1990 of 70 such establishments. Some are run by 

private individuals such as Colbost Museum and Skye Museum of 

Highland Life, others are managed by Trusts - local historical 

societies for instance - and the Highland Folk Museum in Kingussie 
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is unusually directed by the Highland Regional Council. Many 

allude to the Clearances in their displays, a few expand on the 

period or even focus on a particular event or phase. It is on the 

latter that the following study will concentrate. 
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As a parallel to the increase of museums, the inclusion of 

history in exhibitions has expanded greatly. The augmentation in 

the number of museums responded to new socio-economic parameters 

such as the growth of the leisure industry, - itself the result of 

more leisure time and disposable income in the population - and of 

new commercial incentives, with the tourist industry becoming a 

major contributing factor to-the economy. Museums are meant to 

fulfil two aims, assisting the economic development and enhancing 

the understanding and value of a place, hence having a social 

function. History in museums seems a correlative to those two 

functions; it satisfies on the one hand a social need and on the 

other a popular demand, largely the product of external stimuli. 

With increasing and rapid changes as the backdrop to the 

twentieth century, the presentation of the past in museums can act 

as a refuge from social, economic and urban pressures and 

transformations and as a regional or national collective memory. 

It can also reflect the movement and evolution of societies, their 

errors and achievements and help to apprehend the roots of the 

present more fully. 

The presence of history in museums can also stem from 

commercial opportunism. Popular interest in the past has gained 

momentum over the past three decades; local history societies and 

groups have flourished, at times providing help to visitors in 

search of their genealogical roots - for instance the Isle of Lewis 

numbers three such centres, at Uig, Carloway and Ness. Such an 

interest emanates largely from a propensity to nostalgia, probably 

exacerbated by the modern pace of change and F. Atkinson, Director 
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of the North of England Open Air Museum - Beamish - predicted in 

1972: "Nostalgia is going to be bigger and bigger business in the 

next few years. " i Museums are but one expression of this 

penchant, mirroring it and at the same time exploiting it and 

spurring it on. Other media have had a similar influence: literary 

creation, radio programmes, TV serials and films. 

In the Highlands and Islands, as previously mentioned, museums 

are meant to perform the dual function of economic and social 

assets. Their explosion in recent years is also suggestive of the 

deeper cultural revival of Gaelic Scotland, mingled with a will to 

preserve the heritage of a region which, it was felt, was in 

jeopardy. The promotion of the Gaelic language is one aspect of 

this endeavour. On the verge of disappearance, in spite of the 

effort of "An Comunn Gaidhealach" founded in 1891 to encourage its 

teaching and use, Gaelic was mainly restricted to the Hebrides 

after the second world war. Since the sixties, efforts have been 

made to resurrect and extend its use with the creation of the 

militant language society "Comunn na Cämain Albannaich" in 1971, of 

Sabhal Mor Ostaig - the Gaelic College of Further Education on Skye 

- in 1973, of Gaelic publications such as Acair in 1977 and the 

expansion of radio and TV programmes. History also plays a 

significant part in the region's will to assert its cultural 

distinctiveness. The interest in Highland history spread beyond 

regional boundaries with the popularisation of periods or events 

through history books such as J. Prebble's or TV serials such as 

"the Blood is Strong". 

The Clearances fit naturally into this framework, which 

highlights the specificity of the region's development and 

characteristics. They have gradually ceased being eclipsed by the 

tourist pabulum of feuding clans and romantic wilderness, which 9o 
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often used to encompass the image of the region. For the crofting 

districts, explanations on their present configuration are closely 

intertwined with the policy of improvement, the Clearances and 

their aftermath as their settlement patterns and agricultural 

organisation are the legacy of the period. The landscape itself 

bears the mark of cleared settlements, one of which, Rosal, was 

excavated in 1962 by the archaeologist Horace Fairhurst and was 

later turned into a Clearances trail, under the auspices of the 

Forestry Commission, with informative plaques on pre-clearances 

life. Furthermore, crofting and land use, when viewed as the 

fabric and core of Highland and Island present socio-economic 

realities and identity, legitimise interpretations of the 

Clearances and the Land War. Interest in the period-therefore 

originates from a need to understand or interpret the present in 

the light of the past. Local museums in the Highlands and Islands 

often fulfil this social role of communal memory, exploring and 

analysing a shared past and bringing to the fore the particularity 

of a place. Often displays are the fruit of the research carried 

out by local historical groups, schools or individuals. 

In addition, the inclusion of the Clearances period in 

museums' display is subject to a variety of factors among which the 

personality of the curator or owner-manager seems to be the most 

prominent. The role of curators in "shap[ing] the form and content 

of 'history' in museums" 2 cannot be over-stressed. Their choice 

and organisation of material are also very much the product and 

reflection of their own concerns or time. Hence both the form and 

content of history in museums are contingent upon such influences 

as the contemporary development in museum thinking - for instance 

the interpretive aspect -, the local context - in the Highlands and 
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Islands, local issues of land use -, the current or most popular 

historiographical trends and the dictates of commercialisation. 

The history museum is more or less defined in the 
set of pircumstances and ideas that create and foster it. 
It does not exist in glorious innocence, defended by the 
sanctity of professional practice. Instead, the museum 
is used to service society's need for history. In this 
it is moulded by dominant political views; textured by 
popular interest and attitudes to the past; re-cast 
according to current ideas and opportunities of what a 
history museum should be, whether within leisure or 
social provision; and then finely tuned and patterned by 
the diverse and, at times, discordant practice of 
curatorship. 3 

The study of the interpretation of the Clearances in museum 

displays sheds light both on museum thinking and its evolution and 

on the local community's perception of its own past. 

For object orientated displays, the Clearances offer a 

challenge since they imply changes, dislocation and movements, in 

short a form of fluidity which the unchanging nature of objects can 

hardly convey, Moreover they meant population removals, 

emigration, replacement of a way of life by another: an 

obliterating process which intrinsically left but few traces and 

defies objectification. Finally mere collections of objects are 

incapable of conveying the socio-cultural implications inherent to 

the period - belief in immemorial right to the land, feelings of 

betrayal or religious consequences for instance. The Clearances 

illustrates the difficulties faced by museums trying to present 

socio-economic changes. 

In the field of social history objects represent only 
part of the story [... I There are many aspects of social 
history that are not revealed, or inadequately revealed, 
through the mobilisation of objects. 4 

Other media have to be resorted to: story boards, photographs, 

films, slides or re-created scenes with wax figures. It is 

significant that folk-type museums, whose heart is the material 
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evidence left by the Highland and Island peasantry, when they do 

tackle the Clearances period, present it in a scripted form, at 

times in a separate room (Skye folk museums at Colbost and 

Kilmuir), while agricultural implements, cooking utensils and 

furniture are left to "speak for themselves". The difference in 

presentation is eloquent. 

The pitfalls and danger of simplication and lack of depth of 

displays of the material culture have been voiced by many 

professionals working in regional ethnology who warned curators 

against "collections of bygones" inadequately integrated in their 

geographical, economic and social background. 

In the collection and presentation of material objects in 
a museum, those artifacts should contribute to a clearer 
understanding of the community that they represent; 
collection is not an end in itself, but merely a means of 
reaching the people to whom those objects had the meaning 
of everyday things. 5 

Yet even when objects are appropriately contextualised, they fail 

to communicate human experiences of endemic poverty and epidemics 

or social tensions and alterations. "Revolutions", be they 

industrial or agricultural, are depicted, or rather objectified, in 

terms of material change and technical progress but rarely in terms 

of opposition, resistance or loss and failure. 

Moreover to the limitations of object-centred displays at 

addressing social history is superimposed the contextual 

interpretation offered by curators. Increasingly the accusation of 

"sa. nitisation" or "glorification" of the past is levelled against 

expanding new types of "heritage centres". They are accused of 

reflecting the norms and industrial or agricultural accomplishments 

of the dominant classes and the privileged, thereby neglecting the 

experience of the poorer folks. 
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This pastiched and collaged past, once it has received 
the high gloss of presentation from the new breed of 
"heritage managers", succeeds in presenting a curiously 
unified image, where change and conflict and clashes of 
interest are neutralized within a single seamless and 
depthless surface [... ] 6 

The Clearances with their controversial impact on the poor tenantry 

and their highly political charge, within this perspective of 

smooth and painless progress, seem hardly a topic to be found in 

local heritage centres and museums. Given the practical 

difficulties - inadequacy of objectificaton - and the ideological 

preconceptions outlined, it seems extraordinary that some Highland 

and Island museums should include them at all. 

Highland and Island museums therefore appear to defy the 

general assumptions associated with the new "breed" of heritage 

centres. Yet the reasons for the inclusion of the Clearances in 

displays lie with considerations of museum practice and historical 

orientations and with their significance in regional or local 

history. This inclusion finds its roots in a new attitude to 

social history demonstrated by history curators influenced by 

historians writing "history-from-below" and by the nature of the 

events - as illustrated above - which is intrinsically linked with 

the psychological, political and physical make-up of the region. 

The emergence of the new slant of radical, populist historians 

who chose to concentrate on the experience of the lower classes and 

often resorted to non-written sources - oral history, poetry, tales 

and reminiscences - no doubt gave rise to parallel analyses from 

history curators, who increasingly included the same resources in 

their own research and adopted a similar viewpoint. 

People's history, feminism and the techniques of 
oral history invigorated the study of the past. 
Indirectly, it also began to stimulate and sensitize some 
museum activity. For many curators, political and social 
awareness brought with it a recognition that the kind of 
"cultural harmony" and "cultural heritage" that many 
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museums had sought to present and affirm had not only 
denied people their history but also sanitised it of the 
dissent and diversity that were part and parcel of both 
the rural and urban scene. So, a significant proportion 
of curators, in the main a new generation, moved into the 
1980s under the banner of "social history", with an 
eagerness to enlarge and further democratize the brief 
for history in the museum. 7 

In the Highlands and Islands, the work of James Hunter is often the 

source of inspiration of presentation centring on the crofting 

community, its origins and turbulences - particularly on Skye. 

Furthermore, the events are surrounded by a tradition of polemical 

writings published in the nineteenth century, giving voice to the 

evicted tenants' grievances and recollections and largely 

popularised since the sixties by the work of John Prebble and Ian 

Grimble; those sources predominate in Sutherland. The prevalence 

of such sources in museums is not in itself totally innocent and 

mirrors the current dominant perceptions and dialectics of the 

events running in the Highlands and Islands. 

Indeed the period moulded mentalities in the region, leaving 

mental scars and a political outlook essentially revolving around 

an opposition tenants-cum-crofters versus landlords. This emerges 

most strikingly in the very small museums which project the 

personal vision of their owner-curator and provide interpretations 

steeped in localism or even family history with a definite polemic 

leaning. The Clearances era constitutes a landmark and a trigger 

in the consciousness and ideology of the local population 

particularly as regards crofting and land use issues and is 

therefore a "popular feature". The commemoration for the centenary 

of the 1886 Crofting Act is a powerful illustration of the 

importance of the period in local "mind-maps". An exhibition was 

set up for the occasion by Ann Lanntair Gallery in Stornoway, and 

was followed by the publication of a book As An Fhearann, subtitled 
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The significance of the 1886 Crofting Act for the 
Highlands and Islands is [... ] difficult to exaggerate. 
It not only halted the Clearances but represents a 
watershed which has shaped the subsequent history of the 
land and its people. s 

On the other hand, because of its controversial and emotional 

character, the period has the ability to touch the quick of local 

audiences, but also move or provoke outside visitors in view of its 

dramatic and sensational potential and, as such, forms an efficient 

commercial tool. 

It follows that the treatment of the Clearances is far from 

homogeneous and is contingent upon the angle or point of view 

adopted, the overall aim of the museum as well as its method and 

spirit. A detailed study of the form and content of the treatment 

of the Clearances in specific Highland and Island museums seems 

appropriate to highlight those different currents. Four categories 

stand out: folk-type museums, museums restricted to a particular 

geographical area - local community museums -, clan museums and 

museums concerned with crofting. 

2.1. Folk-life Museums: the Inadequacy of Material Exhibitions 

in the Interpretation of the Clearances 

The Highlands and Islands have a long-standing agricultural 

tradition and to this day the basis of their economy is 

overwhelmingly agricultural with a definite sheep-rearing 

orientation. The interpretation of rural life in the region forms 

the core of a few museLQns among which Kingussie Highland Folk 
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Museum, Auchindrain Museum of Country Life in Argyll and Shawbost 

Folk Museum on the Isle of Lewis. 9 

Agricultural improvements, woven in the Clearances period, 

seem an essential area to tackle for museums devoted to life in the 

countryside with its constraints and changes. Alexander Fenton, 

Research Director at the National Museums of Scotland and eminent 

Scottish ethnologist, recurrently lays stress in his writing both 

on the significance of eighteenth and nineteenth-centuries 

agricultural developments to Highland ethnology and on the 

real and fundamental contribution [material culture has] 
to make in local history studies, in indexing in the 
round the way of life and economy of an area, and the 
course of change and development [... ] io 

Yet rarely do the economic, let alone the social, foundations of 

the region feature in folk life exhibitions and rarely are 

agricultural changes depicted in terms of methods or organisation - 

with their social implications, disruptions and tensions - as 

change is usually equated with technical aspects of tools and 

machinery. Interpretation, when it is provided, focuses on 

ethnological considerations and seldom delves into the realm of 

socio-economic history. 

The object content of Highland and Island folk life displays 

is built around the home, its furnishings and plenishings and 

farming, or rather, farming implements. If the home in itself 

contains such useful time-markers as central hearths or hangin' 

lums and earthen or cobbled floors, and such evidences of improved 

living standards as clocks or china, a clear chronological context 

is seldom pin-pointed. If a type of building construction, 

conditioned by the surrounding geology, topography, vegetation and 

climate - roof structure, thatching material, shape and height for 

example - evinces the-deficiencies or constraints of the local 
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environment, the connection is seldom explicitly clarified. If 

farming is represented by implements covering three broad areas of 

agricultural activities: peat cutting, dairy work and cultivation, 

little transpires on the particularities of the system of 

cultivation, the social framework which underpined it, the 

fertility or more appropriately barrenness of the soil and means of 

improving it, the reasons why sheep husbandry came to supersede 

cattle-rearing in the Highlands and the social transformation this 

new agricultural orientation entailed. The paucity of information 

derived from self-explanatory displays need not be stressed and 

even when visitors are well-versed in ethnology, it seems that a 

certain amount of "guess-work" is necessary to grasp the scope of 

the socio-economic, not to mention cultural, context of an 

exhibition. 

The interest of the three folk-life type museums selected is 

that they do provide some interpretation. In spite of the valuable 

information involved, yawning gaps and silences are still 

conspicuously present, particularly with regard to the background 

of agricultural improvements. At Kingussie and even more so at 

Auchindrain, the interconnection between man and his environment is 

illustrated through the way available material was used in everyday 

life: fir and tallow candles for lighting, heather for ropes or pot 

scourers, lichens and other plants for dyes or medicine and so 

forth. Auchindrain also draws attention-to the pressure of climate 

and soil on the inhabitants' life in an interpretive display which 

serves as an introduction to the visit of the renovated township. 

Better than a sketch or description, the buildings give a visual 

idea of the size and location of the township - against a hillside 

and by a stream -, of the distribution and construction site of 

individual houses, of the topography of the township's surroundings 
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and its incorporation in it. As an open air museum in situ, 

Auchindrain impresses upon the visitor the physical characteristics 

and limitations of its environment. 

The information given in the interpretive room also gives some 

insight into pre-improvement times and outlines its 

characteristics: the principle of multiple tenancy, run-rig as a 

widespread system of cultivation in the region, the technique and 

purpose of lazy-beds and the importance of cattle-rearing. Both 

the significance of the export trade of cattle to England and of an 

agricultural system founded on subsistence are stressed. Indeed 

the notion of change in the village is introduced in relation to 

the move from the production of essentials to a definite 

orientation to the market by the nineteenth century. Change is 

also associated with the replacement of the old Highland sheep 

breed by the black face and with the supersedence of "bad farming 

practices in favour of improved methods". The interpretation 

reflects the deficiencies often found in agricultural or industrial 

museums stepping into the sphere of the economic transformation 

which the country underwent from the eighteenth century onwards. 

Change seems to respond to a form of necessity and outside 

pressures and is stated in terms of progress. It is change without 

trauma. However it is to be noted that the social transformation 

which often accompanied agricultural improvement in the Highlands 

and Islands in the nineteenth century, by-passed Auchindrain which 

until 1935 was still under multiple tenancy. "This implies over a 

thousands years without change", adds the writer of the brief, 

although the next sentence shows that change had indeed taken place 

in the nineteenth century with the erosion of subsistence farming: 

"when change did eventually arrive, it was in farming aims [... ] 

This began in Auchindrain in the closing years of the nineteenth 
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century. " The nostalgic appeal of the place is here intensified as 

it is presented as a haven of stability where a perennial way of 

life long endured. This is corroborated by the renovation of 

buildings belonging to various periods, which contributes to the 

creation of a form of chronological "fuzziness" and the impression 

of a timeless rural idyll, free from hardship and poor conditions 

of living. 

At Kingussie the notion of rural idyll, which is conveyed 

through the display of well-polished furniture and attractively 

arranged utensils, is tempered with intimations on the severity of 

the climate, the inhospitability and poverty of the land against 

which inhabitants had to battle in order to survive. Life in 

Highland townships is described as "hard and disciplined" and 

through a detailed presentation of the Highlanders' diet, valuable 

clues are scattered on the socio-economic conditions in the region. 

In the list of the components of the basic local diet, the 

prominence of the potato from the mid-eighteenth century is 

stressed as is its impact on life in the Highlands, when blight 

struck and famine followed. Also highlighted is the fact that 

although cattle, sheep and poultry were kept, eggs, meat and dairy 

products, such as cheese, rarely found their way to the inhabitants 

bowls, as cattle was bred as a cash crop and the rest formed a 

substantial part in the rent paid in kind. Of the agricultural 

changes which shook the Highlands in the late eighteenth and 

nineteenth century, little is said beyond the mention of the 

introduction of improved sheep breeds - Cheviot and Black Face - 

"irretreviably linked to the Highland CLearances and brought in by 

the lairds and larger tenant farmers as a cash crop to provide 

mutton for the rapidly expanding cities of the industrial 

Lowlands". To the expansion of hill sheep farming is attached the 
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disappearance of traditional customs such as the transhumance to 

shielings in the summer. Unfortunately the "Highland Clearances" 

are left as a self-descriptive expression, nothing transpires on 

the wider policy of improvement, its social repercussions and the 

hostility it bred. 

Changes and their causes are left unmentioned at Shawbost. 

The precariousness of existence often verging on destitution and 

the struggle of life on the land are deliberately ignored and 

replaced by a quasi-elegiac perspective where life on the land is 

looked back upon with yearning. The display of domestic and 

agricultural implements itself is entitled "the world we have lost" 

(my italics), everyday life on the land is conjured up through the 

reminiscences of an elderly lady (83 years of age in 1980) showing 

the interaction between man's life and the seasons: the slowness of 

past rhythms. An analysis of the black house economy contributes 

to the general impression of plenitude since it tackles the subject 

from the angle of an optimum year 11, seemingly a usual occurrence. 

Yet the display does include an example of local land agitation 

with the 1909 land raid on Dalbeg farm by six Shawbost men; the 

factors conducive to land hunger are left in the dark and land 

raiding is presented as the answer to the lack of economic prospect 

on the island. Beyond the fact that the socio-economic 

circumstances of the incident are brushed aside, its treatment in 

the display is enlightening as to the local perception of the value 

of land and expresses deeply ingrained traditional norms and 

beliefs as the caption to a photograph of the six men demonstrates: 

"Denied an inch of their country's soil, all but the first 

nonetheless fought in the second world war when the second man lost 

his life. " The underlying theme of military involvement connected 

with the right to occupy land emerges strongly. 
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An emphasis on the resilience of traditional practices and an 

ancestral way of life revolving on perennial activities dominates 

the folk-life presentations and contributes to the creation of an 

ill-defined historical context placed in a pre-technological and 

often pre-mechanised age. Such a "synchronic" approach which keeps 

time duration or transformation rather vague and tends to iron out 

the fluctuations and hazards of progress, leaves little leeway to 

show the "flow of history" and changes, and accounts for the 

inadequacy of the treatment of agricultural improvements and their 

socio-economic repercussions. It also underlines the role of 

interpretation which sharpens the outline of a presentation and 

adds to the understanding of the past. There is a danger, as 

ethnologists have recurrently pointed out, through lack of research 

or deficient interpretation to turn museums into little more than 

"nostalgic peepshow[s] into a largely fictitious past. " 12 In 

Alexander Fenton's words: 

There is an innate sense of romanticism in most people, 
and it is undoubtedly true that a subject like folklife 
[... ] has a strong appeal to the layman. It is up to the 
specialists, in the light of their own serious research, 
to act as guides to those who are less-well-trained, to 
ensure that the culture of an area does not end up as 
"fakelore" or "fakelife". 13 

2.2 Local Community Museums 

With the emergence of social history in many new museums and 

the desire to address the past by encompassing the notion of change 

linked with socio-cultural tensions and conflicts, objects have 

increasingly been superseded as sources of evidence and have either 

been discarded or used as illustrations or springboards. Oral 
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history, reminiscences, written accounts, official documents, 

paintings and photographs are used as the foundations of an 

interpretation meant to give shape to the human experience with its 

achievements but also with the darker side of life. 

At the same time, interpretation, in order to function 

efficiently, has to operate within a clearly defined framework 

whose definition can respond to a variety of criteria. The idea of 

community provides a suitable and all-inclusive background with a 

coalescing capacity - offering a locational base - and also because 

of its multiple layers and complecities, allowing for the division, 

the social tensions or break-ups to appear. It is in such 

community-based establishments that some presentations of the 

Clearances period are to be found. The following differ both in 

purpose and method. 

2.2.1 Easter Ross. Taira and District Museum: Social History 

Tain and District Museum is an interesting illustration of the 

move from object-centred displays with little socio-economic 

purpose to thematic displays where photographs and archive 

information form the basis of presentation and objects are 

relegated to a supporting role. The museum was first opened in the 

sixties to display t large and cluttered collection of local 

curios. In 1986 it was refurbished on the initiative of the museum 

officer running Ross and Cromarty Museum Service and with financial 

investments from the District Council and the Scottish Museums 

Council. The collection was then reorganised around a few main 

topics encapsulating certain phases of the region's and town's 

development such as Tain in the wars, local industries, education, 
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law and order, the relief of the poor or Easter Ross estates. From 

these subjects, the socio-economic inclination of the exhibition 

can easily be surmised. 

The local community does not appear as a compact and uniform 

mass and socio-cultural differences are not evened out, but rather 

constitute a focal point of the display. The section on education 

highlights class as well as cultural divisions. It underlines the 

discrepancy in educational provision for the affluent classes and 

the poorer ones. The former could send their children to the fee- 

paying academy, which was opened in Tain in 1813, whereas children 

from labouring classes attended the local parish schools and later 

on the Established and Free Church Schools, often ill-equipped and 

managed. The brief also stresses the difficulty facing such 

pupils, whose main language was Gaelic, while English was the 

linguistic medium used in class. With an histogram showing the 

decrease in the percentage of Gaelic speakers in Easter Ross in 

1826 and 1881, Tain gives an insight into the rapidity of the 

decline of the native tongue. The religious tensions which shook 

the area as a result of the Disruption of 1843 are also conveyed 

with the indication that 80 % of the congregation became affiliated 

with the Free Church and fourteen out of nineteen ministers 

seceded. 

Furthermore the seamy side of human life in the area is not 

toned down and the picture drawn is largely inspired from the 

Report on the Sanitary Condition and General Economy of the Town of 

Tain and the District of Easter Ross, realised in 1842 by James 

Cameron, a local surgeon, for the Poor Law Commissioners. The 

themes surveyed were widely adopted by the curator and details on 

sewers, epidemics or housing combine to paint rural life in all its 

squalor. Poverty is tangible throughout the presentation, with the 
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high number of paupers, with James Cameron's assimilation of the 

"lower sort of crofters" - hardly able, despite their effort, to 

eke out a living from their barren plots of land - with indigents, 

with the devastating effects of the 1832 cholera epidemics in the 

fishing villages, with the lack of competent medical staff, with 

the deficient drainage system and widespread lack of sanitation and 

with the inadequate housing conditions where dampness and 

insalubrity were the keynotes. "Sanitised" is hardly the 

appropriate term to qualify this recently elaborated exhibition. 

Within a framework where jarring notes of conflicts and misery 

are not muffled and changes are not simply equated with material 

progress, the Clearances are apprehended both from an economic and 

a human angle, but their analysis never sinks into emotionalism. 

Following this dual purpose, the display demonstrates that 

agricultural rationalisation and population welfare were not 

intrinsically correlated. In the field of agricultural 

improvements, the role of two local improvers, Sir Gordon of 

Invergordon and Sir Lockhart Ross of Balnagowan, amongst the 

earliest to experiment with sheep farming, is outlined. 

Improvement is seen as both stemming from economic necessity - the 

increase of the region's land use and productivity -, but also 

self-interest - the increment of personal fortune. Besides, 

through a table comparing the organisation, the management, the 

production and the agricultural characteristics of an unimproved 

estate with those of an improved one, the results of the policy of 

improvement are interpreted without ambiguity: agriculture became 

more efficient, but the tenants' standard of living did not 

increase. 

Indeed James Cameron's 1842 report is quoted as a form of 

conclusive judgment on the consequences of improvements and the 
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Clearances in the region; in it is suggested the deterioration of 

the tenantry's circumstances: 

Not long ago Easter Ross consisted of a series of 
small farms presenting a numerous, and happy tenantry; 
but now the system is quite changed, the small farms are 
few and consist generally of intractable slips of moor 
land... 

The Clearances are also linked with deprivation: loss of land, 

displacement or emigration. The local experience is epitomised by 

the Glencalvie eviction of 1845 on the estate of Major Robertson of 

Kindeace, when the evicted tenantry took refuge in the churchyard 

of Croik. Church. The photograph of the church window, where the 

people scratched pathetic messages, completes the evocation of the 

times. 

Declining living standards and dispossession are not the only 

features associated with the Clearances period which is also 

presented in relation to cases of opposition and unrest which 

surfaced in the area. Through local events, two main phases of 

resistance to clearances appear: the early opposition of the late 

eighteenth century and the smouldering anger at times erupting in 

overt protest and rebellion of the first half of the nineteenth 

century. The 1792 attempt in Easter Ross at driving all the sheep 

out of the region is used to demonstrate the rejection of the 

policy of improvement by the local population, yet because of the 

concision of the mention, the presentation fails to underline the 

watershed that 1792 represents in the history of the Highland 

Clearances, a year known as the "year of the sheep". No allusion 

is made to the concerted organisation of the rebellion in the area, 

to its development and to the outcome of its quelling which 

deterred any such form of obstruction against the advance of the 

Cheviot. Similarly the attempt at resisting eviction at Glencalvie 
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in 1843 illustrates the sporadic outbursts of dissent which sprang 

up throughout the Highlands but no details of the events are given: 

the role of women, of the local minister and the deforcement of 

officers. What the display chose to emphasise through those two 

instances is the powerlessness of the inhabitants organising vain 

acts of resistance which could only be defeated since they defied 

the law. The 1886 Crofters' Act is thus introduced as the legal 

protection which had been sorely missing throughout the nineteenth 

century and gave tenants security of tenure. 

Tain and District Museums exemplifies the flexibility and 

scope which the local community can offer museums, enabling them to 

cover a wide range of local interests and features, including 

success and cohesion as well as weaknesses and divisions. The 

Clearances considered from the angle of improvement of estates 

widens the focus to economic considerations, steering clear of an 

emotional assessment. 

2.2.2 Sutherland. Strathnaver Museum and Timespan Heritage 

Centre: From Popular History to High Drama 

The first phase of the Clearances in Sutherland (1813-1816), 

with the controversial and heavily chronicled Kildonan and 

Strathnaver evictions, is part of the displays of two community 

museums in the region, at Bettyhill (Strathnaver Museum) and at 

Helmsdale (Timespan Heritage Centre). Different though they are in 

methods and overall purpose - Timespan's exhibition clearly 

inclined towards "edutainment" with an emphasis on the sensational 

aspects of historical events -, their assessment of the period is 

consensual. 
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Both depend on extensive written information to convey the 

background and their interpretation of the period. Along with 

others, Ian Grimble was instrumental in establishing Strathnaver 

Museum in the seventies; his writing on the Clearances is in fact 

one of the principal sources of the display which is the result of 

a project by the local school. The population of Bettyhill was 

greatly increased at the time of the Strathnaver Clearances and 

many of the pupils are descendants from cleared inhabitants. The 

events are firmly embedded in local folk memory and the display is 

evidence of their cultural significance. 

While at Strathnaver Museum, the presentation also relies on 

archaeological research, carried out by Horace Fairhurst on the 

Sutherland Clearances in the sixties, and comprises maps and tables 

on the settlement of the strath as well as "artefacts" found on 

cleared sites, Timespan complements its exhibition with a vivid 

tableau of an eviction with sound-effects, featuring Patrick Sellar 

"bullying" a family into abandoning their home. The highly emotive 

power of the scene need not be underlined and is in keeping with 

the general aim of the centre, outlined in its advertising leaflet: 

Experience our Highland Heritage... Warriors and 
witches, maidens and murderers, prosperity and poverty, 
triumph and tragedy - the dramatic story of the 
Highlands. 

The accusation that heritage smoothes out the painful features of 

the past and presents evolution without losers cannot be directed 

at the description and the content of the centre. If anything, the 

display - particularly the Clearances scene - tends towards the 

opposite. It seems that loss and misery also have a powerful 

commercial appeal - already discovered by other media: TV and film 

industry for instance. When history presentations are hijacked by 

designer-led and consumer-centred displays elaborated for the 
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greater pleasure of a media-demanding public, there is a danger of 

seeing the past turned into fantasy. A "story" with its 

telescoping power on time, its reconstruction of segments of the 

past around climaxes and its rhetorics becomes substituted to 

history. 

The heritage industry is in the business of mass 
communication and boundary between museum and media, 
between reality and fantasy, between myth and mimesis in 
both sets of institutions and practices, is becoming 
increasingly blurred, increasingly indistinct. 14 

The spine-chilling scene which encapsulates evictions on the 

Sutherland estate at TJ. mespan and where the themes of fire and 

unjustifiable mercilessness prolong the atmosphere created by the 

preceding sets on the last burning of a witch and murder in 

Helmsdale Castle, demonstrates a re-arrangements of the past around 

climacteric moments, reminiscent of narrative techniques. It is no 

new practice and is the basis of exhibitions found in wax museums, 

such as Mme Tussaud's, first established in Baker Street in London 

in 1833, or the Musee Grevin in Paris, inaugurated in 1882. 

Beyond the emphasis on sensationalism which percolates the 

Clearances display at Timespan, the appraisal of the period and the 

conclusions reached in the two museums are in effect identical. 

Both provide an interpretation where data have been selected to 

serve the image of the time sought to be projected. This 

interpretation hinges on three main postulates. Firstly, the 

tenantry's circumstances declined greatly during the period; this 

is contrasted with their poor but satisfying state before the 

Clearances and before the improvement period. Secondly, the motive 

which incited the Staffords to initiate changes was the 

maximisation of the profits to be gained from their estate. 
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Finally, violence and inhumanity characterised the methods used 

during evictions. 

Concerning the welfare of the inhabitants of the straths, 

although the precariousness of their conditions of living does seep 

through the presentations as does the bleakness of their 

surroundings, happiness and satisfaction with an ancestral way of 

life prevail and the loss following Clearances is rendered all the 

more tangible. At Stathnaver, the visitor is led to identify with 

the tenantry and empathise with their plight through the inclusive 

use of the pronoun "you" with which he is addressed in the 

evocation of life before the Clearances: "You would live in a black 

house, keep black cattle to sell to the drover[... ] You would be a 

tenant of Elizabeth, Duchess of Sutherland. " Yet contentment with 

a way of life outweighs material drawbacks: "You would be among the 

poorest peasants in Europe but you were happy with your lot. " 

At the same time Timespan and to a lesser extent Strathnaver 

outline the owners' and factors' - the improvers - perception of 

the tenantry: primitive, slothful and in need of change. Drawing 

from sources where the voices of improvers are recorded, such as 

Loch's accounts or the correspondence of the Sutherland management 

or more likely still in the case of Strathnaver Museum from Ian 

Grimble The Trial of Patrick Sellar, the visitor is introduced to 

another perspective of the region, its use and its inhabitants. 

Yet at no point is the modern visitor encouraged to relate to the 

owners' thinking, as their reasoning extracted from its context 

sounds cold and calculating. Timespan divides its presentation 

into two parts: the tenantry and the improvers, but this binary 

construction does not mark an effort at striking a balance between 

two conflicting points of view, since the improvers-cum-wealthy 

proprietors' stand-point is undermined by irony and distance, so 
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that their arguments are sapped and rendered invalid at best and 

abject at worst. For instance, the new coastal villages, such as 

Helmsdale, which flourished at the same period and where many of 

the Sutherland tenants were resettled are depicted as mere 

commercial ventures, destined to increase the owners' wealth with 

the development of local industries and sarcasm is lashed on the 

motive activating the creation of such villages and the Duke's 

generosity: 

The marquess combined self-interest with far-sighted 
providence for his wife's tenants. None of them seemed 
to have uttered a word of thanks in return! 

Indeed, although both exhibitions do refer to the substantial 

financial contributions made by the family for the development of 

communications and facilities in the region (Timespan) or for the 

relief of famine and destitution in 1845 (Strathnaver), a higher 

premium is set on their determination to reap a maximum of 

interests from the estate and turn it into a highly profitable 

enterprise. Timespan connects the reorganisation of the estate 

along commercial lines with the ethos governing the industrial 

revolution: enterprise, competitiveness and expansion. Juxtaposed 

to vivid examples of human exploitation in the mines and industries 

of urban centres, the improving movement in the Highlands and 

Islands is seen as adhering to values which placed commercial 

assets before human considerations. The two presentations revolve 

on the underlying discrepancy between the norms and the position of 

the landowners and their tenantry and demonstrate the absence of 

understanding between two groups, the clash between two 

mentalities. The profit-orientated vision of the estate owners is 

opposed to the tenants' ingrained notion of kinship and belief in 

their customary right to the land of their forefathers, which 
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explains their unwillingness to comply with the new plans. In the 

landowning class, it seems, the economic rationale took precedence 

over the human factor and over tradition. 

In both presentations, lack of sympathy and of the most basic 

human feelings for the inhabitants of the straths qualify the 

treatment they were inflicted, not only as regards the 

implementation of the evictions, but also concerning the want and 

inadequacy of resettlement provision. During the evictions, no 

doubt is shed as to the brutality which marred the process and as 

to the involvement of Patrick Sellar. Strathnaver contrasts the 

outcome and dubious proceedings at his trial with an extract of 

Donald MacLeod's incriminatory account. As for Timespan, Patrick 

Sellar is the key figure in the aforementioned eviction scene, 

directly inspired from Donald Macleod's description of the eviction 

of William Chisholm's family (with the old bed-ridden woman dragged 

out of the flames on the blanket). Better than any written 

description, the voices and noises reproduced bring vividly to life 

a selected episode which, virtually, typifies the whole process. 

Patrick Sellar is heard roaring amidst the evictees' confusion and. 

protestations "damn her the old witch; she has lived long enough. 

Let her burn" and appears as a Fearful demoniac figure - so often 

popularised - barking orders against the background noise of a 

house set ablaze. Once again this set evinces the potential of the 

period for dramatisation and for simplificatioh along reductive 

manichean lines. Unlike Timespan, at Strathnaver, no specific case 

is highlighted, no "victim" is named but the chaos and ruthless 

implementation of the policy do come to the fore, as do the 

unsuitability of alternative allotments or their lack of planning. 

Indeed both exhibitions highlight this aspect through the mention 

of Donald Sage's Memorabilia Domestica, as they both highlight the 
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plight of the displaced tenantry having to emigrate or to settle in 

city slums. By so doing, they further debase the value of the 

improvers' reasoning as the Highlanders' situation appears to have 

decayed as a result of the evictions. 

The deterioration of the inhabitants' circumstances and the 

severity of the period are prevalent features in both displays 

which also call attention to the part played by the press stirring 

public conscience and political uproar as regards the callousness 

of the methods and acting as a check on the clearing impetus of the 

Sutherland family. Little else, at Strathnaver, transpires about 

the consequences of the policy on the region and its inhabitants, 

while Timespan presents the desertion of the "auld kirk" for the 

Free Church by the local population, at the time of the Disruption 

in 1843, as another mark of the disappearance of the former 

allegiance to the landlords, as a mark of anti-landlord feeling, 

very much the outcome of the Clearances. The ecology of the 

Highlands, as affected by the expansion of sheep farming, is 

another point raised at Timespan in relation to the policy on 

improvement. Two lines indicate that the land lost a great deal of 

its fertility being exclusively grazed by sheep. 

In spite of their divergent aims, technical variations and 

different dates of creation - Strathnaver Museum was first opened 

in 1976 whereas Timespan was opened in 1987, this later date making 

more secondary material available for research although this does 

not surface in the brief -, both presentations show a similar 

sifting and interpretation of evidence. Both manifest a tendency 

to give little credit to the improvers' intentions and to arouse an 

empathetic bond between the visitors and the evicted tenantry, not 

dissimilar from the effect of a novel like Butcher's Broom by N. M. 

Gunn or the work of popular historians such as Prebble or Grimble. 
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More than any other parts of Scotland, the Highlands and 

Islands are identified with the notion of clanship. Many museums 

in the region are devoted to individual clans and outline their 

history, genealogy and role. Among these, two have been selected, 

Clan Donald Centre on the Isle o-f Skye and Clan Gunn Heritage 

Centre at Latheron, Caithness, both opened in the mid-eighties and 

both managed by a board of "clan" trustees. Both feature analyses 

of the Clearances period but an implicitly different understanding 

of the notion of clanship provides a different angle for the 

interpretation of the events. Clan Donald Centre focuses on the 

"lordship of the Isles" and "clan" is clearly associated with 

leadership and the patronage, organisation and fluctuations of 

influence this involved over the centuries; as a result the destiny 

of the "clan" - in the Gaelic sense of kinsfolk - is, in this case 

conveniently, ironed out in particular with regard to the 

Clearances. On the other hand, Clan Gunn Heritage Centre depicts 

the life of the ordinary members of the group and their 

vicissitudes as well as the contribution of some outstanding 

clansmen. This gives rise to a presentation with a rather 

divergent tone and stance, particularly since the evictions related 

- on the Sutherland estate - did not incriminate a former leader of 

the clan. 

In common to both displays is the general objective: to trace 

out the rise and fall of each clan. This implies explanations on 

the origins, structure and values of clanship, on the expansion of 

each clan and their effect on local development and lastly on the 

demise of the clan system as the basis of social organisation in 

the region. As a sign of the annihilation of this kin-based 
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structure with its inherent way of life, the Clearances loom large. 

On the one hand the '45 and its aftermath appear to sound the death 

knell of the clan as a military power and a threatening force 

within the kingdom. On the other clanship as a social framework 

crumbled with the move to estate commercialism, which replaced 

kinship with economics and chiefs with landowners; the Clearances 

denote such a move which had already begun before the '45. 

Yet treatments of the Clearances in both displays are linked 

with the notion of the dispersal of the clan, with emigration and 

are thereby endowed with nostalgic tones. The Clearances appear as 

one of the stimuli which prompted clansmen and women to leave their 

ancestral lands; others pre-dated them: poverty, increase in rents 

and the influence of tacksmen as early instigators of emigration 

when their function as middle men became redundant. Overhanging 

melancholy presentations of the gradual dislocation of the clan and 

its departure is the issue of coercion or free will, an issue which 

turns rather pressing in the case of the Clearances and it is on 

this aspect that the two interpretations part. 

A large part of clan Gunn was scattered on the Sutherland 

estate, particularly in the Strath of Kildonan where some of the 

most notorious evictions took place. The perspective adopted in 

the story board is that of a victimised clan and this shaped the 

choice of material and its use. The opening words "the clan Gunn 

suffered more than most" set the tone of an evocation, where the 

image of a loyal, righteous and contented people wronged by the 

very men they trusted, prevails. The interpretation revolves on 

the use of very emotive language and of the passive form to 

describe the situation of the clan and this contributes to the 

picture of a subjugated group, denied any form of recognition and 

powerless in front of ruthless oppression. A series of poignant 
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scenes gives an impressionistic idea of the situation. From Donald 

MacLeod's Gloomy Memories (1857) and N. M. Gunn's Butcher's Broom 

(1934) - one of the famous sons of the clan - passages are borrowed 

to illustrate the notions of betrayal, loss and the cruelty of the 

process. Two selective visions from a propagandist and a novelist 

support a short presentation which, of all events, singled out the 

Dunrobin episode - when the people were summoned to the castle in 

the early phase of the Clearances - to convey the atmosphere of the 

times. This evinces the winnowing process which is the substance 

of museum exhibition, particularly if the space devoted to a topic 

is restricted. Here emotionalism and indictment formed the basis 

of selection; at Clan Donald Centre nostalgia is the emotion which 

percolates through the display, but of indictment there is no 

trace. 

The overall purpose of the exhibition at Clan Donald Centre is 

to extol the philanthropic virtues and leadership of the MacDonald 

line. The evictions enforced by the descendants of the Lord of 

Isles in the nineteenth century were likely to blemish the shiny 

image and record of the "headship of the Gaels", the "pillars of 

Alba". Although the issue is not obliterated, the version given is 

somewhat expurgated. After painting the past influence and role of 

the family in protecting and promoting the arts, and establishing 

hereditary lines of craftsmen, physicians, musicians, poets and 

even judges and after delineating its gradual downfall, the 

presentation abandons the local and familial approach to couch the 

Clearances period in general terms. A quotation from Doctor 

Johnson's work on the disappearance of the Gaelic spirit provides 

the foreword of a text which deplores the departure of go many 

Gaels "encouraged to emigrate, some by means of assisted passages, 

others by rougher tactics". 
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In the chronological description which follows and outlines 

the pattern of Highland emigration and Clearances, two great 

periods of "major Clearances" are outlined, 1780-1820 mainly in 

Sutherland and connected with sheep farming and 1840-54 especially 

from Ross, Skye, North and South Uist, Barra and Knoydart (My 

italics). The connection with the MacDonald property appears in 

veiled words and the cause of those evictions remains unmentioned. 

The omission is all the more striking - or tactical -, since those 

"famine Clearances" were excoriated by the press and inflamed 

public opprobrium, having being carried out on a famished and 

destitute population. In fact, even Eric Richards's balanced study 

of the Clearances contains a bitter assessment of the reasoning 

behind MacDonald's move. Comparing it to the earlier Sutherland 

Clearances where the tenants were offered alternative lots on the 

estate, he stresses that MacDonald's aim was "to expatriate the 

people - to remove the burden once and for all. " 15 None of this 

transpires in the chronological presentation, which renders the 

fluctuations of the economy - falling cattle prices, collapse of 

the kelp industry and growing unemployment - and the main features 

of the period such as the potato blight, but reveals little on the 

human consequences those entailed. 

Clan Donald Centre and Clan Gunn Heritage Centre exemplify the 

manner in which the interpretation or reconstruction of the past is 

contingent on the curators-cum-managers' perspective and views. 

This models the shape the past is given with certain emotions, 

incidents and facts magnified while others are left in limbo. The 

importance of selection and language in scripted presentations 

supports this process of reconstruction of a past which, at times, 

shows the same attributes as fictionalised past. 
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If the reconstruction of history in museums is moulded by 

interpretation and a sifting of material to serve a perspective, 

this perspective is itself very much the fruit of current 

perceptions, of the present. "Everything we see is filtered 

through present-day mental lenses. " 16 The treatment of the 

Clearances in museums is largely coloured by current concerns 

affecting the Highlands and Islands, especially crofting, its 

viability and its future. No establishment illustrates this point 

better than the museums found on Skye, among which Colbost Folk 

Museum and the Skye Museum of Island Life at Kilmuir, both 

privately owned and both devoted to the representation of crofting 

life. Museums there mirror the position of their owners, be it 

moral, political or social, and this can lead to idiosyncratic 

assertions. Colbost Folk Museum for instance presents the replica 

of an illicit whisky still and underlines the social value of 

whisky drinking in Gaelic tradition; this also triggers off a 

fierce attack on the thwarting role of the Free Church in the 

Highlands and Islands, responsible, the owner contends, for much of 

the decline of local culture. 

For crofting-centred exhibitions, the Land War and its legal 

outcome, the 1886 Crofters' Act, as well as security of tenure and 

land hunger form the core of historical briefs. Within this 

framework, nineteenth-century evictions wax prominent to trace back 

the origin of the rebellion of the 1880s, and the evolution of 

crofting. In order to outline the seeds of discontent and 

grievances of local tenants, a quick glance is cast on the period 

preceding the more open conflict of the late nineteenth century. 
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The evictions and the absence of security of tenure are 

highlighted as the kernel of the 1880s' grievances together with 

the social and agricultural situation they generated - congestion 

on restricted and barren coastal strips of land, this lack of land 

also leading to its impoverishment through over-cultivation. 

Grievances also cluster around another aspect related to the 

personality of the landowners, who appear as local despots imposing 

their own restrictive rules on their estate and limiting their 

tenants' economic and also personal freedom to suit their interest 

(the ban on the collection of seaweed or timber or on the 

possession of dogs and the obligation to sell their catch or stirks 

to the landlord are some of the examples selected). 

The perpetuation of the struggle of crofters fighting not so 

much against eviction but to obtain more land is stressed at 

Kilmuir which prolongs its evocation of resistance into the 

crofting districts until the 1920s with the wave of land raids 

which agitated the region. By the 1880s, the binary conflict, 

crofters versus landlords, had assumed a political significance and 

both Colbost and Kilmuir museums opt for a political dialectic to 

account for the agitation in the region. The Highland Land League 

succeeding to the Highland Land Law Reform Association in 1886 is 

stamped as the first Labour Party in Britain at Kilmuir. 

At Colbost, the owner Peter MacAskill sketches the evolution 

of crofting on Skye through a selection of press cuttings, from the 

1880s until today. 17 His choice involving article on the 

centenary of the 1886 Act and on local topical issues, such as rent 

rise or ownership, aims at delineating the continuity of the 

conflicting relations between crofters and landlords, a division 

stemming from the Clearances era and which the Crofters' Act did 
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not appease. In his view, this polarised situation is the cause of 

the difficulties of the crofting districts: 

Rights and wrongs, claims and counter-claims of 
landlord and crofter seem to be destined to go on into 
unforeseeable future. But the bitterness which is passed 
on to each succeeding generation does not do the 
Highlands and Islands any good. It is to be hoped that 
the day will come when landlord and crofter relations are 
improved to the point that all will be striving together 
for the general good of the area. 

With this open question on the future, Colbost invites 

questioning and pondering, with its treatment of controversial 

issues, their analyses from a personal angle, not pretending to 

objectivity, and their illustration with highly selected newspapers 

cuttings, Colbost mirrors the debate and thorny topics which 

agitate the district. Shaking the assumption that museums are 

places where infallible truths and answers are to be found, Colbost 

might be a more apposite reflection of the local community, with 

its tensions and uncertainties, than an establishment endeavouring 

to assess the past in a detached and supposedly objective manner. 

This points towards another possible function of museums as a 

"public forum [... ] accomodatfing] the competing claims of history 

and provid[ing] a space for controversy, for the sorting out of 

disputes. " 18 

Both Colbost and Kilmuir have adopted a slanted perspective, 

echoing the crofters' point of view; this transpires in their 

analyses of the past as the roots of the present situation in Skye. 

The current nature of crofting, its prospects and predicaments are 

envisaged in the light of past schemes along with proprietorial 

power and decision making and also in the light of past Highland 

radicalism and militancy. The interpretation is consonant with 

James Hunter's stance in The Making of the Crofting Community, who 

places himself in the current of historians writing "history-from- 
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below" and is also germane to the version of the past transmitted 

in the crafting area. 

Furthermore the version offered is coloured by current 

concerns and, underlying presentations, is the question overhanging 

the future of crofting. Crafting-orientated displays emanate from 

defensive positions and strive to vindicate its intrinsic worth. 

Kilmuir concludes on the following words: "Crofting is a unique and 

satisfactory pattern of life in a part of Scotland still 

refreshingly different. " Ullapool Museum, which contains a very 

concise section on crofting, provides a quick summary of its 

development which could be entitled "in defense of crafting", since 

it emphasises its human value - personal, communal - which has to 

be nurtured and shifts the focus away from financial 

considerations. Its final words are: "There are no great financial 

incentives in crofting but rather it is a way of life in which the 

true rewards are personal satisfaction and true community feeling. " 

Crafting is not simply presented as a life-style worth preserving, 

but more importantly, as the modern development of a traditional 

way of life which the peasantry endeavoured to defend and see 

legally recognised. It is seen as a direct heir of an ancestral 

way of life and, in fact, the term "crofter" is systematically 

substituted to the word "tenant" to describe the inhabitants living 

in the Highlands and Islands, regardless of their agricultural 

background in the pre-clearances, pre-improvement era of the 

eighteenth century. 

On this point it is edifying to contrast the approach found at 

Kilmuir and Colbost with that found at Clan Donald Centre also 

located in Skye. There, the crafting system is presented as the 

product of the Clearances period and the introduction of sheep 

farming, in other words, the creation of the improvers to replace 
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communally worked farms. As such it appears as a break with the 

tradition of joint-tenancy and a customary way of life. This 

different reading of the period illuminates two diametrically 

opposed perceptions of the area and its make-up. It also 

illuminates the gulf, legacy of the Clearances era, between 

landowners and crofters. Materially, the gap is symbolised by the 

contrast between the restored castle of the Macdonalds at Armadale 

- Clan Donald Centre - and the small croft houses of Colbost and 

Kilmuir and most of all it permeates their representations of the 

past. Thus at Clan Donald Centre, 1882 is a catastrophic year 

economically and the lax mention of "land Raids in Skye and Lewis" 

veils the crofters' agitation which culminated that year, on the 

MacDonald's estate, with the Battle of the Braes. At Colbost and 

Kilmuir, on the other hand, 1882 is the cornerstone in the history 

of the conflict of Skye crofters with their landlords and the 

authorities. In the former the economic circumstances of the 

period - falling prices and failure of potato crops - stand out 

whereas in the latter proprietorial harassment and exploitation 

underpin accounts which project the point of view of the crofting 

community, 

The Skye museums highlight, better than any others, the fact 

that museum exhibitions reproduce the vision of their curators or 

owners and by extension the vision of the group or section of the 

community they chose to represent with their values and 

predilections. That current political concerns and ideologies 

adulterate the histories presented in exhibitions is clear from the 

omissions or distortions found in the displays on such a 

politically charged period as the Clearances. 
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General considerations of museum thinking, methods and aims as 

well as local or regional circumstances shape the form and contents 

of presentations of the Clearances period in museums. Conclusive 

remarks on the presentation of this phase of Highland history in 

museums revolve around three points, moving from the general to the 

more local. Firstly, the presentation of the events is itself 

contingent on factors disconnected from the nature or value of the 

period itself and a brief comparison with other forms of historical 

production is enlightening. Secondly, the Clearances era is 

represented in terms of an opposition between progress and human 

happiness or well-being, two notions which appear antithetic; the 

substance of this representation will be defined. Lastly, the 

crofting community and its tribulations seem to be the filter 

through which the past is most commonly assessed in Highland and 

Island museums. 

History and Museum Stories 

Various types of historical narratives have been examined: 

history, fiction and museum exhibition. As a type, each respond to 

different aims, rules and expectations. Yet none form an 

homogeneous whole, as a novel, a history book or a museum display 

are the product of individual minds, shaped by different 

environments which, in turn, model their selection and organisation 

of material. T. M. Devine's The Great Highland Famine (1988) is as 

far removed as could be in style and aim from John Prebble's The 

Highland Clearances (1963); the tone and treatment of the 
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Clearances at Tain and District Museum bears little resemblance 

with Timespan's presentation. The differences are mostly a matter 

of individual purpose. 

In common with fiction, some museums try to stimulate a 

response - empathy or dislike - from the recipients and act on 

their emotions. Such museums generally reflect the emotionalism 

found in literary dramatisation, using the same emotive language 

and the same form of rhetoric. Others opt for sober 

representations devoid of any kind of emotive discourse. Others 

again, portraying a pin-pointed group with its concerns and 

opinions project a subjective vision of history heightened by 

current controversies. All imply selection and interpretation, in 

short a representation of the past which tells sometimes as much of 

the past itself as it does of the curators or owners, their 

background and the current stimuli affecting their choice: 

contemporary historiography, local or national debates and museum 

trends. 

Remarks on the importance of external influences affecting 

historical representation could easily be transferred to the 

writing of books of history. Neither exists in completely pure 

innocence and are contingent on such factors as availability of 

material and sources, concurrent historical writing and directions 

or simply personal view point. Both nevertheless are - or should 

be - concerned with veracity as the public uses them as reliable 

sources of information and often endows them with unfailing 

credibility. 

Anthony Gaynor, responsible for the elaboration of the Jorvik 

Viking Centre at York, the Oxford Story, the Pilgrims' Way at 

Canterbury and the Edinburgh Story underlined three criteria 

necessary to the successful development of heritage projects: 
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"academic accuracy, public acceptability and commercial 

viability". 1 Yet, more so now than ever before, public 

acceptability and commercial viability seem to overrule academic 

accuracy. History is made palatable for the wider public, so are 

museum displays. Between emotional or intellectual provocation, 

stimulating active participation from the public, to sheer 

distortion, there often is but a very tenuous line. 

Progress Versus Happiness 

In their assessment of the Clearances period, museums in the 

Highlands and Islands show remarkable consensus; it epitomises an 

era where economics imposed its rule and its spirit: improvement, 

efficiency, competitiveness and profit; it is an era where economic 

necessity eclipsed human factors. This clash between opposed 

values. often materialises in presentations with the attempt at 

outlining the theory of improvement, the practical shape it took in 

the Highlands and at times the outside influences which spurred it 

on, in parallel with the state of the region and the conditions of 

living of its inhabitants before the implementation of the policy 

and above all their unhappy circumstances during and after the 

Clearances. 

Most importantly, the question of the worthiness of the 

foundations of the Clearances policy is seldom left in abeyance and 

conclusions are drawn, mainly to the detriment of the improving 

movement. A form of reluctance to underline such economic factors 

as pre-clearances demographic pressure prevails, as does a tendency 

to present the times not in terms of progress, but in terms of 

decline and deprivation. Thus heritage institutions clearly opt 
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for a humanistic vision, even Clan Donald Centre which laments the 

loss of worthy individuals through emigration. In keeping with 

this approach, the post-clearances era is envisaged in terms of 

loss and misery. 

Hence, few are the heritage institutions which fight shy of 

judging the Clearances not only on the grounds of the methods used 

but mainly because of their failure to improve or guarantee the 

welfare of the population, as they almost always underline the 

deterioration of the tenants' circumstances. The concluding words 

on which presentations end are often edifying elements; Strathnaver 

finishes on: "many factors combined to make the 1820s a disaster", 

Tain in its comparative table contrasting an unimproved estate with 

an improved one has as final item: "subsistence economy" opposed to 

"more economic farms but poor crofters and labourers", while at 

Timespan, the condemnation of the policy is overt and strident and 

its presentation in tune with the popularised emotive version of 

the events. The economic spirit of the era thus sapped, the 

interpretation legitimised is one which gives priority to human 

welfare and crystallises the argument of the crofting community. 

The Crofting Community: The Highlands' and Islands' Mental 

Lens 

A glance at the sources highlighted in displays evinces a 

remarkable consensus; they either vindicate the tenantry's-cum- 

crofters' view point and claims (nineteenth-century polemic 

accounts in the Sutherland museums and James Hunter's study in the 

croft museums on Skye), or undermine the improvers' position 

because of the outrageous arrogance or calculation of the extracts 
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selected (James Loch and the Duke of Sutherland at Strathnaver), or 

finally paint a pathetic picture of the times (James Cameron's 

Report at Tain or Dr Johnson's book at Clan Donald Centre). Apart 

from James Cameron's Report, no other official source is quoted and 

surprisingly so, the Napier Commission where the voice of the 

crbfters is heard, appears to have been neglected. 

The recurrence and consistency in the use and treatment of the 

sources bring to light a perception of the past and the period 

consonant to that of the evicted tenantry, and which has become 

anchored in the collective folk memory in the region and endorsed 

by the interpretation of historians reproducing the crofting 

community's position. 

[histories in museums] express dominant ideologies, in 
essence our beliefs about ourselves and the world. As a 
result, they reveal the traditions of history-telling 
that are prioritized in contemporary life. 2 

Indeed, underlying most interpretations is the assumption of the 

inhabitants' inherent - customary - right to occupy land, a belief 

presented as a social landmark disregarded by the landowning class 

and justifying later claims to see their future guaranteed. 

The current state of crofting goes far to explain the emphasis 

on traditional beliefs and the defensive tone found in local 

museums and outlined in the previous section. The version of the 

past generally represented is framed by current concerns validating 

certain perceptions on the crofting world and its past, of which 

the polarity crofters versus landlords is the most outstanding. 

Museums in some cases choose to situate themselves at one end of 

the spectrum, yet in essence they hold a double function; they 

reflect the community with its creeds and predilections) but they 

also act as a legitimising vehicle for outsiders, their 
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presentation being in their eyes invested with an aura of veracity. 

This endows them with great power and influence. 
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CONCLUSION 

The representation of the Clearances as a moral scandal and a 

social tragedy in the collective mentality shows endurance and 

force which find tangible expression in its exploitation in 

regional fiction, political writing and museum narratives. 

Different though the ideological, theoretical or philosophical 

context might be, certain key-ideas remain unaltered in the 

perception of the period. The image evinces coherence and 

consistency, but at same time a certain lack of depth and 

discrimination which tends towards seamless generalisation. The 

disparities of the circumstances are ironed out to form an 

"harmonious" whole. The same well-known - famous or more to the 

point infamous - events, figures and places are recurrently called 

up as outstanding instances, becoming Clearances archetypes. The 

representation becomes myths-generating as particular cases, 

totally valid in their on context, find their significance 

amplified and finally come to encapsulate the Clearances 

experience. This, naturally enough, is a source of irritation to 

economic and social historians whose aim is to refine and make the 

knowledge and understanding of the period more precise. 

There have developed a series of historical myths about 
the series of events: that the motive behind all 
clearances was simply greed on the part of the 
landowners, that the condition of the peasantry before, 
in some eighteenth century golden age, was good and its 
economic support adequate, that all clearances were 
accompanied with brutality and the burning down of houses 
of the people, that all emigration was the result of 
clearances, and that there were clearances for the 
purpose of creating deer forests. The story is a sorry 
enough one of economic failure, social inadequacy, class 
gulf and the harshness of concepts of property to make 
the myths an unnecessary elaboration. I 
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The perception of the period is closely intertwined with the 

cultural notion of a Gaelic civilisation whose linguistic, social 

and structural foundations were being slowly weakened; in fact, the 

Clearances repeatedly stand as the vivid epitome of the erosion of 

Gaeldom. More precisely, what seems to underpin the association of 

the cultural dimension with the Clearances is the notion of the 

value of land and the traditional structural organisation of 

society attached to it. To this are mingled the ideas of loyalty 

and kinship: implicit agreements on which a whole society was based 

and which moulded values, norms and a way of thinking, in other 

words, a mentality and a vision of the world and life. The 

Clearances, as part of a process attempting to redefine the land, 

its worth and use, struck at the very core of the Gaelic way of 

life and mental make-up, which were seen as negated, ignored and 

condemned and the whole process was interpreted as such. This is 

no new argument and has been expounded by many writers considering 

the history of the Highlands and Islands. 

The Clearances, therefore, mark a rupture in mind-maps because 

they contradicted a presupposed conception of land intrinsically 

connected with a socio-cultural outlook. They constitute a 

traumatic historical experience, not simply because of the 

brutality of the process and the acts of violence they often 

conjure up, but most of all because they denote a transformation: 

the definite collapse of former mental landmarks. The period, in 

fact shows the emergence of a new state of mind where loyalty and 

allegiance receded; they ceased to materialise in military 

enrolment in Highland regiments since the customary reward of land 

no longer occurred. Kinship was in effect replaced by social 

antagonism, characterised by the opposition landowners versus 

crofters. The end of the Clearances era with the Land War, 
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crystallises this social polarisation, which assumed a political 

dimension, still prevalent in the Highlands and Islands today. 

That the representation of the period as a climax of cultural 

eradication should prevail in the collective memory and remain 

impervious to reasoning of socio-economic historians highlighting 

disparities, local particularities and avoiding generalisation, is 

not simply the result of force of habit. The tension of the period 

clusters around a dialectical opposition between, on the one hand, 

socio-economic arguments and, on the other, cultural arguments 

based on customs which reflect divergent mental structures. The 

former were, and still are , associated with the landowning class 

and the latter with the crofting population. Indeed Any attempt 

made at applying a socio-economic reading to the period is, in 

fact, still prone to trigger off the same dialectical framework - 

as the correspondence columns of the West Highland Free Press 

demonstrate -; socio-economic studies are often tagged "pro- 

landlord" in the croftjng discourse. 

The interpretation of the Clearances as Gaelic society being 

undermined by and gradually crumbling under the pressure of 

economic forces, gave shape to a neo-Jacobite ideology and the most 

pessimistic forecasts of the future of the Highlands. The collapse 

of Scottish independence and identity and the parallel English 

advance, which characterised the neo-Jacobite assessment in the 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries, Was seen to occur both in 

military terms with Culloden and with slower and more sweeping 

economic means, materialised by the Clearances. The adhesion of 

Highland leaders-cum-proprietors to imported mores and structures 

alienated them from the intrinsic values of the region and its 

inhabitants, their former clan, and brought in its wake the 
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Jacobite culture and the Clearances dovetailed into 
a single historical experience; the destruction of the 
Highlands [... ] What the Clearances did do was to 
reinforce and foreground the more radical terms of the 
Jacobite analysis, which had for so long laid emphasis on 
commercial corruption and imperial interest as agents of 
destruction in the life of Scottish polity. 2 

The priority given to economic and commercial concerns perfected, 

in the neo-Jacobite reasoning, the conquest of the Highlands, as 

the bulk of the clans became exploited, dispossessed and driven to 

exile by their former guides. The economic argument, backbone of 

the policy of improvement and the Clearances, is thus loaded with 

notions of disloyalty and venality and appears as the polluting 

factor sapping the foundations of Highland society. This outlook 

forms the counterpart of the present analyses attached to the 

Clearances in the crofting areas. 

In addition, the correlation between the Clearances and a 

cultural denial of the traditions of the population was to some 

extent acknowledged and thereby given power by the Napier 

Commission and the crofting legislation which followed, and which 

Clive Dewey in an article on agrarian policy and Celtic revival in 

the late nineteenth century termed the historicist reaction: 

Historicists attributed agrarian unrest to a conflict of 
laws -a conflict between Celtic customs, sociologically 
apposite in primitive peasant societies, and England 
"commercial" laws, sociologically irrelevant [... ] 
Condemning "free trade in land" as socially disruptive, 
historicists rehabilitated peasant agricultural and 
customary laws, recommending the concession of 
comprehensive tenant rights to the mass of the crofters 
and cottiers. 3 

Overarching discussions of the fate and peculiarities of the 

Highlands is the question of their identity which may be defined, 

as in the neo-Jacobite analysis and historicist trends, against 
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English commercial imperialism. On the other hand, many of the 

region's symbolic or iconographic attributes - bagpipes, tartans, 

clanship or Jacobite support in the figure of Bonnie Prince Charlie 

- loom prominent in the image of the Scottish nation as a whole, 

because of the attention given to the mythic creation of 
the region in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 4 

Yet the elements annexed to form the "imagined Scottish 

community" 5 gave little insight into the changes which were 

occurring in the Highlands at the same time. It is nevertheless 

those changes which have moulded much of the present outlook of the 

inhabitants of the crofting districts, have re-drawn the physical 

appearance of the region and are, most of all, embedded in the 

collective memory. 

In his extensive discussion of men's dealings with the past, 

David Lowenthal asserts: 

The past is integral to our sense of identity [... ] 
Even traumatically painful memories remain essential 
emotional history. 6 

Indeed the consistent and persistent resurgence of the Clearances - 

with their tragic and traumatic implications - as a mental landmark 

in the crofting areas testifies to their significance as a point of 

cohesion and unifying agent. To them is attached a strong feeling 

of acrimony and a profound sense of outrage and indignation at the 

oppression and the miseries endured under the disguise of economic 

advance. In the introduction of their collection of essays, The 

Myths We Live By, Raphael Samuel and Paul Thompson use the example 

of the strength and endurance of the Clearances in the collective 

memory of the crofting districts to illustrate the point that for 

minorities "it is often persecution and common grievance which 

define belonging". In fact, the essential link between collective 
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memory and identity is increasingly underlined 7 and goes far to 

explain the effort of pressure groups or political parties at 

appropriating popular representations to serve their own ends. 

The image of the Clearances in the collective memory is 

dominated by a humanistic vision where the fate and suffering of 

individuals take precedence over any other considerations. It is 

because of the deeply ingrained feeling of injustice, intimately 

bound up with the representation, that any attempt at envisaging 

the Clearances from another angle is rejected and interpreted as 

being lenient towards the landlords or minimising the human 

hardships involved. The trauma of the Clearances is part and 

parcel of the cultural patrimony of the crofting region and studies 

or comments on the period, which tend to highlight such elements as 

the economic limitations of the region, are experienced as 

diverting the debate from its central concern and obfuscating the 

issue. 
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APPENDIX 

The information in the appendix is derived from: 

. History Theses 1901-1970. Historical Research for Higher 

Degrees in the Universities of the UK. compiled by P. M. Jacobs, 

University of London. Institute of Historical Ressearch (1976). 

. History Theses 1971-1980. Historical Research for Higher 

Degrees in the Universities of the UK. compiled by Joyce M. Horn. 

University of London. Institute of Historical Research (1984). 

. Theses Completed from 1981 to 1990. Historical Research for 

University Degrees in the UK. University of London. Institute of 

Historical Research. Lists n° 43-52. 

Research Degrees Connected to the Clearances: 

1961 1. The crofting areas of Sutherland since 1756. P. T. 

Wheeler. London PhD. 

1962 2. The geography of crofting in Scotland. J. R. Coul. 

Aberdeen PhD. 

1967 3. The religious and ecclesiastical life of the north-west 

Highlands, 1750-1843: the background of the Presbyterian 

emigrants to Cape Breton, Nova Scotia. G. E. MacDermid. 

Aberdeen PhD. 

4. James Loch and the house of Sutherland, 1812-55. E. S. 

Richards. Nottingham PhD. 
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1969 5. The first Statistical Accounts as a basis for studying 

the agrarian geography of late eighteen century Scotland. 

Mrs Valerie Morgan. Cambridge PhD. 

1970 6. The migration of Highlanders into Lowland Scotland, c. 

1750-1890, with particular reference to Greenock. R. D. 

Lobban. Edinburgh PhD. 

7. The background and motives of Scottish emigration to the 

U. S. in the period 1815-61, with special reference to 

emigrant correspondence. D. J. Jones. Edinburgh PhD. 

8. A study of the factors that assisted and directed 

Scottish emigration to Upper Canada, 1815-55. J. M. 

Cameron. Glasgow PhD. 

1973 9. Emigration from the Highlands and Western Isles of 

Scotland to Australia during the nineteenth century. 

R. A. C. Balfour. Edinburgh M. Litt. 

1974.10. The industrial archaeology of Sutherland: a Scottish 

Highland economy, 1700-1900. S. B. Calder. Stathclyde 

M. Litt. 

11. The making of the crofting community, 1746-1930. J. R. 

Hunter. Edinburgh PhD. 

1975 12. A society in transition: Easter Ross, 1750-1850. I. R. 

Mowat. St Andrews B. Phil. 

1979 13. Some aspects of agrarian change in the West of Scotland 

1793-1873. Mrs K. A. Whyte. Edinburgh PhD. 

1980 14, The impact of economic change on Sutherland, 1755-1851. 

R. R. Houston. Edinburgh PhD. 

15. Migration and economic change in the northern Highlands 

during the nineteenth century, with particular reference 

to the period 1851-91. Ruth N. Hildebrandt. Glasgow 

PhD. 
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1981 16. The interaction of Scotland educational developments and 

socio-economic factors on Gaelic education in Gaelic- 

speaking areas, with particular reference to the period 

1872-1918. Mary K. MacLeod. Edinburgh PhD. 

1982 17. "In the new land a new Glengarry": migration from the 

Scottish Highlands to Upper Canada 1750-1820. Marianne 

L. McLean. Edinburgh PhD. 

1987 18. The settlement of Scottish immigrants in Nova Scotia 

1770-1830: a study in adaptation. B. W. Preston. Glasgow 

PhD. 

1988 19. The assimilation of Highland migrants in Glasgow in the 

nineteenth century. Joan Mitchell. Stirling PhD. 

20. The assimilation of Irish and Highland migrants in 

Glasgow in the mid nineteenth century. W. Sloan. 

Strathclyde M. Phil. 

1989 21. The Highland community in Glasgow in the nineteenth 

century: a study of non assimilation. J. MacKenzie. 

Stirling PhD. 

1990 22. The conflict between the Highland traditional way of life 

and the era of "improvement" that came with the 

eighteenth century. Robert D. Clyde. Glasgow PhD. 

23. Scottish emigration in the late nineteenth century. 

Jeannette Brock. Strathclyde PhD. 

24. Scottish emigrants to New Zealand 1840-80: motives, means 

and background. Rosalind R. McClean. Edinburgh PhD. 
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Socio Religion Politics Education 

Economy 

1948 2 

1949 1 1 1 

1950 3 1 

1951 2 2 1 

1952 1 2 2 

1953 1 3 1 1 

1954 4 2 

1955 3 1 

1956 1 2 3 

1957 3 2 1 

1958 1 

1959 1 2 2 

1950 4 2 

1961 2 3 1 

1962 4 4 1 

1963 3 1 

1964 2 4 

1965 2 

1966 1 3 

1967 3 3 2 1 

1968 5 2 1 1 

1969 8 2 2 

1970 7 1 2 2 

Number of Research Degrees in Scottish History 1946-1970 - Topics - 
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Historical Medieval Long periods 1485-1660 Long periods 1600-1832 19-20th cent. Total 

Geography fron 15th cent from 17th cent 

1946 

1947 

1948 11 2 

1949 111 3 

1950 122 1 6 

1951 213 2 8 

1952 131 5 

1953 1114 3 10 

1954 1 1113 1 8 

1955 111 4 7 

1956 12 7 10 

1957 1113 1 7 

1958 1 1 2 

1959 113 5 

1960 21 1 4 

1961 1 31I22 1 11 

1962 2 2241 2 13 

1963 32 2 7 

1964 1114 2 9 

1965 1 1 2 

1966 23 5 

1967 1 123 4 11 

1968 1 113 3 9 

1969 135 6 15 

1970 1 126 5 15 

Total 7 21 6 20 19 54 47 174 

Amber of Research Degrees in Scottish Äistory 1946-1973 - Periods - 
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Historical Medieval Long periods 1500 1600 1700 1800 1900 Total 

geography from 1485 

1971 11237 14 

1972 2212641 20 

1973 122238 18 

1974 2339 13 31 

1975 322698 31 

1976 21325 11 24 

1977 21318 10 1 26 

1978 3114772 25 

1979 312553 20 

1980 3122463 22 

Total 2 23 11 15 26 59 79 10 231 

Roman early Medieval 1500 1600 1700 1800 1900 Total 

1981 1 2 1 2 6 12 

1982 3 1 5 3 4 1 17 

1983 2 1 1 7 10 1 22 

1984 2 1 4 4 9 5 25 

1985 1 5 1 4 8 19 

1986 2 2 3 6 3 16 

1987 1 4 3 1 9 9 5 32 

1988 4 1 4 8 2 19 

1989 7 3 4 11 3 28 

1990 1 3 1 4 8 2 19 

Total 2 31 17 21 37 79 22 209 

Number of Research Degrees in Scottish History 1971-1990 - Periods -- 



Appendix 

Socio - economy Religion Politics Education 

1971 3 4 

1972 8 1 4 

1973 14 4 1 

1974 19 1 4 2 

1975 17 1 2 2 

1976 14 6 1 1 

1977 10 9 2 1 

1978 13 5 3 1 

1979 10 1 1 2 

1980 8 1 2 2 

1981 3 3 2 2 

1982 9 3 3 1 

1983 7 3 5 2 

1984 16 4 4 

1985 12 1 3 2 

1986 11 2 2 

1987 13 5 4 4 

1988 9 5 4 3 

1889 14 1 8 1 

1990 11 2 1 

Number of Research degrees in Scottish History 1971-1990 

404 

- Topics - 
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